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Abstract
Colorectal cancer (CRC) remains a major contributor to the number of cancerrelated deaths that occur annually worldwide. With the development of
molecular biology methods, an increasing number of molecular biomarkers have
been identified and investigated. CRC is believed to result from an accumulation
of epigenetic changes, and detecting aberrant DNA methylation patterns is useful
for both the early diagnosis and prognosis of CRC. Numerous studies are
focusing on the development of DNA methylation detection methods or DNA
methylation panels. Thus, this review will discuss the commonly used techniques
and technologies to evaluate DNA methylation, their merits and deficiencies as
well as the prospects for new methods.
Key words: Colorectal cancer; Cancer screening; Marker; DNA methylation detection
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: We screened the literature on the application of DNA methylation detection
technologies as well as colorectal cancer (CRC) associated DNA methylation markers in
the diagnosis or prognosis evaluation of CRC. Apart from introducing each method in
detail and describing the methylation status of several candidate genes being assayed, we
also evaluated the advantages or disadvantages of each method. More importantly, we
discuss the new DNA methylation detection methods and their potential use. At last, we
prospect on how these methylation markers could be used and what kind of methylation
detection techniques might be more practical in clinical work.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a major contributor to cancer-related deaths worldwide[1].
According to an epidemiological study, the number of newly emerged CRC cases
worldwide is predicted to rise to 2.2 million and more and will cause approximately
1.1 million deaths by the year of 2030[2]. Furthermore, an article published in 2012
reported that there are more than 1 million CRC cases diagnosed per year, and nearly
700000 annual deaths result from this disease[3]. Genetic analyses of CRC have shown
that CRC arises from an accumulation of genetic mutations and epigenetic changes[4],
with CRC typically having 3 to 6 driver mutations and 33 to 66 hitchhiker or
passenger mutations that lead to protein expression silencing[5]. In these instances,
molecular data are often used as evidence to support the clinical and pathological
changes[6]. Changes in the methylation levels of specific genes have been shown to be
associated with the early stages of CRC or with good or bad patient prognoses[7].
Epigenetic modifications can be affected by environmental factors, and the
identification of site-specific changes in DNA methylation may offer insights into
carcinogenetic mechanisms and ultimately aid in uncovering the role of
environmental influences in the development of CRC[8]. Furthermore, colonoscopies
and polypectomies are complicated technical procedures that require training and
experience to maximize accuracy and safety[9]. In addition, the procedures for tests
such as colonoscopies are not acceptable to all individuals and can have
complications[10,11]. Future research and further investigations aiming to identify
predictive biomarkers can be generally useful in developing available, noninvasive,
cost-effective diagnostic and prognostic panels that would have immense societal
benefits[12].
For the reasons described above, we believe that further investigations on gene
methylation related to CRC and the development of rapid and reliable methylation
detection methods for CRC patients are worthwhile. It seems like that CRC
epigenetics will be the epitome for multistep tumorigenesis, because new highthroughput methods will make detailed mapping of the CRC chromatin landscape
accessible, which is able to offer new vision of CRC etiology and biology, discover
more genetic variations in epigenetic regulators linked to CRC, and uncover potential
epigenetic biomarkers for CRC diagnosis or prediction of prognosis and response to
treatment [13] . Numerous studies have been undertaken to identify epigenetic
biomarkers for diagnosing CRC in early stage or evaluating disease prognosis or to
develop brand-new technologies or techniques to assess DNA methylation in CRC, all
the results of which may promote a decrease in CRC-associated morbidity and
mortality. Dozens of methylation detection methods have been developed, which
utilize highly different approaches. Therefore, the intent of this review is to discuss
the most widely used methods as well as newly investigated or invented technologies.
This review may be useful to researchers or scholars who are interested in the
relationship between aberrant DNA methylation and CRC or those who want to
investigate new methods for the detection of CRC. We will summarize the techniques
used for CRC DNA methylation level analysis, compare different methods, and
analyze both the advantages and disadvantages of the most widely used and newly
developed methods. Finally, we will make conclusions regarding the preferred
techniques and evaluate the value of novel methods that are under development.

STUDY QUESTION
In this review, we focus on the methylation detection methods developed for or
implemented in the diagnosis CRC. The advantages and disadvantages of each
method are summarized and compared to offer valuable information to researchers
who want to undertake investigations in this field.

SEARCH STRATEGY
From January 15 to February 7, 2019, we searched for articles involving the detection
of DNA methylation in CRC patients. The key words we used were “gene” OR
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“DNA” AND “methylation” AND “detection” AND “colon” OR “intestine” OR
“rectal” OR “colorectal” OR “CRC” AND “cancer”.

Electronic databases
We performed literature searches using six online databases, including PubMed,
MEDLINE, Ovid, EMBASE, Science Direct, and Web of Science. We only included
original research written in English and reported within the past decade.

CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION AND REJECTION OF
STUDIES
The selection criteria for our review were as follows: (1) Studies involving DNA
methylation detection for CRC; and (2) Studies that implemented or developed a
novel method to detect the level of DNA methylation in CRC. The rejection criteria for
our review included studies that did not mention the sensitivity of the method or did
not report the methods.

QUALITY ASSESSMENT
To evaluate the quality of the included studies, two reviewers were independently
chosen to extract the data and assess quality of each study that included DNA
methylation detection in CRC patients.

DATA EXTRACTION
All of the data were extracted from 28 carefully selected articles. The selection process
used is shown in Figure 1. We focused on the methods and candidate genes the
researchers chose, and we collected or calculated the diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity of each reported marker in these articles. For those not mentioning the
sensitivity and specificity, we used the statistics in the articles for calculation.
Generally, the sensitivity for DNA methylation in CRC diagnosis is the proportion of
those CRC patients with a positive test. Specificity is negative test results among
persons without CRC.

RESULTS
We searched more than 100 articles and summarized all commonly used DNA
methylation methods used in these studies (Figure 2). Among the different studies
that focused on DNA methylation in CRC, various types of techniques were used
(Table 1). The diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of the molecular markers obtained
using specific methylation detection methods are also provided in Table 1. We
observed that most of the methods are PCR-based techniques or technologies, such as
methylation-specific multiple ligation-dependent probe amplification (MS-MLPA),
direct or nested methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction (MSP), multitarget
stool DNA (MT-sDNA) test, methylation-specific high resolution melting curve
analysis (MS-HRM), and MethyLight assay. DNA sequencing is also a commonly
used technique, including bisulfite sequencing, pyrosequencing, and quantitative
allele-specific real-time target and signal amplification (QuARTS) assays. Other
methods involving Illumina technologies were typically used for genome profiling.

MT-sDNA test
The development of MT-sDNA test was a remarkable progress that was made on
solving problems of CRC screening while keeping high accuracy. It is independent of
the CRC lesion site and is believed to be beneficial for ameliorating both the
diagnostic yield and quality of the colonoscopy examination[14]. The MT-sDNA test is
a noninvasive technology by detecting CRC-related DNA markers and occult
hemoglobin in the feces, including aberrantly methylated promoter regions of BMP3
and NDRG4[4,15].
Accordingly, recent advances have allowed a combined fecal immunochemical test
(FIT) and multitarget DNA stool test to become commercially available. There is high
possibility that MT-sDNA test could be an optimal screening choice for asymptomatic
people with a moderate risk for CRC, and the early adoption of this assay is
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Figure 1

Figure 1 The workflow of the article screening. The simplified article selection procedure is shown in this picture.

recommended[15,16]. Despite being the most sensitive noninvasive CRC screening test
currently available, further investigations on this sDNA test seems to be needed[17].
What’s more, it is reported that the MT-sDNA test is not as effective as FIT and
colonoscopy and even more expensive when participation rates of all strategies were
identical[15].

QuARTS assay
The QuARTS is a technology combing polymerase-based target amplification with
signal amplification based on invasive cleavage, with the fluorescence-based signal
detection resembling real-time PCR. To the best of our knowledge, QuARTS was first
used to detect DNA methylation by Zou et al[18]. Kisiel et al[19] measured candidate
markers for CRC through QuARTS assays using DNA extracted from normal colon,
adenoma, and CRC frozen tissues. An automated sDNA assay developed by Lidgard
et al[20] uses the QuARTS method and has been reported to have a 90% specificity and
98% sensitivity when used to test the DNA methylation of stool samples from
individuals with CRC [20] . Ahlquist et al [21] demonstrated that QuARTS is a very
sensitive and specific method for detecting CRC in early stage and large adenomas in
the colon regardless of the sites, although optimization and standardization of feces
collecting methods as well as stool storing protocols are of great importance in
improving the performance of QuARTS.

MS-MLPA method
MS-MLPA is a quick, reliable, and cost-effective method derived from MLPA that
does not require sodium bisulfite treatment and instead uses the methylationsensitive endonuclease HhaI. If the target DNA is methylated, the HhaI enzyme cannot
cut its recognition sequence, and the target sequence will then be amplified by PCR.
When analyzing the data of MS-MLPA, the percentage of methylated DNA is
calculated by comparing the peak patterns of HhaI-digested and -undigested
products[22-24]. To perform MS-MLPA, genomic DNA must first be denatured, after
which the MS-MLPA probes are added and a 16 h hybridization step is performed[25].
Furlan et al[26] used this technique to assess CpG methylation of tumor suppressor
genes in CRC samples using a well-characterized series of sporadic colorectal
adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine carcinomas with known clinicopathologic and
molecular profiles. The results of this study showed that an outstanding merit of MSMLPA is being able to screen multiple cancer genes in only an assay with better
sensitivity and specificity compared with the rest of the DNA methylation detection
assays. Their results indicate that the MS-MLPA assay is a simple, cost-effective,
reliable method for epigenetic analysis of tumor tissues and can provide innovative
aspects for clinical diagnosis and treatment[27]. In a study by Mäki-Nevala et al[28]
focusing on Lynch syndrome-associated adenomas, they employed MS-MLPA to
evaluate DNA methylation conditions in the promoters of 8 CIMP-related genes and 7
chosen candidate genes such as TSGs and the gene LINE-1. In an investigation of the
use of constitutive MLH1 methylation to diagnose Lynch syndrome in patients with
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[Ref.]
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Tissue

Tissues
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Tissue
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Specimen

20

Case
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IKZF
BCAT1/IKZF

BCAT1
IKZF
BCAT1/IKZF

BCAT1/IKZF

BMP3
NDRG4
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SFMBT_896
SFMBT_897
CHST2_7890
PDGFD
CHST2_7889
VAV3
DTX1
BMP3, VAV3, ZDHHC1
BCAT1
IKZF1

145
145
145

74

129

28

12
36

421

Vimentin, NDRG4, BMP3, 252
TFPI2

BMP3, NDRG4

NDRG4, BMP3

50
50
50

144

450

94

291
36

44

293

9167

794

97

20

Control

Sample number

FAM78A, FSTL1, KCNC1, 28
MYOCD, SLC6A4

18 genes 1

Gene

qMSP

MSP

MSP

MSP

MSP
MSP

QuARTS

QuARTS

Automated MT
sDNA assay
MT sDNA test

Illumina3

Illumina2

Method

Table 1 Methods used to study DNA methylation in colorectal cancer cases and controls

86% (80%-91%)
94% (90%-98%)
97% (94%-100%)

65% (54%-76%)
68% (57% -79%)
77% (64 %-84%)

57% (48%-66%)
48% (39%-57%)
66% (57%-74%)

68% (48%-84%)

58% (53%-63%)
78% (74%-82%)
90% (86%-92%)
89% (86%-92%)
89% (85%-92%)
82% (77%-85%)
83% (79%-87%)
82% (78%-86%)
82% (78%-85%)
71% (66%-75%
92% (60%-100%)
92% (83% -101%)
72% (58%-87%)

89% (83%-93%)

98% (95%-101%)4
92% (86%-98%)5
92.3% (83.0%-97.5%)

100.00%

96% (87%-105%)

Sensitivity (95%CI)

94% (87%-101%)
82% (71%-93%)
74% (62%-86%)

96% (93%-99%)
95% (91%-99%)
92% (88%-96%)

95% (93%-97%)
99% (98.1%-100%)
95% (93%-97%)

87% (79%-95%)

100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
100% (90%-102%)
90% (86%-93%)
69% (54%-85%)
97% (92%-103%)

90% (85%-94%)

87% (86%-87%)

90% (88%-92%)

100%

100%

This study has shown that highly methylated BCAT1 and IKZF1 exist in all
stages of CRC. A positive correlation was observed between hypermethylated
IKZF1 and gene activity silencing.
Methylated BCAT1/IKZF1 blood test has a significantly higher sensitivity
for recurrent CRC than the CEA test.
Accuracy of this two-marker blood test approximates that of gFOBT.
This two-marker blood test for screening is likely a rescue strategy for
those refusing more sensitive RCT-proven methods such as FIT, flexible
sigmoidoscopy, or colonoscopy.
Detection of methylated BCAT1 and/or IKZF1 DNA in plasma may have
clinical application as a novel blood test for CRC. Combining the results
from the two methylation-specific PCR assays improves CRC detection with
a minimal change in specificity.
Results indicate that MGMT/RASSF1A/SEPT9 gene promoter methylation
panel accurately identifies CRC, irrespective of molecular subtype and
may have a better performance than currently available epigenetic based
biomarkers but requiring assessment of its performance in liquid biopsies.

These results suggest that methylation biomarkers in this study may be
developed that will, at minimum, serve as useful objective and quantitative
diagnostic complements to colonoscopy as a cancer-screening tool.
Four distinct DNA methylation subgroups of CRC identified can provide
novel insight regarding the role of CIMP-specific DNA hypermethylation in
gene silencing.
This automated high-throughput system could be a widely accessible
noninvasive approach to general CRC screening.
This stool test shows a higher single-application sensitivity than a
commercial FIT for both colorectal cancer and advanced precancerous
lesions, although with lower specificity.
Next-generation sDNA tests appear capable of detecting early-stage CRC
and large adenomas with a high sensitivity and specificity at all sites
throughout the colon. Validation of optimized next-generation sDNA tests
in the screening setting is now needed.
This novel panel is highly specific for colitis-associated neoplasia across
geographically diverse patient subsets and among those with varying risk.
The marker panel has been optimized by the discovery and incorporation
of methylated ZDHHC1, an epithelium-specific marker, as a normalizer
for the neoplasm-specific markers, in stool. Further studies are needed to
corroborate and extend this finding. Except for DTX1, each of these novel
markers is individually more sensitive than the most sensitive marker in the
MT-sDNA panel.
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155

78

40

28

22

54

161

Direct MSP
Nested MSP
Pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing
MS-HRM
MS-HRM

MSP, BS-Seq

MSP, BS-Seq

MSP

MSP

MSP

MSP

MSP

qMSP

qMSP

qMSP

11% (-1%-23%)
33% (22%-44%)
23% (12%- 33%)
18% (6%-30%)
16% (4%-28%)
14% (2%-27%)
11% (-1%-23 %)
15% (3%-28%)
91% (83%-99%)
91% (83%-99%)
76% (63%-88%)
80% (68%-92%)
58% (43%-72%)

67% (60%-75%)

47% (39%-55%)

25% (14%-36%)
66% (54%-78%)
30% (19%-42%)
87% (79%-95%)
71% (60%-82%)
10% (3%-18%)
82% (71%-93%)

44% (35%-54%)8
21% (14%-29%)9

90% (79%-101%)

78% (69%-88%)

90% (78%-97%)

80% (44%-97%)

94% (86%-102%)6
59% (42%-76%)7

87% (82%-91%)
74% (67%-80%)
73% (67%-80%)
84% (79%-89%)
85% (80%-90%)
88% (83%-92%)
90% (86%-94%)
87.7% (83.2%-92.2%)
88.9% (80%-98%)
80% (68%-92%)
78% (66%-90%)
84% (74%-95%)
71% (58%-84%)

100%

100%

57% (31%-83%)
19% (4%-33%)
14% (-4%-32%)
25.8% (10%-41%)
N/A
N/A
32% (25%-39%)

95% (90%-100%)

100%

100%

91% (71%-99%)

89% (77%-96%)

34% (27%-41%)
95% (86%-98%)

The combination of EDNRB locations 1 and 2 can be used as a powerful
biomarker, in which the first location is significantly correlated with tumor
stage and grade while the second one is aberrantly methylated independent
of any clinicopathological features.

The presence of CDKN2A methylation is associated with poorer overall
survival in stages B and C combined.
Methylation of DIRAS1 is a marker of poor prognosis in human colorectal
cancer. Methylation of DIRAS1 may promote colorectal carcinogenesis and
progression.
Methylation of ZNF331 is a poor prognostic marker in human colorectal
cancer. ZNF331 may serve as a tumor suppressor in human colorectal
cancer
The data also show that qualitative techniques such as direct MSP and
nested MSP (although showing different methylation frequencies) can,
when carefully developed, optimized, and interpreted, yield comparable
clinical results as pyrosequencing and MS-HRM and could therefore be
used for biomarker detection/validation.

This test can be a cost-effective screening tool for detection of asymptomatic
cancer patients for colonoscopy, who are at CRC risk that is hard to access
and does not necessarily need further examination.
The SDC2 DNA methylation in BLF shows a high sensitivity and specificity
in patients with CRC and precancerous lesions.
Abnormal SDC2 methylation can be a new potential diagnostic biomarker
for noninvasive screening of CRC.
This study found that aberrant methylation of UNC5C gene exists in
CRCs and APs. UNC5C protein expression is negatively correlated with
methylation status.
MGMT hypermethylation can be used “as a clinical biomarker” for early
diagnosis and prognostic assessment of the disease.
Methylation of RASSF1A in the promoter region is independently
associated with prognosis in CRC patients treated with oxaliplatinbased chemotherapy, and might be a promising target for improving
chemotherapeutic effects.
The findings suggest that DNA methylation is a useful marker and that
promoter methylation in certain genes is associated with more advanced
tumor stages, poor differentiation, and metastasis, which can have an
application as a risk assessment tool or as a marker of recurrence to help
decide on the aggressiveness of the treatment.
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2013

2016

2017

26[89]

27[90]

28[46]

Plasma

Plasma

Tissue

Tissue

Stool

Tissue

111

O6-MGMT
p14ARF
p16INK4a
RASSF1A
APC1A
PDX1
SDC2
IKZF1
BCAT1
FGF5
GRASP
IRF4
SEPT9
SOX21
SFRP1
SFRP2
SDC2
PRIMA1
4 genes as a panel

20
44
74
74
20
44
22
44
20
47
47
47
47
47

60
14
12
64
35
33
42

AGTR1, WNT2, SLIT2
SEPT9
VIM
AGTR1, WNT2, SLIT4
SEPT9
VIM
CMTM3 + SSTR2 + MDF

20
44
144
144
40
44
24
44
20
37
37
37
37
37

53

38
26
26
N/A
N/A
N/A
42

MethyLight

MethyLight

SYBR Green
detection

Pyrosequencing

Pyrosequencing

Pyrosequencing

34% (25%-43%)
29% (21%-37%)
28% (20%-36%)
14% (8%-21%)
27% (19%-35%)
45% (23%-67%)
59% (45-74%)
68% (57-78%)
65% (54%-76%)
85% (69%-101%)
55% (40%-69%)
59% (39%-80%)
59.1% (45%-74%)
85% (69%-101%)
85% (75%-95%)
72% (60%-85%)
89% (81%-98%)
81% (70%-92%)
92% (84%-100%)

95% (89%-101%)
93% (50%-100%)
83% (33%-92%)
78% (68%-88%)
20% (6%-31%)
55% (33%-70%).
81% (69%-93%)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
70% (50%-90%)
84.1% (73%-95%)
95% (92%-99%)
97% (94%-100%)
83% (71%-94%)
93%(86%-101%%)
96% (88%-104%)
96% (89 %-102%)
50% (28%-72%)
81% (69%-94%)
89% (79%-99%)
97% (92%-103%)
73% (59%-87%)
97% (92%-102%)

89% (79%-99%)
100.00%
86.00% (73%-99%)
N/A
N/A
N/A
91% (82%-100%)

The present study offers the possibility to measure the hypermethylation
of the marker panel in cell-free plasma DNA and provides a potential
non-invasive, epigenetic diagnostic test. It also shows that the altered
methylation pattern might serve as a key for early diagnosis of precancerous
stages.

These data demonstrate the utility of close consideration of the background
levels of DNA methylation in WBC DNA as an important step in the
selection of biomarkers suitable for development as plasma-based assays.

This study has shown that the combination of CMTM3, SSTR2, and MDFI
gene methylation may be an epigenetic biomarker for early stages of CRC
but should be studied further to determine their potential role as noninvasive diagnostic biomarkers for CRC.
p14arf, RASSF1A, APC1A, and O6-MGMT methylation as biomarkers of
prognosis in CRC could be utilized as a relevant stratification factor in
future prospective and interventional studies on CRC, and might serve as a
tool in tailoring treatment for individual patients.

This study offers a novel panel of specific methylation markers that can be
assessed in stools and may complement currently applied protocols for the
early detection of sporadic CRC, which may contribute to improving the
follow-up and early diagnosis of high-risk patients with IBD when assessed
in non-neoplastic tissues obtained by surveillance colonoscopy.

2

18 genes include: ANKRD15, CASP8, EDA2R, ENPEP, GRB10, IGFBP5, INS, ITGB4, LGALS2, MGC9712, NMUR1, RASSF5, SLC16A3, SULT1C2, TIMP4, VAV1, VHL, and VMD2;
Illumina high throughput “Veracode” array;
3
Illumina Infinium HM27 DNA methylation assay;
4
The data were analyzed by using logistic regression algorithm;
5
The data were analyzed by using marker-specific cutoff and scoring;
6
The researchers used the cumulative methylation index (CMI) as a threshold. The first sensitivity was calculated when the CMI was 0.05;
7
The sensitivity was calculated when the CMI was 2.1;
8
The plasma samples used were collected before chemotherapy;
9
The plasma samples used were collected after chemotherapy;
10
To compare the clinical sensitivity and specificity of direct MSP, nested MSP, pyrosequencing, and MS HRM, in this study, they computed clinical sensitivities and specificities among deceased patients and subjects still alive,
respectively, using overall mortality for the total follow-up period of up to 8 years as the standard. When using the pyrosequencing, the researchers compared different thresholds for positivity which RET promoter CpG island
methylation was dependent on. From the up to down, the thresholds for positivity were, respectively, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25%. In this table, we summarize the methods used in the 28 selected articles. The characteristics of
each marker or method are described.

1

2016

2013

25[60]

24[88]
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Figure 2 Diagram of the basic choices for methylation detection methods to study gene methylation in
colorectal cancer. In this diagram, we show the currently available methods and their different requirements for
colorectal cancer assays. Researchers typically use two or more methods to investigate gene methylation. CRC:
Colorectal cancer; MS-MLPA: Methylation-specific multiple ligation-dependent probe amplification; MS-HRM:
Methylation-specific high resolution melting curve analysis; MSP: Methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction; MTsDNA: Multitarget stool DNA test; QuARTS: Quantitative allele-specific real-time target and signal amplification
assays.

tumor MLH1 downregulation, MS-MPLA was used to analyze MLH1 promoter
methylation in peripheral blood leukocyte DNA from the index patients[29].

MSP technique
MSP is probably the most ubiquitously used technique to study DNA methylation
and can rapidly detect the methylation status of DNA without the use of methylationsensitive restriction enzymes[30]. Despite only requiring minute amounts of DNA, MSP
can be utilized to detect less than 0.1% of allele methylation in a specific locus and
could be applied to analyzing DNA methylation in various types of specimens like
body fluids and paraffin-embedded specimens [31] . To perform MSP, primers are
needed for amplifying the genomic DNA that has been treated with sodium
bisulfite [27,31,32] . Normally, based on the amplification results, MSP can produce
quantitative or qualitative (using agarose gels) results to assess changes in DNA
methylation[33]. Draht et al[34] tested a number of tissue samples using variations of this
method, including MSP, direct MSP, and nested MSP. As expected, the results
showed that direct MSP is less sensitive than nested MSP. The reason is that the
sensitivity of nested MSP in detecting decreased CpG island methylation of the RET
promoter was higher compared with direct MSP. In a study in which a panel of
tumor-specific methylation genes (NPY, PENK, and WIF1) was evaluated, a
quantitative multiplex methylation-specific PCR (QM-MSP) assay was shown to be
not as sensitive and specific as a direct assay of the tissue samples, but it was
suggested to be an efficient test to assess serum DNA methylation[35]. To assess SDC2
methylation in DNA from bowel lavage fluid, Park et al [36] used a two-step
fluorescence-based quantitative methylation-specific PCR (qMSP) method to measure
SDC2 methylation of DNA from tissues and bowel lavage fluid. Sun et al[37] used MSP
to detect the methylation status of RASSF1A in blood samples from patients before
and after chemotherapy. Exner et al [38] used a microfluidic high-throughput and
methylation-sensitive qPCR approach to assess methylated sites of DNA in freshly
frozen and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples. With the intension of
determining whether SDC2 methylation detection in stool DNA could be used to
screen CRC and adenoma, Oh et al[39] performed qMSP to analyze stool DNA.
As an endpoint analysis technique[40], the primary limitation of MSP is that it yields
qualitative results, meaning that well-standardized MSP assays provide information
that is restricted to the presence of methylated, unmethylated, or both methylated and
unmethylated alleles[41].

MethyLight
MethyLight is a quantitative, fluorescence-based, real-time PCR method[42] that is
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capable of detecting and quantifying DNA. It is especially suitable for detecting
hypomethylated DNA regions when the ratio of unmethylated DNA is relatively high
because of the combined use of methylation-specific priming and methylation-specific
fluorescent probing[43]. The remarkable advantages of this technique, which was
proposed by Eads et al[44], are its high throughput and great sensitivity other than the
ability of yielding high-resolution information of methylation. The MethyLight
technique is able to show the methylation level of a specific DNA region without
requiring a significant amount of DNA, and it differs from MSP by being able to
quantify the relative amounts of a particular methylation pattern. The way of
MethyLight quantifying products is through recording the cycle number right when
the fluorescent signal goes across a threshold during the exponential amplification
phase of PCR[44,45]. Barták et al[46] successfully measured the methylation level of four
chosen DNA patterns in two types of specimens, colon tissues and plasma, via
MethyLight assay. As reported by Li et al[47], the detection limit for SFRP2 methylation
using the MethyLight assay was approximately 200 pg (approximately 60 copies of
human genome) per reaction. In addition, as a PCR-based method, the throughput of
MethyLight can be of great use. For example, He et al[48] reported on a multiplex
MethyLight assay for the detection of methylated genes in CRC.

MS-HRM technique
MS-HRM can detect DNA methylation status with a relatively good sensitivity and
specificity. In MS-HRM, the difference between methylated and unmethylated DNA
PCR products will be shown as different high-resolution melting curves. By
comparing the results of samples with reference amplicons, the extent of methylation
of the unknown samples can be estimated [ 4 9 , 5 0 ] . Compared to MSP and
pyrosequencing, it has been reported that the MS-HRM method is an inexpensive and
simple technique with high accuracy and its methylation level quantification function
works as well as or somehow even better than pyrosequencing[51]. MS-HRM has a
higher sensitivity than MSP, is high throughput, and is performed in a closed tube[52].
Kidambi et al[53] applied MS-HRM to detecting MLH1 intron 1 methylation not only in
cancer samples, but also in peripheral white blood cells as well as buccal cells.
However, the accuracy of the HRM method can be affected by factors such as the
location or length of the amplicon and the DNA extraction method used[54,55]. Thus, the
use of MS-HRM is typically restricted due to the fact that it could only provide the
approximate range of methylation level[56].

Bisulfite sequencing
Bisulfite sequencing (BS-Seq) is an available option for profiling methylated cytosine
in DNA at the genome-wide level at single nucleotide resolution. BS-Seq is regarded
as the “gold standard” for single-base resolution measurements of DNA methylation
levels[57]. The basic methylation detection principle of BS-Seq is that unmethylated
cytosine can be deaminated to uracil under sodium bisulfite treatment but methylated
cytosine cannot. The converted DNA can be amplified using a gene-specific primer[58],
and methylation status of mappable cytosine in genome was measured by means of
deep sequencing of the bisulfite-treated genomic DNA [59,60] . Like all sequencing
technologies, BS-Seq involves sophisticated procedures, and problems remain in the
sequencing of short amplicons amplified from a bisulfite-modified template[61].

Pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing is a DNA sequencing technique that is based on the “sequencing by
synthesis” method. By examining the activity of both DNA polymerase and another
chemiluminescent enzyme, a single chain of DNA is sequenced using this technique
by synthesizing the complementary strand and detecting which base is added at each
step[62]. This method has high throughput after years of investigations[63,64]. When using
this technique, DNA samples are typically treated with bisulfite to detect DNA
methylation. Pyrosequencing can be employed to directly detect DNA methylation or
to identify the products from MSP.

Genome profiling
When screening for abnormal methylation patterns of genes, genome profiling is the
first option used, and the Illumina BeadChip is a popular platform for profiling DNA
methylation. The Illumina HumanMethylation450 BeadChip can profile more than
450000 CpGs across the human genome in a cost-effective, comprehensive
manner[65,66]. Lin et al[67] used an Illumina HumanMethylation450 array while studying
the clinical relevance of plasma DNA methylation in CRC patients. Sung-Eun Kim
and his team used the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation27 (HM27) BeadChip to
analyze the methylation status of more than 27 thousand individual CpG sites located
at promoter regions of over 14 thousand genes in cultivated cells genes in cultivated
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cells[68]. Pekow et al[8] utilized an Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 array for
the analysis of around half a million methylation sites in each specimen at singlenucleotide resolution. Despite its popularity, this array-based measurement of DNA
methylation status has issues with measurement variation. For instance, the negative
values or truncation of low intensity signals produced by background subtraction
methods can potentially introduce additional bias[69]. One study showed that part of
the probes used in genome profiling could potentially cause false signals due to
unspecific hybridization with unintended genomic sequences that are highly
homologous to the target genes. Additionally, probes targeting polymorphism of
CpGs which have overlapping SNPs have been discovered [70] . Furthermore, this
technique requires the use of complicated procedures to perform DNA profiling[66,71].

CONCLUSION
In this review, we summarize and discuss all of the techniques or technologies used in
scientific studies or in clinical settings. Despite being time-consuming and involving
the use of sophisticated procedures, the use of DNA sequencing techniques is needed
to identify genes that are aberrantly methylated for use as disease markers. When the
candidate genes are identified, it is obviously unwise to use DNA sequencing to
screen for them in many types of specimens. In these cases, PCR-based methods have
the advantages of being generally more sensitive, scalable, specific, reliable, timesaving, and cost-effective than other methods[72]. For this reason, we believe that MSPCR is a preferred technology, as methylation-specific PCR alone can be used to
determine the methylation status of a gene. Developing methods for only one specific
gene[73], in our point of view, will limit the use of PCR technology. Combined with
various types of methods, the use of methylation-specific PCR can be promising to
assess the methylation status of multiple genes, which can be genuinely valuable.
Furthermore, not all PCR-based methods require extra equipment to further confirm
multiple products. Techniques such as MS-HRM have been successfully developed
for the closed-tube screening of aberrant DNA methylation with satisfactory
throughput, although we have concerns regarding the deficiencies of this technique.
For example, ambiguous results obtained for several samples in an HRM-based
screening experiment did not allow for the straightforward classification of the
methylation status of the sample[61]. Thus, we believe that the development of new
high-throughput technologies is still urgently needed to allow for faster and cheaper
DNA methylation detection in CRC and other diseases.
As shown in Table 1, although only a portion of the investigated markers of CRC
are presented, we can see that the number of useful methylation markers is
considerable, which we should make good use of. We think individuals with positive
FIT results should first have the CRC DNA methylation marker screening test done
instead of going straight for tests like colonoscopy. If the DNA markers show that the
individual is at the average or high risk of CRC, colonoscopy and other invasive tests
are recommended. However, we believe that more studies are needed for selecting
the methylation markers that could indicate the precancerous changes in colon. We
also suggest that combined methylation marker screening should be a routine test of
regular physical examination. What’s more, in terms of detection methods, if 10 or
more of these markers could be simultaneously assayed in just one closed tube using
PCR-based method, the societal benefits would be immense. If the SNPs of multiple
genes could be detected and identified in just one tube[74,75], there could be a means of
developing a PCR-based method to detect the methylation status of multiple genes.
With the identification of Hachimoji DNA[76], faster, simpler, and more cost-effective
technologies for methylation analysis are not far off.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Melanoma is a highly malignant skin tumour, and is one of the most rapidly
growing malignant tumors in recent years. According to statistics, the morbidity
of cancer increases with age, accounting for 1.6% of new cancer cases and 0.6% of
deaths worldwide. Melanoma has a serious impact on society and families, thus
it is of great significance to find biological markers related to the diagnosis and
treatment of melanoma.
AIM
To explore the expression and predictive value of mir-489 and mir-21 in
melanoma metastasis.
METHODS
A total of 60 patients with malignant melanoma treated at our hospital from June
2017 to December 2018 were selected as a research group, while 40 healthy
subjects were selected as a control group. qRT-PCR technique was used to detect
miR-489 and miR-21 in serum of the two groups. ROC curve was drawn to
evaluate the predictive value and diagnostic efficiency. Spearman test was used
for correlation analysis. Logistic single- and multiple-factor analyses were
performed to identify the risk factors related to melanoma metastasis.
RESULTS
The expression of miR-489 in the research group was significantly lower than that
in the control group (P < 0.001). However, the expression of miR-21 in the
research group was significantly higher than that in the control group (P < 0.001).
The expression of miR-489 and miR-21 was related to TNM stage and metastasis
(P < 0.001). In the diagnosis of melanoma patients, the sensitivity, specificity, and
AUC of miR-489 alone were 75.56%, 80.00%, and 0.852, respectively. The
sensitivity, specificity, and AUC of miR-21 alone were 77.78%, 82.22%, and 0.844,
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respectively. MiR-489 was negatively correlated with TNM stage of melanoma (r
= -0.612, P < 0.001), while miR-21 was positively correlated with TNM stage (r =
0.609, P < 0.001). Logistic single- and multiple-factor regression analyses showed
that TNM stage, miR-489, and mir-21 were independent risk factors for malignant
melanoma metastasis.
CONCLUSION
MiR-489 and miR-21 may participate in the process of melanoma occurrence,
development, and metastasis, and can be used as potential serum biomarkers for
melanoma metastasis diagnosis and disease assessment.
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Core tip: Metastasis of malignant melanoma may lead to severe infection. Due to the
high missed diagnosis rate of melanoma metastasis in vivo and the limited treatment
options for malignant melanoma metastasis at present, the disease recurrence rate is high.
Improving diagnostic efficiency and understanding risk factors are very important for the
diagnosis and treatment of malignant melanoma metastasis. We aimed to investigate the
expression of miR-489 and miR-21 as well as their correlation and diagnostic value in
melanoma of different clinicopathological features. We also compared the predictive
value of miR-489 and miR-21 in melanoma metastasis.
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INTRODUCTION
Malignant melanoma is a malignant tumor commonly found in the skin or other
organs, which is produced by malignant transformation of melanocytes[1]. Although
the incidence rate of malignant melanoma is relatively low, it has become one of the
tumors with the fastest growth of incidence rate in the world, with a growth rate of
7% year by year, and malignant melanoma patients often suffer from metastasis of the
focus and the mortality increases significantly with the metastasis of the focus[2].
Currently, the clinical treatments for melanoma are mainly surgical resection,
systemic treatment, radiotherapy-based combined treatment, radiotherapy alone, and
immunotherapy [3-5] . Relevant reports show that although good efficacy can be
obtained by radical surgery in the early stage, it is difficult to treat malignant
melanoma patients with metastasis or diffusion in the late stage, and there are still a
large number of melanoma patients with recurrence or poor prognosis, which is also
the reason for the high mortality of melanoma[6,7]. Analysis of the pathogenesis of
human melanoma and inhibition of melanoma progression are an important part of
melanoma research[8].
With the in-depth study of tumor-related molecular biology, it was found that
microRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of endogenous non-coding single-stranded RNAs
with tumor-promoting or tumor-inhibiting functions [9,10] . MiRNAs play a role in
inhibiting or promoting the proliferation of cancer cells in different solid tumors.
Current studies showed that miRNAs are abnormally expressed in melanoma[11].
Reports showed that miR-489 expression was down-regulated in malignant
melanoma cells, and appropriate up-regulation of miR-489 expression could inhibit
the proliferation of malignant melanoma cells[12]. On the other hand, miR-21 was
proved to be much more expressed in serum of melanoma patients than in normal
serum[13]. However, there is a lack of research on the expression and predictive value
of miR-489 and miR-21 in melanoma metastasis. Therefore, this study aimed to
provide a new theoretical basis for the molecular diagnosis and treatment of
melanoma, and to conduct experimental research on the expression characteristics of
miR-489 and miR-21 in melanoma and their clinical significance.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collection of materials
A total of 60 patients with malignant melanoma from June 2017 to December 2018
were selected as a research group, including 30 males and 30 females. The average age
was 50.45 ± 15.03 years. Forty healthy people who underwent physical examination
during the same period were selected as a control group, including 20 males and 20
females. The average age was 50.27 ± 16.19 years. The inclusion criteria were: (1) All
melanoma patients included met the diagnostic guidelines of CSCO melanoma expert
committee[14]; (2) liver and kidney functions were normal; and (3) there were no other
malignant tumors. All patients who received chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and
radiotherapy before operation were excluded. The research was approved by the
Ethics Committee of our hospital. Patients and their families were informed in
advance before the study was carried out, and informed consent was obtained.

Main reagents, instruments, and detection methods
Main reagents and instruments: Trizol reagent (American Applied Invitrogen
company), qRT-PCR kit and minScript reverse transcription kit (Dalian TaKaRa
company), HBS-1096A microplate reader (Nanjing Detie Experimental Equipment
Co., Ltd.), and real-time quantitative PCR instrument (American BioRad company)
were used. The sequences of primers, miRNA negative controls, miR-489, miR-21, and
internal reference U6 were designed and synthesized by Shanghai Gemma company.
More details are shown in Table 1.
Detection of miR-489 and miR-21: qRT-PCR was used to detect the expression of
miR-489 and miR-21 in serum in the two groups. Total RNA in serum was extracted
and dissolved in 20 μL of DEPC water according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Total RNA was then reverse transcribed with a reverse transcription kit. The reaction
system was as follows: M-MLV 1 μL, oligo(dT) 1 μL, RNAase inhibitor 0.5 μL, dNTPs
1 μL, and RNase free water supplemented to 15 μL. The mixture was incubated at 38
°C for 60 min and then at 85 °C for 5 s. The synthesized c DNA was used as the
template for qRT-PCR amplification. A 25-μL PCR reaction system was then
prepared: 10 × PCR buffer 2.5 μL, dNTPs 1 μL, upstream and downstream primers 1
μL each, Taq DNA polymerase 0.25 μL, and ddH2O supplemented to 25 μL. Reaction
conditions were pre-denaturation at 95 °C for 15 min, 35 cycles of denaturation at 95
°C for 15 s and annealing at 60 °C for 30 s, and final extension at 72 °C for 15min. Each
sample was provided with three multiple wells for three repeated tests. U6 was
regarded as the internal reference both for miR-489 and miR-21. After the reaction
was completed, the amplification curve and melting curve of real-time PCR were
confirmed, and the relative amount of the target gene was calculated according to the
result parameters. The relative quantification of target gene was calculated by the 2- CT
method.

Statistical analysis
SPSS 17.0 software was used for statistical analyses. The counting data are expressed
as the number of cases/percentage [n (%)], and the X2 test was used for comparison
between the two groups. The measurement data are expressed as the mean ± SD, and
the comparison between groups was conducted by the t-test or F-test. ROC curve was
drawn, the optimal cut-off value of Jordan index was selected, and the diagnostic
efficacy and predictive value of serum miR-489 and miR-21 expression were
evaluated. Spearman test was used for correlation analysis. Logistic single- and
multiple-factor analyses were performed on the risk factors related to melanoma
metastasis. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
General clinical data of patients
The age, gender, tumor size, TNM stage, lesion site, and lymph node metastasis were
compared between the research group and control group. There were no significant
differences between the two group in terms of age, gender, or other clinical data (P >
0.05), as shown in Table 2.

Expressions of miR-489 and miR-21 in the two groups
qRT-PCR results showed that the expression of miR-489 in serum of the research
group and control group were, respectively, (0.47 ± 0.23) and (1.12 ± 0.26). The
expression of miR-21 in serum of the research group and control group were (5.28 ±
2.10) and (0.98 ± 0.27), respectively. The expression of miR-489 in the research group
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Table 1 Primer sequences of miR-489, miR-21, and internal reference U6
Group

Forward primer

Reverse primer

miR-489

5'-ACACTCCAGCTGGGG TGACATCACATA-3'

5'-TGGTGTCGTGGAGTCG-3'

miR-21

5'-GCGGCGGTAGCTTATCAGACTG3'

5'-ATCCAGTGCAGGGTCCGAGG3'

U6

5'-CTCGCTTCGGCAGCACA-3'

5'-AACGCTTCACGAATTTGCGT-3'

was significantly lower than that in the control group (P < 0.001), while the expression
of miR-21 in the research group was significantly higher than that in the control group
(P < 0.001). More details are shown in Figure 1A and B.

Relationship between expression levels of miR-489 and miR-21 and
clinicopathological characteristics of melanoma
Relationship between expression levels of miR-489 and clinicopathological
characteristics of melanoma: The expression levels of miR-489 in serum did not differ
significantly between melanoma patients aged ≤ 50 years and those aged > 50 years
(0.43 ± 0.26 vs 0.51 ± 0.20 P > 0.05), between male and female melanoma patients (0.54
± 0.18 vs 0.42 ± 0.28, P > 0.05), between melanoma patients with tumor size ≤ 2 cm and
those with tumor size > 2 cm (0.45 ± 0.30 vs 0.39 ± 0.16, P > 0.05), or between patients
with non-acral melanoma and those with acral melanoma (0.50 ± 0.22 vs 0.44 ± 0.24, P
> 0.05). The expression levels of miR-489 in serum of patients with stages I-IV
melanoma were 0.62 ± 0.29, 0.48 ± 0.24, 0.47 ± 0.22, and 0.31 ± 0.17, respectively, and
there were significant differences between different groups (P < 0.05). The expression
level of miR-489 in serum of patients with melanoma metastasis was significantly
lower than that of patients with no metastasis (0.30 ± 0.16 vs 0.64 ± 0.30, P < 0.05). The
expression of miR-489 was not related to age, gender, tumor size, or lesion site, but
related to TNM stage and metastasis. More details are shown in Table 3.
Relationship between expression levels of miR-21 and clinicopathological
characteristics of melanoma: The expression levels of miR-21 in serum did not differ
significantly between melanoma patients aged ≤ 50 years and those aged > 50 years
(4.72 ± 2.00 vs 5.84 ± 2.20, P > 0.05), between male and female melanoma patients (5.12
± 1.75 vs 5.44 ± 2.45, P > 0.05), between melanoma patients with tumor size ≤ 2 cm and
those with tumor size > 2 cm (4.99 ± 1.68 vs 5.57 ± 2.52, P > 0.05), or between patients
with non-acral melanoma and those with acral melanoma (5.16 ± 1.55 vs 5.40 ± 2.65, P
> 0.05). The expression levels of miR-21 in serum of patients with stages I, II, III, and
IV melanoma were 3.60 ± 1.79, 5.28 ± 2.13, 5.23 ± 2.01, and 7.01 ± 2.47, respectively,
and there were significant differences between different groups (P < 0.05). The
expression level of miR-21 in serum of patients with melanoma metastasis was
significantly higher than that of patients with no metastasis (6.38 ± 2.35 vs 4.18 ± 1.85,
P < 0.05). The expression of miR-21 was not related to age, gender, tumor size, or
lesion site, but related to TNM stage and metastasis. More details are shown in Table
4.

Diagnostic value of miR-489 and miR-21 in melanoma metastasis
In the diagnosis of melanoma patients, the sensitivity, specificity, and AUC of miR489 single diagnosis were 75.56%, 80.00%, and 0.8519, respectively. The sensitivity,
specificity, and AUC of miR-21 single diagnosis were 77.78%, 82.22%, and 0.8444,
respectively. More details are shown in Table 5 and Figure 2A and B.

Correlation of miR-489 and miR-21 in melanoma of different TNM stages
The expression levels of miR-489 in serum of patients with TNM stages I-IV
melanoma were 0.62 ± 0.29, 0.48 ± 0.24, 0.47 ± 0.22, and 0.31 ± 0.17, respectively; the
corresponding values for miR-21 were 3.60 ± 1.79, 5.28 ± 2.13, 5.23 ± 2.01, and 7.01 ±
2.47). Compared with patients with Hoehn-Yahr grade I, the relative expression of
miR-489 and miR-21 in serum of patients with grades II and III decreased significantly
(P < 0.05). With the increase of TNM stage, the relative expression of miR-489 in
serum decreased, while the relative expression of miR-21 in serum increased
continuously. Spearman correlation analysis of the relative expression of serum miR489 and miR-21 in melanoma of different TNM stages showed that the relative
expression of serum miR-489 was negatively correlated with melanoma TNM stage (r
= -0.612, P < 0.001), while the relative expression of serum miR-21 was positively
correlated with TNM stage of melanoma (r = 0.609, P < 0.001). More details are shown
in Figure 3A-D.
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Table 2 General clinical data of patients
Variable

Research group (n = 60)

Control group (n = 40)

t

P-value

≤ 50

23 (38.33)

(30.00)

0.733

0.392

> 50

37 (61.67)

28 (70.00)

Male

30 (50.00)

20 (50.00)

0.000

1.000

Female

30 (50.00)

20 (50.00)

≤2

17 (28.33)

>2

43 (71.67)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Non-acral
Acral

44 (73.33)

-

-

-

16 (26.67)

-

-

-

I

7 (11.67)

-

-

-

II

8 (13.33)

-

-

-

III

25 (41.67)

-

-

-

IV

20 (33.33)

-

-

-

Yes

45 (75.00)

-

-

-

No

15 (25.00)

-

-

-

Age (yr)

Gender

Tumor size (cm)

Lesion site

TNM stage

Lymph node metastasis

Predictive value of miR-489 and mir-21 in melanoma metastasis
Single-factor analysis of melanoma metastasis and related factors: Logistic singlefactor analysis of risk factors related to melanoma metastasis in melanoma patients
showed that there were significant differences between patients with and without
melanoma metastasis in age, lesion site, TNM stage, miR-489, and miR-21 (P < 0.05).
Patients’ age, lesion site, TNM stage, miR-489, and miR-21 were all related to
melanoma metastasis and were risk factors for melanoma metastasis, as shown in
Tables 6 and 7.
Multivariate analysis of melanoma metastasis and related factors: Risk factors
related to malignant melanoma metastasis were analyzed by multivariate conditional
Logistic regression. The results showed that TNM stage, miR-489, and miR-21 were
independent risk factors for melanoma metastasis, as shown in Table 8.

DISCUSSION
Cutaneous melanoma metastasis is an important factor leading to poor efficacy and
poor prognosis of melanoma patients[15]. Melanoma is an invasive skin cancer. The
metastasis of melanoma is relatively hidden in the early stage. If it is detected in the
early stage, it can be cured by surgical resection[16]. Clinical statistics of melanoma
show that the 5-year survival rate of patients with early melanoma is 90%. However,
the diagnosis of melanoma is often detected by doctors’ visual scanning currently.
The diagnosis rate for malignant melanoma with metastasis and diffusion in vivo is
relatively low, while the survival rate for this advanced melanoma metastasis is only
15%-20%[17]. Therefore, it is of great clinical significance to find biological indicators
closely related to the diagnosis and treatment of melanoma metastasis.
In this study, we first detected the expression difference of miR-489 and miR-21 in
serum of melanoma patients and healthy people by qRT-PCR technology. The results
showed that the expression of miR-489 in the research group was significantly lower
than that in the control group. However, the expression of miR-21 in the research
group was significantly higher than that in the control group. MiRNAs can affect the
biological function of tumor cells by regulating gene expression, regulating related
tumor signal pathways, and thus affecting the development of tumors[18]. MiR-489 is
down-regulated in ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, oral endometrial cancer cells, and
other tumors. Relevant reports show that up-regulation of miR-489 can inhibit the
proliferation and invasion of oral endometrial cancer cells [19,20] ; researchers also
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Figure 1 Comparison of relative expression of serum miR-489 and miR-21 between the research group and control group. A: The expression of miR-489 in
the research group was significantly lower than that in the control group (P < 0.001). B: The expression of mir-21 in the research group was significantly higher than
that in the control group (P < 0.001). cP < 0.001.

showed that miR-489 expression decreased in serum of patients with melanoma,
bladder cancer, and intestinal cancer. Among them, miR-489 can inhibit the
proliferation and migration of melanoma A375 cells[21,22] by targeting PAK5. However,
miR-21, as a potential target molecule for melanoma treatment, is abnormally elevated
in various tumor tissues including melanoma, and some researchers believe that miR21 can play a role in inducing melanoma cell apoptosis by inhibiting the expression of
apoptosis protein-related protein PDCD4[23,24]. Therefore, we believe that miR-489 is
down-regulated in serum of melanoma patients. On the contrary, miR-21 is upregulated in serum of melanoma patients. Then we started with the clinical data of the
patients in the research group to analyze the relationship between the expression
levels of miR-489 and miR-21 and the clinicopathological characteristics of melanoma.
Based on the analysis results, we speculate that the expression of miR-489 and miR-21
is related to TNM stage and metastasis of melanoma. At present, although there are
no specific studies on TNM stage and metastasis of melanoma and miR-489 and miR21, there are reports on miRNAs and melanoma, which suggest that the expression of
miRNA-125b detected by qRT-PCR technology shows a decreasing trend in serum of
melanoma patients. Furthermore, the expression of miRNA-125b in patients with
different TNM stages and in those with and without lymph node metastasis was
further detected through experiments. It was found that the higher the TNM stage,
the lower the serum miRNA-125b in melanoma patients with lymph node metastasis,
indicating that the expression change of miRNA-125b is related to the presence or
absence of melanoma metastasis and clinicopathological stage, which extremely well
supports the results of this study[25]. Then, we analyzed the correlation between miR489 and miR-21 in melanoma of different TNM stages, and found that the relative
expression of serum miR-489 decreased with the increase of TNM stage, while the
relative expression of serum miR-21 increased continuously. Spearman correlation
analysis showed that the relative expression of serum miR-489 was negatively
correlated with TNM stage, and the relative expression of serum miR-21 was
positively correlated with TNM stage. MiRNAs have been proved to be closely related
to tumor stage. The expression levels of miRNAs increase or decrease significantly
with tumor stage by inhibiting or promoting tumor development in different tumor
types[26]. Finally, we analyzed the diagnostic and predictive value of miR-489 and
miR-21 for melanoma metastasis. By drawing ROC curves, we found that in the
diagnosis of melanoma patients, the single diagnosis with miR-489 or miR-21 had
good sensitivity, specificity, and AUC. CT, ultrasound, MRI, and other imaging
techniques are all routine clinical auxiliary examinations for the diagnosis of
melanoma. There is a certain degree of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis for
metastatic melanoma in vivo. Combining with a serum tumor marker can better
improve the diagnostic efficiency[27,28]. Logistic single- and multiple-factor analyses
showed that TNM stage, miR-489, and miR-21 were independent risk factors for
melanoma metastasis. However, the diagnostic efficacy and predictive value of miR489 and miR-21 expression changes in serum of patients with melanoma metastasis
have not been studied in the past. In this study, miR-489 and miR-21 exhibited certain
predictive value for the diagnosis and prognosis of melanoma metastasis.
This study confirmed the expression of miR-489 and miR-21 in melanoma patients
and the predictive value for the disease, but there are still some deficiencies in the
study. If there is no more specific analysis of the regulation of miR-489 and miR-21
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Table 3 Relationship between expression of miR-489 and clinicopathological characteristics of
melanoma
Variable

n

miR-489

≤ 50

23

0.43 ± 0.26

> 50

37

0.51 ± 0.20

Age (yr)

Gender
Male

30

0.54 ± 0.18

Female

30

0.42 ± 0.28

≤2

17

0.45 ± 0.30

>2

43

0.39 ± 0.16

Non-acral

44

0.50 ± 0.22

Acral

16

0.44 ± 0.24

I

7

0.62 ± 0.29

II

8

0.48 ± 0.24

III

25

0.47 ± 0.22

IV

20

0.31 ± 0.17

Tumor size (cm)

Lesion site

TNM stage

Metastasis
Yes

45

0.30 ± 0.16

No

15

0.64 ± 0.30

t/F

P-value

1.341

0.185

1.975

0.063

0.439

0.779

0.912

0.366

4.269

0.009

5.622

< 0.001

expression changes on melanoma cells, it is difficult to further explain their biological
functions. Moreover, miR-489, miR-21, and clinical routine tumor markers should be
analyzed, which have certain influence on the improvement of research design.
Therefore, future studies should be performed to resolve these problems.
To sum up, miR-489 is down-regulated in serum of melanoma patients. On the
contrary, miR-21 is up-regulated in serum of melanoma patients. MiR-489 and miR-21
may be involved in melanoma occurrence, development, and metastasis, and can be
used as potential serum biomarkers for melanoma metastasis diagnosis and disease
assessment.
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Table 4 Relationship between clinicopathological characteristics of melanoma and miR-21 expression
Variable

n

miR-21

≤ 50

23

4.72 ± 2.00

> 50

37

5.84 ± 2.20

Male

30

5.12 ± 1.75

Female

30

5.44 ± 2.45

≤2

17

4.99 ± 1.68

>2

43

5.57 ± 2.52

Non-acral

44

5.16 ± 1.55

Acral

16

5.40 ± 2.65

Age (yr)

Gender

Tumor size (cm)

Lesion site

TNM stage
I

7

3.60 ± 1.79

II

8

5.23 ± 2.13

III

25

5.28 ± 2.01

IV

20

7.01 ± 2.47

Yes

45

6.38 ± 2.35

No

15

4.18 ± 1.85

Metastasis

t/F

P-value

1.984

0.052

0.582

0.563

0.386

0.873

0.386

0.873

5.040

0.004

3.295

0.002

Table 5 Diagnostic value of serum miR-489 and miR-21 in patients before treatment
Index

miR-489

miR-21

AUC

0.852

0.844

95%CI

0.7678-0.9359

0.7633-0.9256

Std. Error

0.0429

0.0414

Cut-off value

0.451

4.841

Sensitivity (%)

75.56

77.78

Specificity (%)

80.00

82.22

Table 6 Assignment description of related factors of melanoma metastasis
Correlative factor

Assignment description

Age (yr)

< 50 = 0; ≥ 50 = 1

Gender

Male = 0; female = 1

Tumor size (cm)

≤ 2 = 0; > 2 = 1

Lesion site

Non-arcal = 0; arcal =1

TNM stage

I-II = 0; III-IV =1

miR-489

< 0.451 = 0; > 0.451 = 1

miR-21

< 4.841= 0; > 4.841 = 1

Table 7 Single-factor analysis of melanoma metastasis
Factor

Metastasis of melanoma (n = 45)

Melanoma is non-metastatic (n = 15)

Age (yr)
≤ 50

13 (28.89)

10 (66.67)

> 50

32 (71.11)

5 (33.33)
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Gender
Male

25 (55.56)

5 (33.33)

Female

20 (44.44)

10 (66.67)

≤2

7 (15.56)

10 (66.67)

>2

38 (84.44)

5 (33.33)

Tumor size (cm)

Lesion site

2.222

0.136

14.470

< 0.001

0.000

1.000

35.920

< 0.001

Non-acral

33 (73.33)

11 (73.33)

Acral

12 (26.67)

4 (26.67)

I

0 (0.00)

7 (46.67)

II

3 (6.67)

5 (33.33)

III

22 (48.89)

3 (20.00)

IV

20 (44.44)

0 (0.00)

miR-489

0.64 ± 0.30

0.30 ± 0.16

4.179

< 0.001

miR-21

6.38 ± 2.35

4.18 ± 1.85

3.295

0.002

TNM stage

Table 8 Multivariate analysis of melanoma metastasis
Factor

β

SE

Wald

P

Exp (β)

95%CI

TNM stage

1.393

0.752

4.172

0.041

4.890

1.038-19.304

miR-489

1.385

1.625

0.762

0.529

3.146

0.182-34.021

mir-21

-2.037

1.232

6.514

0.038

0.391

0.059-1.449

Figure 2

Figure 2 ROC curves of serum miR-489 and miR-21 for diagnosis of melanoma metastasis. A: The sensitivity and specificity of serum miR-9a were,
respectively, 75.56% and 80.00%. B: The sensitivity and specificity of serum miR-133b were, respectively, 77.78 and 82.22%.
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Figure 3 Correlation between relative expression of miR-489 and miR-21 in serum and TNM stage of melanoma in the research group. A: The relative
expression of serum miR-489 decreased with the increase of TNM stage (P < 0.05). aP < 0.05; cP < 0.001. B: The relative expression of serum miR-21 increased with
the increase of TNM stage (P < 0.05). aP < 0.05; cP < 0.001. C: The relative expression of serum miR-489 was negatively correlated with TNM stage (r = -0.612, P <
0.001). D: The relative expression of serum miR-21 was positively correlated with TNM stage (r = 0.609, P < 0.001).

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Malignant melanoma is a malignant neoplasm common in the skin or other organs. Patients with
malignant melanoma often have metastasis due to the lesion, and the mortality increases
significantly with the metastasis of the lesion, which has a serious impact on society and families.
Therefore, it is of great significance to analyze the pathogenesis of human melanoma and to
search for biological markers related to the diagnosis and treatment of melanoma.

Research motivation
At present, the diagnosis and clinical evaluation of melanoma are influenced by subjective
factors to a certain extent. It takes a long time to monitor the metastasis of melanoma. Therefore,
this study aimed to provide a new theoretical basis for the diagnosis and treatment of melanoma,
and to study the expression characteristics of miR-489 and miR-21 in serum of patients with
melanoma and their clinical significance.

Research objectives
To study the value of miR-489 and miR-21 in peripheral blood in the diagnosis and treatment of
melanoma, and explore the application of serological analysis in the diagnosis and treatment of
melanoma, so as to provide reference for clinical diagnosis and treatment of this malignancy.

Research methods
Sixty patients with malignant melanoma treated at our hospital from June 2017 to December
2018 were selected as a study group, and 40 healthy people in the same period were selected as a
control group. The levels of miR-489 and miR-21 in serum were detected by qRT-PCR. The ROC
curves were drawn to evaluate their predictive value and diagnostic efficiency. Spearman test
was used for correlation analysis. The risk factors for melanoma metastasis were analyzed by
Logistic single- and multiple-factor analyses. The value of miR-489 and miR-21 in the diagnosis
and treatment of melanoma was verified.

Research results
The expression of miR-489 in the research group was significantly lower than that in the control
group, while the expression of miR-21 in the research group was significantly higher than that in
the control group. The expression of miR-489 and miR-21 was related to TNM stage and
metastasis of melanoma. The relative expression of serum miR-489 decreased with the increase
of TNM stage, while the relative expression of serum miR-21 increased. The relative expression
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of serum miR-489 was negatively correlated with TNM stage, and the relative expression of
serum miR-21 was positively correlated with TNM stage. The single diagnosis with mir-489 or
miR-21 had good sensitivity, specificity, and AUC in the diagnosis of melanoma patients.
Logistic single-factor analysis showed that TNM stage, miR-489, and miR-21 were independent
risk factors for melanoma metastasis. MiR-489 and miR-21 had certain predictive value in the
diagnosis and prognosis of melanoma metastasis.

Research conclusions
MiR-489 and miR-21 have potential value in the diagnosis and treatment of melanoma, and they
are expected to become potential indicators for the diagnosis and evaluation of melanoma in the
future.

Research perspectives
Future studies need to further confirm the timing of blood collection for detection of miR-489
and miR-21 so that they can be better used in clinical practice. What’s more, whether mir-489 and
miR-21 can be targets for melanoma metastasis needs further analysis.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Stiff-person syndrome (SPS) and its subtype, stiff limb syndrome (SLS), are rare
neurological disorders characterized by progressive muscular rigidity and
spasms. Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) is the enzyme that catalyzes the
production of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), a major inhibitory neurotransmitter
of the central nervous system. SPS is an autoimmune disease triggered by antiglutamic acid decarboxylase antibody (anti-GAD Ab). Clinically, anti-GAD Ab is
associated with SPS, type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM), and other autoimmune
diseases.
AIM
To investigate the link of autoimmune endocrine disorders with anti-GAD Ab in
SPS subjects.
METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taiwan. We collected the patients with SPS
from January 2001 to June 2018. By reviewing 14 patients from medical records,
we analyzed the clinical findings with coexisting autoimmune diseases,
particularly diabetes mellitus and thyroid disease, which are associated with antiGAD antibody titers or other immunological test results (anti-thyroid peroxidase
and anti-nuclear antibodies). We also evaluated malignancies, major
complications, and reported treatment to improve symptoms. Anti-GAD
antibodies were measured using radioimmunoassay and enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The cut-off values of these tests are < 1 U/mL and
< 5 U/mL, respectively.
RESULTS
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The median age of all patients was 39.3 (range, 28.0-54.0) years with a median
follow-up period of 6.0 (2.7-13.3) years. Five (35.7%) patients were female; twelve
(85.7%) were diagnosed with classic SPS and two (14.3%) with SLS. The median
age of onset of symptoms was 35.0 (26.0-56.0) years with a median follow-up
duration of 9.0 (2.1-14.9) years in the classic SPS group; the SLS group had a
median age of onset of 46.7 years and a shorter follow-up duration of 4.3 years.
Among nine classic SPS patients who underwent the anti-GAD Ab test, three
were anti-GAD Ab seropositive and each of these three patients also had T1DM,
latent autoimmune diabetes in adults, and autoimmune thyroid disease,
respectively. In contrast, other rare autoimmune diseases co-existed in six antiGAD Ab seronegative SPS patients. None of the SLS patients had additional
autoimmune diseases.
CONCLUSION
While typical clinical symptoms are crucial for the diagnosis of SPS, the presence
of anti-GAD autoantibody may consolidate the diagnosis and predict the
association with other autoimmune diseases.
Key words: Stiff-person syndrome; Glutamic acid decarboxylase antibody; Autoimmune
disease; Type 1 diabetes mellitus; Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults; Autoimmune
thyroid disease
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Stiff-person syndrome (SPS) is an uncommon disorder that causes significant
disability. Presence of typical clinical symptoms and anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase
antibody are important clues for diagnosis. Several autoimmune diseases can be screened
with related autoantibodies in SPS patients, and early diagnosis and appropriate
treatment are significant to improve the prognosis of SPS. Recognizing these comorbid
conditions can help avoid missing or delaying diagnosis in SPS patients.

Citation: Lee YY, Chen IW, Chen ST, Wang CC. Association of stiff-person syndrome with
autoimmune endocrine diseases. World J Clin Cases 2019; 7(19): 2942-2952
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/2942.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.2942

INTRODUCTION
Stiff-person syndrome (SPS) is a rare neurological disorder, which is an autoimmune
disorder frequently associated with the presence of serum anti-glutamic acid
decarboxylase (GAD) antibody (anti-GAD Ab). GAD is an endogenous enzyme that
catalyzes the production of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), a major neurotransmitter of
the central nervous system, and it is also found in pancreatic beta cells. The presence
of the autoimmune anti-GAD Ab may lead to disruption of neuron and beta cell
function [1] . Solimena et al [1] was the first to describe the important link between
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, and SPS in 1988. Anti-GAD Ab is
highly directed against GABAergic neurons, making it a useful marker for diagnosis
of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, and SPS[1]. Another antibody to γaminobutyric acid receptor-associated protein (anti-GABARAP Ab) was first linked to
SPS by Raju in 2006[2]. Researchers provided the clinical criteria for the diagnosis of
classic SPS in 2009: (A) SPS characterized by progressive muscle stiffness, rigidity, and
spasm involving the axial muscles, resulting in severely impaired ambulation; (B)
Precipitated by sudden movement, noise, or emotional upset; (C) Confirmation of
clinical and electromyography for continuous motor unit activity in agonist and
antagonist muscles; (D) Absence of other neurological disorder that could lead to
rigidity and stiffness; (E) Presence of GAD-65 autoantibody assessed by
immunocytochemistry, radioimmunoassay (RIA), or Western blot; and (F) Response
to diazepam treatment[2]. Barker et al[3] categorized SPS into three subgroups: classic
SPS, stiff limb syndrome (SLS), and progressive encephalomyelitis with rigidity and
myoclonus (PERM). SLS may start focally from one lower limb, while PERM is a more
generalized disorder with prominent brain stem involvement and rapid progression
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with autonomic disturbances[3]. Around 5% of SPS patients have a paraneoplastic
manifestation that more prominently affects the arms and neck[4]. Furthermore, two
other autoantibodies have been linked to paraneoplastic SPS: Anti-amphiphysin and
anti-gephyrin[5].
SPS is strongly associated with other autoimmune diseases, such as type 1 diabetes
mellitus (T1DM), autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD), pernicious anemia, vitiligo,
and Sjögren syndrome [6] , with symptoms ranging from mild to severe and the
potential of developing into a significant disability [2] . In the present study, we
reported the presence of various autoantibodies and the association with autoimmune
disease including T1DM, AITD, Sjögren syndrome, and myasthenia gravis in a series
of patients with clinical features of SPS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Chang
Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH) in Taiwan. Patients diagnosed with SPS in CGMH
from January 2001 to June 2018 were enrolled. Diagnosis of SPS was confirmed
independently by a neurologist based on typical clinical symptoms (muscular rigidity
in the axial muscles and episodic painful spasms induced by external stimuli such as
noises, tactile, and stress), electromyogram with normal neuroimaging, response to
diazepam treatment, and presence of anti-GAD Ab, according to Dalakas’[4] criteria in
2009. The patients were divided into two groups: Classic SPS and focal SLS, and then
were analyzed for demographic characteristics, clinical features, exacerbating factors,
and neurological or psychiatric features. We also explored the presence of coexisting
diseases associated with anti-GAD Ab, such as T1DM, AITD, or other immunological
abnormalities. Coexisting malignancies, major complications, and medical treatment
were also recorded. Initial anti-GAD Ab was measured by radioimmunoassay using a
commercial kit (RSR, Cardiff, United Kingdom) with a cutoff value of < 1 U/mL.
Follow-up levels of anti-GAD Ab were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) using a commercial kit (RSR, Cardiff L, United Kingdom) with a cutoff
value of < 5 U/mL.
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients studied are presented
as numbers with percentages for categorical variables and medians and interquartile
ranges for continuous variables. SPSS 22.0 statistical software (IBM Corporation,
United States) was used for all analyses.

RESULTS
A total of 14 patients with clinical features of SPS were enrolled, with a median
follow-up duration of 6.0 (range, 2.7-13.3) years. The median age of onset of all
patients was 39.3 (28.0-54.0) years, and five (35.7%) patients were female. Twelve
(85.7%) patients were diagnosed with classic SPS and two (14.3%) had SLS. Clinical
features, exacerbating factors, and neurological or psychiatric features according to
the types of symptoms are listed in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, the median age of onset of symptoms was 35.0 (26.0-56.0)
years with a median follow-up duration of 9.0 (2.1-14.9) years in the classic SPS group.
Two patients in the SLS group were older than those in the classic SPS group, with a
median age of onset of 46.7 years and a shorter follow-up period (4.3 years). All 12
patients with classic SPS had stiffness and painful spasms in the axial muscles with
progression to the proximal leg muscles, and all had symptoms induced by cold,
noises, or emotional stress. However, only ten out of twelve classic SPS patients had
gait disturbances, and eight out of twelve experienced falls. In addition, among
twelve patients with classic SPS, two had a history of seizures, two were diagnosed
with Parkinsonism, two had Alzheimer’s disease, and two had panic disorder. Some
patients also showed symmetric spine deformity or hyperlordotic spine with limited
flexibility. Two patients with SLS had gait disturbances and suffered from a fall.
Furthermore, four classic SPS patients and one SLS patient had depression disorder,
and seven classic SPS patients and one SLS patients had anxiety.
Table 2 shows the association of SPS with autoimmune diseases and the presence of
autoantibodies. Among nine patients examined for anti-GAD Ab, three (33.3%) were
positive for anti-GAD Ab and all had classic SPS. None of SLS patients were positive
for anti-GAD Ab or any other autoimmune disease. As summarized in Table 3, T1DM
and AITD were common among anti-GAD Ab seropositive patients. For example, one
case each of T1DM, latent autoimmune diabetes in adults (LADA) coexisting with
AITD, and AITD was found among three GAD Ab seropositive patients. An
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Table 1 Clinical features of patients with stiff-person syndrome
Characteristic

Total number

Classical SPS

SLS

Number of patients (n)

14

12

2

Male (%)

9 (64.3)

7 (58.3)

2 (100)

Age of onset (yr)

39.3 (28.0-54.0)

35 (26.0-56.0)

46.7

Follow-up duration (yr)

6 (2.7-13.3)

9 (2.1-14.9)

4.3

Low back stiffness and spasm (n)

12

12

0

Lower limb stiffness and spasm (n)

14

12

2

Lumbar lordosis (n)

8

8

0

Neck stiffness and spasm (n)

9

9

0

Upper limbs stiffness and spasm (n)

10

10

0

Abdominal wall stiffness and spasm (n)

11

11

0

Falls (n)

10

8

2

Cold, noises, and emotional stress (n)

14

12

2

Excessive startle (n)

9

8

1

Seizure/epilepsy (n)

2

2

0

Gait disturbances (n)

12

10

2

Parkinsonism (n)

2

2

0

Alzheimer’s disease (n)

2

2

0

Depression (n)

5

4

1

Anxiety (n)

8

7

1

Panic disorder (n)

2

2

0

Clinical feature

Exacerbating factors

Neurological/psychiatric feature

SPS: Stiff-person syndrome; SLS: Stiff limb syndrome; GAD: Glutamic acid decarboxylase.

additional patient lost follow-up in our hospital was later diagnosed with T1DM
without known anti-GAD Ab data. Of six patients who were negative for anti-GAD
Ab, none had autoimmune diabetes or AITD; however, one had Sjögren syndrome
(ANA positive and anti-Ro antibody positive), one had myasthenia graves (Ach-R
antibody positive), two had neoplasms (1 lung cancer with paraneoplastic syndrome
and 1 thymoma) found in classic SPS, and one SLS patient had type 2 diabetes
mellitus (T2DM, onset at age 39 with insulin injection since age 49 years but with
normal C-peptide level by that time).
We summarize our two cases with concomitant autoimmune diabetes mellitus and
SPS in Table 4, with one T1DM and one LADA. Case 1 is a 43-year-old woman who
had SPS at age 32 and was diagnosed with T1DM with diabetic ketoacidosis at age 43.
The initial anti-GAD Ab level was 1496 U/mL by RIA method, while it became > 2000
U/mL by ELISA when followed for the onset of T1DM and progression of symptoms.
The second case is a 43-year-old man initially diagnosed with T2DM and treated with
oral anti-diabetic drugs. LADA was suspected because the patient became insulin
dependent at age 42 due to poor sugar control with frequent diabetic ketoacidosis. A
glucagon-stimulated test demonstrated relative insulin deficiency (basal and
stimulated C-peptide levels were 0.26 and 0.41 ng/mL, respectively). He was
diagnosed with SPS at age 33 with an initial anti-GAD Ab level of 110 U/mL by RIA,
and the later follow-up of antibody titer for the progression of symptoms and LADA
showed that it became > 2000 U/mL by ELISA. He also showed positive thyroid
autoantibody (anti-TPO), indicating a coexisting autoimmune thyroid disease. Both
patients received diazepam and other GABAergic treatment initially; however,
plasmapheresis was required for episodic progression of refractory symptoms. The
patient with coexisting LADA also received intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG)
therapy before plasmapheresis but was only temporarily relieved.

DISCUSSION
Rigidity and muscle stiffness in the axial and proximal limb area are early symptoms
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Table 2 Autoimmune diseases and autoantibodies associated with stiff-person syndrome
Variable

Classical SPS

SLS

Number of patients (n)

12

2

≥2 coexisting autoimmune diseases (n)

1

0

Type 1 diabetes mellitus (n)

2

0

Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults (n)

1

0

Autoimmune thyroid disease (n)

2

0

Sjögren syndrome (n)

1

0

Myasthenia graves (n)

1

0

Malignancy1 (n)

1

0

Thymoma (n)

1

0

Associated disease

2

Other disease (n)

1

nil

GAD antibody

3/7

0/2

IA-2 antibody

0/2

nil

Anti-TPO

2/5

nil

ATA

1/1

nil

Ach-R antibody

1/1

nil

ANA

1/1

nil

Anti-Ro antibody

1/1

nil

Associated autoantibody (n/N)3

1

One patient had lung cancer.
One patient had type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Number of patients positive for the associated antibody/number of patients tested for the associated
antibody. SPS: Stiff-person syndrome; SLS: Stiff limb syndrome; GAD: Glutamic acid decarboxylase; IA-2:
Islet antigen 2; TPO: Thyroid peroxidase; ATA: Anti-thyroglobulin antibody; AchR: Acetylcholine receptor;
ANA: Anti-nuclear antibody.
2
3

of SPS. When SPS progresses, the lumbar paraspinal muscles fluctuate between
rigidity and fixed deformity, with the characteristic hyperlordosis limiting the range
of truncal flexion[2]. The stiffness progresses slowly from the trunk up to the proximal
limb, leading to walking difficulty, gait imbalance, and eventual increased risk of falls
and fractures[7]. The rigidity is also accompanied by intermittent muscle cramps and
painful spasms which are induced by external or internal stimuli (noises, touch,
sudden movement, emotional upsets, and stress)[6,8,9]. Facial muscle involvement,
although rare, gives rise to a mask-like appearance. If stiffness affects the thoracic
muscles, chest expansion is restricted with breathing difficulty [ 1 0 ] . Ocular
abnormalities, including misalignment, nystagmus, and horizontal diplopia, may be
caused by the depletion of GABA[11]. Most of our patients suffered from classic SPS, all
patients experienced lower limb stiffness and spasm, while lower back, abdominal
area, and upper limb stiffness happened only in classic SPS. All symptoms were
induced by cold, noises, or emotional stress. Around 86% of total patients had gait
disturbances (83.3% classic SPS vs 100% SLS), and 71.4% experienced falls (66.7%
classic SPS vs 100% SLS). In terms of psychiateric features, 35.7% of total patients had
depression (33.3% classic SPS vs 50% SLS), 57.1% had general anxiety (58.3% classic
SPS vs 50% SLS), 14.3% had panic disorder, which was only found in classic SPS
(16.7%). About 14.3% of total patients had neurological syndrome such as epilepsy,
parkinsonism and Alzheimer’s disease, those were investigated in classic SPS.
Although not described in this study, some patients have been reported to exhibit
autonomic dysfunction, comprising diaphoresis, tachycardia, tachypnea, pupil
dilatation, hypertension, and hyperthermia[12]. Sudden death occurs in approximately
10% of patients with life-threatening autonomic failure[8,13]. Clinicians treating SPS
patients need to be aware of the frequent psychiatric symptoms, such as anxiety[14],
depression[15], panic disorder[16], specific phobia[17], and eating disorder[18]. A startle
response to unexpected stimuli is also common and appears similar to phobic
disorders, which may lead to misdiagnosis of a psychiatric disease. Whether these
phobias are primarily associated with reduced GABA levels or secondary to the
physical disability remains to be investigated[19].
SPS has an estimated prevalence rate of 1 per million per year and classic SPS
affects women twice as many as men, almost all in the 20-60 year range (median age is
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Table 3 Correlation of associated diseases and glutamic acid decarboxylase autoantibodies
among stiff-person syndrome patients
Seropositive

Seronegative

Unknown

Classical

SLS

Classical

SLS

Classical

SLS

Patient number

3

0

4

2

5

0

Type 1 diabetes mellitus

1

0

0

0

1

0

Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults

1

0

0

0

0

0

Autoimmune thyroid disease

2

0

0

0

0

0

Sjögren syndrome

0

0

1

0

0

0

Myasthenia graves

0

0

1

0

0

0

Malignancy1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Thymoma

0

0

1

0

0

0

Type 2 diabetes mellitus

0

0

0

1

0

0

Subgroup

1

Lung cancer with paraneoplastic syndrome. SPS: Stiff-person syndrome; SLS: Stiff limb syndrome; GAD:
Glutamic acid decarboxylase.

40 years)[9]. The incidence rate remains very low because the diagnosis of SPS is
difficult in clinical practice, with only about 60%-80% of classic SPS cases seropositive
for anti-GAD Ab[2]. In addition to SPS, anti-GAD Ab has also been associated with
cerebellar ataxia [20,21] , epilepsy (10%-20% positive for anti-GAD Ab) [1,22] , limbic
encephalopathy[9], myasthenia gravis[23], myoclonus[20], neuromyotonia, and Batten’s
disease[2]. In addition, SPS is strongly associated with other autoimmune diseases,
with up to 30%-40% also having T1DM[24].Although we do not know the incidence of
SPS in Taiwan, a total of 14 SPS patients were diagnozed in a medical center during a
period of 17.4 years. Again, even though the seropositive rate of anti-GAD Ab was not
sure, we detected anti-GAD Ab in three out of seven SPS patients. Consistent with the
previous finding that the presence of high GAD Ab levels may associate with
concomitant T1DM and other autoimmune endocrine diseases[21], the anti-GAD Ab
titers of the two patients in our series rose significantly when they developed T1DM
and LADA.
The role of autoimmunity against GAD in the pathogenesis of SPS and T1DM
remains unclear. GAD is the rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of GABA, an
inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system and pancreatic beta
cells[9,25,26]. The two isoforms of GAD, GAD67 and GAD65, differ in molecular size and
amino acid sequence [27] . GAD67 and GAD65 proteins are homologous products
encoded by the GAD1 gene located on chromosome 2q31 and the GAD2 gene located
on chromosome 10p11.23, respectively. There are three functional domains in the
linear sequence of GAD isoforms: (A) Amino (N)-terminal domain - amino acid (aa) 1188 in GAD65 and aa 1-197 in GAD67; (B) The middle part of pyridoxal 5′-phosphate
(PLP) that contains the active catalytic site of the enzyme (aa 189-464 in GAD 65 and
aa 198-473 in GAD67); and (C) The carboxyl (C)-terminal domain (aa 465-585 in
GAD65 and aa 474-594 in GAD67). Overall, these two isoform sequences are 74%
homologous in the middle part and at the C-terminal segment, but differ in the Nterminal segment that is mainly located in the first 100 aa, comprising only 25% of its
identity[9,28]. Physiologically, GAD67 catalyzes the steady-state production of GABA in
the cytoplasm and GAD65 catalyzes the pulse production of GABA on demand in
synaptic vesicles [29] , therefore, deficiencies in GABA synthesis lead to hyperexcitability of neurons and cause muscle spasms in SPS[28].
GAD65 is a common autoantigen in SPS and T1DM, and the triggered immune
response not only impairs neurotransmission, but also destructs insulin secretion[30].
GAD65 autoantibodies are detected in 80% of patients with newly diagnosed T1DM;
but the titer of anti-GAD Ab is much higher (around 50-100 fold) in SPS than in
T1DM [26,31,32] . The epitopes are different in the two autoantibodies; in T1DM, the
conformational epitopes are located in the C-terminal and part of the PLP of GAD65.
In contrast, autoantibodies of SPS recognize a linear N-terminal epitope in GAD65[24,33],
which have been demonstrated to block the enzyme activity[33,34]. Apart from this,
patients with SPS have anti-GAD65 antibodies against a linear epitope in the Nterminal segment, especially within the first 100 aa, which is not found in T1DM[28].
About 50%-60% of SPS patients have anti-GAD67 Ab, while about 10% of T1DM
patients have anti-GAD67; this may represent cross-reactivity against GAD65[9,28].
Meanwhile, the anti-GAD Ab isotype can reflect the type of T helper cell response,
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Table 4 Summary of two stiff person syndrome cases associated with autoimmune diabetes
Case 1: T1DM

Case 2: LADA

Gender

Female

Male

Age of diagnosis of DM

43

30

Age of diagnosis of SPS

32

33

Age of requirement for insulin

43

42

HbA1c at diagnosis of DM (%)

13.2

13.1

Basal C-peptide (ng/mL)

0.31

0.26

Glucagon-stimulated C-peptide (ng/mL)

0.6

0.41

Initial GAD Ab (U/mL) (Ref < 1 units)1

1496 (before T1DM)

110 (before LADA)

GAD-Ab titer before receiving plasmapheresis
(U/mL) (Ref < 5 units)2

> 2000 (after T1DM)

> 2000 (after LADA)

GAD-Ab titer after receiving plasmapheresis
(U/mL) (Ref < 5 units)2

> 2000

> 2000

IA2 antibody (U/mL) (Ref < 7.5)

0.97

0.65

Anti-TPO (IU/mL) (Ref < 5.6)

< 1.0

18.81

Medications

Diazepam, clonazepam, baclofen, lamotrigine,
azathioprine

Diazepam, clonazepam, baclofen, tizanidine

IVIG

No

Yes (IVIG 0.4/kg/d)

Plasmapheresis

Yes, 10 times

Yes, 15 times

1

Radioimmunoassay;
Enzyme -linked immunosorbent assay. SPS: Stiff-person syndrome; T1DM: Type 1 diabetes mellitus; LADA: Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults; GAD:
Glutamic acid decarboxylase; IA-2: Islet antigen 2; TPO: Thyroid peroxidase; IVIG: Intravenous immunoglobulin.
2

with one study demonstrating a restriction of islet cell antibody to the IgG1 subclass
in T1DM, and this finding indicates that patients with SPS respond at the cellular level
to GAD 65 via epitope recognition, whereas those with T1DM have a humoral
response via the isotype pattern [35] . Furthermore, the CTLA-4 gene also shares a
susceptibility locus for T1DM and AITD[36].
In addition to T1DM, about 5%–10% of SPS patients also have AITD, Graves’
disease, pernicious anemia, or vitiligo[25]. Moreover, SPS and a spectrum of anti-GAD
ab positive neurologic disorders are also associated with autoimmune polyglandular
syndrome type 1 (APS1) and type 2 (APS2). APS1 includes muco-cutaneous
candidiasis, hypoparathyroidism, and Addison’s disease, but is less frequently
associated with T1DM, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, or chronic hepatitis. APS2 consists of
Addison’s disease plus either AITD or T1DM, and is associated with hypogonadism,
pernicious anemia, celiac disease, and primary biliary cirrhosis [34,37] . It has been
observed that autoimmune diabetic patients with a higher anti-GAD-Ab titer may
also have higher prevalence of anti-TPO antibodies and a higher risk of thyroid
autoimmunity [36,38] . As it has been reported that the presence of AITD may be
associated with an insulin secretion defect in both T1DM and T2DM and the rarity of
the alternative forms of autoimmune diabetes, such as LADA, with SPS[39], we report
one case of SPS with T1DM, one case of SPS concomitant with LADA and AITD, and a
third case of SPS coexisting with AITD but without DM in our series. Whether a
longer time is needed for the third case to develop DM is still unknown, because the
progressive β-cell failure has been reported in the literature[40].
DR and DQ alleles are strongly associated with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM), autoimmune hepatitis, myasthenia gravis, systemic lupus erythematosus,
and inflammatory bowel disease[41]. The most frequently detected immunogenetic
alleles, DQB1 0201 and DRB1 0301, found in about 70% of SPS patients, also increase
susceptibility to IDDM and other autoimmune diseases[41,42]. In contrast, the DQB1
0602 allele is protective for T1DM in SPS patients[42]. Studies in Caucasians suggested
that the haplotype DR3-DQB1 0201 may predispose to T1DM and AITD[43]. The DRB1
0405/DQA1 0301/DQB1 0401 haplotype was also significantly increased in patients
with both T1DM and AITD in a Taiwan study[44]. Another study observed DQA1 03DQB1 0401 haplotype in T1DM and AITD, which supported the association with both
diseases.
Among the six (4 SPS and 2 SLS) patients negative for anti-GAD Ab, one had
Sjögren syndrome, one had myasthenia graves, and two had neoplasms (1 lung cancer
with paraneoplastic syndrome and 1 thymoma). One case of T2DM has been known
for 16 years and has received insulin treatment since 5.5 years ago at the time of
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diagnosing SLS. In summary, cancer was rarely reported among anti-GAD Ab
seropositive SPS patients. Autoimmune disease like T1DM or AITD was common in
anti-GAD Ab seropositive, but uncommon in seronegative patients. Anti-GAD Ab
seronegative patients usually had partial SPS (including SLS and PERM), rarely
concomitant with other autoimmune disease[45]. T2DM may coincidentally coexist, but
not immunologically associated with SPS[46]. A summary of coexisting diseases and
their related autoantibodies is shown in Table 5.
Physiotherapy to reduce spastic movement is helpful, but some therapies may also
increase muscle tone and spasms. Cognitive behavioral therapy may help reduce the
anxiety-related stiffness reported in one case study[47]. Therapeutic consideration is
aimed for symptomatic relief and modulation of the autoimmune process. Two main
therapeutic approaches, i.e. GABA-enhancing drugs and immunomodulating agents,
are suggested based on the pathogenesis of SPS. Benzodiazepines is the first line of
treatment, and diazepam is prescribed for its muscle relaxant and anxiolytic
properties as a GABA-A agonist[48]. Baclofen is used orally with diazepam as GABA-B
agonist activity to manage spasticity[49]. Second line GABAergic drugs like gabapentin
(similar to GABA), vigabatrin (GABA-transaminase inhibitor), tiagabine (blocks
GABA reuptake), and valproate (augments GABA transmission) may improve SPS
symptoms. Levetiracetam has been applied to treat with benefit for the symptoms[2].
In addition, tizanidine, an α2-adrenergic receptor (α2-AR) agonist[50], and botulinum
toxin (inhibitor of acetylcholine release) were used to treat spasticity[51]. IVIG therapy
is efficacious and safe for severe or refractory SPS[52]. Corticosteroids have often been
used as monotherapy or in combination with other agents to improve spasms[53].
Other immunomodulating agents such as mycophenolate mofetil, azathioprine,
cyclophosphamide, cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and sirolimus may also give variable
benefits [2] . Plasmapheresis can improve symptoms with severe SPS in previous
studies [54] . And finally, rituximab has been reported to successfully eliminate
autoantibody producing B cells in the central nervous system of patients with
refractory SPS by rapidly decreasing anti-GAD Ab[55]. All patients received diazepam
treatment in our series, and symptoms of the two patients with autoimmune diabetes
progressed and eventually improved after receiving series of plasmapheresis; it
should be mentioned that the LADA and AITD coexisting SPS patient did not
improve with IVIG before plasmapheresis (Table 4).
This retrospective observation study had a couple of limitations. Due to the rarity
of SPS and the difficulty in its diagnosis, our sample size was small and not all
patients had received the relevant autoantibody examination.
In conclusion, despite the fact that T1DM and SPS are both autoimmune diseases
characterized by the presence of anti-GAD Ab, the rates of co-occurrence of SPS,
AITD, and T1DM or LADA remain unknown. Disability in these SPS patients will
affect their quality of life; therefore, a better understanding of the natural history,
mechanism of disease, clinical course, and treatment for SPS will help physicians
optimize treatment. By recognizing the association of SPS with autoimmune diseases
and/or malignancy, physicians may predict the development of T1DM and thereby
prevent its co-morbidities in SPS patients.
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Table 5 Coexisting diseases and related autoantibodies in stiff-person syndrome patients
Autoimmune disease

Associated antibody

Neoplasm

Associated antibody

Type 1 DM

Anti-GAD Anti-IA2

Breast cancer

Gephyrin

Lung cancer

Amphiphysin

Thyroid cancer

ATA

LADA
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis

Anti-TPO, ATA, anti-TSHR

Graves’ disease

Colon cancer

Pernicious anemia

Anti-parietal cells

Renal cell carcinoma

Celiac disease

Anti-transglutaminase antibodies
(anti-tTG), anti-endomysial
antibodies

Thymoma

Myasthenia graves

Anti-AchR

Neuroendocrine tumor

Sjögren syndrome

ANA, anti-Ro

Hodgkin lymphoma

Systemic lupus erythematosus

ANA, ds-DNA

Multiple myeloma

Anti-AchR

Vitiligo
Autoimmune polyglandular
Syndrome type 1 or type 2 or type 3

DM: Diabetes mellitus; LADA: Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults; GAD: Glutamic acid decarboxylase; IA-2: Islet antigen 2; TPO: Thyroid peroxidase;
ATA: Anti-thyroglobulin antibody; AchR: Acetylcholine receptor; ANA: Anti-nuclear antibody; TSHR: Thyroid-stimulation hormone receptor.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) is known to synthesize the inhibitory neurotransmitter of γaminobutyric acid, and it is also found in the β-cells in the pancreas. Clinically, anti-GAD Ab is
associated with stiff-person syndrome (SPS), type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM), and other
autoimmune diseases.

Research motivation
There is still a plausible and unclear mechanism in SPS with autoantibodies and related other
autoimmune diseases.

Research objectives
To investigate the link of autoimmune endocrine disorders with anti-GAD Ab in SPS subjects.

Research methods
Patients with SPS collected from January 2001 to June 2018 were retrospectively analyzed. AntiGAD antibodies were measured using radioimmunoassay and enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay to determine the diagnosis of and association with other autoimmune diseases.

Research results
Of the 14 patients, 12 (85.7%) were diagnosed with classic SPS and 2 (14.3%) with stiff limb
syndrome (SLS). Among nine classic SPS patients who underwent the anti-GAD Ab test, three
were anti-GAD Ab seropositive and each of these three patients also had T1DM, latent
autoimmune diabetes in adults, and autoimmune thyroid disease. In contrast, other rare
autoimmune diseases co-existed in six anti-GAD Ab seronegative SPS patients. None of the SLS
patients had additional autoimmune disease.

Research conclusions
The presence of typical clinical symptoms and anti-GAD autoantibody are not only important
clues for diagnosis of SPS but also for early detection of this disease and prediction of the
association with other autoimmune diseases.

Research perspectives
This article reflects that anti-GAD autoantibody may demonstrate the diagnostic accuracy of SPS,
although there is a lack of large sample size and unclear mechanism due to rarity. SPS is
associated with other autoimmune diseases like T1DM and malignancy, which can cause
morbidity and mortality. Further investigation of the link between SPS and T1DM could predict
DM and prevent significant disabilities.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Hyperthyroidism in pregnancy may pose a great threat to maternal and fetal
health. The risk of hyperthyroid heart disease (HHD), even heart failure, is
significantly elevated in pregnant women.
AIM
To investigate the clinical characteristics, prognosis, and therapy of HHD in
pregnant women.
METHODS
We searched the patient registry data at West China Second University Hospital
of Sichuan University in Chengdu, China, following the approval by the Ethics
Committee. We retrospectively analyzed the clinical characteristics of pregnant
women diagnosed with HHD. The medical records of women with HHD during
pregnancy from January 2012 to December 2017 were obtained from the
electronic medical records system. All the included patients were followed in
outpatient clinics and by telephone interviews until October 2018.
RESULTS
A total of 155 patients were diagnosed with thyrotoxicosis, of whom six were
diagnosed with HHD. Three of them had regular antenatal care. Two patients
were complicated with acute heart failure attacks, and one of them had a
stillbirth. Both of these patients had a long history of Graves’ disease with poor
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treatment compliance. Treatments of precipitating factors such as the control of
infection could relieve the symptoms and prolong gestation for a better
prognosis. Hyperthyroid heart failure could be controlled with aggressive
diuretics and management of the coexisting complications. Intense monitoring
and timely anti-heart failure treatment were crucial in patients with severe
cardiac damage. Our findings indicated the importance of regular antenatal care
and treatment adherence in patients with hyperthyroidism.
CONCLUSION
The timely and accurate diagnosis of HHD and the implementation of effective
management are important for a better prognosis in pregnant women with HHD.
Improvement in patients’ awareness of thyrotoxicosis is needed.
Key words: Hyperthyroidism; Heart disease; Pregnancy
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Core tip: Hyperthyroidism may pose a great threat to maternal and fetal health and may
increase maternal and fetal mortality. Approximately 85% of hyperthyroidism cases
result from Graves’ disease. We retrospectively analyzed a case series of pregnant
patients with hyperthyroid heart disease from a central referral hospital in Southwest
China. The significance of regular monitoring and the application of anti-thyroid
treatment are implied. The control of precipitating factors is important for the
management of heart failure.
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INTRODUCTION
Hyperthyroidism may pose great a threat to maternal and fetal health and may
increase maternal and fetal mortality [1-3] . The prevalence of hyperthyroidism in
pregnant women is about 0.05% to 3.0%, with approximately 85% of these cases
resulting from Graves’ disease (GD)[1,4]. Cardiac function is greatly influenced by
thyroid hormone levels, and an overload of thyroid hormones could can affect
systematic hemodynamics and lead to high-output heart failure and
cardiomyopathy [5] . Heart failure is rare when the basal high-output state is
compensated in non-pregnant patients. However, the risk for developing to heart
failure is elevated in pregnant patients with untreated thyrotoxicosis due to the
increased cardiac burden during pregnancy [6,7] , particularly in patients with
precipitating factors such as preeclampsia, anaemia, and infection, in which cases, the
hemodynamic workload is even more increased.
The management of hyperthyroidism in pregnancy includes the application of antithyroid drugs (ATDs) and regular monitoring of thyroid function[1,8]. The goal of
treatment is to control thyrotoxicosis as early as possible to prevent further adverse
pregnancy outcomes. Studies performed in developed countries implied the
importance of immediate treatment and regular monitoring[7,9,10]. However, in China,
there are economically undeveloped areas where patients rarely have antenatal care.
Ignorance of doctors’ suggestions is common in patients of lower socioeconomic
levels. The implementation of the “two-child” policy might make this problem even
worse. The aim of our retrospective study was to review clinical cases of pregnant
patients with hyperthyroid heart disease (HHD) enrolled at our hospital in order to
evaluate maternal and fetal outcomes and provide a supplement to the literature.
0
0
0
0
0
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We searched the patient registry data at West China Second University Hospital of
Sichuan University in Chengdu, China, following the approval by the Ethics
Committee. Our hospital is the central referral center in Southwest China. All the
patients’ written consent to use their clinical data for research purpose was obtained
at admission. The medical records of women with HHD during pregnancy from
January 2012 to December 2017 were obtained from the electronic medical records
system in our hospital.

Methods
For patients who received antenatal care in our hospital, thyroid function was a
routine test, and the suggestions from an endocrinologist were followed in cases of
abnormal thyroid function. For patients transferred to our hospital, a thyroid function
test was performed immediately after admission. For patients who had diffuse toxic
goiter, Graves’ ophthalmopathy or other variable findings, such as tachycardia,
palpitations, hyperreflexia, and irritability, a thyroid function test was performed
immediately upon admission, and consultation comments from an endocrinologist
were taken. The diagnosis of GD was established according to the American Thyroid
Association and Endocrine Society Guidelines for patients with biochemical evidence
of overt hyperthyroidism and clinical symptoms for GD[1,8]. HHD was confirmed by
cardiologists in patients who presented with any type of arrhythmia, thyrotoxic
cardiomyopathy, or heart failure. Cardiac structure and function were assessed using
electrocardiography, 24-h dynamic electrocardiogram, chest radiography, and
thoracic ultrasound. Patients with underlying cardiac abnormalities, such as
congenital heart defects or valvular heart disease, were excluded. Patients with critical
illnesses such as renal failure, liver failure, cancer, or malignant hematologic diseases
were also excluded. All the included patients were followed in outpatient clinics and
by telephone interviews until October 2018.
In our hospital, the clinical treatment of pregnant women with HHD included
propylthiouracil (PTU) or methimazole (MMI) for anti-hyperthyroidism therapy
according to the consultation opinion from an endocrinologist. Propranolol was used
to control arrhythmia. In patients with heart failure, furosemide was used for
pulmonary edema and cardiac glycosides were applied. Non-invasive positive
pressure ventilation therapy (NIPPV) and continuous renal replacement therapy
(CRRT) were used in some critical patients. Preeclampsia was treated with
magnesium sulfate, and blood transfusion was administered in patients with anemia.
Infection was treated with wide-spectrum antibiotics. Regular monitoring of the fetal
condition was applied. Dexamethasone injection and magnesium sulfate were used to
improve fetal lung development in patients at a risk of preterm birth.

RESULTS
During the 5-year study period, 69389 women delivered at our hospital. A total of 155
patients were diagnosed with hyperthyroidism, and six patients were diagnosed with
HHD, with the New York Heart Association classification of cardiac function ranging
from III to IV. Two of the patients with HHD were further complicated with acute
heart failure attacks. Both of these two patients had been previously diagnosed with
GD but used ATDs irregularly without thyroid function monitoring or preconception
counselling. Only three patients had regular antenatal care. Another patient never had
antenatal care during pregnancy. Thyroid function tests revealed that the total
thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) levels ranged from 176.8 nmol/L to 390.0
nmol/L and 2.99 nmol/L to 7.67 nmol/L, respectively. The plasma levels of thyroid
globulin antibody (TGAb) and thyroid peroxidase antibody (TPOAb) were very high
in these six patients. The follow-up of these patients showed good outcomes. Tables 1
and 2 present the clinical features of the six patients.
The number of gestational weeks at delivery ranged from 31 + 4 wk to 39 + 4 wk.
Two patients experienced acute heart failure attacks in the second stage of labour.
Vacuum and forceps were implemented in these patients to shorten the labour time.
One patient who had a stillbirth had several heart attacks even after delivery. NIPPV
and CRRT were used. The other patient responded well to aggressive diuretics and
cardiac glycosides. This was confirmed by chest radiography and echocardiography.
Figure 1 presents the echocardiography, and Figure 2 presents the comparison of
chest X-rays. Two patients were enrolled with manifestations of heavy cardiac
burden, but after receiving appropriate treatments for GD and precipitating factors,
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Table 1 Clinical characteristics of six pregnant patients with hyperthyroid heart disease
Demographic

Vital signs at admission

Cardiac evaluation at
admission

Complications and
aggravating factors

26 yr G5P1+3 (31 + 4 wk)

T 36.5 °C, HR 153 bpm, BP
141/78 mmHg, R 32
breaths/min, SpO2 85%;
Vaginal examination revealed
blood-stained mucus and a
dilated cervix of 1 cm

Echocardiography: Enlarged Scarred uterus, stillbirth
left atrium and ventricle (LA
31 mm, LV 46 mm); EF 25%.
Thoracic ultrasound: Bilateral
pleural effusion, left 3.5 cm
right 3.0 cm

IV

24 yr G2P0+1 (35 + 1 wk)

T 36.6 °C, HR 110 bpm, BP
168/98 mmHg, R 30
breaths/min, SpO2 89%

Echocardiography: Enlarged Preeclampsia, pulmonary
left atrium and ventricle (LA infection, anaemia
44 mm, LV 58 mm); moderate
mitral regurgitation (Vmax
4.0 m/S); EF 53%. Chest
radiography: Cardiomegaly
and mild bilateral pleural
effusion; patchy
consolidation in low lobes of
lung of both sides;
Cardiothoracic ratio 0.61

IV

30 yr G2P1 (34 + 4 wk)

T 37.4 °C, HR 130 bpm,
BP126/80 mmHg, R 35
breaths/min, SpO2 94%

Echocardiography: Enlarged Anaemia, pulmonary
left atrium and ventricle (LA infection
39 mm, LV 51 mm); grossly
mitral regurgitation (Vmax
5.3 m/S); EF 50%. Chest
radiography: Cardiomegaly
and mild bilateral pleural
effusion; cardiothoracic ratio
0.59. Thoracic ultrasound:
Bilateral pleural effusion, left
0.8 cm right 2.9 cm

IV

29 yr G3P1+1 (30 + 4w)

T 38.3 °C, HR 130 bpm, BP
138/80 mmHg, R 40
breaths/min, SpO2 88%

Echocardiography: Enlarged Chorioamnionitis?
left atrium (LA 40 mm);
moderate mitral regurgitation
(Vmax 5.6m/S); EF 62%

III

24 G4P1+2 (38 + 6 wk)

T 36.3 °C, HR 100 bpm, BP
113/70 mmHg, R 25
breaths/min, SpO2 95%

Echocardiography: Normal,
EF 59%. 24 hours dynamic
electrocardiogram: normal

III

27 yr G1P0 (38 + 6 wk)

T 36.5 °C, HR 80 bpm, BP
102/60 mmHg, R 25
breaths/min, SpO2 97%

Echocardiography: Enlarged Pulmonary infection
left atrium and ventricle (LA
39 mm, LV 62 mm); EF 37%.
24-hour dynamic
electrocardiogram: Premature
ventricular contractions

Scarred uterus, pulmonary
infection

NYHA

III

BP: Blood pressure; EF: Ejection fraction; HR: Heart rate; LA: Left atrium; LV: Left ventricle; LVEF: Left ventricular ejection fraction; NYHA: New York
Heart Association; R: Respiratory rate; SpO2: Oxygen saturation while breathing air; T: Temperature.

both patients responded well and prolonged their pregnancy. Two healthy preterm
infants were born vaginally at 33 wk and 36 wk, respectively. These two patients did
not present any symptoms of heart failure during labour. Table 3 shows the changes
in thyroid hormone levels in these two patients. Another two patients who had
regular antenatal care chose an elective caesarean section delivery, and two healthy
full-term infants were born. In these six patients, the identified precipitating factors
included anaemia, preeclampsia, pulmonary infection, and suspected
chorioamnionitis. All of the patients’ symptoms were relieved to a certain extent after
the precipitating factors were treated.

DISCUSSION
The prevalence of thyrotoxicosis in pregnant women in our study was 0.22%, which is
lower than that in other provinces of China[11,12]. Six of 155 patients were diagnosed
with HHD, and the incidence of heart disease in the pregnancies with thyrotoxicosis
was 3.87%. The clinical course and progression were different in these six patients.
First, we found that the pregnancy outcomes were favorable in patients with regular
antenatal care, regular ATD treatment, and continuous monitoring of maternal and
fetal conditions. However, in patients without regular antenatal care who deliberately
disregarded their doctors’ suggestions, the risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes was
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Table 2 Clinical course of six pregnant patients with hyperthyroid heart disease
Patient

Clinical course

1

No antenatal care. Previous history: Diagnosed with Graves’s disease at age
12 and treated with antithyroid treatment till 16. Lower extremity edema for
3 mo, and palpitations and heat intolerance for 3 wk. No fetal movement for
1 day, and regular uterine contraction for 12 h. Altered level of
consciousness after admission, oxygen was immediately administered via a
facemask, recovered to consciousness. Artificial rupture of membranes and
Willett-Martel scalp flap forceps were used to deliver the fetus. Transferred
to ICU after delivery. 5 times of acute heart failure attacks in 3 d after
delivery. Except for normal approach, CRRT and NIPPV were applied.
Blood plasma and albumin were given. After reaching a stable situation, she
was discharged at day 7 at patients’ request. Follow-up: Conservative
treatment in local hospital for a month after delivery. I131 treatment one year
after delivery, recovered well. Normal thyroid function at follow-up

2

Irregular antenatal care in local hospital. Previous history: Diagnosed with
Graves’s disease at 14, irregular treatment with ATD therapy 2 yr before,
stopped treatment during pregnancy. Cough with phlegm for 10 d, and
generalized edema, dyspnea, and palpitations for 3 d. Treatments included
PTU, propranolol, and antibiotics. Magnesium sulfate was used for preeclampsia, and blood transfusion was applied for anaemia. Onset of labour at
her 35 + 5 wk. Presented with symptoms and signs of heart failure during
the second stage of labour, digoxin injection, furosemide, and oxygen mask
were administered immediately to arrest heart failure, and continuous intravenous pumping of nitroglycerin was used to control high blood pressure.
Gave birth vaginally with the assistance of vacuum to a female baby weighing 2010 g, Apgar 7-8-9. Admitted to NICU. Discharged at day 9. Follow-up:
Chest radiography revealed small patchy consolidation in low lobes of right
lung two days after delivery. Chest radiography returned to normal 6 wk
after delivery, but thyroid function test still showed high levels of T3 and T4.
Used ATDs regularly and had thyroid function test every half year. Normal
thyroid function and stopped ATD treatment 5 yr after delivery

3

Irregular antenatal care in local hospital. Never been diagnosed as
hyperthyroidism. Previous history: Accepted blood transfusion 1 mo before
in local hospital. Generalized edema for 1 month, and cough, orthopnea, and
dyspnea for 4 d. Treatments included PTU, propranolol, antibiotics, furosemide, magnesium, and dexamethasone. Gave birth vaginally at her 36 wk to
a female baby weighing 2080 g, Apgar 9-10-10. Discharged at day 12. Followup: Chest radiography returned to normal 6 wk after delivery. Used ATDs
for one year after delivery, then thyroid function test returned to normal

4

Regular antenatal care in local hospital. Diagnosed with Graves’s disease at
local hospital at 14 wk. PTU was applied after diagnosis. Previous history:
Treated with PTU, propranolol, magnesium sulfate, and antibiotics at local
hospital for a week. Lower extremity edema for 1 mo, and anxiety and
palpitations for 2 wk. Enlargement of left atrium and atrial fibrillation was
found in local hospital without appropriate treatment. Increased vaginal
discharge and suspected premature rupture of membrane for 1 wk, and
dyspnea and orthopnea for 2 d. Treatments included increased dose of PTU,
propranolol, more potent antibiotics, frusemide, and magnesium sulfate.
Regular monitoring included blood white cell count, C-reactive protein,
procalcitonin, and vaginal secretion culture. Gave birth vaginally to a male
baby at her 33 + 2 wk weighing 2220 g, Apgar 10-10-10. Admitted to NICU.
Discharged at day 20. Follow-up: Chest radiography returned to normal 6
wk after delivery. Used ATDs and had thyroid function test regularly, and
used MMI 5 mg per day

5

Regular antenatal care. Previous history: Diagnosed with Graves’s disease
for loss of weight and exophthalmos 2 mo before pregnancy, then regularly
treated with ATDs. Cough with phlegm, dyspnea, and palpitations at 34 wk.
Enlarged left atrium was found. Hospitalization treatments included
antibiotics, PTU, propranolol, and magnesium sulfate for 10 d. Cough and
moderate palpitations for 2 d. Treatments included MMI and antibiotics. A
female baby weighing 3360 g was delivered by caesarean section at her 39 +
4 wk, Apgar 10-10-10. Discharged at day 8. Lost to follow-up

6

Regular antenatal care at local hospital. Previous history: Diagnosed with
Graves’s disease at age 22, RAI therapy at 24, and continuous treatment with
ATD. Moderate palpitations for 3 mo, cough and heart intolerance for 3 d,
and rupture of membrane for 6 h. Treatment included PTU. A female baby
weighing 3860 g was delivered by caesarean section at her 39 wk, Apgar 1010-10. Discharged at day 6. Follow-up: Echocardiography showed only
enlarged left ventricle and normal EF six days after delivery. Normal chest
radiography and normal thyroid function 6 wk after delivery

ATD: Anti-thyroid drug; CRRT: Continuous renal replacement therapy; EF: Ejection fraction; ICU: Intensive care unit; PTU: Propylthiouracil; MMI:
Methimazole; NICU: Neonatal intensive care unit; NIPPV: Non-invasive positive pressure ventilation therapy; RAI: Radioiodine therapy.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Echocardiography showing moderate mitral regurgitation in patient 2.

highly elevated. Particularly in patients with a long history of GD but with poor
medical compliance, HHD could pose a great threat to maternal and fetal health.
Second, most patients had precipitating factors, including infection, anemia, or
preeclampsia. Treatment of these precipitating factors could relieve the symptoms.
Prolongation of gestation for a better prognosis for the fetus is possible when the
maternal cardiac burden is reduced. Considering the existing cardiac load,
magnesium sulfate but not ritodrine should be applied for the prevention of preterm
birth in these patients. Third, hyperthyroid heart failure responded quickly to diuretic
treatment and the control of the coexistent complications. In patients with severe
cardiac damage, intense monitoring of vital signs and timely treatment against acute
cardiac failure attacks are still very important even after delivery.
The prognosis and pregnancy outcomes in our reported patients were similar to
those reported in the literature. Sheffiled et al reported 13 patients with thyrotoxicosis,
6 of whom had heart failure. Similar decompensation reasons, such as hemorrhage
and sepsis, were revealed in their study [7] . Mannisto et al analyzed singleton
pregnancies from 2002 to 2008 in a single center and found that hyperthyroidism
significantly elevated risks for preeclampsia, preterm birth, and ICU admission[9].
Thirty patients from a prospective study in Ukraine reported relief of cardiac
symptoms following ATD treatment and improvement in the health-related quality of
life [10] . The importance of good compliance and regular use of ATDs were also
implicated in other studies[13,14].
Patients with HHD may have various manifestations, and focusing on the cardiac
symptoms and ignoring thyroid hormones test results may lead to delays in
diagnosis. One of the six patients had never been diagnosed with GD before, the first
hospital that was visited provided blood transfusion for anemia and antibiotics, and
these therapies partially relieved some symptoms. In pregnant patients, the correct
diagnosis and administration of effective management of hyperthyroidism might be
even more difficult. Both pregnancy and hyperthyroidism could manifest with
symptoms of hyperdynamic circulation and hypermetabolism. The diagnosis of
hyperthyroidism should be suspected if the women presents with specific symptoms
like exophthalmos or symptoms of hyperdynamic circulation and hypermetabolism.
A systematic blood screening including thyroid function test is also very important
and sometimes might compensate if the clinical symptoms are ignored.
All six patients had symptoms including dyspnea, orthopnea, or chest tightness at
30-34 wk when the aggravation of cardiac burden was most obvious due to the
expansion of blood volume. Duration and inadequate control are the main factors
impacting prognosis [2,8,15] . Four of our patients were diagnosed with GD before
enrollment, but only two of them adhered to ATD treatment. Differences in treatment
compliance determined their differences in pregnancy outcomes. Two patients in our
study had acute heart failure attacks. In a retrospective study conducted in America
including 13 patients with HHD, most of the patients were also at the third trimester
with precipitating factors[7]. As the heart is the main target organ of thyroid hormone,
hyperthyroidism can lead to several adverse changes in cardiac function[5,16]. Increased
catecholamine function and activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system
also contribute[3,5]. The main manifestations of thyrotoxic cardiomyopathy include left
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Chest X-ray for patient 2. A: Chest X-ray on admission showing significant cardiomegaly and right pleural
effusion. B: Repeat chest X-ray showing resolution of cardiomegaly and right pleural effusion.

ventricular hypertrophy, disturbances in heart rhythm, atrial fibrillation, enlargement
of the heart chambers, and heart failure[5,16]. These symptoms were all present in our
two patients. Hyperthyroid heart failure is considered as “curable” after the
achievement of a euthyroid state, and the patient usually responds quickly to
aggressive diuretics[7,14]. However, in the patient who had a stillbirth, the cardiac
function was damaged irreversibly due to the long-term exposure to the
thyrotoxicosis status. NIPPV and CRRT were applied. Effective treatment by a
multidisciplinary medical team including obstetricians, paediatricians, cardiologists,
endocrinologists, anaesthetists, and intensive care unit doctors is needed.
ATD is the first line treatment for hyperthyroidism in both nonpregnant and
pregnant patients. All of our patients received ATDs, and most of the cardiovascular
symptoms were relieved. A Ukrainian study revealed the beneficial effects of ATD
treatment on health-related quality of life (HRQoL)[10]. Pregnancy and breastfeeding
are the absolute contraindications to radioiodine therapy (RAI), and those who
accepted RAI treatment should use contraception methods for at least for 6 mo[8]. One
of our patients had RAI before pregnancy. She had good compliance after RAI and
counselled with multidisciplinary doctors before her pregnancy. Patients who
received thyroidectomy, similar to RAI, should also avoid pregnancy for 6 mo to
obtain a euthyroid state and improve the successful conception rate[3,8].
ATD drugs, including MMI and PTU, are commonly used among pregnant patients
with thyrotoxicosis. Both PTU and MMI can cross the placenta at comparable rates
and influence fetal thyroid function. PTU has been preferred over MMI in the first
trimester due to the considerably lower risk for birth defects[1,8]. But a recent study
showed that there was no difference in rates of congenital malformations between
women treated with MMI and those treated with PTU[17]. Reports have indicated that
the rates of birth defects in PTU and MMI are similar to the overall birth defect rate in
America and even lower than the birth defect rate in China[18-20]. One of our patients
with regular antenatal care received PTU until the second trimester, and then she was
treated with MMI. A follow-up interview of our patients showed a preference for
MMI over PTU after delivery. Thyroid stimulating hormone receptor antibodies can
also enter the infant’s circulation and cause fetal GD. None of the newborns of our
patients were found to have GD or congenital defects. Considering the high relapse
rate of GD in the puerperium period, suggestions of continuous ATD treatment were
given to our patients. In all the patients diagnosed with HHD in our hospital,
appointments for thyroid and heart function assessments in the puerperium period
were made before discharge from the hospital, which ensured a better prognosis even
after delivery.
This study addresses a significant gap in the literature on the outcomes of HHD in
pregnant women in Southwest China. An extensive search of the medical record
system and good follow-up ensured that detailed clinical data of importance,
including blood test results and imaging examinations, were analyzed. These patients
were enrolled from a single medical center and, therefore, ascertained the same
diagnostic criteria, treatment, and prenatal monitoring. However, this study has
limitations that should be noted. Medical records rather than direct patient interviews
were used, and some information provided in the follow-up may have led to recall
bias. As this was a summary of a single-center experience, the results from this study
may not be generalizable to economically developed cities.
Our findings indicated the importance of regular antenatal care and treatment
adherence in patients with hyperthyroidism. The importance of a multidisciplinary
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Table 3 Thyroid function tests in patients with prolonged pregnancy after control of
hyperthyroid heart disease
Initial

1 wk

TSH (mIU/L)

< 0.003

0.003

0.006

0.55-4.78

Total T3 (nmol/L)

7.67

2.83

2.54

0.92-3.7

Total T4 (nmol/L)

> 387

> 387

295.1

58.1-173

Free T3 (pmol/L)

16.7

6.31

4.53

3.5-6.5

Free T4 (pmol/L)

61.91

42.75

35.43

11.5-22.7

TGAb (IU/mL)

> 500

> 500

> 500

< 60

TPOAb (IU/mL)

> 1300

> 1300

> 1300

< 60

Initial

1 wk

2 wk

TSH (mIU/L)

0.008

0.008

0.01

0.006

0.55-4.78

Total T3 (nmol/L)

4.01

1.95

1.60

1.72

0.92-3.7

Total T4 (nmol/L)

194

122.80

76.7

69.4

58.1-173

Free T3 (pmol/L)

9.15

4.97

4.03

3.57

3.5-6.5

Free T4 (pmol/L)

23.79

13.79

8.58

7.75

11.5-22.7

TGAb (IU/mL)

> 500

> 500

> 500

> 500

< 60

TPOAb (IU/mL)

> 1300

> 1300

> 1300

> 1300

< 60

Patient 3

2 wk

Reference range

Before delivery

Patient 4

3 wk
Before delivery

T3: Triiodothyronine; T4: Thyroxine; TGAb: Thyroglobulin antibody; TPOAb: Thyroid peroxidase antibodies;
TSH: Thyroid-stimulant hormone.

medical team to ensure timely and effective management in pregnant women with
HHD and better prognoses for both mothers and infants was also implied. Making the
correct diagnosis of HHD in pregnant women is difficult yet essential for the
administration of effective management. Precipitating factors should be effectively
eliminated to reduce the cardiac burden. Patients with GD should adhere to an antithyroid regimen as soon as possible after the diagnosis is confirmed. Consultation
before pregnancy is needed. Improvement in antenatal care and enhanced awareness
of thyrotoxicosis in pregnant women are needed, especially in rural and urban areas.

Conclusion
In summary, we have reported six pregnant patients with HHD who delivered in our
hospital. Detailed medical records were used to retrieve the patients’ clinical data.
Differences in their clinical courses and compliance rates determined the differences
in their pregnancy outcomes. The follow-up study showed good results. This case
series report demonstrates some important issues for the clinical approach for women
with HHD. With the widespread implementation of the “second child” policy in
China, the number of women with thyroid disease and the number of pregnant
women with HHD are both increasing, and it is important for obstetric doctors in
China to emphasize prenatal care in these patients.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
In pregnant women, the prevalence of hyperthyroidism is approximately 0.05% to 3.0%, and
most of these cases are caused by Graves’ disease. If the clinical management of hyperthyroidism
is not provided in time, it could lead to hyperthyroid heart disease (HHD), which is a serious
condition in pregnant women that has life-threatening risks.

Research motivation
The investigation of the clinical characteristics of pregnant patients with HHD can improve our
understanding of this serious complication. Given that pregnancy can increase the hemodynamic
workload and is a challenge to the cardiac function, pregnant women suffer more risks from
HHD than the general population.

Research objectives
The main objective of this study was to review the clinical courses of pregnant patients with
HHD enrolled in a central referral hospital in Southwest China in order to provide evidence for
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better management of this serious complication.

Research methods
The electronic medical records system was searched for the collection of patient data. The
medical records of women with HHD during pregnancy from January 2012 to December 2017
were obtained. Follow-up was completed by outpatient clinic visits and telephone interviews.

Research results
During the study period, a total of nearly 70000 women delivered at our hospital. Six patients
were diagnosed with HHD. Two patients with a long history of Graves’ disease with poor
treatment compliance suffered acute heart failure attacks, one of whom had a stillbirth. Three
patients had regular antenatal care, and the prognosis was comparatively better. HHD could be
controlled after the application of anti-thyroid drugs and aggressive diuretics and the
management of the coexisting complications. Intense monitoring and timely anti-heart failure
treatment were important for the prognosis in patients with severe cardiac damage.

Research conclusions
We present the clinical courses of six patients with HHD, and differences in their compliance
lead to their different pregnancy outcomes. Making a correct diagnosis and providing a timely
intervention are crucial. The regular application of anti-thyroid drugs before and during
pregnancy can prevent the development of HHD. Treatments of precipitating factor can relieve
the cardiac burden to some extent.

Research perspectives
Due to the retrospective nature of the study and the small sample size, it is difficult to draw
reliable conclusions. However, our findings indicate the importance of good treatment
compliance, regular antenatal care, and timely treatment in pregnant patients with HHD.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Osteoarthritis is a chronic degenerative disease with an incidence of 50% in
people over 65 years old and 80% in people over 80 years old worldwide. It is the
second leading reason of loss of working capacity after cardiovascular diseases
and severely affects the society and families. Therefore, finding biological
markers related to the diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis is of great
significance in clinical practice.
AIM
To observe the changes and clinical value of serum inflammatory factors and
miR-145 expression in patients with osteoarthritis before and after treatment.
METHODS
Eighty-three patients with knee osteoarthritis (observation group) who were
admitted to our hospital from April 2013 to June 2015, and 60 healthy people
(control group) during the same period were selected. After 4 wk of treatment,
the levels of miR-145, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-6, and IL-10
were compared between the control group and the observation group before
treatment. The correlation of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 levels with visual
analogue scale (VAS), Lysholm, and Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) scores was assessed by Pearson correlation
analysis. The correlation of the expression of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10
with Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L) grades was assessed by Spearman correlation
analysis. The critical levels of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 in distinguishing
different K-L grades were determined by receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve analysis.
RESULTS
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The expression level of miR-145 in the observation group was significantly higher
than that in the control group before treatment (P < 0.05). After treatment, the
expression level of miR-145 in the observation group was significantly lower than
that before treatment (P < 0.05). The levels of TNF-α and IL-6 in the observation
group were significantly higher than those in the control group (P < 0.05), and the
level of IL-10 was significantly lower than that in the control group (P < 0.05).
After treatment, the levels of TNF-α and IL-6 in the observation group were
significantly lower than those before treatment (P < 0.05), and IL-I0 level was
significantly higher than that before treatment (P < 0.05). VAS and WOMAC
scores were both positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05),
and negatively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05), while Lysholm scores were
negatively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05), and positively
correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05). K-L grades were positively correlated with miR145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05), and negatively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05).
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) and specificity of TNF-α in differentiating
K-L grades I-II were the highest, which were 0.785 and 97.45%, respectively, and
miR145 had the highest sensitivity of 94.59%; the AUC and sensitivity of IL-6 in
differentiating K-L grades II-III were the highest, which were 0.766 and 97.30%,
respectively, and TNF-α had the highest specificity of 86.68%.
CONCLUSION
MiR-145 and inflammatory factors have certain diagnostic value in osteoarthritis,
and they are expected to become potential indicators for the diagnosis and
evaluation of osteoarthritis in the future.
Key words: Osteoarthritis; Treatment; Inflammatory factor; miR-145
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: At present, the clinical evaluation of osteoarthritis relies on VAS score,
Lysholm score, and WOMAC score and other scales. These scales have a common
deficiency, i.e., they are affected by a certain degree of subjective factors. Many clinical
workers use Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L) grading to evaluate the therapeutic effect of
patients with osteoarthritis, but the K-L grading depends on imaging, the effect of
radiation on the human body and the medical expenses are high, and it takes a long time.
This study explored the clinical value of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in peripheral
blood, and explored the application of serological analysis in the diagnosis and treatment
of osteoarthritis, so as to provide a reference for the diagnosis and treatment of
osteoarthritis.

Citation: Wang XZ, Li WX. Changes of serum inflammatory factors and miR-145 expression
in patients with osteoarthritis before and after treatment and their clinical value. World J Clin
Cases 2019; 7(19): 2963-2975
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/2963.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.2963

INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis is a chronic degenerative disease characterized by cartilage erosion and
lesions in the subchondral bone and other joint tissues, mostly in the hip and knee
joints[1,2]. According to epidemiological statistics of osteoarthritis, the incidence of
osteoarthritis in people over 65 years old can reach 50%, and the incidence of
osteoarthritis in people over 80 years old is as high as 80%[3]. Osteoarthritis is the
second most important cause of patients' loss of ability after cardiovascular diseases,
seriously affecting the society and families[4,5].
Ultrasound is widely used in the diagnosis and efficacy evaluation of various joint
diseases, which has good repeatability and is closely related to the Western Ontario
and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) score. However, its
operation requires experienced and skilled imaging doctors and high-resolution
ultrasound equipment[6-8]. Therefore, finding osteoarthritis-related biomarkers has
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become a research focus in recent years.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of non-coding small RNAs belonging to miRNAinduced silencing complexes[9]. In previous studies, it was found that the occurrence
and development of osteoarthritis are accompanied by changes in various miRNAs.
Santini et al[10] reported that miR-149 is down-regulated in osteoarthritis, which is
associated with increased expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, and IL-6. Philipot et al[11] found that miR24 negatively regulates the p16INK4a/MMP1 axis in osteoarthritis, which is involved
in the senescence of inflammatory chondrocytes and matrix remodeling related to
terminal differentiation. In recent years, it has been reported that miR-145 can
regulate the function of cartilage cells and promote cartilage recovery[12]. In a related
report on miRNA screening in osteoarthritis, miR-145 was found to increase in
osteoarthritis[13]. These studies suggest that miR-145 plays an important role in the
development of osteoarthritis. However, there are few reports on the value of miR-145
in the clinical application of osteoarthritis.
This study aimed to observe the changes and clinical value of serum inflammatory
factors and miR-145 expression in patients with osteoarthritis before and after
treatment, and provide a theoretical and experimental basis for clinical treatment of
hip osteoarthritis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Eighty-three patients with knee osteoarthritis (observation group; aged 42-70 years
old) admitted to our hospital from April 2013 to June 2015, and 60 healthy people
(control group; aged 42-70 years old) during the same period were selected. The
inclusion criterion was as follows: (1) All patients in the observation group met the
2007 osteoarthritis diagnostic guidelines [14] , and knee osteoarthritis was treated
according to the OARSI guidelines[15]; and (2) All patients in the observation group
underwent X-ray radiology diagnosis and performed Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L)
radiation grading. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) K-L grade IV in the
observation group; (2) Patients with cataclasis, other systemic inflammatory
syndrome, severe endocrine dysfunction, pregnant women, cardiovascular, liver and
kidney diseases, neurological or psychiatric history, chronic pain syndrome, language
communication difficulties, joint bone tumors, various cancer bone metastases, recent
acute stroke, autoimmune diseases, or other inflammatory arthritis; and (3) The
control group had obvious clinical disease characteristics, pregnant women,
psychiatric history, and language communication disorders. This study was approved
by the Hospital Ethics Committee. All patients and their families signed an informed
consent form.

Observation indexes
Before treatment and after 4 wk of treatment, the levels of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and
IL-I0 were compared between the control group and observation group. The
correlation of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 levels with visual analogue scale (VAS),
Lysholm, and WOMAC scores was assessed by Pearson correlation analysis. The
correlation of the expression of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 with K-L grades was
assessed by Spearman correlation analysis. The critical levels of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6,
and IL-10 in distinguishing different K-L grades were determined by receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Peripheral blood was collected from all patients before and after treatment, and serum
was taken after centrifugation. Total RNA in serum was extracted with TRIzol
(Guangzhou Labgene Biotechnology Co., Ltd.) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
A micro-ultraviolet spectrophotometer DanoProp1000 (Thmorgan Biotechnology Co.,
Ltd.) was used to analyze the concentration and purity of the extracted RNA, and 3%
agarose gel electrophoresis (gel electrophoresis kit purchased from Shanghai
JingkeChemical Technology Co., Ltd.) was used to analyze the integrity of RNA. The
A260/A280 value between 1.8 and 2.1 was considered to meet the experimental
requirements. After RNA extraction was completed, qRT-PCR reaction was carried
out. Reverse transcription was performed in a 20-μL system consisting of 4 μL of 5 ×
TransScript All in One SuperMix for PCR, 2 μg of total RNA, and appropriate amount
of ribonuclease free distilled water. The reaction conditions were 25 °C for 10 min, 42
°C for 30 min, and inactivation of reverse transcriptase at 85°C for 5 s. After reverse
transcription, PCR amplification was carried out in a 50 μL amplification system
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consisting of 2 μL of cDNA template, 25 μL of 2 × TransTaq HiFi PCR SuperMix II, 1
μL of upstream primer and downstream primer, and appropriate amount of double
distilled water. The cycling parameters were pre-denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, 40
cycles of 94 °C for 2 min, 94 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 30 s, 72°C 1-2 kb/min, and extension
for 5 min at 72 °C. U6 was used as the internal reference of the reaction, and the
results were analyzed by the 2-Ct method. TransScript Two-Step RT-PCRSuperMix was
purchased from Beijing TransGen Biotech, with the catalog number of AT401-0l, and
the primer sequence was designed and synthesized by Hepeng (Shanghai)
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Table 1).

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
Peripheral blood was collected from all patients before and after treatment, and serum
was taken after centrifugation. The levels of TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 were detected by
ELISA using kits purchased from Abcam (ab181421, ab178013, and ab46601) following
the kit instructions.

Statistical analysis
SPSS 22.0 software (Asia Analytics Formerly SPSS, China) was used in this study for
statistical analyses. Measurement data are expressed as the mean ± SD, and count
data are expressed as percentages. Count data were compared by χ 2 tests, and
measurement data were compared by the independent sample t-test between two
groups. The correlation of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 levels with VAS, Lysholm,
and WOMAC scores was assessed by Pearson correlation analysis. The correlation of
the expression of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 with K-L grades was assessed by
Spearman correlation analysis. The critical levels of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 in
distinguishing different K-L grades were determined by ROC curve analysis.
Statistical significance was indicated by P < 0.05.

RESULTS
General data
There were 60 patients in the control group, including 33 males (55.00%) and 27
females (45.00%), with a mean age of 54.76 ± 13.64 years old and a mean body mass
index (BMI) of 23.53 ± 3.06 kg/m2. There were 83 patients in the observation group,
including 52 males (62.65%) and 31 females (37.35%), with a mean age of 57.48 ± 12.49
years old and a mean BMI of 24.77 ± 4.14 kg/m2. There was no significant difference
in sex ratio, age, or BMI between the two groups (P > 0.05). Other basic data of the
observation group are shown in Table 2.

Difference of miR-145 expression in peripheral blood between the two groups
The expression level of miR-145 in the observation group was significantly higher
than that in the control group before treatment (P < 0.05) (Figure 1A). The expression
level of miR-145 in the observation group after treatment was significantly lower than
that before treatment (P < 0.05) (Figure 1B).

Difference analysis of inflammatory factors in peripheral blood between the two
groups
The levels of TNF-α and IL-6 in the observation group were significantly higher than
those in the control group (P < 0.05), and the level of IL-10 was significantly lower
than that in the control group (P < 0.05) (Figure 2A). The levels of TNF-α and IL-6 in
the observation group after treatment were significantly lower than those before
treatment (P < 0.05), and IL-10 level was significantly higher than that before
treatment (P < 0.05) (Figure 2B).

Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with VAS scores
VAS scores were positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6, and negatively
correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05) (Figure 3).

Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with Lysholm scores
Lysholm scores were negatively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05),
and positively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05) (Figure 4).

Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with WOMAC scores
WOMAC scores were positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05),
and negatively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05) (Figure 5).

Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with K-L grades
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Table 1 Sequence of primers
Forward primer

Reverse primer

MiR-145

5'-GTCCAGTTTTCCCAGGAATCCCT- 3'

5'-GCTGTCAACATACGCTACGTAACG- 3'

U6

5'-GCGCGTCGTGAAGCGTTC- 3'

5'-GTGCAGGGTCCGAGGT- 3'

L grades were positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05), and
negatively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05) (Figure 6).

ROC analysis of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in differentiating K-L grades
The area under the ROC area (AUC), critical level, sensitivity, and specificity of miR145 in distinguishing K-L grades I and II were 0.762, 1.356, 94.59%, and 51.61%,
respectively, and 0.587, 1.475, 32.43%, and 86.67% for grades II and III (Figure 7A).
The AUC, critical level, sensitivity, and specificity of TNF-α in differentiating K-L
grades I and II were 0.785, 142.00 ng/L, 59. 46%, and 97.45%, respectively, and 0.631,
167.80 ng/L, 48.65%, and 86.68% for grades II and III (Figure 7B). The AUC, critical
level, sensitivity, and specificity of IL-6 in distinguishing K-L grades I and II were
0.758, 13.06 μg/L, 62. 16%, and 90.32%, respectively, and 0.766, 19.62 μg/L, 97.30%,
and 46.67% for grades II and III (Figure 7C). The AUC, critical level, sensitivity, and
specificity of IL-10 in differentiating K-L grades I and II were 0.767, 64.37 pg/mL,
67.57%, and 90.32%, respectively, and 0.663, 51.43 pg/mL, 75.68%, and 60.00% for
grades II and III (Figure 7D) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
At present, the clinical evaluation of osteoarthritis relies on VAS score, Lysholm score,
and WOMAC score and other scales[16-18]. These scales have a common deficiency, i.e.,
they are affected by a certain degree of subjective factors. Many clinical workers use
K-L grading to evaluate the therapeutic effect of patients with osteoarthritis[19], but the
K-L grading depends on imaging, the effect of radiation on the human body and the
medical expenses are high, and it takes a long time[20]. This study explored the clinical
value of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in peripheral blood, and explored the
application of serological analysis in the diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis, so
as to provide a reference for the diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis.
We first analyzed the changes of miR-145 and inflammatory factor levels in
peripheral blood of healthy people and patients with knee osteoarthritis before and
after treatment. It is clear that miR-145 is elevated in patients with knee osteoarthritis.
And after treatment, the levels of inflammatory factors are consistent with previous
reports [21,22] . TNF-α and IL-6 levels in peripheral blood of patients with knee
osteoarthritis increased, while IL-10 levels decreased. After treatment, the levels
decreased and increased accordingly. At present, there are few clinical studies on the
correlation between miR-145 and osteoarthritis. From our analysis, miR-145, TNF-α,
IL-6, and IL-10 had a linear correlation with VAS, Lysholm, and WOMAC scores,
suggesting that these serological factors are closely related to the clinical efficacy of
osteoarthritis. But the degree of correlation is mostly moderate or low, suggesting that
there are still shortcomings in the use of miR-145 and inflammatory factors to
evaluate the therapeutic effect. The pathogenesis of osteoarthritis is complex,
especially primary osteoarthritis[23]. At present, the cause of osteoarthritis is not clear,
and it may be related to the age span of our subjects and the long course of
osteoarthritis[24]. Moreover, we have not further analyzed the efficacy of miR-145 and
inflammatory factors in primary osteoarthritis and secondary osteoarthritis, because
the specific reasons need to be further analyzed. In recent years, many scholars have
verified the mechanism of action of miR-145 in osteoarthritis, such as the inhibitory
effect of miR-145 targeting TNFRSF11B on proliferation and fibrosis of human
osteoarthritis cartilage cells[25]. MiR-145 inhibits cartilage matrix degradation driven
by TNF-α in osteoarthritis by directly inhibiting mitogen-activated protein kinase 4[26].
And researchers reported that down-regulation of miR-145 expression can promote
apoptosis of cartilage cells in osteoarthritis[27], and miR-145 knockout can also inhibit
the proliferation/differentiation of osteoclasts, induce osteoclast apoptosis, limit bone
excessive absorption, and finally reduce osteoarthritis by up-regulating the expression
of osteopontin[28,29]. These reports also suggested the complex role of miR-145 in
osteoarthritis. Therefore, if miR-145 is used to evaluate the clinical efficacy of
osteoarthritis, the time point of blood collection needs to be further clarified. We will
design more rigorous and detailed experimental steps in the future research.
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Table 2 General information
χ2/t

P-value

0.846

0.358

57.48 ± 12.49

1.236

0.218

24.77 ± 4.14

1.964

0.052

Control group (n = 60)

Observation group (n = 83)

Male

33 (55.00)

52 (62.65)

Female

27 (45.00)

31 (37.35)

Age (yr)

54.76 ± 13.64

BMI (kg/m2)

23.53 ± 3.06

Sex, n (%)

Course of disease (yr)

3.25 ± 1.37

K-L grade, n (%)
I

31 (37.35)

II

37 (44.58)

II

15 (18.07)

VAS score
Before treatment

5.49 ± 1.27

After treatment

2.53 ± 088a

Lysholm score
Before treatment

58.45 ± 10.62

After treatment

75.26 ± 9.46a

WOMAC score
Before treatment

50.46 ± 9.14

After treatment

18.86 ± 8.38a

Disease site
Left knee

40 (48.19)

Right knee

31 (37.35)

Both knees

12 (14.46)

a

P < 0.05 vs before treatment in the same group.

K-L grade is an important index for the diagnosis and grading of osteoarthritis. We
analyzed the relationship of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 with K-L grades. K-L
grades were positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6, and negatively
correlated with IL-10. ROC analysis showed that miR-145, TNF-a, IL-6, and IL-10 can
better distinguish K-L grades I and II and grades II and III, and all the AUCs exceeded
0.5, although they had the highest discrimination value for K-L grades I and II. The
above results also suggested that miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 are closely related
to the imaging findings in patients with osteoarthritis. In previous reports, the
relationship between IL-6 and K-L grades was analyzed. Shimura et al[30] reported that
there was a negative correlation between the levels of IL-6 in synovium and K-L
grades in patients with knee osteoarthritis, which is completely contrary to our
results. Shimura et al[31] reported that there was no significant difference in serum IL-6
levels between early stage (K-L grade 2) and advanced stage (K-L grades 3 and 4) in
patients with knee osteoarthritis, but some studies have reported that IL-6 levels in
peripheral blood increase with the severity of knee osteoarthritis[32]. They have not
further analyzed or speculated on this phenomenon, so we can only speculate that
this is related to the difference in the subjects of the study and the origin of the
specimens. Therefore, more research is needed to further confirm this result.
In summary, miR-145 and inflammatory factors have certain diagnostic value in
osteoarthritis, and they are expected to become potential indicators for future
diagnosis and evaluation of osteoarthritis.
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Table 3 Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in differentiating Kellgren-Lawrence
grades
miR-145

TNF-α

IL-6

IL-10

AUC

0.762

0.785

0.758

0.767

Critical level

1.356

142.00 ng/L

13.06 μg/L

64.37 pg/mL

Sensitivity

94.59%

59.46%

62.16%

67.57%

Specificity

51.61%

97.45%

90.32%

90.32%

AUC

0.587

0.631

0.766

0.663

Critical level

1.475

167.80 ng/L

19.62 μg/L

51.43 pg/mL

Sensitivity

32.43%

48.65%

97.30%

75.68%

Specificity

86.67%

86.68%

46.67%

60.00%

I-II

II-III

AUC: Area under the curve; TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; IL: Interleukin.

Figure 1

Figure 1 Expression levels of miR-145 in the peripheral blood of the two groups.aP < 0.05.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Levels of inflammatory factors in peripheral blood between the two groups.aP < 0.05.
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with VAS scores. VAS scores were positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6, and negatively
correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05). TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; IL: Interleukin.
Figure 4

Figure 4 Relationship of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with Lysholm scores. Lysholm scores were negatively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6,
and positively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05). TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; IL: Interleukin.
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Figure 5

Figure 5 Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with WOMAC scores. WOMAC scores were positively correlated with miR-145, TNF-α, and IL-6 (P <
0.05), and negatively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05). TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; IL: Interleukin.
Figure 6

Figure 6 Correlation of miR-145 and inflammatory factors with Kellgren-Lawrence grades. Kellgren-Lawrence grades were positively correlated with miR-145,
TNF-α, and IL-6 (P < 0.05), and negatively correlated with IL-10 (P < 0.05). TNF: Tumor necrosis factor; IL: Interleukin.
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Figure 7

Figure 7 Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in differentiating Kellgren-Lawrence grades.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Osteoarthritis is the most common musculoskeletal disease in the world, which is characterized
by articular cartilage degeneration, subchondral sclerosis, and narrowing of joint space. It is the
sixth leading cause of disability worldwide and is expected to rise to the fourth by 2020, causing
serious impact on the society and families. Therefore, finding biological markers related to the
diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis is of great significance in clinical practice.

Research motivation
At present, the clinical efficacy evaluation for osteoarthritis mostly depends on VAS, Lysholm,
and WOMAC scores, all of which are easily affected by subjective factors. Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) classification is usually employed to assess the therapeutic effect of osteoarthritis patients as
well, but it has the disadvantages of radiation, high cost, and being time-consuming. This study
explored the application of serological analysis in diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis by
analyzing the diagnostic and therapeutic value of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in
peripheral blood of patients, so as to provide a reference for clinical diagnosis and treatment of
osteoarthritis.

Research objectives
The study aimed to explore the application of serological analysis in the diagnosis and treatment
of osteoarthritis by analyzing the diagnostic and therapeutic value of miR-145 and inflammatory
factors in peripheral blood of patients, so as to provide a reference for clinical diagnosis and
treatment of osteoarthritis.

Research methods
Eighty-three patients with knee osteoarthritis admitted to our hospital from April 2013 to June
2015 and 60 healthy subjects were enrolled in our study. The expression of miR-145 in the
peripheral blood in the two groups was detected by qRT-PCR, and the changes of miR-145,
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-6, IL-10, as well as VAS, Lysholm, and WOMAC
scores after 4 weeks of treatment were compared between the two groups. Furthermore, Pearson
correlation analysis, Spearman correlation analysis, and ROC curve analysis were used to
analyze the relationship of miR-145, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 levels with VAS, Lysholm, and
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WOMAC scores to verify the application value of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in the
diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis.

Research results
This study found that the expression of miR-145 and inflammatory factors increased in patients
with knee osteoarthritis, with corresponding decrease and increase after treatment. VAS,
Lysholm, and WOMAC scores were significantly improved after treatment, suggesting that the
treatment was effective and the reduction of miR-145 and inflammatory factors after treatment
might be related to the improvement of the patient's condition. Pearson correlation analysis
showed that VAS, Lysholm, and WOMAC scores were either positively or negatively correlated
with miR-145 and inflammatory factors, which verified our previous speculation. Moreover, the
changes of miR-145 and inflammatory factors were related to the improvement of the patient's
condition, indicating that miR-145 and inflammatory factors might be the potential efficacy
predictors for osteoarthritis. This study also revealed that miR-145 and inflammatory factors
were closely related to K-L classification, which suggested that miR-145 and inflammatory
factors are valuable in determining the severity of osteoarthritis, and might be potential
biological markers for osteoarthritis diagnosis in the future.

Research conclusions
The levels of miR-145 and inflammatory factors (TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10) in peripheral blood of
patients with osteoarthritis are significantly higher than those in healthy individuals, and
increase with the severity of the disease, suggesting that miR-145 and inflammatory factors
might be objective indicators to assess the progression of osteoarthritis. After treatment, the
levels of miR-145 and inflammatory factors change significantly in patients with osteoarthritis,
and are closely related to therapeutic effect-related indicators (VAS, Lysholm, and WOMAC
scores). Therefore, miR-145 and inflammatory factors have potential value for evaluating the
therapeutic effect on osteoarthritis. This study demonstrates that miR-145 and inflammatory
factors are valuable in the diagnosis and treatment of osteoarthritis, which are expected to
become potential indicators for future diagnosis and efficacy evaluation.

Research perspectives
This study reveals the potential role of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in the diagnosis and
treatment of osteoarthritis. For the better use of miR-145 and inflammatory factors in clinical
practice, the blood sampling time point needs further confirmation. Besides, whether miR-145
can become a target for osteoarthritis treatment needs further analysis. The mechanism of action
of miR-145 on the occurrence and development of osteoarthritis needs to be verified by in vitro
cell experiments and in vivo animal experiments to provide an experimental basis for identifying
new targets for osteoarthritis treatment.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
De-afferentation or non-weight bearing induces rapid cortical and spinal α-motor
neuron excitability. Author supposed that an end-effector type gait robot (EEGR)
could provide patients with a training condition that was specific enough to
activate rapid cortical/spinal neuroplasticity, leading to immediate muscle
strengthening. The electromyographic and biomechanical comparisons were
conducted.
AIM
To compare the electromyographic activities of the thigh and shank muscles and
isometric peak torque (PT) before and after walking training on a floor or in the
end-effector gait robot.

The clinical trial is registered with
ClinicalTrials.gov, using identifier
NCT02962453. Details can be
found at
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
w/NCT02962453.

METHODS
Twelve outpatients without ambulatory dysfunction were recruited. Order of
two interventions (5-min training on a floor at a comfortable pace or training in
an EEGR with non-weight bearing on their feet and 100% guidance force at 2.1
km/h) were randomly chosen. Isometric PT, maximal ratio of torque
development, amplitude of compound motor action potential (CMAP), and area
under the curve (AUC) were evaluated before and 10 min after both
interventions.

Informed consent statement:

RESULTS
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The degree of PT improvement of the dominant knee flexors was larger in the
EEGR than on the floor (9.6 ± 22.4 Nm/BW, P < 0.01). The EEGR-trained patients
had greater PT improvement of the dominant knee extensors than those who
trained on the floor (4.5 ± 28.1 Nm/BW, P < 0.01). However, all
electromyographic activities of the thigh and shank muscles (peak CMAP, mean
and peak AUC) were significantly lower for the use of the EEGR than walking on
the floor.
CONCLUSION
Immediate strengthening of the knee flexors and extensors was induced after the
5-min EEGR training, despite reduced muscular use.
Key words: Robotics; Rehabilitation; Muscles; Neuronal plasticity; Gait; Knee
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Just five-minute end-effector type robot-assisted gait training with non-weight
bearing on their feet and 100% guidance force may induce immediate strengthening of
the knee flexor and extensor muscles. Moreover, it may even reduce the real-time use of
the thigh and calf muscles. It may be a useful tool to strengthen the leg muscles in the
elderly or in patients with musculoskeletal injuries. As for its underlying mechanism,
author supposes the rapid brain and spinal plasticity in theory.
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INTRODUCTION
Various kinds of gait robots have been developed for rehabilitation of various
conditions. Their clinical application has been mostly focused on stroke[1] and spinal
cord injury patients[2]. In case that patients cannot walk due to paralysis of the lower
legs, long-term brain plasticity can be evoked if patients with injuries of the central
nervous system (CNS) can walk repeatedly with the help of gait robots[3]. Meanwhile,
a significant number of patients who cannot walk themselves show different
underlying causes such as deconditioning in the very elderly, restricted weight
bearing of the legs due to musculoskeletal injuries, or poor muscular activation from
pain rather than paraparesis. Gait robots can control patients’ weight bearing and leg
movement as well as provide body support for the deconditioned elderly patients to
stand. However, there are few reports on whether gait robots could contribute to
strengthening the muscles of the lower legs in able-bodied patients, who are different
from those with CNS injuries.
Cortical plasticity of the brain can be induced very rapidly, even with five-minute
repeated, stereotyped movements of a specific body part in healthy individuals[4].
Rapid plasticity of the brain can also be evoked by 10-min ambulation using a gait
robot in healthy humans[5]. In terms of durability and repeatability, end-effector type
gait robots may be reliable therapeutic tools to allow patients to perform constant,
stereotyped movements. In addition, changes of efferent sensory feedback alter the
cortical motor pathway excitability[6] so much that exercise after deafferentation can
influence cortical activation in healthy people[7,8]. Weight bearing on the feet during
exercise can modulate spinal motor neuron excitability, and the activation of which
depends on the degree of weight bearing[9-12]. Considering that end-effector type gait
robots can simulate deafferentation and control the degree of weight bearing on the
leg, this kind of robot may have an added effect on rapid plasticity of the brain.
Prior to an electrophysiology- and biomechanics-based randomized, controlled trial
for rapid brain and spinal plasticity induction by end-effector type gait robots, author
prepared a trial for concept approval. Author supposed that an end-effector type gait
robot could provide patients with a training condition that was specific enough to
activate rapid cortical plasticity and spinal motor neuron excitability, leading to
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immediate muscle strengthening throughout the legs. Author therefore compared the
electromyographic (EMG) activities of the thigh and shank muscles and isometric
peak torque (PT) before and after walking training on a floor or in the end-effector
gait robot.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A prospective, cross-sectional trial was conducted at a tertiary medical center/
university teaching hospital between December 2015 and May 2016 after approval of
the institutional review board (UUH-2016-01-007) and registration in a clinical trial
registry (NCT02962453). After providing written, informed consent, outpatients who
visited the department of physical medicine and rehabilitation and had no functional
impairment of ambulatory ability were included. Patients who had musculo-skeletal
or neurological diseases involving their spine or lower extremities, altered
consciousness (Mini-Mental Status Exam score < 23), showed ambulatory dysfunction
due to systemic diseases or declined to participate were excluded.
The demographic information, PT, and maximal ratio of torque development
(MRTD) of each patient were preemptively evaluated. The real-time amplitude of
compound motor action potential (CMAP) and area under the curve (AUC) were
constantly recorded, with the help of 2.46 GHz Industrial, Scientific, Medical band,
during the intervention [five-minute walking training on an even floor at a
comfortable pace (control) or in the end-effector type gait robot (Morning Walk®,
Curexo, Inc, South Korea) with non-weight bearing, with 100% guidance force at the
speed of 2.1 km/h (case)]. Each order of the two consecutive interventions was
determined randomly and then both interventions were provided to the same
patients. After a 10-min break following each intervention, data on PT and MRTD
were recollected. Any side effects such as pain, dizziness, palpitation, false step, or
falling down were monitored before, during, and five minutes after using the robot.
PT and MRTD of the dominant knee flexors and extensors were collected using
Biodex® (Biodex Medical Systems, New York, NY, USA) according to the method of
Pamukof et al [13] The patients were allowed to warm up for three minutes, and
performed voluntary flexion and extension of the knee at the intensity of 25%, 50%,
and 75% of the maximum force in stages. The trunk, hips, and thighs were secured
tightly using a chest strap and Velcro®, a lever arm was positioned at 60º of knee
flexion, and an ankle strap was fastened two fingers-breadth above the medial
malleolus. The patient was asked to perform maximal isometric contractions for five
seconds. After a one-minute break, the same evaluation was conducted again. Then,
the mean value of the PTs was normalized into body mass (Nm/BW). MRTD was
defined as the slope from the onset to the PT over torque versus time curve, and
dominance of the leg was determined based on which leg was used for kicking a
soccer ball.
The mean and peak values of CMAP amplitude, and mean and total values of AUC
of the dominant vastus medialis (VM), biceps femoris long head (BF), tibialis anterior
(TA), and gastrocnemius medial head (GC) were recorded three times using eightchannel surface electromyography (WEMG-8, LAXTHA, Republic of Korea). The
moving average of smoothed electrical signals that lasted for at least one second was
determined and divided by the baseline amplitude of CMAP to obtain the standard
value. According to the method by Hermens et al[14] surface electrodes were affixed to
the corresponding belly-tendon montage for each muscle, and a ground electrode was
affixed to the patellar tendon. A wireless communications system for electrical signals
was securely positioned at the posterior of the participant’s waist with a strap, and
every variable was constantly recorded during five minutes of training on the floor or
in the robot. The same evaluation was conducted twice more after a one-minute
break, and the mean value for each variable was calculated.
The end-effector type gait robot (Morning Walk®, Curexo, Inc, Republic of Korea)
was equipped with a saddle for pelvic weight bearing, an anterior chest support with
a strap to secure the trunk, a surrounding safety bar for manual holding, and a pair of
end-effectors. The saddle part could sense upward or downward trajectory of the
pelvis during training and adapt to its fluctuation to support the predetermined
weight. The end-effector totally contacted the soles in the standing position and was
secured with forefoot, mid-foot, and ankle straps, but free movement of the forefeet
and ankles was allowed (Figure 1). If the foot sensors detected excessive change of
symmetry between the feet or of the desired trajectory of the end-effectors on ground
reaction force, the robot stopped immediately. A physical therapist could also
terminate its action by pushing a button.
Referring to the data of Kang et al[15] author supposed that the smallest effects of
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Picture of the end-effector type gait robot.

interest were 0.26 Nm/kg, 0.05 Nm/kg of standard deviation, 10 of the standardized
difference, 0.05 of the α value, 0.9 of power, and 20% of dropping ratio, and data of the
12 patients were calculated using Altman’s nomogram. Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences 21 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for the statistical analyses.
PT and MRTD were compared using a Kruskal Wallis test and Mann-Whitney test
with Bonferroni’s method for post-hoc comparison, and the AUC was analyzed using
the Wilcoxon sign rank test.

RESULTS
Demographic characteristics
Twenty-two adults were assessed for eligibility, 10 individuals rejected the
participation, and 12 persons were participated. During the trial, two patients
dropped out due to protocol deviation (failure of surface EMG recording and
incorrect protocol training); therefore, data on 10 patients were analyzed (Figure 2).
The mean age, weight, height, and gait speed on the floor of the participants were 32.5
years, 70.1 kg, 172.5 cm, and 2.5 km/h respectively (Table 1).

Comparison of peak torque and motor unit recruitment
The PT of the dominant knee flexors was significantly improved 10 min after five
minutes of walking training on the floor and in the robot (42.2 ± 15.7 Nm/BW versus
51.4 ± 20.5 Nm/BW, respectively, 61.0 ± 24.2 Nm/BW, P < 0.01), and the degree of
improvement was significantly higher in the robot than training on the floor (18.8 ±
19.9 Nm/BW versus 9.2 ± 18.1 Nm/BW, P < 0.01). The PT of the dominant knee
extensors was significantly improved 10 minutes after five minutes of training on the
floor and in the robot (85.6 ± 23.5 Nm/BW vs 100.0 ± 29.8 Nm/BW, respectively, 104.4
± 32.5 Nm/BW, P < 0.01), and the degree of improvement was significantly larger in
the robot than it was on the floor (18.9 ± 28.0 Nm/BW versus 14.4 ± 26.7 Nm/BW, P <
0.01). The MRTD of the dominant knee flexors and extensors showed no significant
change 10 minutes after five minutes of walking training on the floor and in the robot
(P = 0.08, P = 0.13) (Table 2).

Comparison of the real-time muscle activities during the five-minute training
The peak amplitude of CMAP of the dominant BF was more than five times reduced
during five-minute training in the robot compared with training on the floor (89.3 ±
8.5 mV vs 473.3 ± 139.8 mV, P < 0.01) and that of the dominant VM CMAP was
reduced more than twice (192.5 ± 23.6 mV vs 517.2 ± 115.4 mV, P < 0.01). The peak
amplitude of the dominant TA CMAP was more than eight times reduced during
training in the robot compared with that on the floor (92.0 ± 19.5 mV vs 812.8 ± 174.5
mV, P < 0.01) and that of the dominant GC CMAP was more than four times reduced
(142.9 ± 23.5 mV vs 599.5 ± 124.4 mV, P < 0.01). However, no significance was found in
the mean amplitude among the four muscles (P = 0.35) (Table 3).
The mean area of the dominant BF CMAP was more than four times reduced
during five-minute training in the robot than that on the floor (16.4 ± 1.6 cm2/s vs 75.6
± 11.6 cm2/s, P < 0.01) and that of the dominant VM CMAP was reduced compared
with walking training on the floor (42.2 ± 3.1 cm2/s vs 68.5 ± 12.2 cm2/s, P < 0.01). The
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Table 1 Demographic characteristics
Subjects Age (yr)

Sex

Weight (kg)

Height (cm)

Evaluated side

Walking speed on a floor (km / h)

Protocol deviation

001

34

M

81.3

176.8

Right

2.3

+

002

38

F

70.0

163.1

Right

2.4

003

27

M

78.0

177.9

Right

2.1

004

34

M

85.0

172.9

Right

2.8

005

28

M

85.0

186.1

Right

2.6

006

30

F

50.3

160.5

Right

2.1

007

22

F

54.0

156.2

Right

2.5

008

24

F

70.0

169.8

Right

2.4

009

35

M

74.0

178.0

Left

2.9

010

24

M

70.0

180.1

Right

3.1

011

49

M

60.0

174.9

Left

2.8

012

45

F

63.0

174.0

Right

2.0

+

mean area of the dominant TA CMAP was more than eight times reduced during
training in the robot compared with training on the floor (13.9 ± 2.2 cm2/s vs 115.3 ±
19.6 cm2/s, P < 0.01), and that of the dominant GC CMAP was more than three times
reduced during training in the robot compared with training on the floor (25.9 ± 4.8
cm2/s vs 89.2 ± 11.2 cm2/s, P < 0.01). The total area of the dominant BF CMAP was
more than four times reduced during five-minute walking training in the robot than it
was on the floor (3028676 ± 296582 cm2/5 min vs 13933489 ± 2142999 cm2/5 min, P <
0.01) and that of the dominant VM CMAP was reduced (7781851 ± 579361 cm2/5 min
vs 12631555 ± 2240388 cm2/5 min, P < 0.01). The total area of the dominant TA CMAP
was more than eight times reduced in the robot compared with on the floor (2568851 ±
404428 cm 2 /5 min vs 21254406 ± 3610903 cm 2 /5 min, P < 0.01), and that of the
dominant GC CMAP was more than four times reduced (4764851 ± 885854 cm2/5 min
vs 21254406 ± 3610903 cm2/5 min, P < 0.01) (Table 3).

Adverse effects
No side effects such as pain, dizziness, palpitation, false step, or falling down
occurred during or five minutes after the intervention.

DISCUSSION
Author conducted a prospective, cross-sectional study to evaluate whether an endeffector type gait robot could lead to prompt strengthening of the lower extremities.
The patients were provided with a random sequence of walking training on the floor
and in the gait robot, and the EMG activities of the dominant thigh and shank muscles
and the PT and MRTD of the thigh muscles were compared. The keys findings
were:(1) PT of the dominant knee flexor and extensor muscles significantly improved
10 min after both of the five-minute interventions, and the degree of improvement
was significantly larger in the gait robot than on the floor; and (2) The real-time EMG
activities of the dominant thigh and shank muscles were much more lower in the gait
robot than those for the floor.
In the current trial, only five-minute walking training on the floor and in the robot
induced immediate strengthening in adults with healthy legs. Just short term training
provoked such significant improvement of strength that it might not be as usual. This
result can be explainable with Kantak et al’s[5] finding that rapid brain plasticity
occurred after 10-min reaching training in 22 healthy individuals[4]. In another report,
similar plasticity was shown after robot-assisted treadmill training for 10 min in 39
healthy adults. Prompt GABAergic inhibition in the brain was proposed as the
mechanisms of movement-dependent rapid plasticity[16].
However, in the current trial, the degree of the improvement of PT of the dominant
knee flexors and extensors in the robot was significantly larger than it was on the
floor. Levy et al[7] reported that deafferentation through complete ischemic nerve
blocking could quickly reduce the GABA level to 59% in 12 healthy volunteers.
Fifteen trials of ballistic exercises of the biceps brachii of six healthy individuals
induced a significant increase (2.5-fold) of the motor-evoked potential of the biceps
brachii immediately after deafferentation [8] . Afferent feedback from the muscles
contributes as much as one third of the total central motor activation[17], and changes
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Flow diagram.

of this input alter the excitability of the cortico-spinal motor pathway[6]. Passive
movement with 100% guidance force in a gait robot might let simultaneous afferent
feedback be perceived differently from the self-directed action [18] . Blicher et al [18]
reported that 20-min passive gait robot training with 100% guidance force induced a
significant reduction (1.5-fold) of short interval intra-cortical inhibition in 13 healthy
adults. Sixty-second robot gait training with 100% guidance force showed significant
activation of the motor-sensory cortex compared with stepping or treadmill walking
in 14 healthy individuals[19]. Similarly, rapid brain plasticity might be reinforced by
deafferentation in the current trial.
In Dietz et al’s[9] review article, the contact force of the feet against gravity during
ambulation modulated α-motor neuron excitability in the spinal cord, depending on
the degree of weight bearing. Mazzocchio et al[11] proved that 16-min cycling on a bike
immediately inhibited the amplitude of the Hoffmann-reflex (H-reflex), the most
sensitive representative of spinal α-motor neuron excitability[10], of the soleus to 75%
in 18 healthy people[11]. Furthermore, another study found that only 60% loading of
body weight during ambulation could reduce the H-reflex amplitude of even the
upper extremity muscles after 10-min gait training with Lokomat® in 11 healthy
individuals [12] . Blicher et al [18] reported that passive training with body weight
unloading to 33% led to no inhibition of spinal excitability in 13 healthy adults. In the
current trial, non-weight bearing on the legs might add additional effect on the
aforementioned deafferentation-reinforced rapid brain plasticity. However, author
did not directly evaluate the change of rapid brain and spinal plasticity.
MRTD showed no significant differences before, after, and between both of the
interventions in the current trial. RTD is defined as how efficiently and quickly
peripheral motor units are activated during the force-time curve so that MRTD should
be increased after the intervention. Because only healthy, young, socially active adults
were recruited, motor unit firing of the knee flexor and extensor muscles might
already be fully activated during the isometric contraction, leading to a potential
ceiling effect. Therefore training in the gait robot or on the floor may enhance the
neuro-muscular pathway through up-regulated motor unit recruitment, but it showed
an imperceptible effect on the recruitment ratio; therefore there was not a gain in
MRTD. A discrepancy between MRTD quantification and different time intervals was
also found in healthy people[20]; therefore evaluation of the whole signal period in the
current trial may have influence on the recorded MRTD results.
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Table 2 Comparison of peak torque and motor unit recruitment
Peak torque (Nm / kg)

Maximal ratio
of torque
development(
Nm / s· kg)

Dominant side
mean ± SE

95%CI

Before intervention

42.2 ± 15.7

10.9 - 73.5

71.2 ± 32.3

After training on the floor

51.4 ± 20.5a

10.5 – 92.3

65.3 ± 19.7

After training in the robot

61.0 ± 24.2ac

12.7 - 109.4

68.0 ± 24.0

Before intervention

85.6 ± 23.5

38.7 – 132.6

68.3 ± 6.2

After training on the floor

100.0 ± 29.8a

40.5 - 159.5

70.5 ± 6.5

39.4 – 169.4

70.5 ± 8.8

Knee flexors

Knee extensors

After training in the robot

ac

104.4 ± 32.5

a

P < 0.01 vs before intervention, Kruskal Wallis test.
P < 0.01 vs after training on the floor, Mann-Whitney test.

c

In the current trial, the peak amplitude of CMAP and mean and total area of AUC
of the dominant VM, BF, TA, and GC during the training in the robot were
significantly reduced compared with those during the training on the floor. Krishnan
et al[21] found that treadmill training in Lokomat® inceased the EMG activities of the
medial hamstring, BF, TA, and soleus in 6 healthy adults. Hider et al[22] reported
similar results in 7 healthy individuals using the same robot, except for decreased
activities of the TA and GC. However, the control algorithm that was used for each
robotic joint in the aforementioned two trials was either assist-as-needed or error
augmentation[21], and the exoskeleton could create its own inertia or abnormal torque
to exert a strong influence on the muscle activities[22]. EMG activation of the lower leg
muscles in exoskeleton-type robots can depend on inertia and impedance, and have a
limited degree of freedom[2,23]. Therefore, these findings may not be comparable to the
current results. Although a similar situation could occur around the ankle in an endeffector type robot, it might be one of another advantages of end-effector type robots
that activation of the TA and GC was unexpectedly reduced.
Contrary to exoskeleton-type robots, there are few reports on the EMG activities in
end-effector type gait robots, except for one report on velocity and leg power in the
DEGAS trial[24]. The end-effector robot called the G-EO system® showed a contrary
result to the current trial; more prolonged, hightened activation of the VM, vastus
lateralis (VL), and TA was noticed throughout the gait cycles. However, six patients in
that study had hemiparetic limbs. Furthermore, the degree of body weight support
and speed was not standardized, and a physical therapist simultaneously provided
manual assistance for knee extension[25]. Hussein et al[26] conducted a trial with an endeffector robot called HapticWalker® in nine healthy subjects and found that activation
of the VM, VL, and BF was increased, and that of TA and GC were reduced, but the
degree of body weight support was uncontrolled. Future studies should be performed
to clarify these in the manner of standardized paremeters.
Furthermore, it is well known that the degree of guidance force is an important
factor of rapid brain plasiticy; the larger the guidance force, the more rapid the brain
plasiticity is. Kammen et al[27] reported that gait training in Lokomat® reduced the
EMG activities of the gluteus maximus, BF, and GC, depending on the guidance force
(from 0% to 50% and 100%) in 10 healthy adults, and Moreno et al[28] discovered that a
lower degree of guidance force (20% and 40%) significanly increased the EMG
activities of the hamstring and quadriceps muscles compared with a higher degree of
guidance force (70% and 100%) during Lokomat®-assisted treadmill training in eight
healthy participants. In the current trial, 100% guidance forece might potentiate rapid
brain plasticy so that the leg muscles were less activated. If active recruitment of the
leg muscles for strengthening is prohibited in case of musculoskeletal injury, the endeffector robot may provide protective effects on the muscles of the knee joint as
guidance force is raised, except for when knee joint instability is present.
It is well-known that muscle volume declines with aging or during prolonged bed
rest. The decrease in muscle mass and the inappropriate muscle strength contribute to
the deficient physical performance. Moreover, such age-related decline can occur in
the region-specific manner as well as between muscles[29]. That kind of differential
atrophy can be also noticed during medical deconditioning state[30]. Meanwhile, knee
extensors are significantly related with leg performance[31], and the greatest atrophy is
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Table 3 Comparison of the real-time electromyographic activities during five-minute training
Dominant side

Intervention

Real-time mean
amplitude (mV)

Real-time peak
amplitude (mV)

Real-time mean value Real-time total value
of AUC (cm2 / s)
of AUC (cm2 / 5 min)

Biceps femoris long
head

On the floor

90.7 ± 0.3

473.3 ± 139.8

75.6 ± 11.6

13933489 ± 2142999

In the robot

90.1 ± 0.8

89.3 ± 8.5a

16.4 ± 1.6a

3028676 ± 296582a

Vastus medialis

On the floor

90.2 ± 0.6

517.2 ± 115.4

68.5 ± 12.2

12631555 ± 2240388

In the robot

89.8 ± 0.3

192.5 ± 23.6

a

42.2 ±3.1

7781851 ± 579361a

Gastrocnemius medial
head

On the floor

90.1 ± 0.3

599.5 ± 124.4

89.2 ± 11.2

16444668 ± 2059635

In the robot

90.6 ± 1.1

142.9 ± 23.5a

25.9 ± 4.8a

4764851 ± 885854a

Tibialis anterior

On the floor

90.8 ± 0.5

812.8 ± 174.5

115.3 ± 19.6

21254,406 ± 3610903

In the robot

89.9 ± 0.4

a

92.0 ± 19.5

a

a

13.9 ± 2.2

2568851 ± 404428a

a

P < 0.01, Wilcoxon sign rank test, mean ± SE. AUC: Area under curve.

noticed in the calf musculature, followed by the knee extensors and flexors in
deconditioning-induced atrophy[30]. Taken into consideration of two aforementioned
reports, it may be clinically significant that increased muscle strength of knee flexor
and extensor was noticed in the current trial. However, muscle strength is closely
related to the muscle balance in frail or elderly people. Because no effects was found
on other muscle groups, effective way to control a proper muscle balance should be
provided. Resistance exercise training is known to alleviate aging-associaged type II
myofiber atrophy through the increased muscle protein synthesis [32] . Functional
electrical stimulation can modulate charicteristics of muscle fibers so that it can be an
alternative, especially in those who unable to perform physical activities or elderly
people[33].
This trial is a cross-sectional, non-randomized, single-center study. Therefore more
studies are needed to be done and proved the effects. The recruited subjects were
young to middle ages with relatively healthy status. In a further trial, some elderly
patients should be recruited for study because they will be the target for potential
application. It also needs to be applied in different groups of patients with
musculoskeletal injuries in comparison to healthy adults. Even though preemptive
calculation on the number of participants was performed, the small sample size is a
major limitation in the present study. Instead of the within-patients comparison, an
appropirate control group should be included. Regarding the study about the muscle
strength, the data of body composition that is important for basic information,
especially for such development of new device, should be included. Walking speed
may affect the EMG activities of the lower leg muscles[34]. Cortical activation measured
by spectroscopy and lower leg muscles activities measured by surface electromyography were proportinally increased as gait speed increased in the exoskeleton robot
(from 1.5 to 3.0 km/h and 2.7 to 6.2 km/h) in healthy people[19,34]. Although no change
of muscle activities was also reported in the range of 1.5 to 2.7 km/h in healthy
people[22], it is uncertain if 2.1 km/h of gait speed could be ideal for the current
evaluation. Additionally, the different number of steps and the different walking
speed between the two interventions could affect the current findings. Although the
ground reaction forces in end-effector robots are changeable in different gait
conditions[35], this factor was not evaluated. Furthermore, rapid CNS plasticity was not
evaluated in terms of electrical evoked potential, H-reflex, or spectroscopy.
In conclusion, five-minute end-effector type robot-assisted gait training with nonweight bearing on their feet and 100% guidance force might induce immediate
strengthening of the dominant knee flexor and extensor muscles which was
maintained for 10 min and accompanied by the simultaneous reduction of the usage
of the thigh and calf muscles. It may be a useful tool to strengthen the leg muscles in
the elderly or in patients with musculoskeletal injuries. To prove the rapid brain and
spinal plasticity in theroy as it’s underlying mechanism, author has been conducting
an electrophysiology-, biomechanics-, computer tomography-based randomized,
controlled trial using the end-effector type gait robot, based on the literature review.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
De-afferentation or non-weight bearing induces rapid cortical and spinal α-motor neuron
excitability. The author supposed that an end-effector type gait robot (EEGR) could provide
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patients with a training condition that was specific enough to activate rapid cortical/spinal
neuroplasticity, leading to immediate muscle strengthening.

Research objectives
The author aimed to compare the electromyographic activities of the thigh and shank muscles
and isometric peak torque (PT) before and after walking training on a floor or in the end-effector
gait robot.

Research methods
Twelve outpatients without ambulatory dysfunction were recruited. Order of two interventions
were randomly chosen. Isometric PT, maximal ratio of torque development, amplitude of
compound motor action potential (CMAP), and area under the curve (AUC) were evaluated
before and 10 min after both interventions.

Research results
The degree of PT improvement of the dominant knee flexors was larger in the EEGR than on the
floor. The EEGR-trained patients had greater PT improvement of the dominant knee extensors
than those who trained on the floor. However, all electromyographic activities of the thigh and
shank muscles (peak CMAP, mean and peak AUC) were significantly lower for the use of the
EEGR than walking on the floor.

Research conclusions
Immediate strengthening of the knee flexors and extensors was induced after the 5-min EEGR
training, despite reduced muscular use.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Contemporary innovations in the area of local anesthesia have attempted to
provide an absolutely pain free experience for patients. Since the introduction of
Computer-Controlled Local Anesthetic Delivery Systems to dentistry, many
studies have compared its efficacy and safety to conventional anesthesia.
However, very few studies have compared single tooth anesthesia (STA) and
traditional local anesthesia.
AIM
To compare pain rating, changes in blood pressure, and heart rate during the
local anesthetic injection. The secondary objectives were to measure the patients’
level of satisfaction and the differences in anesthetic efficiency between the STA
system and traditional local infiltration.
METHODS
A randomized controlled trial was conducted and a total of 80 patients with
dental restorative needs were enrolled for the study. The patients were evaluated
for their general physical status and oral clinical findings before enrollment.
Information regarding perceived pain, changes in heart rate and blood pressure,
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and patients’ satisfaction was collected using an electronic data form and was
analyzed using paired and unpaired t-tests.
RESULTS
No significant difference was noted in perceived pain (P = 0.59) and systolic
blood pressure (P = 0.09) during anesthetic injection using both traditional and
STA techniques. STA patients had a significantly higher heart rate during
anesthesia, although a statistically significant difference was noted among the
traditional anesthesia and the STA groups even before anesthesia. During the
restorative procedure, less pain was perceived by STA patients on the WongBaker FACES pain scale, which was statistically significant (P < 0.001). Analyses
of post-procedure patient responses showed that STA patients had a significantly
better treatment experience and preferred to have the same method of injection in
the future (P = 0.04).
CONCLUSION
STA system can provide less painful and more comfortable restorative treatment
procedures in comparison to the traditional infiltration technique.
Key words: Local anesthesia; Single tooth anesthesia; Pain experience; Patient
satisfaction; Pulse rate; Heart beat; Wong-Baker FACES pain scale
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Single tooth anesthesia (STA) patients had a better treatment experience and
preferred to have the same method of injection in the future. The system provided less
painful and more comfortable restorative treatment procedures in comparison to the
traditional infiltration technique. During the restorative procedure, less pain was
perceived by STA patients. However, there was no difference in systolic blood pressure
during anesthetic injection using both traditional and STA techniques.

Citation: Al-Obaida MI, Haider M, Hashim R, AlGheriri W, Celur SL, Al-Saleh SA, Al-Madi
EM. Comparison of perceived pain and patients’ satisfaction with traditional local anesthesia
and single tooth anesthesia: A randomized clinical trial. World J Clin Cases 2019; 7(19):
2986-2994
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/2986.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.2986

INTRODUCTION
Local anesthesia has a significant role in pain control and the success of dental
procedures. Although the purpose of local anesthesia is to diminish pain during
dental treatment, the technique of traditional anesthesia itself has resulted in painful
patient experiences. Contemporary innovations in local anesthesia delivery, on the
other hand, have attempted to provide a pain free experience to dental patients.
A new method of anesthetic drug delivery was launched in 1997; the computercontrolled local anesthetic delivery systems (CCLADS). Subsequently, in 1998,
dynamic pressure sensing technology changed CCLAD fundamentally[1]. In 2006, the
Single Tooth Anesthesia (STA) System (Milestone Scientific, Inc. Livingston, NJ,
United States) was introduced. The STA-system is a portable lightweight unit that
drives the flow rate of injection in a controlled manner and provides a visual and
audible feedback to the operator while the needle is advanced through the tissues[2].
This system also identifies periodontal ligament tissue, and as a result, patients
receive successful, virtually painless STA with no collateral numbness.
Since the introduction of CCLAD, studies have compared its efficacy and safety to
conventional anesthesia. Most of the literature has compared the pain of injection with
the computer-assisted injection system to a conventional syringe[3-10]. Results from a
majority of studies have favored the computer-assisted injection system [3,5,7,9,11] .
However, not much literature has been found specifically for the intra-ligamentary
STA technique. Hence, the present study was conducted with a hypothesis that STA is
equivalent to traditional local anesthesia in reducing the pain associated with routine
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dental procedures. The primary objectives of the study were to compare pain rating
and changes in blood pressure and heart rate during the STA and traditional local
infiltration. The secondary objectives were to measure the patients’ level of
satisfaction and the differences in anesthetic efficiency between STA and traditional
local infiltration techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was approved by the institutional review board of Princess Nourah bint
Abdulrahman University (IRB No. H-01-R-059), and a randomized controlled trial
was conducted at the Princess Nourah bint Abdulrahman University Dental Clinics in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. A total of 80 patients were included in the study. All
participants signed an informed consent prior to dental treatment.

Inclusion criteria
Healthy patients over 18 years of age, requiring either class I or class II restorations on
maxillary premolars or molars, with a normal periodontium and no periapical
pathology (confirmed with peri-apical radiographs) were included. Exclusion criteria
were patients with an ASA classification > 2, history of psychiatric illness and
allergies, sensitivity to lidocaine, patients using any type of analgesic medication in
the preceding 12 h, and patients with a history of unpleasant dental treatment
experiences. The periodontal condition of the injection site was evaluated using Loe
and Silness gingival index[12] to exclude any acute inflammation or ulceration and
recorded as the baseline. The patients were randomly divided into STA group and
traditional infiltration group using computer generated random numbers. For
blinding purposes, participants were not told which method was employed; and the
STA system was always left on but with the audible sound deactivated.

Data collection
A structured data form was designed to collect information regarding patients
demographic details, self-perceived general health status on a Likert scale of 1-10,
tooth to be treated, gingival index of that tooth, type of anesthesia being given, type of
dental treatment, pain rating using Wong-Baker FACES pain scale[13], heart rate and
blood pressure before, during, and after the injection, the effectiveness of anesthesia,
and the post-procedure patient’s satisfaction. This data form was subsequently
converted to an electronic Google form.
Objective evaluation of anesthetic efficiency was done by checking the pulp
response of the tooth to be restored at every 10-min interval, till an hour after the
anesthetic solution was deposited. Patients who became responsive to electric pulp
testing during the procedure needed additional local anesthetic injections.

Intervention
In the STA group, the patients received 1.8 mL of 2% lidocaine with 1:100000
epinephrine for multi-rooted teeth and 0.9 mL for single rooted teeth, with the STA
device. The preprogrammed injection type was chosen on the unit (STAintraligamentary injection, speed mode 0.005 mL/s) and, based on the manufacturer’s
suggestion, a 30-gauge extra short needle was utilized to dispense the solution. The
needle was inserted into the gingival sulcus on the mesiobuccal and distobuccal areas
anywhere between the interproximal contact and the buccal line angles, at a 45-degree
angle with the bevel facing the root of the tooth for maxillary molars. For maxillary
premolars, the needle was inserted at a single point either on the mesial or distal
aspect.

Active control arm
In the traditional infiltration group, 2% lidocaine with 1:100000 epinephrine was
injected by the standard local anesthesia infiltration technique.
All participants were requested to rate their pain before, during, and after the
anesthetic injection and during the restorative procedure using the Wong-Baker
FACES[13] pain rating scale comprising of six faces representing various degrees of
pain (Figure 1). Both English and Arabic versions of the pain rating scale were
available to patients. The patient’s heart rate and blood pressure were also monitored
before, during, and after the anesthetic injection. After the restorative procedure was
completed, a questionnaire previously tested for construct validity and
comprehension was filled by all patients to assess their overall experience of the given
procedure, and their preference for a given anesthetic technique in future, on a scale
of 1-10.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Wong-Baker FACES pain rating scale.

Statistical analysis
Among the patients of STA and traditional infiltration groups, the differences in
perceived pain before, during, and after anesthesia and during the procedure were
evaluated by paired t-test. Changes in perceived pain, systolic blood pressure (SBP),
and heart rate between STA and infiltration groups were compared with an unpaired
t-test. Comparison of post-procedure patient responses addressing patient satisfaction
of both the groups was done by using an unpaired t-test.

RESULTS
Among the 80 adult patients with dental restorative needs, 40 were administered
anesthesia by STA-system and 40 by traditional infiltration. The majority of the
patients were females, with most of them between 18-34 years old (Table 1). The mean
and standard deviation of self-perceived general health of infiltration and STA group
patients were 6.1 ± 2.72 and 4.75 ± 3.36, respectively, with no statistically significant
difference between them (P = 0.05). Thus, there was no dissimilarity in the perceived
overall general health of patients of both the groups.
When compared to before anesthesia, there was an increase in the mean of painrating during the anesthetic injection in both the infiltration and STA groups.
However, this difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.15). In both the
infiltration and STA groups, there was a significant reduction in the mean of painrating (P 0.05) after anesthesia when compared to before anesthesia. Although the
pain perceived by patients of both the groups during the procedure was less when
compared to before anesthesia, the patients of the STA group perceived significantly
less pain (P 0.001) (Table 2).
Pain perceived by patients of the infiltration group in comparison to that of the STA
group showed no significant differences before (P = 0.72), during (P = 0.59), and after
(P = 0.19) anesthesia. On the other hand, less pain was perceived by STA patients
during the restorative procedure when compared to the infiltration group, and the
difference between both groups was statistically significant (P = 0.008) (Figure 2).
Patients of the STA group had significantly higher heart rate before, during, and
after the anesthetic injection when compared to the infiltration group; however, this
increase in heart rate during anesthesia among STA patients was very negligible
when compared to before anesthesia. Moreover, heart rate was raised in only 22 out of
40 STA patients, compared to 25 out of 40 infiltration patients, during anesthesia.
Although the SBP of both the groups varied before, during, and after anesthesia, these
variations were not statistically significant (Table 3).
Post-procedure survey analysis showed that patients of both groups had good
treatment experiences; however the STA group had a significantly better experience
(P = 0.04). Both groups reported moderate levels of anxiety with no statistically
significant difference between them (P = 0.2). Although the level of numbness
achieved with STA was more, there was no significant difference between the groups
(P = 0.08). Patients of both groups preferred to have the same method of injection in
the future, yet the preference was significantly higher for STA (P = 0.04) (Figure 3).
In the infiltration group, on electric pulp testing, three patients were responsive at
10 min, and one patient was responsive at 20 min. On the other hand, only two
patients of the STA group were responsive at 10 min.

DISCUSSION
The current randomized controlled trial evaluated perceived pain and changes in
heart rate and SBP before, during, and after anesthesia by either traditional local
infiltration or the STA technique. In addition, it also evaluated the efficiency of each of
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Table 1 Demographic details of patients included in the study
Age in yr
Anesthetic technique

Sex

Traditional infiltration

STA

Patients in each age group

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Female

10

13

3

0

0

Male

6

3

0

5

0

Female

15

15

3

0

0

Male

4

0

1

0

2

35

31

7

5

2

STA: Single tooth anesthesia.

these techniques and the associated patient satisfaction. Although a split mouth study
is advantageous, because each individual can act as his or her own control, it was not
employed in our study for two reasons. The first reason was the difficulty in
recruiting patients requiring similar kind of dental care on both sides of the arch, and
the second reason was the possibility of the pain rating of the second anesthetic
injection being influenced by the first injection stimulus[14]. Furthermore, in an attempt
to facilitate blinding, and for the ease to be incorporated into meta-analysis, a parallel
arm study design was preferred in our study.
Pain of injection was minimal in both the STA and traditional infiltration groups,
with no significant difference between both the techniques. This was in contrast to the
findings of Campanella et al[4], Garret-Bernardin et al[15], and Grace et al[16] who reported
significantly less pain on injection with STA compared to traditional local anesthesia.
However, in these studies, it was not specified whether the traditional local anesthesia
was administered by local infiltration or a nerve block. The variety of anesthetic
techniques used in these studies could be attributed to the higher mean of pain
associated with injection of local anesthesia using the traditional syringe. In addition,
the application of topical anesthetic before the anesthetic techniques in the abovementioned studies might also have influenced the pain-rating of injection. Moreover,
the split-mouth design adopted by Garret-Bernardin et al[15] and Campanella et al[4],
where the pain rating of the second injection stimulus was relative to the first injection
stimulus, also might have influenced the results.
Our study showed equal effectiveness of both STA and traditional infiltration
techniques immediately after injection. However, STA patients had more profound
anesthesia during the restorative procedure, which was dissimilar to the results of
Campanella et al[4] who reported that there was no difference in the intensity of pain
experienced by STA and conventional anesthesia patients during treatment. Our
finding of greater profoundness of STA during the restorative procedure, which
indirectly acts an indicator of duration of action of anesthesia, is in concordance with
previous published data[17].
STA patients in our study had significantly higher heart rate than the traditional
infiltration patients. On the contrary, previous studies have shown STA to reduce
effectively the blood pressure and slow the heart rate, when compared to traditional
anesthesia[4,15,18]. Although patients were randomly assigned to traditional infiltration
and STA groups, STA patients had a higher heart rate, even before the anesthetic
solution was injected. A statistically significant difference was noted in heart rate
between both the groups before, during, and after anesthesia; however, the mean of
the readings was well within the normal range. In addition, the increase in heart rate
in almost the same number of patients in each group clearly indicates that the STA
and infiltration patients were equally anxious. This is further substantiated by the
negligible difference in SBP between both the groups, and the moderate levels of
anxiety as reported by patients of both groups after the procedure.
As per our study results, STA patients had a better treatment experience, and the
high patients’ preference and satisfaction with STA was in alignment with the
preceding studies done on computerized local anesthesia delivery system[9,15]. Better
STA patients’ comfort during the restorative procedure and lack of facial numbness
might have contributed to the greater preference for STA over traditional infiltration.
However, Grace et al[16] claimed that traditional and computer-controlled anesthesia
patients had equally good treatment experiences.
Although STA patients experienced less pain during the procedure and had a
better overall treatment experience, our study was limited to only restorative
procedures done on maxillary posterior teeth. Hence, further studies are required to
evaluate the effectiveness of STA to carry out all dental procedures done on an out-
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Table 2 Perceived pain among the patients of infiltration and single tooth anesthesia group using Wong-Baker FACES pain scale
Perceived pain

Patient group

Mean ± SD before

Mean ± SD After / during

Mean difference

P value

Before anesthesia vs During anesthesia

Infiltration

1.35 ± 1.79

1.2 ± 1.5

0.15

0.68

STA

1.5 ± 1.95

1.02 ± 1.4

0.48

0.15

Infiltration

1.35 ± 1.79

0.32 ± 0.53

1.03

0.001

STA

1.5 ± 1.95

0.15 ± 0.66

1.35

< 0.001

Infiltration

1.35 ± 1.79

0.9 ± 1.35

0.45

0.18

STA

1.5 ± 1.95

0.22 ± 0.77

1.28

< 0.001

Before anesthesia vs After anesthesia

Before anesthesia vs During procedure

STA: Single tooth anesthesia.

patient basis. Studies aiming at determining the onset and duration of STA are
encouraged too.
In conclusion, from a clinical point of view, STA is a valid alternative to traditional
infiltration, as it provokes minimal pain on injection and modest anxiety. In terms of
clinical comfort, STA seems to be highly beneficial because of its profound anesthetic
effect during restorative procedures, thereby increasing patients’ satisfaction and
compliance. However, further studies should be performed to harness the full
potential of STA, so as to include it in routine dental practice.
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Table 3 Comparison of heart rate and systolic blood pressure
Heart rate

Systolic blood pressure

Patient group
Mean ± SD
Before anesthesia

During anesthesia

After anesthesia

Infiltration

74.9 ± 9.22

STA

81.27 ± 6.9

Infiltration

77.14 ± 10.57

STA

81.35 ± 5.65

Infiltration

74.17 ± 8.5

STA

84.82 ± 7.2

P value

Mean ± SD

P value

119.07 ± 21.86
< 0.001

115.73 ± 10.9

0.39

115.58 ± 10.79
0.03

120.43 ± 14.91

0.09

116.68 ± 15
< 0.001

121.78 ± 13.56

0.11

STA: Single tooth anesthesia; SD: Standard deviation.

Figure 2

Figure 2 Comparison of perceived pain using Wong-Baker FACES pain scale. SD: Standard deviation; STA: Single tooth anesthesia.
Figure 3

Figure 3 Comparison of post-procedure patients’ responses.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Traditional anesthesia sometimes results in painful patient experiences. However, contemporary
innovations in local anesthesia delivery, such as Single Tooth Anesthesia (STA) System, which is
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a computer-controlled local anesthetic delivery system, may provide pain free STA to dental
patients with no collateral numbness.

Research motivation
Although studies have compared pain of injection with the computer-assisted injection system to
a conventional syringe, there is not much literature specifically for the intra-ligamentary STA
technique. Therefore, we hypothesized that STA is equivalent to traditional local anesthesia in
reducing the pain associated with routine dental procedures.

Research objectives
The research objectives of the study were to compare pain rating and changes in blood pressure
and heart rate during the STA and traditional local infiltration. In addition, patients’ level of
satisfaction and anesthetic efficiency of STA and traditional local infiltration techniques were
compared.

Research methods
A randomized controlled trial was conducted, and a total of 80 patients with dental restorative
needs were enrolled for the study. The patients were randomly divided into the STA group and
the traditional infiltration group. A structured data form to collect information regarding
perceived pain, changes in heart rate and blood pressure, and patients’ satisfaction was collected
using an electronic data form and was analyzed using paired and unpaired t-tests.

Research results
No significant differences were noted in the perceived pain and systolic blood pressure during
anesthetic injection using both traditional and STA techniques. A statistically significant
difference was noted among the traditional anesthesia and the STA groups before anesthesia.
During the restorative procedure, statistically significant less pain was perceived by STA
patients on the Wong-Baker FACES pain scale. Analyses of post-procedure patient responses
showed that STA patients had a significantly better treatment experience and preferred to have
the same method of injection in the future.

Research conclusions
STA system can provide less painful and more comfortable restorative treatment procedures in
comparison to the traditional infiltration technique.

Research perspectives
Clinically, STA appears to be a suitable alternative to traditional infiltration, as it provokes
minimal pain on injection and minimal anxiety. In addition, STA seems to be highly beneficial
because of its profound anesthetic effect during restorative procedures, thereby increasing
patients’ satisfaction and compliance.
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Abstract
BACKGROUNG
For a long time, laryngopharyngeal reflux disease (LPRD) has been treated by
proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) with an uncertain success rate.
AIM
To shed light the current therapeutic strategies used for LPRD in order to analysis
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the rationale in the LPRD treatment.
METHODS
Three authors conducted a PubMed search to identify papers published between
January 1990 and February 2019 about the treatment of LPRD. Clinical
prospective or retrospective studies had to explore the impact of medical
treatment(s) on the clinical presentation of suspected or confirmed LPRD. The
criteria for considering studies for the review were based on the population,
intervention, comparison, and outcome framework.
RESULTS
The search identified 1355 relevant papers, of which 76 studies met the inclusion
criteria, accounting for 6457 patients. A total of 64 studies consisted of empirical
therapeutic trials and 12 were studies where authors formally identified LPRD
with pH-monitoring or multichannel intraluminal impedance-pH monitoring
(MII-pH). The main therapeutic scheme consisted of once or twice daily PPIs for a
duration ranged from 4 to 24 wk. The most used PPIs were omeprazole,
esomeprazole, rabeprazole, lansoprazole and pantoprazole with a success rate
ranging from 18% to 87%. Other composite treatments have been prescribed
including PPIs, alginate, prokinetics, and H2 Receptor antagonists.
CONCLUSION
Regarding the development of MII-pH and the identification of LPRD subtypes
(acid, nonacid, mixed), future studies are needed to improve the LPRD treatment
considering all subtypes of reflux.
Key words: Laryngopharyngeal; Reflux; Laryngitis; Treatment; Proton pump inhibitors
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Core tip: The treatment of laryngopharyngeal reflux disease (LPRD) has not changed
since three decades and it is based on proton pump inhibitors (PPIs). However, the
superiority of PPIs over placebo is still controversial and there are a significant number
of non-responder patients to treatment. The development of multichannel intraluminal
pH impedance monitoring led to the identification of subtypes of LPRD including acid,
nonacid and mixed LPRD. The treatment of each subtype could be different in order to
have better response rate.
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INTRODUCTION
Laryngopharyngeal reflux disease (LPRD) is an inflammatory condition of the upper
aerodigestive tract tissues related to direct and indirect effect of gastric or duodenal
content reflux, which induces morphological changes in the upper aerodigestive
tract[1]. LPR-related symptoms concern approximately 4 to 10% of outpatients visiting
Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery Departments[2] and up to 50% of patients in
Division of Laryngology[3]. To date, several controversies persist about the diagnostic
and the therapeutic management of LPRD. Although proton pump inhibitors (PPIs)
are considered as the main treatment of LPRD since many decades[4], the superiority
of PPIs over placebo is still controversial[5]. Thus, more than 40% of patients have less
or no symptom relief with an empirical therapeutic trial based on PPIs[5,6]. The aim of
this systematic review is to shed light the current therapeutic strategies used for the
management of LPRD in order to analysis the rationale in the treatment of LPRD.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The criteria for considering studies for the review were based on the population,
intervention, comparison, and outcome framework[7].

Types of studies
Clinical prospective or retrospective studies published in peer-reviewed journals were
included. Studies had to explore the impact of medical treatment(s) on the clinical
presentation of suspected or confirmed LPRD. Only studies published in English
literature were included.

Participants, inclusion/exclusion criteria
Papers were included if they attempted rigorous diagnosis of LPRD through
symptoms, exam findings, or objective testing. Patients with positive pH-monitoring
or multichannel intraluminal impedance-pH monitoring (MII-pH) were considered as
“LPRD patients”; those with a clinical diagnosis based on symptoms ± findings were
considered as “suspected LPRD patients”. Studies focusing on patients who did not
respond to treatment were not included.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was review of types and effectiveness of treatment
administered to LPRD patients. The secondary outcome was based on the above to
define a rational approach to the management of LPRD.

Intervention and comparison
Authors had to treat their patients with conventional medical treatment including
PPIs, prokinetics, histamine H2-receptor antagonists (H2R), alginate, magaldrate,
baclofen and other drugs that have been reported at least once as treatment of LPRD
or gastroeosophageal reflux disease (GERD). Diet and behavioral changes have also
been considered as treatment. Studies that reported patients treated with surgery
were carefully excluded. The studies had to clearly describe the therapeutic scheme,
i.e., drug(s), doses and potential association of drug(s) with other therapeutic
approaches (speech and swallowing therapies, etc.).

Search strategy
Lechien JR, Barillari MR, and Calvo-Henriquez C conducted a PubMed search to
identify papers published between January 1990 and February 2019. Studies were
screened if they had database abstracts, available full texts or titles referring to the
condition. The following keywords were used: “Laryngopharyngeal reflux”; “reflux
laryngitis”; “gastroesophageal reflux”; “treatment”; and “therapeutic”. These
investigators provided a critical analysis of the publication’s content and summarized
the data of the selected papers in the publication in order to determine final article
selection.

RESULTS
The search identified 1355 relevant papers, of which 76 studies met the inclusion
criteria, accounting for 6457 patients. A total of 64 studies consisted of empirical
therapeutic trials (Table 1)[8-72], and 12 were studies where authors formally identified
LPRD with pH-monitoring (n = 10) or MII-pH (n = 2) (Table 2)[40,56,60,73-83].
The main therapeutic scheme consisted of once or twice daily PPIs (n = 63) for a
duration ranged from 4 to 24 wk. The most used PPIs were omeprazole,
esomeprazole, rabeprazole, lansoprazole and pantoprazole (Table 3). The efficacy of
these treatments was reported in the majority of studies using different outcomes,
yielding the comparison between studies difficult (Tables 1 and 2). Overall, authors
reported a success rate with PPI therapy ranging from 18% to 87%. Other composite
treatments have been prescribed including PPIs, alginate, prokinetics, and H 2 R
antagonists (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
LPRD has been defined as a different entity other than GERD in the end of the
nineties[84]. Since then, the number of clinical studies dedicated to the treatment of
LPRD have progressively increased[1]. This review has shown that the most preferred
treatment for LPRD is still the administration of once or twice daily PPIs. This
therapeutic approach is however associated with an uncertain success rate and,
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Table 1 Empirical therapeutic trials
Ref.

Design

EL

Characteristics

Outcomes

Treatment

Hanson et al[8], 1995

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 141) Symptom and sign
resolution: 51%

4 wk omeprazole (20
mg, 1/d) and diet

Jaspersen et al[9], 1996

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 21)

Laryngeal sign
improvement: 100%

4 wk omeprazole (40
mg, 1/d)

Shaw et al[10], 1997

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 96)

Pre to post-score
improvement: +

12 wk omeprazole (20
mg/d)

Wo et al[11], 1997

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 21)

Pre to post-score
improvement: +

8 wk omeprazole (40
mg, 1/d) and diet

Metz et al[12], 1997

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 10)

Symptom and sign
resolution: 60%

4 wk omeprazole (20
mg/d)

Habermann et al[13],
1999

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 29)

Pre to post-score
improvement: +

6 wk pantoprazole (40
mg/d)

Havas et al[14], 1999

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-score
7)
improvement: +

Gr1-2: 12 wk
placebo/lanzoprazole
(30 mg 2/d) and Diet

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
8)
El-Serag et al[15], 2001

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = 54% of symptom
10)
resolution

Gr1-2: 12 wk
placebo/lansoprazole
(30 mg 2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
10)
Langevin et al[16], 2001

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-score
14)
improvement

Gr1-2: 12 wk
placebo/omeprazole (40
mg/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
16)
Hamdan et al[17], 2001

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 22)

Pre to post-score
improvement: +

4 wk pantoprazole (40
mg, 2/d), cisapride (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Rodríguez-Téllez et
al[18], 2002

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 21)

Pre to post-score
improvement: +

12 wk omeprazole (20
mg, 2/d)

Habermann et al[19],
2002

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 24)

Pre to post-score
improvement: +

6 wk pantoprazole (40
mg/d)

DelGaudio et al[20],
2003

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Gr1: LPR responder (n = 50% symptom
19)
improvement: 63%

8 wk esomeprazole (40
mg 1/d) and diet

Bilgen et al[21], 2003

Pros Contr

IIIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Improvement of ≥ 136)
point RSI and RFS: 68%

24 wk lansoprozole (30
mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr2: CT (n = 23)
[22]

Garrigues et al

, 2003 Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 91)

Symptom
improvement/resolutio
n: 86-41%

24 w omeprazole (20
mg, 2/d)

Laryngoscopic sign
resolution: 83%
Beaver et al[23], 2003

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 49)

Siupsinskiene et al[24],
2003

Pros Contr

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Symptom improvement Gr1-2: 5 wk omeprazole
113)
of Gr1: 65%
(20 mg, 1-2/d) and diet

Pre to post-LPR sign
score improvement: +1

6 wk lansoprazole (30
mg, 2/d) or
pantoprazole (40 mg,
2/d) or
Omeprazole/Rabeprazo
le (20 mg, 2/d)

Gr2: healthy (n = 113)
[25]

Williams et al

, 2004

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 20)

Improvement of ≥ 1point level LGS: 63%

12 wk omeprazole (20
mg, 3/d) and diet

Improvement of
symptom score: 40%45%
Issing et al[26], 2004

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 22)

Improvement of
symptom score: +

8 wk esomeprazole (20
mg, 2/d)

Sereg-Bahar et al[27],
2005

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 43)

Pre to post-RFS
improvement: +1

8 wk esomeprazole (40
mg/d) and diet

Park et al[28], 2005

Pros Contr

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Symptom improvement Gr1: 16 wk lansoprazole
30)
(Gr1-2):68%-46%
(30 mg, 2/d) and diet
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Gr2: suspected (n = 30)

Vaezi et al[29], 2006

Placebo RCT

Ib

Sign improvement (Gr1- Gr2: Omeprazole (20
2): 50%-18%
mg, 2/d) and ranitidine
(300 mg/d) and diet

Gr3: suspected (n = 25)

Gr3: esomeprazole (40
mg, 1/d) and diet

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Symptom resolution:
95)
15%

Gr1-2: 16 wk
placebo/esomeprazole
(40 mg, 2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
50)
Dore et al[30], 2007

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 266) Symptom
improvement/resolutio
n: 68%-12%

12 wk
rabeprazole/pantoprazo
le (20 mg, 2/d), and diet
or esomeprazole (20 mg,
2/d) or lanzoprazole (30
mg, 2/d),

Qua et al[31], 2007

Pros Contr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 32)

Gr1-2: Symptom
improvement: 67%-18%

8 wk lanzoprazole (30
mg, 2/d)

Gr1: GERD (n = 21)

Gr1-2: LGS
improvement: 86%-36%

Gr2: non-GERD (n = 11)
Oridate et al[32], 2008

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 52)

> 50% improvement of
RSI and GERD: 50%78%

9 wk rabeprazole (20
mg/d)

Pre to postimprovement of DLS: +
Reichel et al[33], 2008

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = RSI improvement: 78%
30)

Gr1-2: 12 wk
placebo/esomeprazole
(20 mg, 2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
28)
McGlashan et al[34],
2009

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI
24)
improvement

Gr1-2: 24 wk
placebo/gaviscon (4/d)
and diet

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
25)
Vashani et al[35], 2010

Fass et al[36], 2010

Placebo RCT

Placebo RCT

Ib

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI
16)
improvement: +

Gr1: 6 wk voice therapy
+ Omeprazole (20 mg,
2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
16)

Gr 2: Placebo (2/d)

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-symptom
24)
improvement: +

Gr1-2: 12 wk
placebo/esomeprazole
(20 mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RFS
17)
improvement: Lam et al[37], 2010

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI and RFS
42)
improvement: +
Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
40)

Ezzat et al[38], 2011

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1-2: 18 wk
placebo/rabeprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = RFS improvement (Gr1- Gr1-2: 8 wk
42)
2): 48%-20%
pantoprazole (40 mg/d)
and itopride (50 mg,
3/d)
Gr2: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-symptom
45)
improvement: +

/Pantoprazole and
placebo and diet

Chiba et al[39], 2011

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 27)

Pre to post-GERD Score
improvement: +

8 wk lanzoprazole (30
mg/d) or rabeprazole
(10 mg/d)

Friedman et al[40], 2011

Retrospective

IV

Gr1: LPR (n = 73)

Improvement of main
complaint Gr1-2: 49%41%

24 wk PPI (20 or 40 mg,
2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n = Resolution of main
70)
complaint Gr 1-2: 14%3%
Lee et al[41], 2011

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 455) Reduction of > 50% of
RSI: 75%

12 wk rabeprazole
(10/20 mg/d) and diet

Masaany et al[42], 2011

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 47)

Reduction of ≥ 10-point
of RSI: 79%

16 wk pantoprazole (40
mg, 2/d)

Naiboglu et al[43], 2011

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 50)

Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

12 wk lansoprazole (30
mg/d) and diet
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Patigaroo et al[44], 2011

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 50)

Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

16 wk esomeprazole (20
mg, 2/d)/pantoprazole
(40 mg/d)
Lansoprazole (30 mg,
2/d)

Habermann et al[45],
2012

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n =
1044)

Park et al[46], 2012

Pros Contro

IIIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Reduction of ≥ 5-point
50)
of RSI Gr1-2:46-68%

Gr1: 12 wk omeprazole
(20 mg, 2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n = Reduction of ≥ 3-point
50)
of RFS Gr1-2:18-50%

Gr2: Omeprazole +
voice therapy
12 wk pantoprazole (40
mg, 2/d)

Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

12 wk pantoprazole (20
or 40 mg, 2/d)

Becker et al[47], 2012

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 30)

Hunchaisri et al[48],
2012

Pros Contro

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = RSI reduction: 73%
32)

Gr1: 12 wk
domperidone (10mg,
3/d) and omeprazole
(20 mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr2: suspected LPR (n = > 50% of RSI reduction:
33)
67%

Gr2: Omeprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI and RFS
22)
improvement: +

Gr1: 8 wk Lanzoprazole
(30 mg/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
20)

Gr2: Lanzoprazole +
SGB

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RFS
60)
improvement: -

Gr 1: 4 wk rabeprazole
(10 mg/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR
(N=13)

Gr 2: No treatment

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI and RFS
32)
improvement: +

Gr1: 12 wk lanzoprazole
(30 mg/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
29)

Gr2: Lanzoprazole and
itopride (50 mg 3/d)

Chung et al[49], 2012

Pros Contro

Oridate et al[50], 2012

Chun et al[51], 2013

Pros Contro

Pros Contro

Beech et al[52], 2013

Pros Uncontr

IIb

IIb

IIb

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 74)

Reduction of RSI: 20%

Reduction of ≥ 1-point
of RSI: 71%

24 wk lansoprazole (30
mg 2/d) and diet

Improvement of pre to
post-VSS: +
Vailati et al[53], 2013

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 22)

Lee et al[54], 2014

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 180) Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

12 wk lansoprazole (15
mg, 2/d) and diet

Chappity et al[55], 2014

RCT

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-score
117)
improvement: +

Gr1: 12 wk omeprazole
(20 mg, 2/d) and diet

Reduction of ≥1-point of 12 wk pantoprazole (40
RSI: 59%
mg, 2/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n = Gr2: Diet
117)
Wan et al[56], 2014

Pros Contro

IIb

Semmanaselvan et
al[57], 2015

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 50)

Ozturan et al[58], 2016

Pros Contro

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI and RFS
65)
improvement: +

Gupta et al[59], 2016

Retrospective

IV

Suspected LPR (n = 188) Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

10 wk PPIs (2/d)

Nennstiel et al[60], 2016

Retrospective

IV

Gr1: LPR (n = 21)

Symptom VAS
improvement: 60%

12 wk pantoprazole (40
mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI and RFS
35)
improvement: +

4 wk esomeprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr2: LPR (n = 23)
Reduction of ≥ 1-point
of RSI/RFS: 87%-98%

12 wk rabeprazole (20
mg/d) and
domperidone (30 mg/d)
8 wk esomeprazole, (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Gr2: Control (n = 35)

Cross-sectional

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
24)

Batıoğlu-Karaaltın et
al[61], 2016

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 84)

Reduction of ≥ 1-point
of RSI/RFS: 21%-56%

12 wk lansoprazole (30
mg, 2/d)

Dulery et al[62], 2016

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 24)

Symptom resolution:
10%

8 wk esomeprazole (40
mg, 2/d)

Joshi et al[63], 2017

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 100) Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

24 wk omeprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Pullarat et al[64], 2017

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 30)

8 wk pantoprazole (40
mg/d)
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Zalvan et al[65], 2017

Retrospective

IV

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Reduction of ≥ 6-points
85)
of RSI Gr1-2: 54-63%

Gr1: 6 wk PPI (1 or 2/d)
and diet

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
99)

Gr2: Diet

Carroll et al[66], 2017

Retrospective

IV

Suspected LPR (n = 97)

RSI < 13: 49%

12 wk omeprazole (40
mg/d) and ranitidine
(300 mg/d)

Lechien et al[67], 2018

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 80)

Post-therapy RSI < 13
and RFS < 7: 74%

12 wk pantoprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Mozzanica et al[68], 2018 Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 34)

Pre to post-RSI, RFS,
VoiSS improvement: +

8 wk omeprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Wilkie et al[69], 2018

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Reduction of RSI: 94%
39)

Gr1: 12 wk gaviscon
advance (4/d) and diet

Gr2: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI
33)
improvement: -

Gr2: Gaviscon (4/d) and
PPI (NA) and diet
8 wk PPI (40 mg/d) ±
H2 blocker (300 mg/d)
and diet

Pros Contro

Yang et al[70], 2018

Retrospective

IV

Suspected LPR (n = 105) Reduction of ≥ 1-point
of RSI: 91%

Kirti et al[71], 2018

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

Suspected LPR (n = 80)

Pros Contro

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI, RFS
20)
improvement: +

Gr1: 8 wk esomeprazole
(20 mg/d)

Gr2: suspected LPR (n =
20)

Gr2: 8 wk famotidine (20
mg/d)

[72]

Suzuki et al

, 2019

Unblinded RFS < 7: 95% 8 wk PPI (2/d) and diet

1

No statistical analysis. CT: Control; DLS: Dysmotility-like symptoms; GERD: Gastroeosophageal reflux disease; GI: Gastrointestinal; Gr: Group; LGS:
Laryngitis grading system; LPR: Laryngopharyngeal reflux; PPI: Proton pump inhibitor; Pros Contr: Prospective controlled study; Pros Uncontr:
Prospective uncontrolled study; RCT: Randomized controlled trial; RFS: Reflux finding score; RSI: Reflux symptom index; VAS: Visual analog scale; VoiSS:
Voice symptom scale; VSS: Voice subjective score.

depending of the therapeutic outcomes used, a significant number of patients are
found to be resistant to treatment. According to a recent systematic review, the nonresponse rate would be close to 40% of patients[85]. The critical analysis of the different
therapeutic schemes and their related success rate has to consider the respective
pharmacological properties of the drugs used.

PPIs
PPI decreases the H+ gastric secretion by covalent binding with H+/K+ ATPase. The
inhibition of proton pump increases the pH of the gaseous refluxate droplets and
limits the extracellular activity of pepsin on upper aerodigestive tract tissues[86]. From
a pathophysiological standpoint, PPIs have no impact on the intracellular activity of
pepsin[87], and a low impact on the activity of trypsin and non-conjugated bile salts,
which could injure the laryngopharyngeal mucosa in a nonacid environment[88,89].
Moreover, the PPI intake does not change the total number of daily reflux episodes[90].
This review shows that the doses and administration frequency of PPIs varies from
one to another study. PPIs have a short half-life (90 min) and an oral unique dose of
20 mg inhibits 70% of the pump enzymes[91]. In practice, the half-life of the inhibition
of gastric acid secretion lasts an estimated 24 h. Approximately 20% of proton pumps
are newly synthesized over a 24-h period with greater pump synthesis at night than
during the day. With regard to the 90 min blood half-life of PPI, the addition of
bedtime administration will not add to inhibition of nocturnal acid breakthrough,
because the drug will have disappeared by the time nighttime acid secretion is
evident. Assuming that about 70% of pumps are activated by breakfast and that the
PPI is given 30 to 60 min beforehand, it can be calculated that steady state inhibition
on once-a-day dosing is about 66% of maximal acid output. In other words, and
regarding the pharmacological properties of the drug, increasing the dose has
virtually no effect once optimal dosage has been reached. However, increasing the
dose frequency does have some effect; a morning dose and an evening dose before
meals results in about 80% inhibition of maximal acid output[91,92]. Thus, twice daily
PPI could be better because a more complete control of both daytime and nocturnal
esophageal acid exposure [93] . In LPRD literature, only the study by Park et al [28]
compared once vs twice daily PPIs in LPRD. These authors suggested a superiority of
twice daily vs once daily PPI(s), which seems to be in accordance with the
pharmacological properties of PPIs[28,93]. Pharmacologically, the use of twice daily 20
mg PPIs could be the most effective approach in order to inhibit the acid secretion but,
as mentioned above, this approach has low effect on nonacid or weakly acid LPRD
variants.
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Table 2 Studies that identified LPRD with objective diagnostic tools
Ref.

Design

EL

Characteristics

Outcomes

Noordzij et al[73], 2001

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: LPR (n = 15); Gr2:
LPR (n = 15)

Pre to post-symptom
Gr1-2: 8 wk
improvement: +; Pre to placebo/omeprazole (40
post-sign improvement: mg, 2/d)
-

Belafsky et al[74], 2001

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

LPR (n = 39)

Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

24 wk
omeprazole/rabeprazol
e (20 mg, 2/d) or
lansoprazole (30 mg,
2/d) and diet

Belafsky et al[75], 2002

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

LPR (n = 25)

Pre to post-RSI
improvement: +

26 wk PPIs (2/d) and
diet

Eherer et al[76], 2003

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: LPR (n = 7); Gr2:
LPR (n = 7)

Symptom/sign
improvement: 80%100%

Gr1-2: 12 wk
placebo/pantoprazole
(40 mg, 2/d)

Steward et al[77], 2004

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: LPR (n = 21); Gr2:
LPR (n = 21)

Symptom improvement: Gr1-2: 8 wk
53%
placebo/rabeprazole (20
mg 2/d) and diet

Wo et al[78], 2006

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: LPR (n = 19); Gr2:
LPR (n = 20)

Symptom improvement: Gr1-2: 12 wk
40%
placebo/pantoprazole
(40 mg/d)

Jin et al[79], 2008

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

LPR (n = 40)

Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

Friedman et al[40], 2011

Retrospective

IV

Gr1: LPR (n = 73); Gr2:
suspected LPR (n = 70)

Improvement of main
24 wk PPI (20 or 40 mg,
complaint Gr1-2: 49%2/d) and diet
41%; Resolution of main
complaint Gr 1-2: 14%3%

Lien et al[80], 2013

Pros Contr

IIIb

Gr1: GERD and LPR (n
= 65); Gr2: LPR (n = 42)

Reduction of > 50% of
RSI (Gr1-2): 63%-17%

Wan et al[56], 2014

Pros Contr

IIb

Gr1: suspected LPR (n = Pre to post-RSI and RFS
35); Gr2: LPR (n = 23)
improvement: +

4 wk esomeprazole (20
mg, 2/d) and diet

Waxman et al[81], 2014

Retrospective

IV

LPR (n = 43)

Reduction of ≥ 1-point
of RSI: 67%

4 wk omeprazole (40
mg, 2/d)

Nennstiel et al[60], 2016

Retrospective

IV

Gr1: LPR (n = 21); Gr2:
suspected LPR (n = 24)

Symptom VAS
improvement: 60%

12 wk pantoprazole
(40mg, 2/d) and diet

Cross-sectional

Treatment

20 wk lansoprazole (30
mg/d) and mosapride
(5 mg, 3/d) or
levosulpride (25 mg,
3/d)

12 wk esomeprazole (40
mg, 2/d) and diet

Tseng et al[82], 2018

Placebo RCT

Ib

Gr1: LPR (n = 39); Gr2:
LPR (n = 40)

Pre to post-RSI and RFS
improvement: +

Gr1-2: 8 wk
alginate/placebo and
diet

Agrawal et al[83], 2018

Pros Uncontr

IIIb

LPR (n = 33)

Reduction of > 50% of
RSI: 45%

8-12 wk omeprazole and
diet

GERD: Gastroeosophageal reflux disease; Gr: Group; LPR: Laryngopharyngeal reflux; PPI: Proton pump inhibitor; Pros Contr: Prospective controlled
study; PROS Uncontr: Prospective uncontrolled study; RCT: Randomized controlled trial; RFS: Reflux finding score; RSI: Reflux symptom index; VAS:
Visual analog scale.

Histamine H2R
PPIs have been associated with H2R in four studies[28,66,70,72]. In comparison with twice
daily PPIs, the use of H2R does not make sense regarding their short duration of
action (6 to 12 h)[94,95]. The studies comparing the efficacy of PPIs vs H2R + PPIs did not
report a clinical evidence of the use of H2R in LPRD[28,72]. Moreover, the association of
once daily PPI with ranitidine at bedtime being more expensive approach than 6-mo
twice daily PPIs[66].

Prokinetics
The addition of prokinetics to PPIs is still controversial in GERD[96], despite their role
in the increase of the esophageal sphincter pressure[94,97,98]. Six studies showed interest
in the role of prokinetics for the management of LPRD[17,38,48,51,57,79] and these authors
reported mixed evidence about the superiority of PPIs and prokinetics over PPIs
alone[99]. Precisely, two RCTs suggested that the addition of prokinetics to PPI(s)
would be associated with better symptom improvement[38,51], while the study by
Hunchaisri et al[48] did not find similar findings. The controversy about the efficacy of
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Table 3 Proton pump inhibitor therapeutic schemes used in the current literature
Drugs and duration

Study numbers

4-5 wk
Omeprazole 40mg 1/d

1

Omeprazole 20mg 1/d

3

Omeprazole 40mg 2/d

1

Esomeprazole 20mg 2/d

2

Rabeprazole 10mg 1/d

1

6-7 wk
Pantoprazole 40mg 2/d

1

Pantoprazole 40mg 1/d

2

Lansoprazole 30mg 2/d

1

Omeprazole 20mg 2/d

2

8-9 wk
Omeprazole 40mg 1/d

1

Omeprazole 20mg 2/d

1

Omeprazole 40mg 2/d

1

Esomeprazole 40mg 2/d

1

Esomeprazole 40mg 1/d

2

Esomeprazole 20mg 2/d

2

Esomeprazole 20mg 1/d

1

Lansoprazole 30mg 2/d

1

Lansoprazole 30mg 1/d

2

Rabeprazole 20mg 1/d

1

Rabeprazole 20mg 2/d

1

Rabeprazole 10mg 1/d

1

Pantoprazole 40mg 1/d

2

12 wk
Omeprazole 40mg 1/d

1

Omeprazole 20mg 3/d

1

Omeprazole 20mg 2/d

4

Omeprazole 20mg 1/d

1

Esomeprazole 20mg 2/d

3

Esomeprazole 40mg 2/d

1

Lansoprazole 30mg 2/d

4

Lansoprazole 15mg 2/d

1

Rabeprazole 20mg 2/d

1

Rabeprazole 10mg 1/d

1

Pantoprazole 20 mg 2/d

3

Pantoprazole 40 mg 1/d

1

Pantoprazole 40 mg 2/d

6

16-20 wk
Lansoprazole 30 mg 2/d

2

Esomeprazole 40 mg 2/d

1

Esomeprazole 40 mg 1/d

1

Esomeprazole 20 mg 2/d

1

Rabeprazole 20 mg 2/d

1

Pantoprazole 40 mg 2/d

1

Pantoprazole 40 mg 1/d

1

24 wk

WJCC
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Table 4 Composite treatments used in the current literature
Drugs and duration

Study numbers

PPIs and antihistamines
Omeprazole 20 mg 2/d and Ranitidine 300 mg/d (16 wk)

1

Omeprazole 40 mg/d and Ranitidine 300 mg/d (12 wk)

1

PPIs 40 mg/d and antihistamine 300 mg/d (8 wk)

1

PPIs and gastroprokinetic
Pantoprazole 40 mg 2/d and Cisapride 20 mg 2/d (4 wk)

1

Pantoprazole 40 mg 1/d and Itopride 50 mg 3/d (8 wk)

1

Omeprazole 20 mg 2/d and Domperidone 10 mg 3/d (12 wk)

1

Lansoprazole 30 mg 1/d and Itopride 50 mg 3/d (12 wk)

1

Rabeprazole 20 mg/d and Domperidone 30 mg/d (12 wk)

1

Lansoprazole 30 mg 1/d and Mosapride 5 mg 3/d (20 wk)

1

PPIs and alginate
PPIs (NA) and gaviscon 4/d (12 wk)

1

Aligante 3-4/d (8 wk)

1

Other
Famotidine 20 mg 1/d (8 wk)

1

Gaviscon 4/d (24 wk)

1

Gaviscon 4/d (12 wk)

1

NA: Not available; PPIs: Proton pump inhibitors.

prokinetics in LPRD illustrates the lack of evidence in the occurrence of esophageal
dysmotility disorder in this condition[100,101].

Alginate and magaldrate
The development of MII-pH led to the identification of new subtypes of LPRD, being
acid, weakly acid, mixed and nonacid LPRD. In that way, three recent studies found
that the majority of patients have in fact nonacid or mixed LPRD [102-104] . The
pathophysiological mechanisms of nonacid and mixed LPRD are still unknown but
they could involve the activity of trypsin, conjugated and non-conjugated bile salts in
the mucosa of the upper aerodigestive tract[1,105]. Precisely, non-conjugated bile salts
and trypsin are effective in pH above 6.0 while conjugated bile salts are more effective
in acid environment. Consequently, the use of alginate or magaldrate could make
sense in the primary management of LPRD.
Alginates form a raft floating over gastric contents that can be maintained within
the stomach for up to 4 h. Gaviscon is endowed with bio-adhesive potential, a
property due primarily to its polymer chain length and ionizable groups that provides
a protective biofilm on the mucosa of esophagus and, potentially, upper aerodigestive
tract [106] . Interestingly, these drugs are able to reduce the number of acid reflux
events[94,107].
In practice, McGlashan et al[34] have demonstrated the superiority of alginate over
placebo in the treatment of LPRD patients. More recently, Wilkie et al[69] found that a
treatment based on the single use of alginate is quite competitive with a treatment
combining PPIs and alginate. Our recent results also support that the addition of
alginate or magaldrate to PPIs seems to significantly improve symptoms in patients
with mixed and nonacid LPRD[102].

Diet and behavioral changes
Diet and behavioral changes remain the first therapeutic step of the LPRD treatment.
Additionally, this approach is the best cost-effective empirical treatment for patients
with mild LPRD. In practice, patients who respect diet and behavioral changes have
better symptom improvement than those who did not respect diet[108]. Furthermore,
recent studies suggested that a well-conducted diet could be as efficiently as PPI
treatment[65,70]. Alkaline, protein, low-fat and low-acid diet is effective because these
types of foods are well digested, also decreasing the number of transient relaxations
of esophageal sphincters and thereby the related number of LPRD episodes.

Perspectives
The development of MII-pH as diagnostic tool is an important step in the
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improvement of daily clinical practices related to LPRD. MII-pH studies showed that
there are a large number of patients with nonacid or mixed LPRD, which are both less
controlled by conventional PPI therapy. It is highly likely that a significant part of the
patients who were called “resistant LPRD patients” within the three last decades, had
nonacid or mixed LPRD. With regard to the properties of anti-reflux drugs, alginate is
a future candidate as single drug or additional drug to PPIs in the future studies. The
concomitant use of twice daily PPIs and twice or thrice daily alginate or magaldrate
could provide a consistent protection against the mucosal irritation of pepsin, trypsin
and bile salts. Naturally, the administration of diet and behavioral changes is still
required in all patients in order to improve the treatment efficacy. According to a
recent management algorithm of LPRD (Figure 1)[1], MII-pH testing could be used as
diagnostic and therapeutic control tool, providing better identification of the LPRD
subtypes and better treatment. Because the compliance of LPRD patients to medical
treatment and diet can be poor, the administration of a personalized treatment based
on the patient MII-pH results and the lifestyle habits could improve the patient
compliance to LPRD treatment.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Personalized therapeutic approach for specific laryngopharyngeal reflux disease subtypes. In this algorithm, proximal reflux event was defined as an
episode that reached two impedance sensors in the hypopharynx or proximal esophagus. Acidic event consisted of a gaseous or liquid reflux with a pH ≤ 4.0 while
nonacidic event was a gaseous or liquid reflux with a pH > 4.0. The LPR diagnosis was based on the occurrence of ≥ 1 proximal episode. Acid reflux episode
consisted of an episode with pH > 4.0. Nonacid reflux episode consisted of an episode with pH ≤ 4.0. Because there are no guidelines in the definition of acid, nonacid
and mixed laryngopharyngeal reflux disease (LPRD) disease, LPRD was defined as acid when the ratio of number of acid reflux episodes/number of nonacid reflux
episodes was > 2. LPRD was defined as nonacid when the ratio of number of acid reflux episodes/number of nonacid reflux episodes < 0.5. Mixed reflux consisted of
a ratio ranged from 0.51 to 2.0. 1For nonacid LPR, PPIs are not necessary regarding their low efficacy.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
For a long time, laryngopharyngeal reflux disease (LPRD) has been treated by proton pump
inhibitors (PPIs) with an uncertain success rate.

Research motivation
The low success rate of PPIs as well as the cost of unsuccessful empirical therapeutic trials are
important in otolaryngology. Many treatments of LPRD exist and we want to provide an
analysis of the current therapeutic approach of this prevalent disease.

Research objectives
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To shed light the current therapeutic strategies used for LPRD in order to analysis the rationale
in the LPRD treatment.

Research methods
Three authors conducted a PubMed systematic review respecting PRISMA statements.

Research results
The majority of studies consists of empirical therapeutic trials using PPIs as single drug. The
success rate of PPIs ranges from 18% to 87% and there is an important heterogeneity between
studies according to the diagnostic, the therapeutic outcomes and the duration of treatment.

Research conclusions
The majority of treatments in LPRD are empirical and based on PPIs. The empirical therapeutic
trial with PPIs is however associated with an uncertain success rate.
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BACKGROUND
Known ocular manifestations of Alport syndrome include features such as
anterior lenticonus and fleck retinopathy. Reports of keratoconus in such patients
are limited. We report tomographic findings consistent with keratoconus in a
patient with Alport syndrome.
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CASE SUMMARY
A 52-year-old female was referred to our ophthalmology clinic with decreased
vision and increased tearing. She was diagnosed with stage III Alport syndrome
two years prior. Upon examination she was found to have average keratometries
of 48 D bilaterally with tomographic evidence of keratoconus.
CONCLUSION
Although a rare presentation, concurrent Alport syndrome and keratoconus
should be considered when reviewing the ocular health of Alport syndrome
patients and appropriate management steps should be taken upon the diagnosis.
Key words: Alport syndrome, Keratoconus; Type IV collagen; COL4A genes; Corneal
ectasia; Case report
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Core Tip: Various ocular manifestations of Alport syndrome have been well described.
However, reports of keratoconus in the presence of Alport syndrome is limited in the
literature. Keratoconus is a form of corneal ectasia and has shown disorganized and
thinning collagen under microscopy. Both Alport syndrome and keratoconus
demonstrate collagenous changes which may eventually lead to impaired function of the
affected tissue. We present a case of keratoconus in the presence of Alport syndrome.
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INTRODUCTION
Alport syndrome is an inherited disease characterized by progressive renal disease,
hearing loss, and ocular abnormalities. It was first described as “familial congenital
haemorrhagic nephritis” by Arthur Cecil Alport in 1927[1]. Inherited genetic mutations
of COL4A5 (X-linked), COL4A3 and COL4A4 (autosomal recessive) produce defects in
the alpha chains that form type IV collagen[2,3]. Type IV collagen is a component of
basement membranes throughout the body[4]. Specifically, the heterotrimer α3α4α5
plays a crucial role in the glomerular basement membrane of the kidney, stria
vascularis of the cochlea, Descemet’s membrane and Bowman’s layer of the cornea,
lens capsule, and both the inner limiting membrane and Bruch’s membrane of the
retina [5] . The most common ocular manifestations in Alport patients are corneal
opacities, anterior lenticonus, cataract, fleck retinopathies, and temporal retinal
thinning[5]. The prevalence of the disease has been estimated around 1:10000 with the
X-linked variant accounting for 85% of the disease[6].
Keratoconus is a corneal dystrophy resulting in corneal ectasia due to central or
paracentral stromal thinning[7]. The pathophysiology is poorly understood, but breaks
in Bowman’s layer, collagen disorganization, and scarring have all been described.
Although the etiology remains unknown, both genetic and environmental factors,
such as eye rubbing, are believed to contribute to the disease process. Keratoconus has
a known association with Down syndrome, Leber’s congenital amaurosis, and
connective tissue diseases such as Ehler’s Danlos[8].
Despite the wide variety of ocular manifestations found in patients with Alport
syndrome, corneal ectasia appears to be a rare finding. The literature is limited on the
presence of keratoconus in these patients [9] . We report an interesting case of
tomographic findings consistent with keratoconus in a patient with Alport syndrome.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 52-year-old female was referred to our ophthalmology clinic with decreased vision
and increased tearing.

History of present illness
She was diagnosed with stage III Alport syndrome two years prior which was
currently stable per her nephrologist. During these two years had gradual decline in
her visual acuity that was not correctable to 20/20.

History of past illness
She had a past medical history of asthma, diabetes mellitus, and hypertension.

Family history
Family history was positive for Alport syndrome in her mother and brother but
without any known ocular or hearing abnormalities.

Physical examination
On initial examination (Table 1), uncorrected distance visual acuity was 20/60 on the
right and 20/30 on the left, with a corrected visual acuity of 20/30 bilaterally.
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Table 1 Parameters from the patient’s initial and follow-up encounters
Encounter

Initial encounter

2 mo follow up

Initial encounter

2 mo follow up

Eye

OD

OD

OS

OS

UDVA

20/60-

20/60

20/30-

20/40

BCVA

20/30

20/25-2

20/30

20/25+

Man. Refraction

-1.50-1.75 x 031

-0.75-2.25 x 037

-1.00-2.75 x 149

-0.75-3.75 x 147

K1 (flat)

47.0 D

46.7 D

47.1 D

47.1 D

K2 (steep)

48.9 D

49.5 D

49.6 D

50.1 D

Km

47.9 D

48.1 D

48.3 D

48.5 D

Axis

31.0°

36.1°

146.4°

148.7°

K1

-6.5

-6.5

-6.7

-6.7

K2

-6.9

-6.9

-6.9

-7.0

Km

-6.7

-6.7

-6.8

-6.8

Axis

40.3°

53.6°

123.9°

134.2°

Pupil center

506 μm

502 μm

474 μm

472 μm

Pachy apex

505 μm

499 μm

472 μm

463 μm

Thinnest

496 μm

489 μm

454 μm

448 μm

Vision Acuity

Tomography
Front

Back

Pachymetry

UDVA: Uncorrected distance visual acuity; BCVA: Corrected distance visual acuity; Km: Mean keratometry.

Slit lamp examination showed bilateral eyelid laxity, papillary conjunctival
changes, prominent nerves, superficial punctate keratitis, unilateral (OD) anterior
basement membrane changes, with no guttata, apical scarring, or corneal striae.
Dilated fundus exam revealed bilateral floaters in the vitreous humor and normal
retinal vasculature.

Imaging examinations
Initial Pentacam (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany) tomography revealed mean keratometry
of 47.9 D in the right and 48.3 D in the left, with a 2 mo follow-up scan revealing a
mean keratometry of 48.1 D and 48.5 D respectively (Table 1). During this 2 mo period
progressive corneal thinning occurred bilaterally. There was also bilateral anterior
curvature steepening with no appreciable changes in the posterior curvature.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Average keratometries above 47 to 48 D have been shown to correlate with
keratoconus[10,11]. Based on the Amsler-Krumeich Classification system our patient was
diagnosed with stage 2 keratoconus, with signs of progression over two months,
including further corneal thinning and increased steepening. the disease[12,13]. This
diagnosis was reinforced with the Pentacam Belin/Ambrosio Enhanced Ectasia
Display which highlights tomographic abnormalities consistent with keratoconus
(Figure 1).

TREATMENT
Although no curative treatment is available for patients with Alport syndrome,
Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers, and
aldosterone inhibitors reduce stress on the kidneys and may slow the progression of
renal failure [14,15] . Yearly hearing and vision tests are recommended for patients
diagnosed with Alport syndrome from the time the patient is 7 or 8 years old[14].
Ophthalmologic manifestations of Alport syndrome are treated symptomatically,
including lens removal and intraocular lens placement for lenticonus and cataract.
Our patient was advised to continue to use glasses and avoid eye rubbing.
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Figure 1 Pentacam Belin/Ambrosio enhanced ectasia display highlighting abnormal values of deviation of front elevation difference map, deviation of
back elevation difference map, deviation of average pachymetric progression, deviation of minimum thickness, deviation of Ambrosio relational thickness
(ART max), and total deviation. A: Initial examination of right eye; B. 2 Mo follow-up of right eye; C: Initial examination of left eye; D: 2-Mo follow-up of left eye. Df:
Deviation of front; Db: Deviation of back; Dp: Deviation of average pachymetric; Dt: Deviation of minimum thickness; Da: Deviation of Ambrosio; D: Total deviation.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
While her keratoconus was mild, continued signs of disease progression would
warrant discussion of corneal collagen crosslinking while reserving corneal
transplantation for advanced disease.

DISCUSSION
The concurrent presentation of Alport syndrome and keratoconus, to our knowledge,
has only been described once in the literature. Chugh et al[9] reported that 3 of 45
(6.7%) patients diagnosed with Alport syndrome were found to have associated
keratoconus. This is the first report in the literature of tomographic findings consistent
with keratoconus in a patient with Alport syndrome. While the inheritance patterns
for Alport syndrome are well defined, the inheritance of keratoconus is under much
investigation. Variants of the COL4A3 and COL4A4 genes are two of many possible
genetic causes of keratoconus[16-18]. One study found that seven polymorphisms of
COL4A3 and COL4A4 were associated with keratoconus, although no mutations were
directly linked with the disease [17] . A meta-analysis of genetic associations for
keratoconus concluded that COL4A4 had differential effects on keratoconus between
ethnic groups[18]. Specific mutations of the COL4A3 and COL4A4 genes are known to
cause of Alport syndrome.
A range of kidney-related diseases including chronic renal failure, kidney
transplant, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and various medications have been
associated with keratoconus [19] . One theory is that both renal and ocular tissues
express the PAX6 gene. PAX6 is linked to corneal gelatinase B, which is a
metalloprotease responsible for corneal structure regulation. Thus, a mutated PAX6
gene may contribute to keratoconus and renal pathology[19]. Aldave et al[20] reported
cases of polymorphous corneal dystrophy (PPCD) in Alport patients[5]. However, the
process of corneal steepening found in PPCD is likely independent from that found in
keratoconus, as the steepening often presents with the absence of other clinical
features of keratoconus.
In Alport syndrome, the normal collagen IV α3α4α5 network is lost and the
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immature α1α1α2 network persists. This α1α1α2 network has fewer crosslinks and
more proteolytic cleavage sites. This produces basement membranes that are more
susceptible to biomechanical strain. It also induces an increase in matrix
metalloprotease activity[5]. Increased activity of protease enzymes and decreased
protease inhibitors have been found in keratoconus[11]. Disorganization of collagen
fibrils and a diminished number of crosslinks within and between such fibrils
contributes to the weakened biomechanical state of the cornea in keratoconus[21].
Increased protease activity and decreased crosslinking may be a possible connection
between the two diseases.
Further studies are necessary to elucidate the underlying molecular mechanisms
possibly linking keratoconus and Alport syndrome. One of the limitations of this
report is an absence of genetic testing. We were unable to obtain sequencing and
analysis of the patient’s exome or genome. These tests would have the potential to
reveal specific genetic mutations leading to Alport syndrome in this patient and a
more definitive link to keratoconus. When obtained, these tests will provide much
value.

CONCLUSION
Although a rare presentation, concurrent Alport syndrome and keratoconus should
be considered when reviewing the ocular health of Alport syndrome patients and
appropriate management steps should be taken upon the diagnosis.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Cardiac tumors are rare and complex entities. Surgery represents the cornerstone
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of therapy, while the role of adjuvant treatment remains unclear and, in case of
relapse or metastatic disease, the prognosis is very poor. Lack of prospective,
randomized clinical trials hinders the generation of high level evidence for the
optimal diagnostic workup and multimodal treatment of cardiac sarcomas.
Herein, we describe the multidisciplinary clinical management and molecular
characterization of a rare case of cardiac myxofibrosarcoma in an elderly woman.
CASE SUMMARY
A 73-year-old woman presented signs and symptoms of acute left-sided heart
failure. Imaging examination revealed a large, left atrial mass. With suspicion of a
myxoma, she underwent surgery, and symptoms were promptly relieved.
Histology showed a cardiac myxofibrosarcoma, a rare histotype of cardiac
sarcoma. Eight months later, disease unfortunately relapsed, and after a
multidisciplinary discussion, a chemotherapy with doxorubicin and then
gemcitabine was started, achieving partial radiologic and complete metabolic
response, which was maintained up to 2 years and is still present. This report is
focused on the entire clinical path of our patient from diagnosis to follow-up,
through surgery and strategies adopted at relapse. Moreover, due to their rarity,
very little is known about the molecular landscape of myxofibrosarcomas. Thus,
we also performed and described preliminary genome analysis of the tumor
tissue to get further insight on mechanisms involved in tumor growth, and to
possibly unveil new clinically actionable targets.
CONCLUSION
We report a case of cardiac myxofibrosarcoma that achieved a very good
prognosis due to an integrated surgical, cardiac and oncologic treatment strategy.
Key words: Cardiac sarcoma; Myxofibrosarcoma; Whole transcriptome sequencing;
Doxorubicin; Gemcitabine; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: We present the case of an elderly woman affected by myxofibrosarcoma of the
left atrium, a rare histotype of cardiac sarcoma. She underwent surgery, however disease
unfortunately recurred. Therefore, she started first and second line chemotherapy with
doxorubicin and then gemcitabine, obtaining a good and durable radiologic response and
a complete metabolic response. An accurate histologic description is reported, and
molecular characterization of the tumor, by whole transcriptome sequencing, is also
encompassed. This is done in order to better characterize this rare cancer, and to possibly
identify pathognomonic molecular events or gene expression profiles shared with other
sarcomas amenable for targeted medical therapy.
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INTRODUCTION
Primary cardiac tumors are a rare entity, being predominantly benign. Only 25% are
malignant, with sarcomas accounting for most of them[1]. The clinical presentation
depends on tumor size and anatomical location rather than on histological type. It
varies from symptoms of congestive heart failure to thromboembolism and
arrhythmias[2].
We report the case of an elderly woman who presented signs and symptoms of
acute left-sided heart failure caused by a myxofibrosarcoma of the left atrium, which
is a rare histotype of cardiac sarcoma.
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The molecular characterization of the tumor, by whole transcriptome sequencing, is
also encompassed.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints and history of present illness
A 73-year-old woman presented dyspnea on exertion, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea
and cough.

History of past illness
She had a history of arterial hypertension, dyslipidemia and diabetes mellitus.

Personal and family history
The family history did not reveal any remarkable information.

Physical examination upon admission
Physical examination revealed signs and symptoms of acute left-sided heart failure,
particularly fatigue and breathing difficulty, whereas no evident signs of deep vein
thrombosis were observed.

Imaging examination
A chest X-ray showed signs of pulmonary edema. In order to exclude a pulmonary
thromboembolism, angio-computed tomography (CT) was performed and results
were negative, instead showing a left atrial mass. Two-dimensional transthoracic
echocardiography (TTE) showed an enlarged left atrium and severe mitral valve
stenosis due to a mobile, round mass (Video). Transesophageal echocardiography
(TEE) confirmed a large (46 mm × 32 mm), ovoid and heterogeneous mass, moving
with cardiac cycle, and attached with a broad stalk to the mitral posterior leaflet.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Due to echographic features and location, the mass was thought to be a myxoma, and
surgery was planned. Upon macroscopic examination, the mass was made up of solid,
greyish tissue. Microscopically, the tumor was composed of a uniform proliferation of
spindle-shaped cells with medium cellularity, mild to moderate pleomorphism, and
elongated hyperchromatic nuclei. The background was predominantly myxoid and to
a lesser extent fibrous, with prominent vascularization (Figure 1). Immunohistochemistry (IHC) revealed diffuse positive immunoreactivity for vimentin, as well
as focal smooth muscle actin. Desmin, caldesmon, CD34, S-100 protein, CDK4,
calretinin, wide-spectrum cytokeratin, and epithelial membrane antigen (EMA) were
negative. The Ki67 proliferation index was 35%. Therefore, primary cardiac
myxofibrosarcoma was diagnosed [Grade 2 according to the NCI grading system, and
according to the FNCLCC grading system: Tumor differentiation = 2, mitotic count =
1 (3/10 HPF), tumor necrosis = 1 (< 10%), total score = 4] with microscopically
residual disease.
In order to better characterize this rare cancer and to explore molecular events that
may be amenable for targeted medical therapy, whole-Transcriptome Paired-End
RNA Sequencing analysis was performed.
Total RNA was extracted with the RecoverAll™ Total Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States) from FFPE tumor specimens
of the myxofibrosarcoma case, and from five intimal sarcomas and two
angiosarcomas. cDNA libraries were synthesized from 100 ng total RNA with TruSeq
RNA Exome (Illumina, San Diego, CA, United States). Briefly, cDNA libraries were
synthesized from fragmented RNA, ligated to paired-end sequencing adapters and
amplified, then coding exon sequences were captured by hybridization to a pool of
exonic probes. WTS libraries were quality-checked and sized with Agilent DNA 7500
chips on the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Taiwan), then quantified using a
fluorometric assay (QuantITPicogreen assay; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, United
States). Paired-end libraries were sequenced at 2 x 80 bp using Illumina Sequencing
by synthesis technology on a NextSeq500 instrument (Illumina, San Diego, CA,
United States) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
After demultiplexing and adapter trimming, the paired-end reads were mapped
with the pipeline TopHat2/Bowtie2 (https://ccb.jhu.edu) on the human reference
genome hg38 (http://genome.ucsc.edu). Single nucleotide variants and indels were
called with SNVMix2 (https://shahlab.ca) and GATK HaplotypeCaller (https://soft-
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Histology of the cardiac mass showing a uniform proliferation of spindle cells on a collagenous myxoid background, with medium cellularity,
mild to moderate pleomorphism and prominent vascularization. Haematoxylin-eosin, original magnification: A: 100 ×; B: 200 ×; C: 400 ×; Diffuse immunostaining
for vimentin, D: 200 ×; and multifocal immunostaining for smooth muscle actin, E: 200 ×; Ki-67 labeling index: ca 35% of tumor cells, F: 200 ×.

ware.broadinstitute.org), respectively, and chromosomal rearrangements were
investigated with several computational tools including ChimeraScan, Defuse,
TopHat-Fusion, FusionMap as previously described [3] . No specific mutations or
molecular alterations of interest for a targeted therapy were found. We therefore
decided to perform gene expression profiling analysis to compare the transcriptional
landscape of this rare tumor subtype with other cardiac neoplasms, including two
angiosarcomas and five intimal sarcomas, whose sequencing data were already
available in the laboratory dataset. First, gene expression was quantified for all
samples (myxofibrosarcomas, angiosarcomas and intimal sarcomas) using the python
package htseq-count (https://htseq.readthedocs.io) with the Ensembl release 81
annotation features (http://www.ensembl.org) as a reference. Then the RBioconductor (https://www.bioconductor.org) package edgeR was used to perform
data normalization as count per million (cpm). Secondly, a differential expression
analysis of angiosarcoma versus intimal sarcoma was performed with the Rbioconductor package limma, and the most significant up- or downregulated genes
were selected (P-value < 0.01, number of genes = 60). This set of 60 genes represented
the specific molecular signature capable of distinguishing between angiosarcomas
and intimal sarcomas in terms of gene expression profile (Supplementary Table 1).
The 60 gene signature was then employed to classify the myxofibrosarcoma with
respect to the other cardiac sarcoma by adopting two different methods: Hierarchical
clustering (R-bioconductor package ComplexHeatmap, distance “manhattan”,
method “complete”) and principal component analysis (R package prcomp). Both
analyses highlighted that the myxofibrosarcoma is closer to angiosarcoma in terms of
gene expression profile, as opposed to the intimal sarcoma (Figure 2A-B). We found
several genes that are co-expressed in myxofibrosarcomas and angiosarcomas and not
in intimal sarcomas, suggesting a putative similarity between myxofibrosarcomas and
angiosarcomas, which will prove useful in assigning the appropriate chemotherapy
regimen. In addition to the global molecular profile analysis, we also evaluated the
expression levels of single genes previously identified as up- or down-regulated in
pharmacogenomic studies.
In order to accurately stage the disease, a total body CT scan was performed after
surgery, which was negative. Considering the advanced age and comorbidities of the
patient, recent heart surgery, macroscopically complete resection and absence of
disseminated disease, no further therapy was administered, and a follow-up program
was started.

TREATMENT
After 8 mo of negative follow-up, the patient presented dyspnea upon exertion. A CT
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Whole-Transcriptome Sequencing analysis of myxofibrosarcomas (yellow) compared to intimal sarcomas (green) and angiosarcomas (cyan). A:
Hierarchical clustering analysis, performed on the specific gene signature, differentially expressed between angiosarcomas and intimal sarcomas, highlight the
similarity of myxofibrosarcomas with angiosarcomas; B: Principal component analysis shows the clustering of myxofibrosarcomas closer to angiosarcomas.

scan showed an ovoid mass of 47 mm x 21 mm attached to the mitral posterior leaflet,
which was highly suspicious for a local relapse. No other lesions were described.
Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) confirmed the mass in the left atrium,
showing a heterogeneous fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake (SUVmax = 4.8) at
positron-emission tomography (PET)/CT with fluorodeoxyglucose imaging (18F-FDG
PET/CT). In order to downsize the tumor and obtain symptom relief, chemotherapy
with doxorubicin was administered. After three cycles of doxorubicin, which is the
standard treatment in the first line setting for all sarcoma histotypes, cardiac MRI
showed a stable disease with complete metabolic response at 18F-FDG PET/CT (Figure
3), and a close follow-up program was planned. However, imaging also showed a
thrombus near the tumor, thus a specific anticoagulant therapy was started.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW UP
Unfortunately, 1 year later, the patient presented neurological symptoms of ischemic
stroke likely due to a thrombotic event, despite stability of the oncological disease.
Thus, appropriate therapy for stroke and subsequent rehabilitation therapy were set
up, while close cardiac tumor surveillance was performed.
Two years after surgery, during the surveillance period, the patient had an episode
of acute left-sided heart failure. A TTE showed a size increase of the heart mass,
confirmed at cardiac MRI. 18F-FDG PET/CT showed metabolic reactivation of disease
with heterogeneous FDG uptake (SUVmax = 3.5). After a multidisciplinary evaluation
of the case, surgery was considered too risky, but in order to achieve local and
systemic disease control, a second line chemotherapy was planned.
Considering that gene expression profiling findings clustered the disease close to
angiosarcoma, which is generally responsive to gemcitabine, we focused on the genes
defined by Tooker et al[4] as modulated in relation to gemcitabine resistance and
sensitivity. We found several genes that are included in the msigd signature
“TOOKER_GEMCITABINE_RESISTANCE_UP” (https://broadinstitute.org/
gsea/msigdb/) that were downregulated in both myxofibrosarcomas and
angiosarcomas, including IFI6, LGALS3, ANXA1 and ASS1 (Figure 4A). Conversely,
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Figure 3

Figure 3 18F-FDG PET/CT transaxial images of left atrial sarcoma. A: Faint fluorodeoxyglucose uptake at primary staging (SUVmax = 4.8); B: Complete metabolic
normalization after three cycles of doxorubicin.

the genes CYB5A, SCD, ADD3, HSPB1, SMS, WWTR1 and RHOB, belonging to the
msigdb signature “TOOKER_GEMCITABINE_RESISTANCE_DN” (Figure 4B),
appeared upregulated in myxofibrosarcomas and angiosarcomas and not in intimal
sarcomas. Taken together, these observations suggested a putative similarity between
myxofibrosarcomas and angiosarcomas, also in terms of chemotherapy response. So,
we opted for a gemcitabine therapy, which is more promising for such histotypes
when compared to other potential second line drugs. Treatment with gemcitabine was
therefore started and was well-tolerated. After three cycles, a complete metabolic
response at 18F-FDG PET/CT had been obtained, which was confirmed after a further
3 mo of treatment (Figure 5), which is currently ongoing.

DISCUSSION
Cardiac tumors account only for a small fraction of all cardiac masses, mostly
represented by pseudo tumors like thrombi, vegetations, abscesses, and aneurysms.
Cardiac tumors are mostly represented by benign tumors (75%), with cardiac
myxomas being the most common, accounting for nearly half of them. Primary
malignant cases account only for 25% of all cardiac tumors, while secondary cardiac
tumors, either by metastatic spread or direct invasion, are far more common (40-50
times more frequent). In one series of over 12,000 autopsies, only seven cases of
malignant primary cardiac tumors were identified, accounting for an incidence of less
than 0.1 percent[5,6]. Among the primary malignant tumors of the heart, the most
frequent are sarcomatous in nature[7]. All types of sarcomas may be observed in the
heart, with a predominance of rhabdomyosarcomas in childhood and angiosarcomas
or undifferentiated sarcomas in adulthood. Although rare, myxofibrosarcoma is one
of the most common sarcoma subtypes in the elderly, with most lesions arising in the
extremities. Origin in other organs, like the heart, is an extraordinary event, and the
majority of publications are limited to case reports. Given their rarity and the lack of
prospective and randomized clinical trials, the level of evidence for the optimal
diagnostic workup and multimodal treatment of primary cardiac sarcomas is very
low and not well established to date.
Primary cardiac tumor manifestations are rather nonspecific. They may be either
asymptomatic, being incidentally discovered during workup for unrelated problems,
or may cause symptoms by obstructing the circulation, interfering with heart valves,
directly invading the myocardium, invading the adjacent lung, or embolization. They
can rarely manifest with constitutional symptoms like fatigue, anorexia or general
malaise. The clinical presentation depends on the tumor size and anatomical location
rather than on histological type. A cardiac sarcoma located in the left atrium, as in the
presented case, can cause obstruction of the mitral valve with symptoms of mitral
stenosis like dyspnea, cough and hemoptysis.
When suspected, the first imaging procedure is echocardiography, specially
transesophageal echocardiography, which provides better visualization of the tumor.
Echocardiography could sensitively and conveniently detect the presence of an
intracardiac tumor mass, and it could well reflect location, extent, attachment,
diameter of tumor and its hemodynamic consequences. Cardiac MRI and CT provide
more detailed information about the morphology, location, cardiac and extracardiac
extent of the mass[6,8]. Moreover, in case of suspected cardiac malignancies, CT scans
are also useful to assess distant metastasis, if any. The role of 18F-FDG PET/CT is also
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Figure 4 Expression of genes in myxofibrosarcomas (yellow), intimal sarcomas (green) and angiosarcomas (cyan). A: Expression profiles of IFI6, LGALS3,
ANXA1 and ASS1 genes defined as up-regulated in gemcitabine resistance by Tooker et al[4]; B: Expression profiles of CYB5A, SCD, ADD3, HSPB1, SMS, WWTR1,
and RHOB genes defined as down-regulated in gemcitabine resistance by Tooker et al[4]. Asterisk: Log2 cpm was previously centered by subtracting the average
expression value.

being investigated, showing promising results[9].
The cornerstone of therapy for cardiac tumors is surgery to accomplish complete
surgical resection, with negative margins providing the greatest chance for survival.
Instead, the role of adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy remains unclear, given
the high percentage of cardiac toxicity of these therapies.
Very recently, Sun et al [ 8 ] published pooled analyses of primary cardiac
myxofibrosarcomas in order to establish their clinical presentations, pathologic
features, treatments and outcome patterns, as well as to develop a rationale for the
diagnosis and prognostication of this disease. Results revealed that primary cardiac
myxofibrosarcoma afflicted relatively young patients, with a mean age of 42 years.
The most common cardiopulmonary symptom reported was dyspnea, accounting for
64.3% of cases, and the most common location was the left atrium, which affected 58%
of patients. The median survival time was 14 mo, and statistical analyses revealed that
primary cardiac myxofibrosarcomas had a high probability of presenting local
recurrences and dismal metastases. Major risk factors significantly related to a poor
prognosis included tumors ≥ 40 mm in size or with high-grade.
Very little is known about the molecular landscape of myxofibrosarcomas. Unlike
other groups of sarcomas with peculiar genetic alterations and simple karyotypes,
such as specific KIT mutations in GIST, myxofibrosarcomas seem to be complex and
very heterogeneous, lacking specific or recurrent genetic patterns. Some studies
evaluated the gene expression profile of myxofibrosarcomas, aiming to identify
potentially actionable targets and biomarkers for personalized treatment strategies in
a pathology substantially orphan of effective target therapies[10-12]. Mutations, novel
amplifications and copy number alterations have been particularly observed in high
grade, metastatic or recurrent myxofibrosarcomas compared with low-grade forms,
even if the small case series does not allow for conclusive evaluations.
Herein, we reported a case of primary cardiac myxofibrosarcoma manifesting with
dyspnea in an elderly patient. Surgery was initially planned upon the suspicion of a
myxoma. Despite the different final diagnosis, removal of the voluminous mass
allowed complete symptom relief, and likely positively affected the patient's overall
survival together with the multimodality treatment strategy adopted when relapse
occurred. In fact, both cardiac and oncologic risk related to a local mass and potential
distant spread were promptly recognized and treated. We also performed genome
analysis of the tumor tissue to get further insights on mechanisms involved in tumor
growth, and to possibly unveil new clinically actionable targets. The most important,
yet preliminary, observations concern (1) Confirmation of a considerable complexity
in the gene expression profile of myxofibrosarcoma, which could justify the
responsiveness to “classical” chemotherapy treatments (such as anthracyclines), and
(2) A certain similarity of genomic sequencing between myxofibrosarcomas and
angiosarcomas, which could explain similar responsiveness to gemcitabine-based
schemes.
According to results reported in the literature, local recurrence rates of
myxofibrosarcomas was very high, which is likely related to the peculiar local growth
pattern of these tumors, highlighting their aggressive biology and the need for more
effective post-treatment strategies [ 1 3 ] . Early diagnosis of primary cardiac
myxofibrosarcomas is also crucial, as it might improve the overall survival and
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Figure 5

Figure 5 18F-FDG PET/CT transaxial images of left atrial sarcoma. A: Faint fluorodeoxyglucose uptake of tumor relapse (SUVmax = 3.5); B: Complete metabolic
normalization after six cycles of gemcitabine.

improve the quality of life of patients. Both local advanced disease and metastatic
disease have poor prognosis. In older retrospective case series, regardless of the type
of treatment, most patients died within 12-16.5 mo after initial diagnosis[5]. In more
recent series, survival reaches 38.8 mo or even 53.5 mo, but only for patients who
underwent complete resection in referral centers[14,15]. Patient selection is also crucial to
allow for multimodality treatment, including neoadjuvant chemotherapy that seems
to enhance resectability, thus translating into improved patient survival.
Currently, 32 mo after initial diagnosis, our patient is in good general clinical
condition. She is recovering from the neurological sequelae of the stroke, leading a
normal life in relation to her age, and continuing the well-tolerated chemotherapy
treatment with gemcitabine with a good disease control, as showed by recent MRI
and PET/CT re-evaluations.

CONCLUSION
Our case report may support clinicians facing diagnosis, treatment and counseling of
patients affected by this rare tumor. Imaging examination, especially echocardiography, together with histology and immunohistochemistry should be
considered during the diagnosis of primary cardiac masses, specifically those that are
voluminous in size. In order to confirm clinical suspicion stemming from first level
investigations, other exams such as FDG-PET/CT should be considered, and aimed at
planning rational surgery strategies to ultimately improve prognosis.
The rarity of disease, with only a few cases reported in the literature, forbids
making stronger recommendations. Therefore, the systemic treatment of patients
suffering from myxofibrosarcoma has not substantially changed over the years, which
is also based on the highly complex genetic changes and the lack of typical genetic
fingerprints. As for the most rare diseases, conveying patients affected by primary
cardiac myxofibrosarcoma to reference centers may help to aggregate significant
preclinical and clinical data in the quest for more sound scientific evidence. A better
understanding of biology, features and outcomes will lead to the development of
new, targeted therapeutic strategies for this dismal tumor.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Uterine myomas are the most common benign gynecological soft tissue tumors in
women but polycythemia associated with these tumors is rare. Polycythemia is
significantly associated with risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE), which is
further increased in case of a large pelvic mass and obesity. Here we report the
surgical challenges in the case of an obese patient with a giant fibromatous uterus
and associated polycythemia.
CASE SUMMARY
A 42-year-old obese woman was referred to our department for treatment for a
huge fibromatous uterus. She suffered of pelvic pressure and abdominal
distension and reported severe dyspnea from several months. Laboratory
analyses including hemoglobin (Hb) 19.2 g/dL and hematocrit (Hct) 59.7% were
indicative of polycythemia. Arterial blood gas analysis showed arterial oxygen
pressure (pO2) of 81.5 mmHg. Abdominal computed tomography confirmed a
giant fibromatous uterus measuring 28.2 cm × 17 cm × 25 cm. To reduce the
thromboembolic risk, the patient underwent low molecular weight heparin,
phlebotomy twice before surgery, and we opted for a laparoscopic hysterectomy.
The uterus weighed 5400 g and the histology confirmed a diagnosis of
leiomyoma. We did not find increased erythropoietin levels in the supernatant of
the myomatous uterine tissue. There were no complications. On postoperative
day 1, the Hb and the Hct levels normalized to 13.3 g/dL and 41.7%, respectively.
Arterial blood gas analysis after surgery showed a pO2 of 144.7 mmHg. These
results suggested the diagnosis of myomatous erythrocytosis syndrome. The
patient was discharged on the second postoperative day in very good condition
with no symptoms.
CONCLUSION
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We believe this is the first reported laparoscopic hysterectomy in a patient with a
giant uterus, polycythemia and obesity. Multiple VTE risk factors warranted a
laparoscopic approach.
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Polycythemia, huge uterus; Total laparoscopic hysterectomy; Case report
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Core tip: Uterine myoma are rarely associated with polycythemia. Here we report the
challenging case of an obese patient with a giant fibromatous uterus and associated
polycythemia; these factors increased significantly the risk of venous thromboembolism.
To reduce such risk, we opted for a laparoscopic hysterectomy, which was preceded by
phlebotomy. Laparoscopy was successfully completed without complications. The uterus
weighed 5400 g. After surgery the patient’s hematological profile normalized. The final
diagnosis was myomatous erythrocytosis syndrome (MES). To our knowledge, this is the
first case of laparoscopic hysterectomy in an obese patient with a very large uterus and
polycythemia due to MES.
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hysterectomy as optimal approach for 5400 grams uterus with associated polycythemia: A
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INTRODUCTION
Uterine myomas are the most common benign gynecological soft tissue tumors in
women but polycythemia associated with these tumors is rare[1-3]. In 1953 Thomson
and Marson described the first patients with polycythemia linked to uterine myomas,
in which tumor excision resulted in the cure of this hematological disorder[4]. In 1957
Fleming et al[5] defined this condition as myomatous erythrocytosis syndrome (MES)
when associated with polycythemia, a myomatous uterus, and a return to a normal
hematological profile following hysterectomy or myomectomy.
Typically, secondary polycythemia is related to defective lung function, congenital
heart disorder and tumors[6]. In MES it is believed that polycythemia is strictly linked
to the excessive production of erythropoietin (EPO) by the tumors[7], but oxygenation
disorders in the presence of a large abdomino-pelvic mass may also be the cause[8].
Complications of polycythemia include a significantly increased risk of arterial and
venous thromboembolism (VTE) [9] and pose a problem in the choice of surgical
approach. In fact, in this syndrome the polycythemia is typically resolved with the
removal of the tumor and therefore the choice of surgical approach is crucial in
patient’s management. It is also known that the surgery and the time of bed-rest and
convalescence are associated with increased rates of VTE[10]. Here we discuss the case
of an obese patient with a giant fibromatous uterus and polycythemia that raised
challenges about the choice of surgical approach. In fact, it is known that both obesity
and a large pelvic mass are common risk factors for venous thrombosis. The invasive
venography or contrast-enhanced computed tomography have exactly showed that
large uterine fibroids can constrict pelvic veins[11], and it is known that obesity further
increases the thrombotic risk in all types of surgery[12].
To our knowledge this is the first described report of a laparoscopic hysterectomy
performed in a patient with a giant uterus (5400 g), polycythemia and obesity.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 42-year-old woman was referred to our department for treatment for a huge
fibromatous uterus.

History of present illness
WJCC
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Her symptoms included pelvic pressure and abdominal distension and for several
months’ severe dyspnea.

Past medical history
Her medical history included a thyroidectomy for a thyroid cancer under treatment
with L-thyroxine.

Personal and family history
The patient was gravida 0, para 0.

Physical examination
Her weight was 85 kg and height 156 cm (body mass index 35). At physical
examination her abdomen appeared filled by a pelvic mass arriving at the xiphoid
process.

Laboratory examinations
Laboratory analysis produced the following results: red blood cell count, 7.04
×106/mm3; hemoglobin (Hb), 19.2 g/dL; hematocrit (Hct), 59.7%; white blood cell
count, 9400/mm3; platelets 325/mm3; iron 47 mcg/dL; ferritin 14 mcg/L; transferrin
310 mg/dL; C-reactive protein 0.5 mg/dL (range ≤ 0.10 mg/dL); serum levels of EPO
45 mIU/mL (normal range: 0-29.0 mU/mL); Ca-125: 11.9 U/mL; Ca 19-9: 26 U/mL;
Ca 15.3: 41 U/mL; and He4: 34.4 pmol/L. These results were in line with the
diagnosis of polycythemia[13,14].
The arterial blood gas analysis showed arterial oxygen pressure (pO2) of 81.5
mmHg (pCO2 38.4 mmHg; Oxygen saturation, sO2 96.2%; Hct 61%; and total Hb 20.6
g/dL). The preoperative cytology of the endometrium was normal.

Imaging examinations
Preoperative abdominal and transvaginal ultrasound showed a huge fibromatous
uterus. The abdominal CT scan (Figure 1 and Figure 2) confirmed a giant fibromatous
uterus with important vascularization and inhomogeneous contrast enhancement,
with clear limits and regular margins measuring 28.2 cm × 17 cm × 25 cm. The mass
displaced the ileal loops upward and to the left.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
These results suggested the diagnosis of polycythemia associated with a giant
fibromatous uterus (MES).

TREATMENT
To reduce the thromboembolic risk in the perioperative period, the patient underwent
treatment with low weight molecular heparin (enoxaparin 4000 UI/die), phlebotomy
two times before surgery, and to further reduce this fearsome complication we opted
for a laparoscopic hysterectomy approach (total laparoscopic hysterectomy, TLH).
After the phlebotomies, the day of surgery, the patient’s preoperative Hb and Hct
values were reduced to 16.8 g/dL and 51.2%, respectively.
We performed the surgery with the patient under general anesthesia in the
lithotomy position. We placed a nasogastric tube to reduce the risk of stomach
distention and perforation. For better uterus manipulation, we utilized the
ClearView® Uterine Manipulator-7 cm (Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Cincinnati, United
States). A 12-mm trocar was placed exactly under the xiphoid process and a
pneumoperitoneum of 10-14 mmHg was generated in a neutral position and kept for
the whole duration of the surgery. Intra-abdominal view was obtained with a 10 mm,
0° telescope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany). We placed two 5-mm trocars in the
hypochondrium lateral to the rectus abdominis muscle, a third 12-mm trocar at the
umbilicus and another 5 mm trocar in the suprapubic position. TLH was then carried
out in a consolidated technique reported in detail in our previous manuscripts[15,16]. To
perform all the procedures, we used the LigaSure™ (Medtronic; AutoSuture Co.,
Norwalk, CT) and the BiClamp® LAP forceps (ERBE GmbH, Tubingen, Germany).
Once completed the extrafascial hysterectomy, we extracted the uterus through a very
low transverse laparotomic incision of about 5 cm, utilizing a wound
protector/retractor (Wound Edge Protector - 3M™ Steri-Drape™ 1073, Diegem,
Belgium) to safeguard the cut site, and morcellated it using a cold blade scalpel
outside to avoid spillage.
At the conclusion of surgery, following the suture of the accessory laparotomy, we
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Preoperative computed tomography imaging. A, B: Coronal (A) and sagittal (B) scans of the huge
myomatous uterus occupying the entire abdomen: The orange lines show its major diameters.

laparoscopically examine the abdominal cavity and washed it carefully to remove any
possible residue. There were no complications; the operative time was approximately
220 min. Intraoperative blood loss was ≤ 10 ml. The arterial blood gas analysis after
surgery showed a pO2 of 144.7 mmHg (pCO2 40.4 mmHg; sO2 98.8; Hct 45%; tHb 15.4
g/dL).

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The weight of the uterus was 5400 g. The histological examination confirmed the
diagnosis of leiomyoma. In order to determine whether the uterine leiomyoma was
producing EPO, 200 mg frozen samples of the myoma tissue were blended with 500
mL of lysis buffer including the tissue protein extraction reagent and protease
inhibitor mixture (Thermo Scientific). The supernatant was gathered by centrifugation
at 10000 x g for 5 min, and the EPO levels were analyzed by a human EPO enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (DRG Instruments GmbH, Marburg, Germany).
A same size sample of myoma tissue from a patient without polycythemia was used
as a control. The EPO level in the myomatous tissue of our patient was 1.5 mIU/mg,
similar to the level found in the control sample (1 mIU/mg).
The patient’s postoperative course was wonderful. On postoperative day 1, the Hb
level had normalized to 13.3 g/dL, and the Hct level had fallen to 41.7%. The patient
left the hospital on the second postoperative day in very good general status and with
no symptoms.
Repeated blood analyses after 1 wk (Hb 12.6 g/dL, Hct 38.7%) and 4 mo (Hb 12.8
g/dL, Hct 40.6%), confirmed the normalization of the patient’s hematological profile,
so we were able to report the case in question as a MES.

DISCUSSION
Hysterectomy for uterine fibromatosis is the most common procedure in gynecologic
surgery[17]. Surgeons are increasingly employing laparoscopy for hysterectomy[18].
However, the role of laparoscopy in the presence of giant uteri is still debated.
Siedhoff et al[19] carried out a decision analysis comparing laparoscopic hysterectomy
to abdominal hysterectomy for the treatment of the large uteri with supposed benign
myomas, examining mortality, surgical complications, and quality of life. They
demonstrated a decreased overall mortality associated with laparoscopic
hysterectomy and morcellation compared to laparotomic approach. In particular, the
laparoscopic group had lesser incidence of VTE (690 vs 840 per 100000) associated
with reduced bedrest compared to the abdominal group[19]. This evidence finds its
emphasis in clinical conditions such as large uterine volume and obesity that
predispose to VTE, and becomes even more important in rare conditions such as
polycythemia associated with uterine fibromatosis, that further increase the risk. The
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Preoperative computed tomography imaging. Axial scan of the huge myomatous uterus showing its
diameter (orange line).

clinical case described here is the first relative to laparoscopic hysterectomy in a
patient with MES and a giant fibromatous uterus (5400 g). The polycythemia
associated with this clinical case and the possibility of an associated VTE strongly
suggests the need for a careful choice of the hysterectomy procedure. There is no
doubt that laparoscopic hysterectomy has certain advantages over abdominal
hysterectomy in terms of less bed rest and convalescence time and should be
considered the option of choice, especially in conditions predisposing to
thromboembolism[20]. The problem of the volume of the uterus still influences the
choice of the most adequate surgical procedure, but this clinical case demonstrates
once again that laparoscopic hysterectomy is feasible and free of side effects even in
case of giant uterus[15,16].
Notably, this patient's polycythemia did not depend on uterine EPO production but
was probably due to the excessive number of months in which the patient suffered
dyspnea with a physiological obstacle to the oxygenation of the blood due to the large
volume of the uterus.

CONCLUSION
This study highlights the need for careful screening so that women suffering from
uterine fibromatosis are treated before this results in excessive uterine volume with
potentially very severe related symptoms. Laparoscopic hysterectomy should be
considered as the optimal surgical approach to reduce the risk of VTE, even in cases of
very large uteri.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Sweat glands belong to skin appendages. Sweat gland tumors are uncommon,
especially when they occur as malignant tumors in the breast. We report a case of
malignant sweat gland tumor of the breast, including imaging and pathological
findings.
CASE SUMMARY
A 47-year-old woman visited our hospital with a non-tender palpable lesion in
her left breast. The lesion had not shown changes for 10 years. However, it
recently increased in size. Sonography showed a well circumscribed cystic lesion
with internal debris and fluid-fluid level. Magnetic resonance imaging showed a
well circumscribed oval mass with T1 hyper-intensity compared to muscle and
T2 high signal intensity. There was a small enhancing mural component in the
inner wall of the mass. The tumor was resected. Its pathologic result was a
malignant transformation of benign sweat gland tumor such as hidradenoma.
The lesion was treated with excision and radiation therapy. At 1-year follow up,
there was no local recurrence or metastasis in the patient.
CONCLUSION
In the case of a rapid growing cystic mass in the nipple and subareola, it is
necessary to distinguish it from a malignant sweat gland tumor.
Key words: Sweat gland neoplasm; Breast; Ultrasonography; Magnetic resonance imaging
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Sweat gland tumors of the breast are rare. They are clinically similar to benign
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cutaneous lesions. Imaging findings of sweat gland tumors have been rarely reported.
This case will help us understand types of sweat gland tumors, the distinction between
cutaneous and breast parenchymal lesions, and differential diagnosis of cutaneous
lesions.
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INTRODUCTION
The human body mainly consists of two types of sweat glands: Eccrine and apocrine
sweat glands [1] . Eccrine glands are distributed in the palms, soles, axillae, and
forehead while apocrine glands are mostly distributed in the axilla and anogenital
area[2]. Apocrine glands can secrete a proteinaceous viscous sweat with a unique odor.
The breast is sometimes regarded as a modified apocrine gland[3]. Eccrine sweat
glands can secrete hypotonic sweat consisting mostly of water and electrolytes to
control body temperature[1]. Sweat gland tumors are uncommon, especially when they
occur in the breast. They have complex classification. These tumors have been
reported under different names[4]. We report a case of malignant sweat gland tumor of
the breast treated with excision and radiation therapy.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 47-year-old female patient presented with a palpable lesion protruding from the left
areola. This lesion was first noted 10 years earlier and had not shown changes.
However, recently it noticeably increased in size.

History of past operation
She underwent breast augmentation surgery with silicone implants eight years ago.

Physical examination
Physical examination revealed a soft, fluctuating, mobile, and non-tender mass
measuring approximately 4 cm in size. Part of the overlying skin was slightly greenish
in appearance with mild protrusion. However, there was no ulcer or other skin
changes.

Imaging examination
Sonography showed a well circumscribed oval cystic lesion with internal hyperechoic
debris and fluid-fluid level. There was no internal blood flow on color doppler study.
The mass broadly contacted with dermis, compressing the breast parenchyma (Figure
1). Breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed to check breast implants,
on which the lesion could also be evaluated. MRI showed a well circumscribed oval
mass of left subareolar area measuring 3.9 cm. The lesion attached to the cutaneous
layer of the areola and compressed the breast parenchyma. Thin fatty layer was noted
between the mass and the breast parenchyma, suggesting separated mass from the
breast. The lesion showed T1 hyper-intensity compared to muscle and high T2 signal
intensity. On post-contrast fat saturation T1-weighted image, the mass showed a wellcircumscribed thin and even enhancing wall. There was a small enhancing mural
component in the inner wall of the mass (Figure 2). It was not detected on ultrasound
because internal debris filling the mass masked the mural component. In
differentiation of the lesion, we overlooked the enhancing solid portion and
considered the lesion as benign such as epidermal inclusion cyst.

Pathological examination
The tumor was resected due to its persistent and growing tendency. The mass was
well demarcated with dense fibrous tissue. It was located between the breast
parenchyma and the areola. The mass showed deep khaki color. It was filled with
brownish and tan necrotic mucoid fluid. Microscopically, the lesion was
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Ultrasonography showing a well circumscribed oval cystic mass. Hyperechoic debris and fluid-fluid
level were noted within the mass. The lesion broadly contacted with dermis (arrow), compressing the breast
parenchyma (arrowheads).

predominantly cystic, measuring 3.5 cm × 2.5 cm × 2.4 cm with solid portion of 1 cm ×
0.3 cm carcinoma and benign tissue of less than 0.1 cm. The carcinoma was composed
of epithelial cells with clear or eosinophilic cytoplasm, prominent nucleoli, and
frequent mitosis. Suspicious microinvasion to the fibrous cystic wall was noted
(Figure 3). Resection margin was less than 1 mm and free of pathology. There was no
lymphovascular invasion. Cytokeratin expression of the tumor showed positive for
CK7 but negative for CK20. It was moderately positive for Ki-67, reflecting cell
proliferation. Regarding other results in immunohistochemistry, it was positive for
P63, C-erbB-2, and P53, but negative for estrogen and progesterone receptor.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Based on its history of a longstanding cutaneous mass, residual benign tissue,
histology, and immunohistochemistry results of the carcinoma, the pathologic result
was concluded to be malignant transformation of benign sweat gland tumor such as
hidradenoma.

TREATMENT
Depending on the pathological result of malignancy after resection, further surgery
was considered. However, the lesion was well separated from the surrounding tissue
at the time of operation and the specimen margin had no pathology. Moreover,
additional lesions or pathological lymph nodes were not found on positron emission
tomography-computed tomography (CT) performed after malignant diagnosis.
Therefore, no further surgery was performed. Radiation therapy was performed at the
site of excision.

FOLLOW-UP AND OUTCOME
The first follow-up was performed by ultrasound at six months after surgery. At 1year follow up, she underwent mammogram, breast ultrasound, chest and abdominal
CT, and bone scan. No local recurrence or metastasis was found in the patient.

DISCUSSION
Skin appendages are specialized skin structures located within the dermis and focally
within the subcutaneous fatty tissue. They have three histologically distinct
structures: The pilosebaceous unit, eccrine sweat glands, and apocrine glands. Tumors
from skin appendages exhibit morphological differentiation toward one of thesis
different types. Pilosebaceous units contain hair follicle and sebaceous glands. Eccrine
and apocrine glands are origins of cutaneous sweat gland tumors. Skin adnexal
lesions may display more than one line of differentiation. Thus, precise classification
is difficult [5] . Furthermore, cutaneous sweat gland tumors are uncommon. Their
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Figure 2 Breast magnetic resonance imaging showing a well-circumscribed oval mass of the left subareola.
A: The lesion attached to cutaneous layer of subareola and compressed the breast parenchyma. It showed a T1
hyper-intensity compared to signal in muscle. Thin fatty layer was seen between the mass and breast parenchyma
(arrowheads). Breast implant was noted in the retromammary area; B: On T2-weighted axial image, the lesion
showed a high signal intensity; C, D: On post-contrast fat saturation T1-weighted coronal (C) and sagittal (D) images,
the mass showed a well-circumscribed thin and even enhancing wall. There was a small enhancing mural component
in the inner wall of the mass (arrows).

classification is very complex with a wide histopathological spectrum and different
terms to described the same neoplasm [4] . Thus, morphologic evaluation is very
important for skin adnexal lesions. Special or immunohistochemical staining may
occasionally serve as ancillary tool[5].
In the present case, features first considered for diagnosis were location,
morphology, and cell elements. This lesion was located in the dermal and
subcutaneous layer without epidermal connection. The tumor was cystic with focal
solid component. Main cellular components were cells having clear or eosinophilic
cytoplasm with frequent mitosis. A very small benign component remained within
the mass. These findings strongly suggested malignant transformation of
hidradenoma or hidradenocarcinoma[5,6].
Hidradenoma is a benign tumor that usually appears as a solitary skin-colored
lesion. It can be larger than 2 cm in diameter. It can occur at any anatomical location
and age[7,8]. It is classified as poroid hidradenoma of eccrine cell origin and clear cell
hidradenoma of apocrine cell origin. Apocrine nodular hidradenoma is more frequent
than eccrine variant. However, both subtypes could be present in the same lesion. It
might be a solid and/or a solid-cystic mass in about 90% of cases[2,9].
Most cases of hidradenocarcinoma arise de novo. However, the tumor may also arise
in pre-existing hidradenoma[10]. Hidradenocarcinoma has been reported in various
names, including malignant nodular/clear cell hidradenoma, malignant clear cell
acrospiroma, clear cell eccrine carcinoma, and primary mucoepidermoid cutaneous
carcinoma. Tumor cells are similar to nodular hidradenoma. However, they can
exhibit cytonuclear atypia with increased mitotic activity. There may be evidence of
nodular hidradenoma remnants. Invasive growth patterns are not universally seen.
Carcinomas can be distinguished from benign hidradenomas by the presence of active
mitosis and cell polymorphism.
Immunohistochemistry results can support pathologic diagnosis. In our study, CK7
was positive. It was expressed in secretory coil of normal eccrine and apocrine glands.
P63 is a marker of myoepithelial cells seen in most sweat gland tumors. It can be
considered to differentiate the secretory coil of sweat glands. It is expressed in most of
traditional apocrine tumors [ 7 ] . P63 is useful in a panel of antibodies for
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Figure 3 Photomicrographs of the cystic mass. A: Photomicrograph demonstrating predominantly cystic mass with solid portion of carcinoma (arrowhead)
[Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) staining, × 20 magnification]; B: The carcinoma was composed of epithelial cells with clear or eosinophilic cytoplasm, prominent nucleoli,
and frequent mitosis (HE staining, × 400 magnification); C: Residual benign tissue was smaller than 0.1 cm (HE staining, × 200 magnification); D: Microinvasion to
fibrous cystic wall was noted (arrowhead) (P53 staining, × 100 magnification).

immunohistochemical differential diagnosis between sweat gland carcinoma other
than primary cutaneous apocrine carcinoma and skin metastasis of breast
carcinoma[11]. Estrogen and progesterone receptors are often positive in skin tumors
with eccrine differentiation[4]. However, they were not expressed in the present case.
P53 is present in some sweat gland carcinomas. It is rarely present in benign tumors.
Ki 67 reflects cell proliferation. Mitotic rate is an important indicator of malignancy[7].
It was moderately positive in the present case.
Imaging findings of hiradenoma or carcinoma have been rarely reported.
Wortsman et al[12] have reported sonographic findings of cystic mass including solid
portion, inner septa, internal moving echo mimicking snow falling, and fluid-fluid
level with anechoic and hypoechoic fluid. Cho et al[13] have reported a sonographic
finding of an oval, well circumscribed complex echoic mass in the subcutaneous layer.
Another report has presented well-demarcated cystic masses with echolucent area
and irregular mural nodules protruding from the cystic wall[14].
Maldjian et al[15] have described MRI findings of complex cystic mass with fluid
levels of the cystic portion and enhancing solid component. The cystic portion
demonstrated low to intermediate T1 intensity and high T2 signal intensity. Mullaney
et al[16] have reported two MR findings of benign hidradenomas with complex cystic
masses. The cystic component showed low to high T1 signal intensity and high T2
signal intensity while mural masses demonstrated low intensity T1 and T2 signals
with no or homogeneous enhancement [16] . Different signal intensities of cystic
components can result from relative differences in hemorrhage and sweat gland
secretions.
The most common location of hidradenoma or hidradenocarcinoma in the breast
has been reported to be the nipple and subareolar region[17-21]. There have been reports
of circumscribed high-density masses on mammograms and cystic masses with
significant solid components or mural nodule on sonogram[7,22,23].
Nodular hidradenoma should be completely removed as malignant transformation
may occur in other parts of the lesion. In addition, hidradenoma has a recurrence rate
of approximately 12% unless fully excised, especially for lesions with irregular
peripheral margins[10]. Hidradenocarcinomas do not always behave aggressively.
However, they can have aggressive course with metastasis and/or local recurrence.
Primary treatment is extensive local resection with or without lymph node
dissection[24,25].
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CONCLUSION
Malignant sweat gland tumors of the breast are rare. They may appear similar to
benign cystic masses. However, if the lesion develops in the nipple and subareolar
area with rapid enlargement, it is necessary to distinguish it from malignant cystic
lesion. Ultrasonography is useful as a primary modality while MRI is better for
characterizing features of tumors with superior resolution. Pathologic confirmation is
very important because the lesion may be similar to benign lesion in physical
examination and/or imaging studies. Because treatment methods for malignant sweat
gland tumors have not been fully established yet, complete excision with negative
margin is important. Additional treatment such as radiation therapy could be
considered.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Bronchobiliary fistula (BBF) is a rare disease characterized by an abnormal
connection between the biliary system and bronchi. Traditional causes of BBF
include trauma and infections, and more recent causes include malignancies and
certain cancer treatments. Ramucirumab is an antivascular endothelial growth
factor receptor 2 monoclonal antibody, currently used as a second-line treatment
for gastric cancer.
CASE SUMMARY
A 43-year-old man visited our hospital with the complaint of jaundice. He was
diagnosed with inoperable advanced gastric cancer owing to invasion of the
hepatic hilum by the tumor. After percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage
(PTBD) and stent placement, capecitabine and oxaliplatin were administered as
first-line palliative chemotherapy. The tumor progressed, and paclitaxel and
ramucirumab were administered as second-line chemotherapy. However, on the
first day of the second cycle, the patient suddenly developed dyspnea and
pneumonia. BBF was diagnosed on the basis of the presence of bilious sputum
and the results of computed tomography, and PTBD was repeated.
CONCLUSION
This is the first report of BBF after administration of the new antiangiogenic agent
ramucirumab.
Key words: Ramucirumab; Liver; Bronchobiliary fistula; Advanced gastric cancer; Case
report
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Core tip: This report is significant and will be of interest to readers because it describes
an extremely rare case of bronchobiliary fistula (BBF) developing after chemotherapy
for advanced gastric cancer. Moreover, it is the first report on BBF occurring after the
administration of the new antiangiogenic agent ramucirumab.

INTRODUCTION
Bronchobiliary fistula (BBF) is a rare disease with a poor prognosis that presents with
respiratory symptoms due to an abnormal connection between the bile ducts and the
bronchial tree. First reported in 1850, its best-known cause is an infection-derived
liver abscess; other causes include cholestasis, trauma, postoperative complications,
and invasion by a malignant tumor[1-3]. Owing to advanced procedures that better
detect primary and metastatic malignant liver tumors (e.g., stereotactic radiosurgery,
transcatheter arterial chemoembolization, and radiofrequency ablation), the rate at
which tumor-associated BBF is reported has increased[4-8]. Here, to the best of our
knowledge, we present the first report of BBF after ramucirumab administration for
advanced gastric cancer.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
Jaundice and itching.

History of present illness
A 43-year-old man visited our hospital complaining of jaundice and itching two
weeks earlier.

History of past illness and family history
He had undergone gastrointestinal (GI) resection owing to a road-traffic accident 20
years earlier.

Personal and family history
His medical history and that of his family were otherwise unremarkable.

Physical examination upon admission
His abdomen was smooth and soft without tenderness and palpable mass.

Laboratory examinations
The complete blood count results were as follows, with normal ranges in parentheses:
White blood cells (WBCs), 8.60 × 103/μL (4.0–10.0 103/μL); hemoglobin, 7.7 g/dL (1216 g/dL); platelets, 694 × 103/μL (150-400 103/μL). Blood biochemistry results were as
follows: T-otal bilirubin, 11.4 mg/dL (0.2–1.1 mg/dL); aspartate aminotransferase, 48
U/L (5-40 U/L); alanine aminotransferase, 59 U/L (5-40 U/L); alkaline phosphatase,
413 U/L (42-128 U/L); gamma-glutamyl transferase, 242 U/L (16-73 U/L). Based on
these findings, obstructive jaundice was most strongly suspected. C-reactive protein
(CRP) was at 2.19 mg/dL (0-0.5 mg/dL). Among the tumor markers, carbohydrate
antigen 19-9 was slightly elevated, at 71.1 U/mL (0-37 U/mL), but carcinoembryonic
antigen was normal, at 2.84 ng/mL (0-5.0 ng/mL).

Imaging examinations
Abdominopelvic computed tomography (CT) revealed a gastric mass with significant
wall thickening that directly infiltrated the hilar area of the liver and severe bile duct
dilatation (Figure 1A and B). Under ultrasonograpy guidance, we decided the
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percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage (PTBD) via left anterolateral approach.
Left segment 3 intrahepatic duct was punctured and pigtail catheter was inserted into
the deuodenum portion, and tubogram was done. Obstructive jaundice was
confirmed, and there was no leakage or complication after procedure (Figure 1C).
Direct liver invasion by an advanced gastric cancer was suspected. Consistent with
Bormann type 4 gastric cancer, gastroenteroscopy showed a diffuse lesion
accompanied by luminal narrowing and mucosal ulceration (Figure 1D). On positron
emission (PET)-CT, the mass appeared hypermetabolic, but there were no distant
metastases (Figure 1E and F).

Further diagnostic work-up
Histological examination confirmed human epidermal growth factor 2-negative,
poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma. Based on the combined CT, gastroenteroscopy,
and PET-CT findings, the patient was diagnosed with locally advanced gastric cancer
directly invading the hilar area of the liver.

TREATMENT
Total bilirubin levels returned to normal after PTBD, and a metallic stent was placed
in the bile duct. The patient was considered inoperable owing to locally advanced
gastric cancer; hence, palliative chemotherapy was administered. The patient
completed 3 cycles of XELOX combination chemotherapy (capecitabine oxaliplatin,
2000 and 139 mg/body surface area, respectively) without any specific adverse
effects, and the treatment response was stable disease. However, after 6 cycles, CT
showed signs of disease progression, namely, increased mass size and dilation of the
bile duct (Figure 2A and 2B). Because total bilirubin was elevated to 6.1 mg/dL, PTBD
and stent placement were repeated again (Figure 2C and 2D).
As second-line chemotherapy, ramucirumab (8 mg/kg; days 1 and 15) and
paclitaxel (80 mg/body surface area; days 1, 8, and 15; Q28DAYS) were administered.
Ramucirumab is a monoclonal antibody to vascular endothelial growth factor
receptor 2 (VEGFR-2). After completing the first cycle, the patient showed no specific
discomfort or adverse effects.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW UP
However, on the morning of the first day of the second cycle, he suddenly developed
a severe cough and dyspnea and was admitted to the emergency room. Upon
admission, arterial blood gas tests showed severe hypoxia: pH, 7.267 (7.35–7.45);
PCO 2 , 52.1 mmHg (35-45 mmHg); PO 2 , 40.6 mmHg (80–100 mmHg); HCO 3 , 23.2
mmol/L (21–27 mmol/L); O 2 saturation, 68.1% (92.0-100%). Simple chest X-ray
imaging showed pneumonic infiltration in the right lower lobe (Figure 3A), and the
patient was immediately intubated and placed on a mechanical ventilator.
The complete blood count results were as follows: WBCs, 33.31 × 10 3 /μL;
hemoglobin, 8.9 g/dL; platelets, 418× 103/mL; neutrophils, 89% (29.86 × 103/μL).
Owing to highly elevated CRP levels (34.5 mg/dL) and the patient’s history of
vomiting, aspiration pneumonia was strongly suspected. The biochemistry results
were as follows: Total bilirubin, 1.57 mg/dL; aspartate aminotransferase, 40.8 U/L;
alanine aminotransferase, 11.0 U/L. The patient was immediately started on broadspectrum antibiotics.
After intubation, a large amount of yellowish sputum was observed; the sputum
gradually became greenish in color as time passed (Figure 4B). Thorax and abdomen
CT showed widespread pneumonic infiltration in the lower lobe of the right lung and
free air in the perihepatic area, as well as fluid collection and perforation of the
diaphragm (Figure 4C and 4D). Based on the CT findings and the greenish sputum,
BBF was strongly suspected. Multidisciplinary consultation was performed to
determine the treatment plan. Surgical treatment was initially considered; however,
since the patient had terminal cancer, surgery was not performed. Because it was
necessary to reduce the amount of accumulated fluid, which was thought to be bile
irritating the lung parenchyma, percutaneous drainage and a tubogram were
performed in the perihepatic area. The tubogram showed bile juice leaking from the
biliary tract and passing through the diaphragm, forming a direct fistula with the
bronchus; bile drainage was observed directly, confirming the diagnosis of BBF
(Figure 4A-D). The patient continued to receive broad spectrum antibiotics and
mechanical ventilation with bile drainage, but the pneumonia continually worsened
without improvement until he eventually died.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Imaging of admission state. A and B: Abdominopelvic computed tomography shows that the bile duct was
severely dilated due to direct infiltration of the hilar area of the liver by a gastric tumor. C: During percutaneous
transhepatic biliary drainage, obstructive jaundice was observed. D: Based on gastroenteroscopy findings, diffuse
Bormann type 4 gastric cancer was suspected, accompanied by luminal narrowing and mucosal ulceration. E and F:
On positron emission tomography-computed tomography, the mass appeared hypermetabolic, but no distant
metastases were detected.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Bronchobiliary fistula after ramucirumab treatment for advanced gastric cancer

DISCUSSION
Bile is a very strong irritant that causes a severe inflammatory reaction when it leaks
out of the bile duct. In BBF, the leaked bile directly irritates and perforates the
diaphragm, causing a severe inflammatory reaction at the lung pleura, ultimately
forming a connection between the bile duct and the bronchial tree. BBF has a very
poor prognosis: The bile aggravates severe pneumonia, potentially leading to death
due to sepsis or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)[1-8]. Bile leakage in BBF
has multiple causes.
In patients with a history of hepatobiliary tract disease, especially those who
recently underwent a liver procedure, signs of BBF include respiratory symptoms
(e.g., dyspnea or cough), severe pneumonia in the right lower lobe, and a sudden
elevation in the levels of liver and inflammatory markers[9,10]. However, owing to its
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Imaging after first-line chemotherapy. A and B: Computed tomography showed that the bile duct was
dilated, indicating disease progression. C and D: To lower the elevated bilirubin level, percutaneous transhepatic
biliary drainage and stent placement were performed again.

rarity, BFF is difficult to diagnose, with a confirmed diagnosis requiring the presence
of bilious sputum and the identification of diaphragmatic perforation on CT or bile
connecting to the bronchus on endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
(ERCP) or PTBD[1-4,11,12].
The first aim of BBF treatment is to reduce the amount of bile that drains into the
bronchial system. The most effective treatment is surgery to directly suture the fistula
after early diagnosis. For BBFs caused by bile duct obstructions of benign origin or
liver abscesses, procedures such as ERCP or PTBD can reduce the amount of bile juice
entering the bronchus and detect and suture the fistula directly[11-13]. However, once
bilious sputum is observed (i.e., BFF is diagnosed), the disease has already progressed
to pneumonia in most patients owing to bile-induced inflammation, with dyspnea,
ARDS, and sepsis soon following. Moreover, most BBF patients have underlying
disorders (e.g., an abscess or tumor) that considerably weaken their systems, making
treatment difficult and prognosis extremely poor[1-4,14-18].
Ramucirumab is a monoclonal antibody for VEGFR-2 that is currently used in
combination with paclitaxel as an antiangiogenic agent in second-line chemotherapy
for gastric cancer[19,20]. Ramucirumab is in the same class as bevacizumab, which is
widely used in colorectal cancer. One of the severe effects of bevacizumab is GI
perforation, which occurs in 1%-3% of cases[21-23]. The mechanisms for GI perforation
are diverse. One mechanism involves the inhibition of angiogenesis and
neovascularization by antiangiogenic agents; these processes are required for an
adequate blood supply for tissue regeneration after chemotherapy-induced tumor
necrosis. Insufficient healing of severe inflammation around the cancer can also result
in perforation, as can bowel ischemia due to a tumor thrombus [ 2 3 - 2 5 ] . Like
bevacizumab, ramucirumab causes GI perforation, although the incidence is lower
(around 1.5%). The mechanisms whereby ramucirumab induces GI perforation are
thought to be similar to those of bevacizumab, but more investigations are needed[26].
The precise incidence of GI perforation in patients taking ramucirumab also remains
to be determined.
In this case study, the main symptom at initial presentation was jaundice due to the
direct invasion of the hepatic hilum by the advanced gastric cancer. After PTBD and
stent placement, the patient received first-line chemotherapy consisting of
capecitabine and oxaliplatin, but the cancer still progressed. Paclitaxel and
ramucirumab were administered as second-line chemotherapy. Although the patient’s
condition appeared to be stable after the first cycle, he suddenly developed dyspnea
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Figure 3 Imaging after emergency room due to respiratory faire. A: Chest X-ray imaging after emergency room
admission revealed pneumonic infiltration in the right lower lobe. B: Greenish bilious sputum was observed after
intubation. C and D: Thorax and abdomen computed tomography (CT) showed pneumonic infiltration of the right
lower lobe and free air in the perihepatic area, accompanied by fluid collection. E and F: Perforation of the diaphragm
was also seen on CT, and bronchobiliary fistula was suspected.

and pneumonia. BBF was suspected owing to the presence bilious sputum and was
confirmed via CT and PTBD. The following mechanism may be possible: During
ramucirumab chemotherapy, we observed perforation of the diaphragm and biloma
at the site of the stent in the bile duct. The bile may have irritated the diaphragm and
formed a fistula that eventually connected to the bronchus, resulting in BBF.

CONCLUSION
This is a valuable report as it presents an extremely rare case of BBF after
chemotherapy in a gastric cancer patient. Moreover, it is the first reported case of BBF
development after administration of the new antiangiogenic agent ramucirumab.
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Figure 4

Figure 4 During percutaneous drainage, a tubogram of the perihepatic area showed bile juice leaking from the biliary tract, passing the diaphragm, and
forming a fistula directly with the bronchus, confirming the diagnosis of bronchobiliary fistula (A–D).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Cervical disc arthroplasty (CDA) is an alternative treatment to traditional
interbody fusion that maintains postoperative cervical spine mobility. However,
the CDA postoperative period is impacted by osteolysis, subsidence, metallosis,
or heterotopic ossification (HO). We report a case of severe HO in a seronegative
spondyloarthritis patient after cervical Bryan disc arthroplasty.
CASE SUMMARY
A 34-year-old man received hybrid surgery for C4-C5 and C5-C6 arthroplasty
with Bryan discs and C6-C7 arthrodesis with polyetheretherketone cage due to
traumatic herniation of the intervertebral disc (HIVD). After four years, cervical
spine radiographs revealed severe HO around the Bryan discs over the C4-C5
and C5-C6 levels. The magnetic resonance image revealed HIVD over the C3-C4
level with spinal cord compression. Seronegative spondyloarthritis was
diagnosed after consultation with a rheumatologist. A second CDA for the
adjacent segment disease HIVD with Baguera C disc over the C3-C4 level
achieved an excellent outcome.
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CONCLUSION
Minimizing intraoperative tissue trauma and achieving postoperative interbody
stability avoid soft tissue traction to prevent HO formation after CDA.
Key words: Seronegative spondyloarthritis; Disc arthroplasty; Heterotopic ossification;
Case report
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Core tip: Severe traction spur type heterotopic ossification (HO) occurred after cervical
disc arthroplasty (CDA) with Bryan discs and matured in the second year after operation.
A second CDA for the adjacent segment disease herniation of the intervertebral disc with
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operation experience, the avoidance of unnecessary soft tissue traction and trauma such
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INTRODUCTION
Compared to intervertebral body fusion for herniated discs of a cervical spine lesion,
cervical disc arthroplasty (CDA) is an alternative treatment to maintain postoperative
cervical spine mobility. However, the CDA postoperative outcome may be affected by
osteolysis, subsidence, metallosis, or heterotopic ossification (HO). HO is a pathologic
process of extraskeletal bone formation in the muscle and soft tissues. Nongenetic HO
commonly accompanies traumatic injuries such as spinal cord injury, burns,
musculoskeletal trauma, or traumatic brain injury; inflammation plays an essential
role in the pathogenesis of HO[1]. Patients who have paraplegia after spinal cord injury
or who have undergone total hip arthroplasty (THA) are at risk for HO[2].
Radiological examinations, including computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), and bone scan, are useful tools in the diagnosis of HO[1], by
which irregular opacities without a clear zonal maturation pattern are observed at the
early stage of HO, and complete ankylosis of the affected joint caused by a massive
ossification lesion will be observed later. Sometimes, HO may result in a bone island
that facilitates the differential diagnosis of pseudotumor[1].
Little is known about the potential effects of HO on the cervical spine after artificial
disc replacement (ADR) [ 3 , 4 ] . We herein report a patient with seronegative
spondyloarthritis who developed severe HO after cervical spine ADR with Bryan disc
over the C4-C5 and C5-C6 levels. The development of HO after arthroplasty surgery
may restrict the range of motion (ROM) around the replacement site and hinder joint
mobility in patients. HO formation may increase the risk of adjacent segment disease
and decrease the joint mobility after CDA.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 36-year-old man suffered from progressive weakness and numbness in all four
limbs for two weeks. Gait disturbance was also noted.

History of present illness
Tracing back the patient history, he suffered from a motorcycle crash about four years
ago. Cervical spine radiographs at that time showed neuroforaminal narrowing of the
bilateral C3-C4. MRI showed herniation of the intervertebral disc (HIVD) at the C4C5, C5-C6, and C6-C7 levels (Figure 1). After the motorcycle accident, the patient
received hybrid surgery for C4-C5 and C5-C6 arthroplasty with Bryan discs
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(Medtronic SofamorDanek, Memphis, TN, United States) and C6-C7 arthrodesis with
polyetheretherketone cage (Figure 2). The symptoms soon resolved. The patient
received regular follow-ups for 18 months and then was lost to follow-up. In the
fourth year after the operation, the patient returned to our neurosurgical clinic due to
left upper limb numbness and weakness for one week. These symptoms deteriorated
into numbness in the upper back and all four limbs and eventually evolved into a gait
disturbance.

Imaging examinations
The cervical spine radiographs revealed severe HO around the Bryan discs, causing
arthrodesis. However, there was no HO presentation in the anterior fusion level at
level C6-C7 (Figure 3). The MRI image disclosed C3-C4 HIVD with spinal cord
compression (Figure 3), a result compatible with the clinical presentation of
myelopathy.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Image survey revealed sclerosis at the corners of the T-L spine (Shiny Corner Sign[5],
Figure 4). Serum results were negative for rheumatoid arthritis factor and human
leukocyte antigen B27. Seronegative spondyloarthritis was diagnosed in the following
survey by our rheumatologist.

TREATMENT
Due to the C3-C4 adjacent segment disease HIVD which developed four years later,
the patient received arthroplasty with Baguera C disc (Spineart, Geneva, Switzerland)
and felt much better soon after the operation. At this time, we used Baguera C disc to
prevent HO because it involved less cortical bone damage, and prescribed the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) etoricoxib 60 mg daily.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
We collected a series of radiographs in this patient during follow-up (Figure 5). HO
formation was noted from the C4-C5 and C5-C6 levels since the fifth month after the
operation. The HO was at the mature stage 18 mo after the operation. There was no
HO presentation at the arthrodesis level, C6-C7, nor at the arthroplasty level with the
Baguera C disc, C3-C4. The cervical CT images showed anterior traction type spur
formation without spinal stenosis (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION
The radiographic appearance of HO reveals the sequence of changes in bone
maturation. The formation of HO is phasic and dynamic, making it easy to confuse
with that of bone tumor; indeed, several nongenetic forms of HO, such as myositis
ossificans, fibro-osseous pseudotumor of digits, and intraabdominal ossifying
pseudotumors, have been designated as pseudotumors[1,6]. Hence, the diagnosis of HO
should be established after ruling out primary bone tumors and paraspinal
neurogenic tumors. Fortunately, the pre-operative imaging techniques of MRI, CT,
and plain film X ray series offer sufficient information for a differential diagnosis of
HO[6,7].
Many HO classifications have been developed based on the location, such as that of
Brooker et al[8] in 1973 for the hip joint and that developed by Abrams in 1994 for the
elbow joint. Over time, disc replacement was developed as an alternative therapy for
spinal fusion. However, the preserved ROM in the operated segment is impaired over
time, especially when HO occurs. HO is reported as a major cause of artificial disc
dysfunction. HOs in total disc replacement (TDR) are quite different from HOs of the
hip and knee, in terms of location, the absence of preceding inflammatory symptoms
or signs, and the temporal pattern of growth[9]. The McAfee classification of HO in
TDR[10] was developed by adjusting the HO classification of total hip replacement
(THR) that was developed by Brooker in 1973[8].
As class III or IV HOs can limit the ROM of the implantation segment and may
influence the clinical outcomes of CDA, they are defined as severe HOs [3] . The
occurrence of severe HO in CDA ranges from 0% to 66.7%, and the overall prevalence
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Herniation of the intervertebral disc at the C4-C5, C5-C6, and C6-C7 levels.

is 17.0% (95% confidence interval). Because of clinical accessibility, image study is the
most common tool for follow-up. Hence, in this case, an image study was performed
and showed the ossification process evolving from early stage to mineralization and
maturation (Figures 5 and 6).
Some studies of HO have focused on morphology, location, and their relationship
to biomechanical stresses. HO is defined into three types resembling the spur
formation mechanism in the aging spine [11] . Type 1 is the endplate type in the
posterior that results from compressive force. Type 2 is the traction spur type found in
the anterior or posterior view as a result of traction force. Type 3 is the teardrop type
in the anterior position, and has no bony connection to the vertebral body.
Preventive measures include preventing unnecessary soft tissue traction and
trauma such as burring, milling, or keeling[5]. In addition, the novel artificial disc with
a mobile core has neither “lift off” phenomenon nor spontaneous movement under
basic loading conditions[12], which may help to decrease micro-motion between the
artificial disc and the endplate.
Early detection can occur with a series image study during postoperative followup. Plain radiographs are commonly the first imaging type used to detect HO, due to
their low cost, accessibility, and dynamic view for functional tests. CT and MRI are
needed in some cases, especially for final diagnosis. Technetium-99 bone scans can
detect HO earlier than radiographs, but are limited by their cost and non-specificity to
the inflammatory disease[13].
The most common and effective treatments for HO are NSAIDs and radiotherapy
(RT). NSAIDs are efficacious in HO prophylaxis and can be used routinely for
postoperative pain control. For indomethacin, a representative non-selective NSAID,
the recommended dose is 75 mg twice per day or 25 mg three times per day for three
to six weeks postoperatively[14]. Non-selective cyclooxygenase (COX)-1 and COX-2
inhibitors were found to have the same effect in HO prevention[15].
Cervical RT to prevent HO is not a common treatment. After THR, for example, HO
is reported to range from 5% to 90%, with the prevalence after RT decreasing to 25%.
Both preoperative and postoperative RT were found to have the same effectiveness as
THR. Studies demonstrated no difference between NSAIDs and radiation in
preventing HO (8%-22.2%) by the random-effects model[3].
The underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of HO are still to be investigated.
One theory is that HO results from osteoprogenitor cells pathologically induced by an
imbalance in local or systemic factors[16]. A transient increase in the biochemical
markers of bone turnover and development of HO after THA, particularly the
biochemical markers for osteoblast and osteoclast activity, has been suggested, as
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Postoperative cervical radiographs in the dynamic (flexion and extension) and anteroposterior
views. AP: Anteroposterior.

these changes are greater in patients who develop HO than in those who do not[17].
The conversion of progenitor cells into osteogenic precursor cells is affected by
oxygen tension, pH, the availability of micronutrients, and mechanical stimuli[14].
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of the beta2-adrenergic receptor gene are
associated with an increased risk of HO; however, SNPs in the genes of Toll-like
receptor 4 and complement factor are associated with a decreased risk of HO[18].
Leptin receptors and beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA expression in brain injury may
also be related to HO[19]. In addition, neurogenic HO is a potential sequela of spinal
cord injury or head injury[20].
The mechanism of HO formation after CDA is likewise unknown. In our patient,
severe HO developed after the first CDA operation with Bryan discs over the C4-C5
and C5-C6 levels; however, no HO developed after the second operation with CDA
over the C3-C4 level with Baguera C disc and after the first operation of interbody
fusion over the C6-C7 level with PEEK cage. We postulate possible mechanisms to
explain the phenomenon in this case. The CDA procedure is similar to creating two
fracture fragments between two vertebral bodies. The endplates of the upper and
lower vertebral bodies are cut and intervertebral disc tissue is excised, creating a
phenomenon like a fracture gap in both ends. The structural support for upper and
lower vertebral body stability is destroyed under conditions like a broken bone.
Interbody fusion with a cage or a structural bone graft promotes bone fusion between
two vertebral bodies to act biologically like a bone union. The stability of two
vertebral bodies is greater in a cage or structural bone graft than with ADR.
Secondary bone healing will be seen more in clinical follow-up of ADR cases than in
cases with cage or structural bone grafts. For this reason, the ADR case is more likely
to have HO, which acts biologically like a secondary bone healing process to provide
stability for two unstable vertebral bodies. This process may explain why HO is more
severe at the Bryan disc level compared with the PEEK cage level. Also, the
mechanism of HO formation could be related to the transient joint instability after
arthroplasty surgery due to damage to the soft tissue, such as the capsule, cartilage, or
ligaments around or within the joint. To prevent movement around the joint after the
operation, a signal pathway may be triggered to promote osteoblast or osteoclast
activity, starting a chondrogenesis or osteogenesis process around the surgical site. In
addition, the Baguera C disc is a lower profile prosthesis and produces less soft tissue
damage than the Bryan Disc during the surgical procedure. Another reason may be
related to the characteristics of seronegative spondyloarthritis itself, since peripheral
extra-articular enthesitis is a clinical hallmark of seronegative spondyloarthropathies [21] . In this unique case, we can exclude surgeon or patient factors as
influencing the HO formation.

CONCLUSION
In this case, the severe traction spur type HO occurred after CDA with Bryan discs
and matured in the second year after the operation. However, HO did not occur in the
fusion level, nor in the CDA with Baguera C disc. Although this patient had severe
HO with seronegative spondyloarthritis, ADR is not an absolute contraindication for
seronegative spondyloarthritis. Based on the second operation experience, the
avoidance of unnecessary soft tissue traction and trauma such as burring, milling, or
keeling during the operation and the prophylactic use of NSAIDs are mandatory to
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Figure 3

Figure 3 C3-C4 herniation of the intervertebral disc with spinal cord compression in the fourth year after the operation.

prevent HO formation.
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Figure 4

Figure 4 Initial X-rays at four years after the motorcycle accident. Left: Shiny corner sign, a sclerotic margin of the T-L vertebral body corner, compatible with
seronegative spondyloarthropathy; Right: Bone sclerotic change in the bilateral sacroiliac joint, compatible with bilateral sacroiliitis, grade I.
Figure 5

Figure 5 Pre-operative and postoperative radiographs during follow-up.
Figure 6

Figure 6 Cervical computed tomography images showing anterior spur formation without spinal canal stenosis. February 2014: 1.5 years after the first
operation; August 2016: 4 years after the first operation; September 2017: 1 year after the second operation.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Monoclonal immunoglobulin can cause renal damage, with a wide spectrum of
pathological changes and clinical manifestations without hematological evidence
of malignancy. These disorders can be missed, especially when combined with
other kidney diseases.
CASE SUMMARY
A 61-year-old woman presented with moderate proteinuria with normal renal
function. She was diagnosed with IgA nephropathy combined with monoclonal
gammopathy of undetermined significance after the first renal biopsy. Although
having received immunosuppressive treatment for 3 years, the patient developed
nephrotic syndrome. Repeated renal biopsy and laser microdissection/mass
spectrometry analysis confirmed heavy chain amyloidosis. After nine cycles of
bortezomib, cyclophosphamide and dexamethasone, she achieved very good
partial hematological and kidney responses.
CONCLUSION
Renal injury should be monitored closely in monoclonal gammopathy patients
without obvious hematological malignancy, especially in patients with other preexisting renal diseases.
Key words: Monoclonal gammopathy; IgA nephropathy; Renal biopsy; Laser
microdissection/mass spectrometry; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Core tip: Monoclonal immunoglobulin can cause renal injury without hematological
evidence of malignancy. These disorders can be missed, especially when combined with
other kidney diseases. We present a patient initially diagnosed with IgA nephropathy and
monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS). Atypical
characteristics and treatment refractoriness of IgA nephropathy led to a second renal
biopsy. Amyloidosis was revealed, and laser microdissection/mass spectrometry was
used for typing. The patient improved well after therapy containing bortezomib. Renal
involvement should be monitored closely in patients with MGUS, especially in those
with pre-existing kidney diseases.

Citation: Wu HT, Wen YB, Ye W, Liu BY, Shen KN, Gao RT, Li MX. Underlying IgM
heavy chain amyloidosis in treatment-refractory IgA nephropathy: A case report. World J
Clin Cases 2019; 7(19): 3055-3061
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/3055.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.3055

INTRODUCTION
Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) is found in 3%-4% of
the population, especially in elderly people[1,2]. MGUS can progress to renal damage
without evidence of hematological malignancy[3]. Renal involvement is then easily
missed, especially when combined with underlying kidney diseases. We present a 61year-old woman who was diagnosed with IgA nephropathy and MGUS after the first
renal biopsy and other detailed examinations. The renal injury aggravation
exacerbated, despite 3 years of aggressive treatment. Repeated renal biopsy
discovered underlying heavy chain amyloidosis.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 61-year-old woman was hospitalized for the second time for gradually aggravated
lower limb edema on February 21, 2017.

History of present illness
The patient was admitted 3 years ago because of moderate proteinuria. Urine protein
excretory rate (UPER) was 1.91 g/24 h, and urine sediment showed no hematuria.
Serum creatinine and albumin were normal. A monoclonal serum immunoglobulin M
lambda (IgMλ) was found without evidence of hematological diseases. Blood pressure
(BP) was low to normal. The patient underwent renal biopsy. Mild increased
mesangial matrix and mesangial hypercellularity were observed under light
microscopy. Immunofluorescence microscopy showed moderate positive signals for
IgA in the mesangial area of all observed glomeruli, while other immunoglobulin
heavy chains, immunoglobulin light chains and Congo red staining were negative. In
electron microscopy, electron-dense deposits were observed in the paramesangium
(Figure 1). No specific fibrils were seen in the mesangial area, glomerular basement
membrane (GBM) and arterioles. The patient was diagnosed with IgA nephropathy
combined with MGUS. She was intolerant to renin-angiotensin system inhibitors
(RASIs) because of relatively low BP. Therefore, prednisone and Tripterygium wilfordii
were given. UPER decreased to an average 1.5 g/24 h in the first 6 mo, but increased
to 2-3 g/24 h after 1 year. Cyclophosphamide (cumulative dosage 12 g) and
tacrolimus (FK506 concentration 5.7 ng/mL) were prescribed successively. However,
lower limb edema was gradually aggravated. The patient was also followed up
regularly in the hematology clinic, and the diagnosis of IgMλ MGUS was maintained.

Past, personal and family history, and physical examination upon admission
The patient had normal BP and moderate pitting edema in the lower limbs. There was
no enlargement of superficial lymph nodes, liver or spleen. She had no significant
past or family history.

Laboratory and imaging examinations
Laboratory tests revealed a normal complete blood count. UPER was 4.5 g/24 h,
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Figure 1

Figure 1 First renal biopsy manifestations. A: Light microscopy showed mild increased mesangial matrix and mesangial hypercellularity (periodic acid-Schiffmethenamine stain, 200 ×); B: Immunofluorescence showed deposits of IgA in the mesangium (200 ×); C: Electron microscopy showed electron-dense deposits in the
mesangium (blue arrow).

serum albumin was 24 g/L, and serum creatinine was normal. Differences between
involved and uninvolved serum immunoglobulin free light chain levels (dFLC) was
56.3 mg/L. Thoracic and abdominal computed tomography and bone marrow biopsy
were normal.

Renal biopsy
The repeated kidney biopsy specimen had 18 glomeruli. In light microscopy, mild
pale eosinophilic material in the mesangium was found, but mesangial
hypercellularity was not obvious. There was marked diffuse thickening of GBM, with
subepithelial fringe-like projections. The tubulointerstitium had no significant
changes. Arterioles were Congo red positive, with pathognomonic apple green
birefringence under polarized light. In light microscopy, diffuse mesangial deposits of
IgM, κ and λ were detected. IgA was detected by immunohistochemical staining. In
electron microscopy, 8-12-nm diameter, nonbranching fibrils were deposited in the
mesangial area, GBM and arterioles (Figure 2). There were also a few electron-dense
deposits in the mesangial area. Renal amyloidosis and IgA nephropathy were
coexistent. Laser microdissection/mass spectrometry (LMD/MS) analysis of the
Congo-red-positive area confirmed heavy chain amyloidosis (μ chain). We performed
LMD/MS on the first renal biopsy specimen, and found no evidence of amyloidosis.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The final diagnosis of the presented case is renal amyloidosis and IgA nephropathy.

TREATMENT
Immunosuppressants were replaced by the combination of intravenous (iv)
bortezomib 1.3 mg/m2 on days 1, 8, 15 and 22, cyclophosphamide 270 mg/m2 iv on
days 1, 8 and 15, and dexamethasone 40 mg iv on days 1, 8, 15 and 22 for nine cycles.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The patient achieved very good partial hematological and kidney responses. At the
last follow-up, UPER was 1.6 g/24 h, serum albumin was 31 g/L, and creatinine was
still normal. Serum and urinary immunofixation electrophoresis both turned negative,
and dFLC fell from 56.3 to 9.8 mg/L.

DISCUSSION
The patient was diagnosed with IgA nephropathy combined with IgMλ MGUS after
detailed investigation 3 years ago. Since MGUS can progress to hematological
malignancy, the patient was followed up regularly in both hematology and
nephrology clinics. Kyle et al[4] identified 1,384 MGUS patients diagnosed at the Mayo
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Figure 2 Second renal biopsy manifestations. A: Light microscopy showed well-opened capillary loops and mild pale eosinophilic material in the mesangium and
basement membranes (hematoxylin and eosin stain, 400 ×); B: Thickened GBM with subepithelial fringe-like projections (red arrow) (periodic acid-Schiff-methenamine
stain, 400 ×); C: Congo red stain was greenish under polarized light (white arrow, 100 ×), involving an afferent glomerular arteriole; D: Immunofluorescence showed
deposits of IgM in the mesangium and small vessels (200 ×). κ and λ were also positive (not shown); E and F: Electron microscopy showed randomly oriented amyloid
fibrils along glomerular capillary walls (blue arrow).

Clinic from 1960 to 1994. During 11,009 person-years of follow-up, MGUS progressed
in 115 patients to multiple myeloma and other disorders. IgM MGUS represents about
15% of all MGUS cases, and has increased risk of progression to malignancy
compared with other subtypes[5]. In a study with long-term follow-up, about 14% of
the patients with IgM MGUS developed malignancies, the majority of which were
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, Waldenström macroglobulinemia and chronic
lymphocytic leukemia[6]. No such disorders were discovered in our patient. However,
the aggravated proteinuria, despite aggressive treatment for IgA nephropathy, urged
us to find an underlying disorder. Amyloidosis was diagnosed by repeated renal
biopsy.
Rarely, IgM MGUS can progress to renal limited injury, as in the present case.
Monoclonal gammopathy of renal significance (MGRS) was proposed by
multinational and multidisciplinary cooperations in 2012 to emphasize those patients
with renal damage caused by monoclonal immunoglobulin (MIg) secreted by small B
cell clones [3] . These patients do not meet the diagnostic criteria for malignancy
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mentioned above. The spectrum of MGRS varies widely according to characteristics of
pathogenic MIg, which can deposit in kidneys in the form of fibrils, microtubules,
crystals, inclusions or nonorganized deposits/inclusions. Renal amyloidosis is most
well-known among the different types of MGRS. Renal biopsy can help confirm renal
involvement from MIg and identify different pathological types. Although
monoclonal gammopathy is suggested to increase the risk of hemorrhagic
complications [ 7 ] , several reports show a similar risk of major hemorrhagic
complications after percutaneous renal biopsy[8,9]. Renal biopsy is important, and can
be performed safely using the same screening criteria as for patients without MIg.
Our patient showed heavy chain amyloidosis, which is rare. One recent study
suggested that, compared with light chain amyloidosis, heavy chain amyloidosis and
heavy and light chain amyloidosis have less heart involvement and lower sensitivity
of fat pad and bone marrow biopsy. The renal response to treatment is better, and the
survival rate higher [10] . Our patient also showed a good response to treatment.
Immunofluorescence or immunohistochemistry staining of renal biopsy specimens
can show the subtype of amyloidosis. However, 7.3% of cases of light chain
amyloidosis fail to be diagnosed with immunostaining[11]. There can be false-negative
results when epitopes are concealed or even deleted in the deposits[11,12]. On the other
hand, the staining pattern can be nonspecific when several potential components have
similar staining intensity simultaneously [13,14] . Serum protein contamination and
charge interaction between antibody and deposit are possible reasons for this falsepositive diagnoses. In our case, typing was difficult, since the patient had positive
immunofluorescence staining for IgM, κ and λ at the same time. LMD/MS was
performed, and finally confirmed μ chain (IgM) deposit. LMD/MS is suggested if
there are negative or confusing immunostaining results.
IgA nephropathy in this patient was atypical. Peak incidence of IgA nephropathy is
in the second and third decades of life, and it is rare for proteinuria to occur without
microscopic hematuria. We suspected that IgA nephropathy might have been a mild
indolent background in this patient, which happened to be discovered. Although no
use of RASI for IgA nephropathy was a limitation of this case, treatment refractoriness
to aggressive immunosuppressants still makes us question whether proteinuria was
explained by conditions other than IgA nephropathy at the outset. Hetzel et al[15]
reported a patient initially presenting with nephrotic syndrome and minimal change
glomerulonephritis. However, repeated renal biopsy suggested light chain
amyloidosis. Additionally, Thoenes et al[16] observed abundant pathologically-altered
epithelia in amyloid-free loops in amyloidosis patients. They speculated that there
must be patients with amyloidosis who do not yet show any amyloid in the glomeruli,
but suffer from proteinuria. In our patient, we also suspected that proteinuria at the
beginning may have been partly due to the “future” amyloidosis. Another
explanation is that deposition of amyloid fibrils may be focal and easily missed at the
early stage of amyloidosis. Therefore, the diagnosis of MGUS should be made
carefully and be closely reassessed.

CONCLUSION
Patients with MGUS, especially the IgM type, may progress to different kinds of
malignancy. Renal damage can also occur without hematological evidence of
malignancy. Renal injury needs be monitored in those patients, especially in patients
with pre-existing renal diseases. For some patients, proteinuria is suspected even
before renal amyloidosis can be diagnosed. LMD/MS is useful in typing amyloidosis
in difficult cases (Figure 3).
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Flow chart.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is characterized by chest pain as well as
cardiac troponin I (cTnI) and electrocardiography (ECG) changes. Recently,
clinical researchers have used the term “MINOCA” to indicate myocardial
infarction with nonobstructive coronary arteries. To the best of our knowledge,
no report has documented MINOCA in a young patient after choledocholithiasis
by endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).
CASE SUMMARY
An 18-year-old Chinese man presented to the cardiac intensive care unit with
chest pain radiating to the left shoulder for 1 h after choledocholithiasis by ERCP
and the following treatment. ECG showed a sinus rhythm with ST-segment
elevation in the II, III, and aVF leads compared with the baseline. Laboratory data
revealed cTnI levels of 67.55 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL at the peak (relative index
below 0.034 ng/mL) and creatine kinase-MB levels of 56 U/L and 543 U/L at the
peak (relative index below 24 U/L). AMI was suspected, and coronary
angiography was performed the second day. The results revealed a smooth
angiographic appearance of all arteries. The patient had been diagnosed with
gallstones and cholecystitis for four years but had not accepted treatment. He had
abdominal pain and bloating a week previously and underwent ERCP and
subsequent treatments on the second day of admission; 1.4 cm × 1.6 cm of stones
were removed from his common bile duct during surgery. The results of his
laboratory tests at admission revealed abnormal alanine aminotransferase,
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aspartate aminotransferase, glutamyl transpeptidase, total bile acid, total
bilirubin, direct bilirubin, and indirect bilirubin levels. His temperature, heart
rate, blood pressure, and body mass index were normal. His echocardiographic
examination revealed no obvious abnormalities in the structure and movement of
the ventricular wall and an estimated left ventricular ejection fraction of 57% after
the heart attack. His cholesterol and triglycerides were within normal ranges, and
his low-density lipoprotein cholesterol was 2.23 mmol/L (normal range 2.03-3.34
mmol). Further testing after AMI revealed nothing remarkable in his erythrocyte
sedimentation rate, thyroid function, and tumour markers.
CONCLUSION
We ultimately made a diagnosis of MINOCA caused by coronary artery spasm,
which seemed to be the most suitable diagnosis of this young patient. We are
concerned that the heart attack may have been induced by the ERCP rather than
occurred coincidentally afterward, so we should investigate the timing of the
event further. Additional studies are needed to unravel the underlying
pathophysiology.
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Core tip: This is a case report about a young man who were ultimately diagnosed with
myocardial infarction with nonobstructive coronary arteries, but initially diagnosed with
acute myocardial infarction (AMI). AMI is characterized by chest pain as well as cardiac
troponin I and electrocardiography changes. In recent years, clinical researchers have
used “MINOCA” to characterize myocardial infarction with non-obstructive coronary
arteries. As far as we know, no report has documented this type in a young patient after
choledocholithiasis by endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography.
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INTRODUCTION
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is characterized by chest pain as well as cardiac
troponin I (cTnI) and electrocardiography (ECG) changes. Recently, clinical
researchers have used the term “MINOCA” to refer to myocardial infarction with
nonobstructive coronary arteries. This condition has been confirmed in several large
AMI registries in which 1%-13% of AMI cases occurred in the absence of obstructive
coronary artery disease (CAD), prompting clinical researchers to coin the term
MINOCA. The European Society of Cardiology working group on MINOCA has
produced a position paper describing the associated clinical features and mechanisms,
detailing an assessment pathway for its evaluation and stimulating research into its
mechanisms and treatment[1] (Figure 1).
MINOCA has various causes. In this report, we present the case of a young patient
who was first diagnosed with AMI after choledocholithiasis by endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
An 18-year-old Chinese man presented to the cardiac intensive care unit with chest
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Figure 1 European Society of Cardiology working group position paper on myocardial infarction with
nonobstructive coronary arteries. MINOCA: Myocardial infarction with nonobstructive coronary arteries; BNP: Brain
natriuretic peptide; CRP: C-reactive protein; WBC: White blood cells; AMI: Acute myocardial infarction.

pain radiating to the left shoulder for 1 h after choledocholithiasis by ERCP and the
subsequent treatment.

History of present illness
The patient had abdominal pain and bloating accompanied by nausea a week prior to
his admission to the hospital.

History of past illness
The patient had been diagnosed with gallstones and cholecystitis for four years but
had not accepted treatment.

Personal and family history
The young man reported no history of smoking, alcohol consumption, or use of
medications. There was no personal or family history of CAD, hypertension, or
obesity.

Physical examination upon admission
His temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, and body mass index were normal. His
blood pressure was 130/70 mmHg symmetrically in both arms, and his pulse was 60
beats per minute. His physical examination was normal. ECG showed a sinus rhythm
with ST-segment elevation in the II, III, and aVF leads compared with the baseline
(Figure 2).

Laboratory examinations
The laboratory data showed cTnI levels of 67.55 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL at the peak
(relative index below 0.034 ng/mL) and creatine kinase-MB (CK-MB) levels of 56 U/L
and 183.6 U/L at the peak (relative index below 24 U/L). The results of his laboratory
tests at baseline, including routine blood and urine tests, blood lipid and glucose
levels, renal function tests, coagulation factors, and electrolytes, were within the
normal ranges. His cholesterol and triglyceride levels were within the normal ranges,
and his low-density lipoprotein cholesterol level was 2.23 mmol/L (normal range
2.03-3.34 mmol). Further tests after the AMI revealed nothing remarkable in the
erythrocyte sedimentation rate, thyroid function, or tumour markers.

Imaging examinations
The chest X-ray and abdominal and reproductive organ ultrasound examinations
were normal. His echocardiographic examination showed no obvious abnormalities
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Figure 2 Changes in electrocardiography from September 13 to 18 during the acute myocardial infarction. A: Electrocardiography on September 13, 2016; B:
Electrocardiography on September 14, 2016; C: Electrocardiography on September 18, 2016.

in the structure or movement of the ventricular wall and an estimated left ventricular
ejection fraction of 57%.
He had been diagnosed with gallstones and cholecystitis for the previous four
years. Despite the low risk of cardiovascular disease in his history, AMI was
suspected, and coronary angiography was performed the second day (the chest pain
stopped 1 h later and lasted for 2 h in all). The results revealed a smooth angiographic
appearance of all arteries (Figure 3). The patient was transferred to the cardiac
intensive care unit and treated accordingly. He received secondary preventive
treatment for coronary heart disease during the following week and left the coronary
care unit after all his laboratory parameters returned to within the normal ranges
seven days later (Figure 4).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
We ultimately made a diagnosis of MINOCA caused by coronary artery spasm, as it
seemed to be the most suitable diagnosis for this young patient.

TREATMENT
The young man was treated with aspirin, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors, and statins in hospital. He underwent treatments including ERCP,
endoscopic sphincterotomy, pancreaticobiliary dilatation, removal of stones, and
endoscopic nasobiliary drainage (ENBD) on the second day after his admission to the
hospital, and 1.4 cm × 1.6 cm of stones were removed from his common bile duct
during surgery. He received lidocaine anaesthesia in the throat during treatment,
without any discomfort during or after the treatment. The results of his laboratory
tests at admission revealed an alanine aminotransferase level of 459.6 U/L (normal
range 9-50 U/L), aspartate aminotransferase level of 257.2 U/L (normal range 15-40
U/L), glutamyl transpeptidase level of 421.7 U/L (normal range 10-60 U/L), total bile
acid level of 101.86 µmol (normal range 0-10 µmol), total bilirubin level of 182.21 μmol
(normal range 5-21 μmol), direct bilirubin level of 99.10 µmol (normal range 0.2-6.0
µmol), and indirect bilirubin level of 83.1 µmol (normal range 3.4-15.5 µmol).
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Figure 3 Results of coronary angiography.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
We telephoned the patient two years later, and he told us that he felt normal and did
not take any medicine after the third month after discharge.

DISCUSSION
The young man had no conventional risk factors for AMI, making this case unique.
All common risk factors, such as smoking, hyperlipidaemia, a family history of CAD,
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and obesity, were excluded[2,3]. More importantly,
coronary angiography in this young patient did not reveal signs of occlusion, stenosis,
or thrombosis, so we believe that he did not experience a classic myocardial
infarction. This phenomenon has been confirmed in several large AMI registries in
which 1%-13% of AMI cases occurred in the absence of obstructive CAD, prompting
clinical researchers to coin the term MINOCA. The diagnostic criteria for MINOCA
include: (A) The universal definition of AMI; (B) Nonobstructive coronary arteries on
angiography (no stenosis ≥ 50%); and (C) No clinically overt cause of the acute clinical
presentation [1] . The apparent increase in cTnI in this young patient needs to be
explained in the absence of a diagnosis of AMI. The potential aetiologies include
coronary causes, noncoronary causes, and extracardiac disorders[1]. The coronary
angiography revealed a smooth angiographic appearance of all the arteries, and the
laboratory data were nearly within the normal ranges; thus, we can exclude coronary
causes and those associated with extracardiac disorders. Among all the noncoronary
causes, Takotsubo cardiomyopathy and myocarditis have been reported in some
cases.
This young patient had been diagnosed with gallstones and cholecystitis for four
years, but we do not have evidence to confirm a relationship between AMI and
common bile duct stones. His AMI occurred early during the morning following the
ERCP and subsequent treatments, so we attempted to determine whether there was a
relationship between the treatments and AMI. ERCP and the following treatments are
primary tools for the treatment of biliary and pancreatic ductal diseases. The common
adverse events are post-ERCP pancreatitis, cholangitis, post-sphincterotomy bleeding,
post-sphincterotomy perforation, and sedation-related cardiopulmonary
compromises. There were no related reports regarding a relationship between ERCP
and AMI[4].
In our further research, we found some case reports on AMI after ERCP and the
subsequent treatments, as well as after surgery to remove gallstones. One case was an
85-year-old woman who was admitted for obstructive jaundice and underwent ERCP,
ENBD, and then surgery for common bile duct stones; that patient experienced
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy after the surgery[5]. The other case was an 86-year-old
woman diagnosed with Takotsubo cardiomyopathy following cholecystectomy at
Mayo Clinic, which was the second case of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy reported to be
associated with cholecystectomy[6]. One case-review series reported patients with
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy. The syndrome more often affects postmenopausal
women (82% to 100%; mean age, 62 to 75 years). Patients commonly present with STsegment elevation in the precordial leads, chest pain, relatively minor elevation of
cardiac enzyme and biomarker levels, and transient apical systolic left ventricular
dysfunction despite the absence of obstructive epicardial coronary disease[7]. In our
young patient, his echocardiographic and ECG examinations did not show changes
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Figure 4 Timeline of the patient. CCU: Coronary care unit; CHD: Coronary heart disease; ERCP: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography.

typical of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy or myocarditis. Therefore, we did not diagnose
him with either of those conditions.
The patient’s heart attack occurred at midnight, so we should consider coronary
artery spasm. Coronary artery spasm may potentially contribute to the pathogenesis
of AMI in patients with obstructive CAD and particularly warrants close
consideration in those with MINOCA. A diagnosis of vasospastic angina can be made
if spontaneous episodes of resting angina are associated with ST-segment changes
that respond promptly to short-acting nitrates. However, provocative spasm testing
should generally be avoided in the acute phase of AMI. Another reason might be
coronary thromboembolism, which may be a contributory mechanism underlying
AMI in the context of plaque disruption or coronary artery spasm or may be the cause
of MI in the absence of these factors. Coronary emboli may occur as a result of
iatrogenic air emboli[1]. However, coronary thromboembolism has not been reported
with ERCP treatments, making this aetiology unlikely[4].

CONCLUSION
We ultimately made a diagnosis of MINOCA caused by coronary artery spasm, as it
seemed to be the most suitable diagnosis for this young patient. A coronary artery
spasm usually leads to changes in the ECG, and we observed ST-segment elevations
in the II, III, and aVF leads during the angina. However, we still have some questions
that could not be resolved. The chest pain lasted for two hours, but what caused the
elevations in cTnI and CK-MB? If the myocardium was severely injured, why could
we not observe that on echocardiography? We telephoned the patient two years later,
and he told us that he felt normal and did not take any medicine after the third month
after discharge. There are small trials that suggest the benefit of aspirin, ACE
inhibitors, and statins, but there is a lack of appropriately designed clinical outcome
trials to inform management decisions. The management and treatment of MINOCA
patients should follow the cause of AMI in each individual case. Further studies are
still needed to unravel the underlying pathophysiology.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) is a rare group of disorders of
immune dysregulation characterized by clinical symptoms of severe
inflammation. There are basically two types of clinical scenarios: Familial HLH
and sporadic HLH. It is thought that the syndrome is implicated in the
development of infections, malignancies, and autoimmune diseases. HLH,
whether primary or secondary, is characterized by activated macrophages in
hematopoietic organs, hepatosplenomegaly, cytopenia, and fever; however, HLH
complicated with polyserositis (PS) has never been reported.
CASE SUMMARY
We present a case of fever in a 46-year-old previously healthy Chinese woman
complicated by pericardial, pleural, and abdomen effusions. She had no contact
with sick individuals, recent travel, illicit drug use, or new sexual contacts. She
did not consume alcohol or tobacco and lacked a family history of other diseases.
Antibiotics were prescribed for suspected infection, and acute liver injury
subsequently occurred. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography showed mild
pericardial effusion, pleural effusion, hepatosplenomegaly, and a large amount of
ascites. A full blood count revealed leukopenia and thrombocytopenia. Increased
ferritin and triglyceride levels were observed. The test for Epstein-Barr (EB) virus
DNA was positive. This suggests that EB virus replication and EB virus infection
existed. Additional studies showed hemophagocytosis in bone marrow biopsy
specimens. The patient’s condition progressed rapidly. After providing
symptomatic support treatment, eliminating immune stimuli, and administering
comprehensive cyclosporine and dexamethasone treatment, the patient’s
condition continued to progress, and the patient’s family members decided to
stop treatment; the patient subsequently died.
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CONCLUSION
This case shows the significance of considering HLH as part of the evaluation of
unexplained fever and PS of unknown origin.
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report
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Core tip: Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) is a rare disorder of the
mononuclear phagocytic system, characterized by systemic proliferation of nonneoplastic histiocytes. HLH, whether primary or secondary, is characterized by activated
macrophages in hematopoietic organs, hepatosplenomegaly, cytopenia, and fever, but
complicated with polyserositis (PS) is rare. We present a case of HLH in a 46-year-old
Chinese woman complicated by pericardial, pleural, and abdomen effusions. It could be
important to focus attention on PS in order to broaden our outlook and expand our train
of thought.
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INTRODUCTION
Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH), also known as hemophagocytic
syndrome, is a rare and lethal disease of the reactive mononuclear macrophage
system. HLH is an uncontrolled hematological disorder characterized by acute
activation of macrophages and lymphocytes, resulting in a strong pathologic immune
response [1] . It is not an independent disease but a group of clinical syndromes
involving multiple organs, including the liver, spleen, lymph nodes, bone marrow,
brain, and lungs[2]. HLH can be related to a wide variety of underlying diseases, can
develop at any age, and can occur as an acquired or genetic disorder.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 46-year-old woman presented with fever, asthenia, and abdominal distention for
more than 20 days.

History of present illness
Twenty days before the present admission, the patient’s initial clinical symptom was
fever, and then she developed a sore throat. She went to a hospital, and her objective
examination was negative. She had a diagnosis of upper airway infection and was
prescribed antibiotic therapy, initially with levofloxacin. One week after the first
hospital consultation, the patient returned with an ongoing fever, asthenia, and
abdominal distention. Laboratory results included a white blood cell count of 3.45 ×
109/L, platelet (PLT) count of 41 × 109/L, and hemoglobin (HGB) level of 123 g/L,
indicating a decreased PLT count. On the following day, she was admitted to our
hospital for close examination and treatment.

History of past illness
She had no chronic illnesses.

Personal and family history
She had no new sexual contacts, recent travel, sick contacts, or illicit drug use. She had
no history of alcohol intake or smoking, and lacked a family history of other diseases.

Physical examination
Her vital signs included a blood pressure of 105/62 mmHg, pulse rate of 89
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beats/min, maximum temperature of 37.6 °C, and oxygen saturation of 98% on room
air. The sclera of her eyes was yellow. On chest auscultation, respiratory sounds in the
bilateral lungs were weak. She had a distended abdomen with a shifting dullness on
percussion.

Laboratory examinations
A full blood count revealed bicytopenia with leukopenia and thrombocytopenia. The
test for the Epstein-Barr (EB) virus antibody was positive. Repeated blood and urine
cultures were negative. Her laboratory results of alanine aminotransferase (207 U/L),
aspartate aminotransferase (244 U/L), total bilirubin (7.68 mg/dL), serum albumin
(ALB: 33.6 g/L), and prothrombin time (PT; 52%) indicated liver injury. The
erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 46 mm/h. An increased ferritin level of 997
mg/dL was observed. The lactate dehydrogenase level was elevated to 3278 U/L. The
fibrinogen level was reduced to < 1.52 g/L. The triglyceride level was elevated to 2.45
mmol/L. The test for the EB virus antibody was negative; however, the level of EB
virus DNA was 1.56 × 10 7 . Immunologic examinations were normal. Hepatitis
markers were negative. The T-cell spot test for tuberculosis infection was negative. All
investigations resulted from the hospital admission (Table 1). The cytology test results
of the ascites and pleural fluid were negative. The pleural fluid and ascites were
exudative according to Light’s criteria, and the cultures were negative.

Imaging examinations
Contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) showed mild pericardial effusion,
pleural effusion, hepatosplenomegaly, and a large amount of ascites. Color Doppler
echocardiography showed pericardial effusion and normal left ventricular systolic
function.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
On hospital day 7, bone marrow aspiration was performed, and hemophagocytosis
was observed in the bone marrow (Figure 1).

TREATMENT
After liver protective and diuretic treatments, the serous effusion disappeared
quickly. The patient was treated based on a working diagnosis of HLH. Treatment
was initiated based on the HLH-2004 protocol[3] with 20 mg of dexamethasone and
150 mg of cyclosporine twice daily for 2 wk, but her condition continued to worsen.
Laboratory findings demonstrated a drop in her HGB and PLT levels and worsening
liver function test results.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Her relatives chose not to pursue further treatment. She died shortly after leaving the
hospital.

DISCUSSION
This is an interesting case because it involves a patient with HLH who had an onset of
polyserositis (PS). HLH was first reported by Risdall et al[4] in 1939. It is a progressive
aggravation of multiple organs with multiple system involvement in immune
dysfunction. It can be divided into two types: Primary and secondary[5]. Primary HLH
is an autosomal recessive hereditary disease. Secondary HLH is more common in
adolescents and adults than primary HPS. Secondary HPS is often caused by
infections (bacteria, viruses, and parasites), autoimmune diseases, hematological
malignancies, or hematopoietic stem cell transplantation[6]. In addition, HIV and drug
use can also cause the disease[6]. It has been reported that the prognosis of HLH
induced by bacterial infection is better than that of HLH induced by other factors, and
the prognosis of patients with HLH induced by infection with the EB virus is the
worst[7]. The mortality of patients with HLH secondary to cancer is almost 100%[8].
HLH can also be classified into infectious-related HLH, tumor-related HLH, and
autoimmune-related HLH according to the etiology. Trizzino et al[9] and other studies
show that HLH cannot be absolutely divided into primary and secondary HLH.
Secondary HLH is also related to the relationship between host-related genotypes and
phenotypes. HLH is a disease that is associated with host gene deletion or
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Table 1 Laboratory data at admission
Hematology

Biochemistry

Virus marker

WBC 2.11 × 109/L

AST 244 U/L

HAV IgM -

RBC 4.07 × 1012/L

ALT 207 U/L

HBsAg -

Hb 112g/L

ALB 33.6 g/L

HBcAb +

HCT 38.4%

AKP 335 U/L

HCVAb -

MCV 94.9

γ-GT 104 U/L

HEVAb -

PLT 48 × 109/L

Ceruloprotein 27.2 mg/L

CMV IgM -

Rtc 4.42%

ChE 2976 U/L

EBV IgM -

LDH 3278 U/L

EB DNA 1.56 × 107

Coagulation

Ferritin 997 mg/dL

T-SPOT -

PT 52%

TB 7.68 mg/dL

Serology

PT-INR 1.2

DB 6.26 mg/dL

ANA -

APTT 33.6 s

CRP 15.2 μg/mL

ASMA -

Fibrinogen 1.52 g/L

FBS 4.9 mmol/L

LKM-1 -

D-dimer 0.78 mg/mL

TG 2.45 mmo/L

AMA -

CHO 5.48 mmo/L

HLA-DR -

NH3 20 μmol/L

AMA-M2 -

ESR 46 mm/h

WBC: White blood cells; RBC: Red blood cells; Hb: Hematocrystallin; HCT: Hematocrit; MCV: Mean
corpuscular volume; PLT: Platelets; PT: Prothrombin time; PT-INR: Prothrombin time-international
normalized ratio; APTT: Activated partial thromboplastin time; ESR: Erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ALT:
Alanine aminotransferase; AST: Aspartate aminotransferase; ALB: Albumin; AKB: AKB: Alkaline
phosphatase; γ-GT: γ-glutamyl transpeptidase; LDH: Lactate dehydrogenase; DB: Direct bilirubin; TB: Total
bilirubin; CRP: C-reactive protein; FBS: Fetal calf serum; TG: Triglyceride; CHO: Cholesterol.

polymorphism and the concurrent existence of specific immune stimuli.
Diagnosis of secondary HLH necessitates the fulfillment of five of the following
eight criteria[3]: fever, splenomegaly, cytopenia involving two of three cell lineages in
the peripheral blood, hypertriglyceridemia, ferritin > 500 ng/mL, hemophagocytosis
seen in the bone marrow or lymph nodes, low natural killer cell activity, and a soluble
interleukin-2 receptor level > 2400 U/mL. HLH, whether primary or secondary, is
characterized by activated macrophages in hematopoietic organs,
hepatosplenomegaly, cytopenia, and fever; however, HLH complicated with PS is
rare. PS is the inflammation of different serous membranes with effusion. Although
the causes of PS are being uncovered, such as infections, autoimmune reactions,
toxins, metabolic malfunctioning, autoinflammatory reactions, neoplastic diseases, or
endocrine diseases, the etiology of PS remains unknown in a high percentage of
patients[10]. PS refers to the presence of effusion in two or more serous cavities, usually
caused by malignant tumors or tuberculosis, followed by connective tissue diseases,
cirrhosis, and cardiac insufficiency. It can also be seen in patients with acute
pancreatitis, diabetes, Sean’s syndrome, etc. The patient was a middle-aged woman
with acute onset and manifestations of fever, liver damage, and splenomegaly.
Laboratory tests showed cytopenia, hypertriglyceridemia, a ferritin level > 500
ng/mL, and hemophagocytosis in the bone marrow. The diagnosis of HLH was clear,
but HLH complicated with PS is rare. When diagnosing this patient, the following
diseases were excluded: (1) Malignant tumors: This patient had an acute onset and
tested negative for tumor markers. Abdominal enhanced CT showed no abnormal
enlargement or space occupancy of the abdominal lymph nodes. After symptomatic
diuretic treatment, the multiple serous effusion disappeared rapidly, which did not
support the diagnosis of malignant tumors; (2) Autoimmune disorders: The patient
was a middle-aged woman with fever, liver injury, and multiple serous effusion; the
absence of arthralgia, oral ulcers, photosensitivity, and other symptoms, abnormal
immunoglobulin, abnormal complement, abnormal autoantibodies, and autoimmune
liver disease antibodies can exclude the possibility that autoimmune diseases are
causing the pleural effusion and ascites; and (3) Tuberculosis: The patient had no
history of tuberculosis. The specific T lymphocyte test for tuberculosis infection was
negative. Without anti-tuberculosis treatment, the serous effusion disappeared
quickly, and her body temperature was normal, excluding tuberculosis. Although the
patient had hypoproteinemia (33.6 g/L), the decrease in the level of ALB was not
directly proportional to the volume of effusion. After liver protective and diuretic
treatments, the patient's multiple serous effusion disappeared quickly. Therefore, the
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Hemophagocytosis in the bone marrow. The specimen shows hemophagocytic histiocytosis, and
contains normocellular marrow without evidence of infection or malignant lymphoma (Wright-Giemsa staining,
×1000).

formation of multiple serous effusion could not be fully explained by
hypoproteinemia alone. The absence of identifiable infective or neoplastic etiologies in
our patient suggests a reaction to the EB virus. An infection can trigger an individual
with an underlying immune dysregulation to express an overt autoimmune disease.

CONCLUSION
In summary, this is the report of a rare case of HLH complicated with PS. It could be
important to focus attention on PS in order to broaden our outlook and expand our
train of thought.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Alopecia areata is a hair loss disease associated with genetics, autoimmunity, and
other factors. There is an intriguing link between alopecia areata and gut
dysbiosis. Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) has been recommended to treat
Clostridium difficile (previously known as Clostridioides difficile) infection, and has
also shown potentials in the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease, irritable
bowel syndrome, and non-alcohol fatty liver disease.
CASE SUMMARY
An 86-year-old man, with a history of sigmoid colon carcinoma, suffered from
recurrent abdominal pain and distension, and diarrhea for six months, with
inappetence. At admission, he was also diagnosed with depression. Upon
physical examination, the patient presented with a 1.5 cm × 2.0 cm alopecia
areata on his right occiput. Due to the negative results of laboratory testing,
capsule endoscopy, and colonoscopy, the patient was diagnosed with
noninfectious diarrhea, depressive disorder, and patchy alopecia areata.
Considering that noninfectious diarrhea in the elderly patient was mainly caused
by gut dysbiosis, he was given six rounds of FMT. His diarrhea improved
remarkably one month after FMT, with improved appetite and disappearance of
abdominal pain, distension, and depressive symptoms. Surprisingly, he reported
new hair growth on the affected region of his scalp, with some of his white hair
gradually turning to black, without taking any other therapies for alopecia areata
before and after FMT.
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CONCLUSION
FMT might act as a potential therapy for patients who suffer from alopecia areata.
Large and well-designed studies are required to confirm the role of FMT in
alopecia areata.
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Autoimmune disease; Psychopathogenesis; Case report
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Core tip: Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) has been recommended to treat
Clostridium difficile (previously known as Clostridioides difficile) infection, and has
shown its potential role in the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease, irritable bowel
syndrome, liver disease, and other disorders. This case report describes an elderly
Chinese patient with alopecia areata who experienced restored hair growth and
pigmentation after receiving FMT for his noninfectious diarrhea. Concurrently, the senile
plaques on his face disappeared and his depressive symptoms improved.

Citation: Xie WR, Yang XY, Xia HHX, Wu LH, He XX. Hair regrowth following fecal
microbiota transplantation in an elderly patient with alopecia areata: A case report and review
of the literature. World J Clin Cases 2019; 7(19): 3074-3081
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/3074.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.3074

INTRODUCTION
Alopecia areata involves a chronic inflammation that impacts on hair follicles and
results in hair loss, and its etiology is associated with genetics, autoimmunity, and
environmental factors [1] . Recent studies show that there is a close link between
alopecia areata and gut dysbiosis[2,3]. In recent years, fecal microbiota transplantation
(FMT), a strategy to treat gut dysbiosis through restoring a healthy gut microbiome,
has been strongly recommended to treat Clostridium difficile (previously known as
Clostridioides difficile) infection (CDI) in clinical practice [4] , and it has also been
employed to treat patients with other gut dysbiosis-related diseases, such as
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD, including ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease),
irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), liver disease, and constipation[5-9]. Here we present a
case of alopecia areata in whom hair regrew following FMT.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
On April 5, 2017, an 86-year-old man, suffering from recurrent abdominal pain and
distension, and diarrhea, was seen at the Outpatient Department of Gastroenterology,
the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangdong Pharmaceutical University.

History of present illness
The patient’s symptoms had sustained for six months, with inappetence. His stool
frequency was 4–5 times per day, without fever or bloody purulent stool. At
admission, he was also diagnosed with depression and treated with Deanxit
(flupentixol and melitracen) tablets.

History of past illness
The patient had a history of sigmoid colon carcinoma and underwent surgical
operation and sigmoidostomy for sigmoid colon carcinoma 6 years ago.

Personal and family history
The patient had a free personal and family history.

Physical examination upon admission
At admission, the patient’s temperature was 36.6 °C, heart rate was 78 bpm,
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respiratory rate was 20 breaths per minute, blood pressure was 123/72 mmHg, and
body mass index (BMI) was 17.2 kg/m2. Upon physical examination, the patient
presented with a 1.5 cm × 2.0 cm alopecia areata on his right occiput (no photo was
taken). The abdomen was soft with no tenderness or rebound tenderness.

Laboratory examinations
Serum albumin was decreased at 35 g/L (normal range 40–55 g/L). Blood routine
examination, stool routine examination, and fecal occult blood test were all negative.

Imaging examinations
The normal mucosae of the stomach and small intestine were observed on capsule
endoscopy. Colonoscopy was conducted, which showed that the mucosa of the colon
appeared to be normal (Figure 1).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
According to the above examinations, we excluded infectious diarrhea on the basis of
the negative results of laboratory testing, capsule endoscopy, and colonoscopy. The
patient was diagnosed with noninfectious diarrhea, depressive disorder, and patchy
alopecia areata.

TREATMENT
Due to the negative results of laboratory testing, capsule endoscopy, and colonoscopy,
and no usage of antibiotic, we considered that noninfectious diarrhea in the elderly
patient was mainly caused by gut dysbiosis [10-12] , but not by diseases (including
pancreatic exocrine insufficiency, bile acid malabsorption, gastrointestinal tumor, and
Crohn’s disease) and antibiotic-associated colitis. Thus, the patient was given six
rounds of FMT for noninfectious diarrhea on April 10, April 12, April 14, May 17, May
19, and May 22, 2017, respectively. The stool for FMT was obtained from a 22-year-old
healthy male donor, in whom we conducted the routine screening for potential
pathogens according to the selection criteria formulated by Zhang’s group[13,14]. The
fresh fecal microbiota suspension, prepared with the automatic purification system
(GenFMTer; FMT Medical, Nanjing, China), was administered through the lower
digestive tract with a colonoscope, following the laboratory protocol formulated by
Zhang’s group[13].

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
During the 18-mo follow-up after six rounds of FMT, with the last follow-up visit on
November 22, 2018, his stool frequency was reduced to 1-2 times per day, with the
improved appetite and no abdominal pain or distension. Specifically, his diarrhea
improved remarkably one month after FMT. His depressive symptoms were also
improved; his score on the Hamilton Depression Scale (HAM-D17)[15] was reduced
from 30 points at administration to 13 points at the last visit. His BMI rose to 18.3
kg/m2, and serum albumin increased slightly to 38 g/L.
Surprisingly, at the follow-up 4 wk after FMT, he reported new hair growth on the
affected region of his scalp, with some of his white hair gradually turning to black,
without taking any other therapies for alopecia areata before and after FMT. His hair
growth maintained at the last visit (Figure 2). In addition, the senile plaques on his
face disappeared at the same time (no photo was taken).

DISCUSSION
We present the case of an elderly Chinese patient who experienced new hair growth
on the alopecia areata-affected regions of his scalp, with restoration of hair
pigmentation, after receiving FMT, which was indicated for noninfectious diarrhea.
Furthermore, his diarrhea and depressive symptoms improved and the senile plaques
on his face disappeared at the same time. We speculate that all of these changes are
related to altered gut microbiota after FMT.
Gut dysbiosis plays a critical role in infectious diarrhea [16,17] . FMT has been
performed to treat Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea, which was more effective
than vancomycin or placebo treatment[18]. Beyond infectious diarrhea, gut dysbiosis
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Colonoscopy showing a normal colonic mucosa.

also plays an important role in noninfectious diarrhea[10-12]. A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, single-center trial revealed that symptoms of
IBS, including diarrhea, got improved significantly after receiving FMT[7]. In our FMT
trial center at the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangdong Pharmaceutical University,
we have treated about 40 patients with diarrhea using FMT, showing significant
symptom improvement (data not published). In this case, we conducted FMT in the
elderly patient for his noninfectious diarrhea. During the treatment, we observed hair
regrowth on the alopecia areata-affected regions of his scalp surprisingly.
Clinical patterns of alopecia areata comprise patchy alopecia areata, alopecia totalis,
and alopecia universalis[19]. The following factors contribute to the pathogenesis of
alopecia areata: (1) Genetics: 62 genes have been identified to be involved in the
pathogenesis of alopecia areata[19]; (2) Immune response: The loss of the immune
privilege with the subsequent attack of autoreactive infiltrates on the hair follicle is
considered to be the predominant cause of alopecia areata[1,19,20]; and (3) Other factors:
Oxidative stress and infectious agents could lead to breakdown of the immune
privilege and initiation of alopecia areata[19,20]. In addition, psychological stress may
act as an aggravating factor in initiation and progression of alopecia areata, although
this is controversial[20-23].
Several treatments do result in hair growth in patients with alopecia areata. First,
application of local corticosteroids shows a positive curative effect in patchy alopecia
areata. But this treatment cannot inhibit the development of alopecia areata at other
sites[1,19]. Second, patients with extensive and rapidly progressive alopecia areata got
benefits from application of systemic corticosteroids [19,24,25] . However, continued
application is required to maintain hair growth in most cases [19] . Third, contact
immunotherapy is effective for patients with patchy alopecia areata, not for those
with alopecia totalis and alopecia universalis[19]. But a high relapse rate (62%) of this
management becomes a disturbing issue [19] . Therefore, none of the treatments
mentioned above has been ratified by the US FDA, indicating that a new and more
effective therapeutic intervention aiming at new targets is needed.
Recently, several studies demonstrated that gut dysbiosis plays critical roles in the
onset of skin diseases, including atopic dermatitis and psoriasis[26-29]. However, the
association between alopecia areata and gut dysbiosis awaits to be elucidated.
Alopecia areata may link with other autoimmune diseases, especially with IBD[30]. A
series of clinical cases reported that hair loss was found in patients with IBD[31-34], with
little knowledge of its causes. Since gut dysbiosis is one of the major pathogenesis of
IBD[35-37], gut dysbiosis may act as a common pathway coexisting with alopecia areata
and IBD. Biotin (vitamin B7), a water-soluble vitamin, has the heavy reliance on
bacterial production in guts. Hair loss is one of the symptoms of biotin deficiency[38],
which is induced by a variety of factors, including IBD[39]. Lately recently, Hayashi et
al[2] reported that alopecia was developed in biotin-deficient germ-free mice, with
overgrowth of Lactobacillus murinus. The alopecia mice showed hair regrowth after
supplementation of biotin, with reduction of Lactobacillus murinus, indicating that
alopecia was caused mainly by gut dysbiosis, particularly overgrowth of Lactobacillus
murinus, which consequently led to biotin deficiency[2]. Thus, it is not implausible that
there exists a close link between gut dysbiosis and alopecia areata.
Short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), produced by gut microbiota, contribute to
maintaining immunological homeostasis[40], via modulating the numbers and function
of regulatory T cells (Tregs), which play critical role in the induction of alopecia
areata[3,30]. Borde et al[3] hypothesized that propionate, one of SCFAs, would induce
more tolerogenic Tregs through stimulating G protein-coupled receptors to protect
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Hair regrowth on an elderly Chinese patient’s scalp after fecal microbiota transplantation. The patient’s scalp 1 mo (A), 4 mo (B), and 18 mo (C) after
fecal microbiota transplantation, respectively.

the hair follicles against the immunological attack. They observed that hair regrowth
in five out of five C3H/He J mice (a kind of mouse developing alopecia areata
spontaneously) after 11 wk of propionate treatment, with an increased Treg/CD4+
ratio. Unfortunately, they failed to reproduce the positive results of hair regrowth
when they repeated the study. Due to the vast varieties of gut microbiota, it is
insufficient to restore the normal gut microbiota merely through supplying one of
SCFAs, which leads to the inconclusive results. Nevertheless, the intriguing link
between gut dysbiosis and alopecia areata does exist, and restoring a healthy gut,
instead of supplying one to several kinds of SCFAs, will perform more effectively in
treating alopecia areata.
Vitamin D, one of the micronutrients in our daily diet, is well-known for the effect
of maintaining the normal levels of calcium and phosphorus in the blood[41]. Vitamin
D exerts its biological functions through conversion into its active form of 1,25(OH)2D3
by the activating enzyme Cyp27B1[42]. 1,25(OH)2D3 binds to vitamin D receptor (VDR)
to possess biological activities[43]. Growing evidence demonstrates that 1,25 (OH)2D3
deficiency is associated with alopecia areata[44-46], in which VDR deficiency plays a
vital role[47-49]. On one hand, a recent study indicated that 1,25(OH)2D3 deficiency
induced gut dysbiosis, leading to a reduction in SCFAs production[50]. On the other
hand, several studies have shown that the expression of VDR and Cyp27B1 is
regulated by gut microbiota[51-53]. Thus, it is unclear which takes the main responsibility for the onset of alopecia areata, although it is likely that there exists a
bidirectional relationship between 1,25(OH)2D3 and gut microbiota and between
1,25(OH)2D3 deficiency and gut dysbiosis [43].
FMT is considered a safe and effective method to restore a healthy gut microbial
environment, and displays astonishing clinical efficacy for recurrent CDI, IBD, IBS,
liver disease, and other disorders[54-57]. The rationale for FMT restoring health is still
unclear. Ooijevaar et al[58] proposed that there could be two pathways, the direct and
indirect pathways. In the direct pathway, some beneficial bacteria and nutrients are
transferred directly with FMT to compete with the pathogenic bacteria and replenish
the missing nutrients, the process of which is unrelated to the host. In the indirect
pathway, host-related factors, including immunomodulation and mechanical barrier
function, are involved.
This widespread efficacy of FMT provides a clue that FMT might also serve as a
potential therapy for alopecia areata via the restoration of gut microbiota balance[3,30].
In 2017, Rebello et al [59] reported that two patients with alopecia universalis
experienced hair regrowth after FMT used for recurrent CDI. Consistent with these
two cases, the elderly patient with patchy alopecia areata in this case demonstrated
long-term hair growth after FMT for noninfectious diarrhea (Table 1). These
observations suggest that FMT contributes to hair regrowth by replenishing the gut
microbiota. Restoration of a healthy gut microbial environment might lead to
improvement of the absorption and synthesis of nutrients, including amino
acid/proteins, biotin, SCFAs, and vitamin D, by immunomodulation, which
ultimately results in hair regrowth. In this case, the elderly patient got his nutritional
status improved after FMT, as his BMI and serum albumin increased slightly.
Unfortunately, we could not provide the levels of biotin and vitamin D of this patient
before and after FMT; acquisition of this information might help to elucidate the
mechanism by which FMT results in hair regrowth.
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Table 1 Case reports of hair regrowth in patients with alopecia after fecal microbiota transplantation
Previous
therapies for
alopecia

Other therapies
Hair regrowth
for alopecia
after FMT
during FMT

Alopecia
universalis

Steroid injection

No

8 wk

CDI

Alopecia
universalis

Intralesional
corticosteroid
injections

2 additional
intralesional
corticosteroid
injections after
FMT

A few months

Noninfectious
diarrhea

Alopecia areata

No

No

4 wk

Reference

Age

Sex

Disease

Rebello et al[59],
2017

38

Male

CDI

Rebello et al[59],
2017

20

Male

86

Male

Pattern of
alopecia

CDI: Clostridioides difficile (formerly Clostridium difficile) infection; FMT: Fecal microbiota transplantation.

In addition to hair regrowth, the elderly patient we report here reported that his
hair color returned and the senile plaques on his face disappeared. The pathogenesis
of canities has not been completely understood yet. Certain organ-specific
autoimmune disorders may contribute to the process of canities[60], which gives us a
hint that the gut microbiota may be associated with the process of canities. Hence, our
elderly patient could get his hair color returned after restoration of the balance of the
gut microbial environment.
As the gut microbiota acts as a direct mediator of psychopathology through the
gut–brain axis[61,62], the patient’s depressive symptoms were also improved after FMT.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, despite the astonishing therapeutic effect described in this report, as
well as in the report by Rebello et al[59], further investigations on the role of the gut
microbiota in alopecia areata through large and well-designed clinical trials are
required to support the clinical application of FMT as a treatment option for this
distressing disease.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Hypoplasia of bilateral cruciate ligaments is a rare congenital malformation. The
diagnosis of such diseases and indications for the various treatment options
require further analysis and discussion.
CASE SUMMARY
The patient is a 26-year-old Chinese woman who has been suffering from knee
pain since the age of 8 years, 2-3 episodes a year. Three years ago, due to the
practice of advanced yoga poses, the frequency of left knee pain increased,
requiring prompt medical treatment. Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated
an absence of both anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments of both knees with
abnormal posterior tilting of the tibial plateau. Bilateral subluxation of the knee
joint was also found, therefore tibial osteotomy was performed. The patient
reported at the 24 mo follow-up that the frequency of pain and instability had
been reduced and function restored.
CONCLUSION
Osteotomy may be an effective method to treat patients with congenital cruciate
ligament deficiency with posterior tibial plateau tilting. The diagnosis of
congenital cruciate ligament deficiency shall be based on the combination of
patient’s medical history, clinical manifestations, and findings from imaging to
avoid possible misdiagnosis. Based on the symptoms, frequency of attacks, and
intent of the individual, appropriate treatment options shall be identified.
Key words: Congenital; Dysplasia; Cruciate ligament; Congenital deformity; Osteotomy;
Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Core tip: While some articles reported the rare disease of congenital absence of cruciate
ligaments, to our knowledge none of them systematiclly reports the published cases and
summarizes the characteristics of this kind of disease. . We conducted a literature review
that focus on the symptoms and their appear age of the disease. In order to find out the
best treatment programs for congenital absence of cruciate ligaments, we also paid great
attention to the treatment method of each case. In addition, we concluded a diagnostic
process that will help clinicians to decrease the chance of misdiagnosis.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1962, Giorgi [1] first described congenital anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
deficiency. In general, this form of congenital dysplasia is unilateral, rarely being
observed in both knee joints[2,3]. It involves defects of the anterior or posterior cruciate
ligament, or both, and may include a single, or both, knees [4] . Such patients are
extremely rare, with a prevalence of 0.017 per 1000 live births[5,6], especially when both
the anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments of each knee are missing combined with
tibial plateau dysplasia[7].
As yet, there is no clear consensus on the treatment of such diseases. For some
patients without apparent knee instability or pain, and without symptoms that affect
daily life, some clinicians have often observed that cruciate ligament reconstruction
offers no improvement[8,9]. These clinicians therefore suggest conservative treatment
for asymptomatic patients. For those who are symptomatic, in order to regain knee
stability and function, most clinicians are reported to proceed with cruciate ligament
reconstruction or orthopedic surgery[9-11]. In this case, because of the large tilt of the
tibial plateau, the surgeon decided to first correct the bony deformity. Therefore, tibial
osteotomy was adopted. After 2 years of follow-up, the effect of treatment was found
to be excellent. The case report on this patient follows.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 26-year-old Chinese woman presented with occasional alternating pain in her knees
from being about 8 years old, regularly occurring 2-3 times a year.

History of present illness
Her pain was relieved after rest. The left knee was unstable. About three years prior to
presentation in the clinic, the frequency of alternating pain in both knees increased to
10-12 times a year, coinciding with practicing advanced yoga, each period of pain
lasting approximately a week. After she attended an outpatient clinic, she was
provided nonoperative treatment, such as Chinese massage or acupuncture, for a
year.

Personal and family history
Neither she nor her family had any past history of congenital knee deformity.

Physical examination
There was no obvious swelling of either knee joint during physical examination. The
joints were flexed from 0° to 120° with no apparent tenderness, and tibial movement
was normal. Anterior and posterior drawer tests were positive as well as Lachman
test. The Lysholm II score was 72.

Imaging examinations
An X-ray showed bilateral varus knee with instability (Figures 1A and 1B). An
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan (Figure 2) indicated bilateral knee joint
malalignment, anterior displacement of the tibia, subluxation, left tibial plateau bone
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cysts, sclerosis and bone formation, a slightly worn right medial tibial plateau, an
absence of ligaments in both knees, bilateral thickening of the lateral retinacula, and
bilateral patellar joint malalignment with grade III-IV wear in the patella and
patellofemoral joint.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Congenital cruciate ligament deficiency (bilateral knee joints).

TREATMENT
The patient underwent osteotomy of the left proximal tibial under general anesthesia,
with internal tibial fixation (Figures 3A-D). Large tilt of the tibial plateau was
corrected (Figure 3B). Neutral left lower limb alignment was attained (Figure 3C).
Postoperative recovery was positive with the patient's regular reviews.
Eleven months postoperatively, X-ray examination demonstrated that the left knee
was in good alignment, and correction to the left tibial plateau and proximal tibia had
been achieved with no loose internal fixation. The left knee was able to achieve flexion
of 0° to 120°. The tibial internal fixation device was removed under general anesthesia
following tracheal intubation (Figure 4A-C).

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
After 24 mo of follow-up visits, the patient felt that function of the left knee was better
than the right. She was not restricted in activities by the left knee, being able to squat
completely, with no pain at rest. Slight pain would occur after a long walk which
fortunately had no impact on work or life activities. The Lysholm II score was 88.

DISCUSSION
There is still controversy in the literature regarding treatment of congenital absence of
cruciate ligaments[9,10]. In this case, the patient was treated with tibial osteotomy.
Although satisfactory results were obtained, they may only be applicable to this case.

Epidemiology and pathogenesis
Congenital cruciate ligament defect is a very rare disease with an incidence of only 17
per million population [5] . In most cases previously described in the literature,
congenital absence of the cruciate ligaments is usually associated with
musculoskeletal diseases, in particular incomplete or stunted development of the
lower limbs such as the femur, tibial spine, tibia, fibula or sacrum, congenital
meniscus malformations, and multiple organ syndromes such as thrombocytopeniaabsent radius syndrome [3,12] . With regard to the congenital absence of a cruciate
ligament usually being in combination with other congenital musculoskeletal
diseases, the literature has noted that the main role of the intercondylar notch is to
adapt to the cruciate ligament[1,13]. Therefore, in the absence of a ligament, formation of
the intercondylar notch will be affected. However, some authors believe that the
development of the intercondylar spine in the proximal humerus depends on the
presence of the cruciate ligament[14]. Therefore, if the ligament is congenitally absent,
iliac spine dysplasia will eventually occur. Others believe that malformation is caused
by congenital dysplasia rather than through the association with cruciate ligament
development[15,16].

Correct diagnosis of congenital absence of a cruciate ligament
History: Following a review of previously published literatures, it has been
ascertained that about 31% of patients start experiencing pain and instability due to
trauma[7,10,17,18]. The literatures suggests that if trauma is reported in a patient’s history
but no significant abnormality of the contralateral knee is observed, misdiagnosis of
congenital absence of a ligament may occur instead of post-traumatic ligament loss.
Symptoms of congenital ligament absence begin with mild trauma or sprains,
ultimately leading to an imbalance in the soft tissue of the knee. In this case, the
patient experienced painful symptoms in the knees after practicing advanced yoga
exercises. Although there was no apparent history of trauma, there was a clear
incentive. In addition, in patients with non-healing osteophytes, injury caused by
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Figure 1

Figure 1 X-ray images. A: Unequal width of the joint spaces; B: Anterior and medial displacement of the tibial plate.

trauma is more likely to result in fractures at the epiphysis or long bone, or
intercondylar eminence avulsion, so cruciate ligament rupture in such patients is
unlikely[8]. It has also been proposed that the possibility of congenital absence of a
ligament in young patients with a history of trauma and loss of a ligament should not
be neglected, and a differential diagnosis should carefully be performed. For those
patients who often complain of instability after a traumatic event[7], the clinician
should objectively distinguish the real degree of laxity and the patient’s own sense of
instability through a positive clinical examination[19]. The history of young children
should be scrutinized very closely to ascertain if there were signs of congenital
abnormalities, because a history of trauma did not rule out congenital absence of a
ligament.
Symptoms: A search of the literature resulted in the discovery of cases of congenital
absence of ligaments in a total of 41 knees. Only 13% had no apparent symptoms. The
other knees suffered varying degrees of pain with lower limb instability. According to
our results, a vast majority of patients have onset of the condition in the 5-20 years old
age group and are mostly adolescents. At present, no elderly patients with congenital
absence of a ligament have been found. The literatures point out that some patients
may not have any symptoms (patients with absence or incompetence in a cruciate
ligament often do not complain about joint instability), because they may have
adapted to those pathological anatomical conditions[10,20]. However, with age or after
sudden trauma, the balance of the knee for which the patient has already
compensated is destroyed, causing knee instability, recurrent dislocation, and even
pain and other symptoms that accelerate the progression of knee osteoarthritis[21].
In addition, it has been speculated that patients with congenital absence of an ACL
may not be detected and need no intervention because, unlike traumatic ACL injuries,
they can adapt during development and will not experience subjective instability[5].
This adaptation can delay the onset of osteoarthritis caused by chronic laxity
compared to traumatic tears. It is known that patients with congenital absence of
ligaments may be asymptomatic, but if symptoms appear at a young age, it is less
likely that they will reoccur at an older age[8]. This suggests that we shall consider the
diagnosis of congenital ligament loss in young patients during clinical work.
Signs: A review of all cases demonstrated that although some patients did not have
apparent symptoms or did not feel unstable on their own, all patients had positive
signs of varying degrees of lack of ligament tissue. These positive signs included
Lachman test, pivotal transfer test, and anterior and posterior drawer test. Some
patients might demonstrate varying degrees of knee effusion, knee cartilage damage,
meniscal tears, with medial or lateral collateral ligament injuries due to prolonged
knee instability, positive floating blister test, McMurray test, squeezing abrasion test,
or eversion. Corresponding positive signs such as varus stress relaxation were also
observed. A thorough physical examination of the knee should still be conducted in
the clinic to ascertain the patient’s chief complaint in order to facilitate symptomatic
treatment.
Videography: Imaging is our primary means of diagnosing such diseases. In clinical
practice, radiologists often find it difficult to distinguish between traumatic loss and
congenital absence of a cruciate ligament. Cases show that if trauma is reported in a
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Magnetic resonance imaging scan showing cruciate ligament deficiency. A: Left knee joint anterior displacement with subluxation; B: Mild abrasion in
the medial tibial platform; C: Femoral articular surface wear.

patient’s history and the contralateral knee is normal, and if arthroscopic and MRI
reports do not focus on femoral intercondylar or zygomatic spinal deformities (X-rays
show an abnormality of the sacrum, with only one bump in the sacrum, possibly a
sign of cruciate ligament dysplasia), the correct diagnosis may be missed. Therefore,
when using imaging to judge between congenital instability and post-traumatic
instability, it shall be ascertained whether the joint bones in the knee are deformed.
For diagnosis using imaging, plain film can be used to perform a preliminary
diagnosis of patients with congenital ligament loss according to the three-tiered
classification of Manner et al [ 6 ] . According to the authors’ conclusions, the
differentiation of trauma and underdevelopment of one or two cruciate ligaments can
be determined based on the difference in the gap width index and height, and
changes in the lateral and/or medial spinous processes of the tibia. In short, X-rays
show several signs of radiology such as dysplasia of the tibial eminence, dysplastic
lateral femoral condyle, or narrow intercondylar fossa, suggesting the possibility of
congenital absence of a cruciate ligament[1,13,22].

Treatment options
Congenital absence of a cruciate ligament has been reported as a solitary abnormality
or as part of a syndrome. Studies involving congenital syndromes (where ACL defects
are common findings) have partially focused on correcting angle deformities, limb
extensions, or amputations and prosthetic limb assembly. Reference is made to the
treatment of cruciate ligament loss, but there are also significant differences in the
postoperative outcome in different patients who have the same treatment [4,23,24] .
Studies have also shown that instability of the anterior part of the knee can induce
many forms of late lesion, such as meniscal tears or cartilage damage, which may also
lead to the development of early arthritis. Even selective meniscectomy increases joint
instability[7,25,26]. Therefore, we have summarized the treatment plans of patients who
have had satisfactory treatment of this disorder in the literature, to provide a
reference for clinicians to develop treatment strategies in the future. We reviewed 10
articles with a total of 41 patients. Of these, 24% of the knees were reconstructed, 16%
were treated with limb orthosis, 12% were both reconstructed and provided with limb
orthosis, and the remainder were treated conservatively.
For patients with no apparent symptoms or low frequency of pain and instability,
conservative strategies such as strengthening the knee-related muscle groups are
recommended. When Gabos et al[11] dealt with such patients, if the symptoms were
caused by meniscal tears and cartilage damage (i.e. pain and joint effusions), only the
joints were treated. For traumatic injury, after an average follow-up of 31 mo, the
patients did not have any reduction in their capacity to exercise and could continue
daily activities without further treatment. Such clinical follow-up results also
confirmed their point of view that patients had tolerated joint laxation prior to
trauma, and once the cause of pain had been eliminated, adequate muscle
strengthening was sufficient.
For patients with symptoms of instability either with or without walking pain but
without knee joint deformity, combined with the consent of the patient, treatment by
cruciate ligament reconstruction was performed. Restoring the stability of the knee
joint can further reduce the pain caused by instability of the knee joint and delay the
progression of knee osteoarthritis.
For patients with unstable, painful symptoms and bony knee deformities that
prevent adding an anterior or posterior cruciate ligament without it being damaged, it
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Figure 3

Figure 3 X-ray images showing the left knee with no loosening of the internal fixation.

is recommended to first correct the bony deformity and ascertain whether, during the
follow-up period, the patient is willing to undergo posterior ligament reconstruction.
If the patient can achieve satisfactory knee stability and undergo daily activities
following rehabilitation exercises, cruciate ligament reconstruction shall not be
considered at that time. If noticeable symptoms of instability are still apparent,
reconstruction of the cruciate ligament shall be considered. In this case, because the
tibial plateau was tilted backwards (Figure 1B), if the anterior and posterior cruciate
ligaments had been reconstructed first, the reconstructed cruciate ligaments would
have been subjected to a greater tension than in a normal knee joint, resulting in a
high risk of failure of ligament fractured. Therefore, the surgeon first performed a
tibial osteotomy to correct the skeletal deformity. After a period of observation,
cruciate ligament reconstruction was considered. We agree with De Ponti et al[7] that in
the treatment of ligamentous dysplasia, factors such as age, type of boney protrusions,
activity level, and the quality and quantity of symptoms should be considered.
Cruciate ligament reconstruction should be limited to cases of impaired joint stability
and objectively manifested as a frequent dysfunction. Surgical indications are also
based on the patient's condition and expectations and should only be considered after
appropriate counseling. Summary of published studies regarding cruciate ligament
aplasia sees Table 1.

CONCLUSION
We believe that the treatment of this disease should take into account different factors,
namely, the patient’s age, type of dysplasia and level of their activity, and most
importantly, the extent of the symptoms and frequency of attacks. We attribute a
crucial role to the frequency and type of symptom experienced because we believe
that surgical methods shall be used with caution in cases of related joint instability.
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Table 1 Summary of published studies regarding cruciate ligament aplasia
Author

Year (yr)

Symptom age

Symptoms

History of trauma

Treatment

Katz et al

1967

4 patients at 4 Y, 1
patient at 9 Y

5 patients felt I

N

5 patients both O and
LR

Thomas et al[27]

1985

12 patients at 2-16 Y

6 patients felt I, 6
patients had no
symptoms

N

5 patients O, 7 patients
C

Kaelin et al[28]

1986

6 patients at 9-22 Y

6 patients felt I

2 patients H, 4 patients
N

6 patients C

De Ponti et al[7]

2001

2 patients at 11 Y

1 patient felt I and P, 1
patient feel I

1 patient H, 1 patient N

2 patients C

Gabos et al[11]

2005

4 patients at 14-17 Y

4 patients feel I

Not mentioned

4 patient LR

Ergün et al[14]

2008

1 patient at 3 Y

1 patient felt I

N

1 patient LR

Kwan et al[29]

2009

3 patients at 38, 7, and 4
Y

1 patient felt P, 2
patients felt I

N

3 patients C

Sonn et al[17]

2014

2 patients at 11 and 4 Y

2 patients feel I and P

2 patients H

1 patient LR, 1 patient O

Bedoya et al[4]

2014

2 patients at 13 Y

2 patients felt I and P

Not mentioned

2 patients LR

Davanzo et al[10]

2017

2 patients at 6 Y, 2
patients at 15 Y

4 patients felt I and P

1 patient H, 3 patients N 2 patients LR, 2 patients
C

41 patients at 2-38 Y,
children and young
people

1 patient felt P; 9
patients felt I and P; 26
patients felt I; 6 patients
had no symptom,
accounting for 14%

26 patients N; 6 patients
not mentioned; 9
patients H, accounting
for 31%

[18]

Total

10 patients LR; 6
patients O; 5 patients
both O and LR; 20
patients C

Y: Years old; P: Pain; I: Instability; H: Have; N: None; C: Conservative; O: Osteotomy; LR: Ligament reconstruction.

Figure 4

Figure 4 X-ray images. A: Correct alignment of the left knee and unequal length of the lower limbs with right knee inversion to the medial; B: Left knee tibial plateaus
moving inwards; C: Equal width of the joint spaces.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) is one of the most common cancers in human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-positive patients and leads to a high prevalence of
morbidity and mortality. It usually appears as cutaneous or mucous lesions.
Patients with visceral KS are asymptomatic and clinically silent. As the disease
advances, patients may progress from a normal condition to exhibiting severe
symptoms.
CASE SUMMARY
A 27-year-old man presented with a 2-mo history of fever, bearing-down pain,
and rectal bleeding. His hepatitis B virus DNA level was 2.7 ×107 IU/mL.
Abdominal computed tomography (CT) indicated liver cirrhosis. Before he was
admitted to our hospital, he was diagnosed with HIV infection. His CD4 count
was 24 cells/μL. Pelvic cavity CT suggested a thickened rectum wall
accompanied by multiple enlarged lymph nodes. The patient was initially treated
as having haemorrhoidal varices with bleeding, telbivudine for anti-hepatitis B
virus treatment, and antibiotics for anti-infection. After half a month of treatment,
the patient felt that his lower lumbus ache and bearing-down pain had not
improved, and a colonoscopy was conducted. The result revealed a rectal mass
that was histologically confirmed as KS with rectal spindle cells that were
positive for cluster of differentiation 117 (CD117), CD34, human herpes virus 8,
and CD31. He was administered systemic chemotherapy with 36 mg/d liposomal
doxorubicin six times. The patient experienced no sign of lower gastrointestinal
bleeding again.
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CONCLUSION
This case highlights the diagnosis of primary KS with lower gastrointestinal
bleeding in HIV-positive patients, which means visceral KS could not be
excluded. The gold standard relies on colonoscopy and biopsy findings.
Key words: Human immunodeficiency virus/hepatitis B virus co-infection; Kaposi’s
Sarcoma; Lower gastrointestinal bleeding; Colonoscopy; Immunohistochemistry; Case
report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-related Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) is the
most common malignancy affecting HIV-positive patients. It usually appears as
cutaneous or mucous lesions; however, KS in the viscera cannot be excluded. Patients
may progress from a normal condition to exhibiting severe symptoms. We present
herein, a rare case of HIV/hepatitis B virus co-infection that manifested as fever,
bearing-down pain, and rectal bleeding. This case highlights that primary KS without a
cutaneous manifestation should not be ignored when physicians make infectious
consultation. Emphasis should be placed on colonoscopy and biopsies.

Citation: Zhou QH, Guo YZ, Dai XH, Zhu B. Kaposi’s sarcoma manifested as lower
gastrointestinal bleeding in a HIV/HBV-co-infected liver cirrhosis patient: A case report.
World J Clin Cases 2019; 7(19): 3090-3097
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/3090.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.3090

INTRODUCTION
Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) is a low-degree tumour consisting of multicentric vascular
nodules. Human herpes virus type 8 (HHV8), also known as Kaposi's sarcomaassociated herpes virus (KSHV), is an aetiological agent of KS [1] . KSHV infects
characteristic spindle cells of endothelial origin, B cells, and keratinocytes and
expresses a wide range of genes encoding proliferation and angiogenesis, thus leading
to pathogenesis of KS[1-3]. Because of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1 tat
gene product, HIV-1 and KSHV can accelerate replication reciprocally. In the
meantime, upregulated T-helper type-1 cytokines induce reactivation of KSHV and
growth of the disease [3-5] . It usually presents as cutaneous or mucous lesions
undergoing three stages: patch, plaque, and nodular[2]. Pain, oedema, and ulceration
may occur when lymphatic obstruction involves subcutaneous tissue[4]. Visceral KS
only accounts for a small part, which can be life threatening. It is symptomless at the
beginning followed by exacerbation when it advances[1]. Although combination antiretroviral therapy is still the mainstay of treatment for acquired immune deficiency
syndrome-related KS, tumour-specific therapies including cytotoxic agents and antiangiogenic agents are necessary for aggressive type[3].
We present herein, a patient with HIV/hepatitis B virus (HBV) co-infected liver
cirrhosis that manifested as lower gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding. This case shows that
essential colonoscopy and pathological diagnosis should not be forgotten for visceral
KS with GI bleeding. We used “Kaposi’s Sarcoma”, “HIV”, “gastrointestinal
bleeding”, and pertinent words to search the articles on PubMed.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 27-year-old man presented with a 2-mo history of fever, bearing-down pain, and
rectal bleeding.

History of present illness
Patient’s symptoms started 2 mo ago; he previously visited another hospital to
undergo a thorough examination. Based on the results of laboratory examinations and
imaging examinations, he was primarily diagnosed with haemorrhoidal varices
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bleeding due to liver cirrhosis by another physician. He was treated with
piperacillin/tazobactam and meropenem for anti-infection therapy, with somatostatin
and octreotide to lower the portal pressure and telbivudine for anti-HBV therapy.
Three days before he was admitted to our hospital, he was diagnosed with HIV
infection. He was transferred to our ward for specific treatments. He still complained
of fever and rectal bleeding.

History of past illness
The patient suffered from chronic hepatitis B since he was born. Abdominal
computed tomography (CT) indicated liver cirrhosis as well.

Physical examination
On examination, the patient’s temperature was 39.3 °C, heart rate was 96 beats per
min, respiratory rate was 16 breaths per min, blood pressure was 105/73 mmHg, and
oxygen saturation in room air was 98%. The patient did not show any rashes, but was
pale and had an abdominal bulge.

Laboratory examinations
A routine blood test showed mild anaemia with a haemoglobin level of 11.7 g/dL,
leucopoenia with a leucocyte count of 1900/µL, thrombocytopenia with a platelet
count of 83000/µL, and an albumin level of 29.8 g/L. Coagulation function tests
showed an activated partial thromboplastin time of 56.2 s and a prothrombin time of
17 s. His CD4 count was 24 cells/µL. The stool test was positive. The G test, GM test,
and latex agglutination test were all negative.

Imaging examinations
Pelvic cavity CT suggested a thickened rectum wall accompanied by multiple
enlarged lymph nodes. Abdominal CT showed diffuse adenopathy surrounding the
hepatic portal and the posterior peritoneum.

Initial treatments
During hospitalisation, because of his history of hepatitis B-related cirrhosis, the
patient was initially treated as having haemorrhoidal varices with bleeding.
Octreotide was administered to stop the bleeding. Telbivudine was added to the antiHBV treatment. The patient developed a fever before being admitted to our hospital;
the fever did not improve during the first days of hospitalisation. He was given
antibiotics, including piperacillin sodium and sulbactam sodium, empirically. On the
5th day of admission, the blood culture results showed that Staphylococcus aureus was
still present. Considering his symptoms, we concluded that the patient had
septicaemia. The abovementioned antibiotics were discontinued, and biapenem was
added to his treatments. Due to the absolute CD4 T-lymphocyte counts along with the
mucosa blaze in the patient’s mouth, the antifungal agent voriconazole was used.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
After half a month of treatment, the patient felt that his lower lumbus ache and
bearing-down pain had not improved, and a colonoscopy was conducted. The result
revealed a rectal mass (Figure 1) that was histologically confirmed as KS with rectal
spindle cells that were positive for cluster of differentiation 117 (CD117), CD34,
HHV8, CD31, and Ki-67 (30%) and negative for soluble protein-100, smooth muscle
actin, and desmin (Figure 2).

TREATMENT
Based on the pathological and immunohistochemistry results, when the patient was
clinically stable, he was given highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) consisting
of lamivudine, efavirenz, lopinavir, and ritonavir. He started systemic chemotherapy
with 36 mg/d liposomal doxorubicin on August 26, 2016. At that time, his local
bleeding was resolved, and he was discharged from the hospital. Then the patient was
readmitted to the hospital for chemotherapy with liposomal doxorubicin at the same
dosage on a monthly basis.
000000
000000
000000
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Soft mass on the rectum wall.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Prior to each chemotherapy treatment, he routinely underwent a CT scan (Figure 3).
The results revealed that the focus had shrunk, indicating that the patient had
palliated successfully. At his 6-mo follow-up visit, the patient’s viral load decreased to
7.39E + 01 copies/mL. He also underwent a positron emission tomography (PET) scan
that showed great improvement in hypermetabolic activity in the rectum with mild
residual activity (Figure 4). He completed six doses of liposomal doxorubicin and
experienced no sign of lower GI bleeding again.

DISCUSSION
Currently, KS is one of the most common cancers in HIV-positive patients and leads
to a high prevalence of morbidity and mortality. As previous reports have indicated,
the incidence of KS has declined for more than 80%. It has been classified into four
clinical variants: classic, endemic, HIV-related, and immunosuppression-related. Each
type has unique characteristics[6]. The classic type, which is mainly presented as
solitary cutaneous lesions on the lower extremities, affects elderly populations of
Mediterranean or Eastern European descent. The endemic type shows familiar
cutaneous manifestations that are more aggressive during the course of
lymphadenopathy and has been found in South African children. The transplantationrelated type often occurs in immunocompromised patients who receive
immunosuppressive medications. HIV-related KS is the most common malignancy
that affects HIV-infected patients[4]. As a previous retrospective study discussed, it is
predominantly found among homosexual men with low CD4 cell counts (usually <
100 cells/µL) and a high viral load (> 10000 copies/mL)[1,4,7]. KS is a low-degree
tumour consisting of multicentric vascular nodules. HHV8, also known as KSHV, is
an aetiological agent of KS[1,8,9]. KS can occur in patients with or without HIV infection
as well as in patients with or without normal CD4 cell counts[5].
KS usually appears as cutaneous or mucous lesions, but this does not indicate that
KS in the viscera, which accounts for 3.5% of cases, can be excluded[10,11]. A majority of
patients with visceral KS are asymptomatic and clinically silent[1]. As the disease
advances, patients may progress from a normal condition to exhibiting severe
symptoms including anaemia, abdominal pain, diarrhoea, dyspepsia, vomiting, and
even complications that are rarely presented such as intestinal obstruction,
perforation, and weight loss[12,13]. In this unusual case, the patient was hospitalised
with GI bleeding, fever, and pain at the waist. The initial examination found hepatitis,
cirrhosis, and septicaemia, which were consistent with the chief complaint. However,
treatment for cirrhosis and septicaemia was not effective. At that time, other causes
were considered, and further examinations such as colonoscopy were conducted.
Pathologic diagnosis remains the gold diagnostic standard. The HIV-positive patient
presented with lower GI bleeding without skin lesions.
Diagnosis of this type of primary KS without a cutaneous manifestation is a
challenging problem for physicians. Imaging as a reliable, non-invasive method plays
an important role in the diagnosis and prognosis of acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome-related KS. Razek et al[14] showed that apparent diffusion coefficient of the
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Haematoxylin and eosin stain and immunohistochemistry. A: Proliferating spindle cells with severe
atypia and a certain amount of inflammatory cells scattering among spindle cells (× 200); B: Immunohistochemical
stains: positive for CD31, revealing the rectum with KS (× 200); C: Immunohistochemical stains: positive for CD34,
revealing the rectum with KS (× 200); D: Immunohistochemical stains: positive for HHV8 antigen (× 200).

spleen could act as a simple predictor of oesophageal varices in cirrhotic patients
through diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging. In our case, at the very
beginning, abdominal CT showed us morphologic characteristics, location and
number of lesions, as well as enhancement pattern, but it was not enough for a tissuespecific diagnosis. It also presented us decreased size of tumour in CT and great
improvement in hypermetabolic activity in PET-CT after treatments of HAART and
chemotherapy. PET-CT is generally used for differentiating between benign and
malignant tumours, grading and staging of tumours, as well as evaluating the effects
of treatments. Imaging techniques and findings help a lot in complementing to
discriminate nature of tumours[15]. Nevertheless, the golden standard of diagnosis
should rely on colonoscopy and biopsy findings[10]. The endoscopic appearance often
features submucosal nodules with a polypoid formation and volcano-like mass
lesions [10] . Its severity depends on its endoscopic appearance including the size,
ulceration, and number of lesions. As previously reported, multiple lesions are more
closely related to a high viral load (i.e. > 10000 copies/µL), while massive lesions are
associated with low CD4 cell counts (i.e. < 100 cells/µL)[7]. The pathological results
showed that proliferating spindle cells were positive for CD31, CD34, and latent
nuclear antigen, suggestive of HHV8[9]. The differential diagnoses should exclude
diseases such as leiomyomas, rhabdomyosarcomas, GI stromal tumours,
cytomegalovirus infections and non-Hodgkin lymphomas that also occur in the GI
tract of HIV-positive patients[10,16]. Among HIV-negative patients, angiosarcoma and
GI stromal tumours have the same spindle-shaped cells as KS. The diagnosis should
be based on a complete medical history and physical examination.
In addition to inhibiting virus production, HAART management also repairs the
immune system, which may be a prerequisite for other treatments. Radiation, surgical
excision, sclerotherapy, and liquid nitrogen cryotherapy are used in cases of limited
lesions[4]. Therapies targeting KS, including ganciclovir and foscarnet, have been
proven useful. Cytotoxic chemotherapy, including liposomal doxorubicin, can be
used as a first-line treatment; paclitaxel or oral etoposide are second-line treatments.
In one study, combined HAART and liposomal doxorubicin treatment outperformed
HAART therapy alone[17]. Two clinical trials are currently investigating whether
administering HAART and chemotherapy together or sequentially is the better mode
of therapy[18]. Other treatments used for anti-angiogenesis-like vascular endothelial
growth factor neutralizing antibody bevacizumab, tyrosine kinase inhibitor imatinib,
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Abdominal CT images of KS. These two figures are patient’s abdominal CT results scanned before and after chemotherapy. The distance between two
arrows is the size of the tumour. A: The size was 4.98 cm and was scanned before chemotherapy on August 16, 2016, which showed thickened wall in the middlelower rectum; B: The size was 4.18 cm and was scanned after four rounds of chemotherapy on November 21, 2016, which showed that the focus had shrunk.

and interferon-α are being formulated[10,19]. The prognosis of HIV-related KS depends
on CD4 count and opportunistic infections. KS occurring in the viscera indicates a
worse prognosis.

CONCLUSION
There have only been a few reports of KS manifested as lower GI bleeding in a
HIV/HBV-co-infected liver cirrhosis patient. Prompt diagnosis and treatment are
indispensable for symptomatic patients with GI bleeding. Any delay may worsen the
condition, lower the quality of life, and increase the mortality and morbidity.
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Figure 4

Figure 4 Positron emission tomography images of the Kaposi’s sarcoma. Positron emission tomography-computed tomography confirmed post chemotherapy of
Kaposi’s sarcoma, which showed great improvement in hypermetabolic activity in the rectum with mild residual activity.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Synovial sarcoma, a rare mesenchymal tumor type with unclear histological
origin and direction of differentiation, accounts for 6%–10% of soft tissue tumors.
It is mainly located near the joints and tendons of the limbs, and occurs primarily
in children or young adults. Primary renal synovial sarcoma (PRSS) is very rare,
accounting for approximately 1% of synovial sarcomas. It is a spindle cell tumor
type affecting mesenchymal tissue, and has morphological, genetic, and clinical
characteristics, and a certain degree of epithelial differentiation. It is highly
malignant and has the fourth highest incidence among soft tissue sarcomas. Here,
we report a case of PRSS and share some valuable information about the disease.
CASE SUMMARY
A 54-year-old male patient was admitted to the hospital for a space-occupying
lesion in the right kidney for 2 d upon ultrasound examination. The patient had
no cold or fever; no frequency, urgency or pain of urination; and no other
discomfort. The results of a hemogram, blood biochemistry, and tumor markers
were in the normal range. The patient was examined by computed tomography
(CT), which indicated the presence of a soft tissue density shadow with a
diameter of approximately 6.8 cm in the right renal pelvis area, showing uneven
enhancement. Ultrasound indicated a cystic solid mass of approximately 6.8 cm ×
6.5 cm in the right kidney, with an unclear boundary and irregular shape.
Meanwhile, color Doppler flow imaging showed dotted blood flow signals in the
periphery and interior. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) showed "slow in
and fast out" hyperenhancement of the right renal mass after contrast agent
injection. The postoperative pathological diagnosis was (right kidney) synovial
sarcoma. Despite postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy, tumor recurrence was
detected two years later.
CONCLUSION
PRSS is a rare malignant tumor. To date, no characteristic imaging findings have
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been observed. The diagnosis is confirmed primarily through postoperative
pathological immunohistochemistry and SS18 (SYT) gene detection. In this case,
CEUS was used preoperatively. We found that PRSS has the characteristic of
"slow in and fast out" hyperenhancement, and its particular characteristics have
diagnostic value. Postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy is not very effective.
Key words: Renal synovial sarcoma; Ultrasonic imaging; Chemotherapy; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Synovial sarcomas are found mainly in the joints and tendons of the extremities,
but rarely in the kidneys, and they are most common in children and young adults. Here,
we report the imaging findings (notably contrast-enhanced ultrasound), histopathologic
immunohistochemistry, and treatment of a case of primary renal synovial sarcoma. The
purpose of this report is to help readers further understand this disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Synovial sarcoma, a rare mesenchymal tumor type with unclear histological origin
and direction of differentiation, accounts for 6%–10% of soft tissue tumors. It is mainly
located near the joints and tendons of the limbs, and occurs primarily in children or
young adults[1]. Primary renal synovial sarcoma (PRSS) is very rare, accounting for
approximately 1% of synovial sarcomas. It is a spindle cell tumor type affecting
mesenchymal tissue, and has morphological, genetic, and clinical characteristics, and
a certain degree of epithelial differentiation. It is highly malignant and has the fourth
highest incidence among soft tissue sarcomas[2]. PRSS is a rare malignant tumor with
no specific clinical manifestations; it is mainly manifested as abdominal mass,
abdominal pain, and hematuria, often with local invasion, as well as distant liver and
lung metastases. The course of the disease develops rapidly [3] . The diagnosis is
confirmed primarily through postoperative pathological immunohistochemistry and
genetic SYT gene detection[4]. The prognosis of metastatic renal synovial sarcoma is
poor, and the recurrence of non-metastatic renal synovial sarcoma is common.
Therefore, multiple medical institutions are expected to cooperatively develop the
best treatment and improve patient prognosis. Meanwhile, clinicians should consider
the possibility of synovial sarcoma in patients with cystic solid renal lesions, as
indicated through ultrasonography as multilocular cystic nephroma, to conduct early
intervention, especially in young patients. Currently, approximately 70 cases of PRSS
have been reported. Owing to the small number of cases, there is no unified standard
for the imaging diagnosis and treatment of PRSS. Therefore, we report a case
diagnosed by special contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) and describe the
treatment course, which should provide a reference for future studies.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
The patient, a 54-year-old man, was admitted to the hospital because of "a spaceoccupying lesion in the right kidney for 2 d upon ultrasound examination".

History of past illness
His past history was unremarkable.

Personal and family history
His family history was unremarkable.

Physical examination upon admission
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His physical examination on admission was unremarkable.

Laboratory examinations
The results of a hemogram, blood biochemistry, and tumor markers were in the
normal range.

Imaging examinations
Computed tomography (CT) showed the mass as a soft tissue density shadow with a
diameter of approximately 6.8 cm in the right renal pelvic area. The density was not
uniform, and the boundary was not clear. It extended into the renal sinus and showed
uneven enhancement (Figure 1), which manifested as partial deformation, a
disappearance of the pelvis and calyces of the lower pole of the right kidney, and
delayed enhancement of the left right renal parenchyma. No enlarged lymph nodes
were observed behind the peritoneum. Ultrasound images showed a cystic solid mass
of approximately 6.8 cm × 6.5 cm that was visible in the right kidney, which had an
unclear boundary and irregular shape. Color Doppler flow imaging (CDFI) revealed
dotted blood flow signals in the periphery and interior. CEUS revealed that, after the
mass injection of the contrast agent, the right renal cortex began to enhance at 9 s, the
renal mass began to enhance at 11 s, and the mass began to peak at 28 s. The mass
subsided more rapidly than the renal cortex, and the right renal mass showed "slow in
and fast out" hyperenhancement (Figure 2). The cystic solid masses were in the renal
medulla, pelvis, and calyces, and they had a size of 6.8 cm × 5.5 cm × 5.5 cm. The
abundant tumor cells were of spindle cell type, and a small number of tubules were
observed among spindle cells through pathological examination. No tumor cells were
found at the ureteral resection margin. Immunohistochemistry showed that the lesion
was positive for SYT genome rearrangement, B-cell lymphoma-2 (Bcl-2), Vimentin,
Pax-8, and CK7, and negative for smooth muscle actin (SMA), soluble protein-100,
epithelial membrane antigen, CD99, and Pax-2. PRSS was diagnosed according to its
imaging manifestations and pathological results (Figure 3).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Right renal synovial sarcoma.

TREATMENT
Laparoscopic right radical nephrectomy was performed under general anesthesia.
During the operation, the renal artery and renal vein were separated from the
retroperitoneal peritoneal fascia, and cut off and ligated with forceps. The right
adrenal gland was reserved. When the kidney was cut open, the mass was observed at
the lower and middle pole protruding into the renal pelvis. There was no obvious
invasion of the renal pelvis. The tumor had a yellowish jelly-like appearance.
Chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide, adriamycin, and vincristine was
administered for 4 wk postoperatively.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The right radical nephrectomy was followed by chemotherapy. CT indicated a
recurrence of the original right renal region 2 years later.

DISCUSSION
Synovial sarcoma is a rare mesenchymal tumor with unclear histologic origin and
direction of differentiation. It occurs mainly in the joints of the extremities and
occasionally in the head and neck, heart, lungs, and prostate[5]. PRSS is very rare,
accounting for less than 2% of renal neoplasms. It is a spindle cell tumor of
mesenchymal tissue with a degree of epithelial differentiation and a morphologically
and genetically unique clinical lesion. PRSS is highly malignant and was first reported
by Faria et al [6] in 2000. Without specific clinical manifestations, PRSS is mainly
observed as an abdominal mass with abdominal pain and hematuria, often with local
invasion as well as distant liver and lung metastases, with a rapid disease course[7].
There were no obvious clinical symptoms in the patient, possibly because of the
location and size of the mass and the effect of space occupation.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Computed tomography enhanced image of a horizontal mass occupying the middle and lower pole
of the right kidney (arrow).

The literature on PRSS comprises mostly case reports. However, the performance of
CEUS in PRSS diagnosis has not been described in any previous case reports. The
ultrasound manifestation of PRSS in this case was a mixed solid and cystic mass, with
lobulated edges, in the kidney. A multilocular cystic structure was observed in the
mass, with a smooth and separated cyst wall, and some of the mass was accompanied
by calcification. CDFI showed a dotted and linear blood flow signal in the
parenchyma, in agreement with a report by Murphey et al[8]. Although magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) has a higher resolution for soft tissue, CEUS can display the
blood flow distribution of microvessels in tumor tissue, and it allows for real-time
comparison of the perfusion of normal tissue and lesion blood flow.
In this case, in the solid part of the mass enhanced by CEUS, the perfusion time of
the contrast agent to the mass was slower than that for the normal parenchyma. After
the mass was enhanced and reached the peak 28 s later, the time of regression was
faster than that of the normal kidney tissue. The entire mass presented "slow in and
fast out" hyperenhancement, and the enhancement pattern was extremely rare.
This disease should be distinguished from multilocular cystic renal cell carcinoma
(MCRCC) and mixed renal carcinoma. MCRCC has a honeycomb pattern of enhanced
signal in CEUS. The enhancement pattern is mainly synchronous with that of the
surrounding renal parenchyma and decreases rapidly, and the peak intensity is
higher than that of the renal cortex. As for mixed renal carcinoma, CEUS shows
synchronous enhancement of the tumor and renal cortex, with a high peak value,
uneven contrast agent perfusion, rapid regression, and annular high enhancement at
the edge at the later stage of regression. Studies have reported that fine-needle biopsy
cytology can be used for preoperative diagnosis, but may cause tumor cell metastasis
through the blood [9] . In this case, both CT and CEUS were used to indicate
malignancy, and right kidney surgery was used for eradication to obtain pathological
tissue and avoid tumor metastasis.
At present, it is difficult to differentiate PRSS from other sarcomas in terms of
morphology, which can be assessed by examining the expression of combinations of
Vimentin, Bcl-2, CD56, CK, SMA, DES, Pax-8, and other markers[10]. In addition, TLE1
antibody can also be used as an important tissue factor to distinguish PRSS from other
sarcomas. Studies by Mishra et al have shown that TLE1 is more specific and sensitive
to synovial sarcomas than any immunohistochemical factor[11,12]. Molecular biology is
also providing further confirmation that t(X;18) translocation can lead to syt-ssx
fusion, and SYT rearrangement has become the gold standard for PRSS diagnosis[4]. A
recent study has revealed a significant correlation between Pax-8 and t(X;18)
translocations[13]. This case is consistent with the previously reported findings. The
prognostic significance of syt-ssx fusion in synovial sarcoma has not been unified, but
it has been shown to be an important prognostic indicator[4]. Because of the limited
number of case reports, no guidelines for PRSS treatment have been established, but
radical surgical resection is the preferred treatment. It has been reported that adjuvant
chemotherapy is effective for primary tumors with a diameter of less than 5 cm[14].
Schaal et al [15] has reported a case of PRSS. After 4 wk of chemotherapy with
isocyclofosfamide combined with doxorubicin, the tumor volume was reduced to 50%
of its original size, and no recurrence was found during 1 year of follow-up. However,
in this case, although chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide, adriamycin, and
vincristine was administered for 4 wk after right kidney eradication, recurrence in the
original right kidney area was observed 2 years later. The differences between these
findings may be related to different tissue subtypes and individual differences in
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Contrast-enhanced ultrasound images of the mass. A: Color Doppler flow imaging of the mass; B: The
slow-moving performance; C: The hyperenhancement of the mass; D: The fast degeneration of the mass.

PRSS. Therefore, the clinical significance of postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy
must be confirmed in a large number of cases.
In recent years, CEUS technology has developed rapidly, and it has the advantage
of clearly showing the blood supply and perfusion within the tissue, thus revealing
the internal structure of the lesion and allowing for comparison of the perfusion
situation of the normal tissue and the blood flow of the lesion in real time. The CEUS
of most renal malignancies presents as "fast in and fast out". But in this case, the "slow
in and fast out" hyperenhancement was notable, which may be related to the type of
PRSS. This feature may have value as a reference for the early diagnosis of PRSS in the
future. Because PRSS is extremely rare, the number of reported cases is limited, and
more cases must be confirmed in the future.

CONCLUSION
PRSS is extremely rare, and diagnosis relies on pathological immunohistochemistry
and genetic testing. When cystic solid space in the kidney is found through
ultrasound examination and CEUS shows a "slow in and fast out" pattern, the
possibility of PRSS should be considered. There is no unified standard for
postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy, and more cases must be confirmed.
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Figure 3 Pathological image of the mass showing a large number of spindle cells (HE staining, 200×).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) is the most frequent subtype of
neurofibromatosis. Its related tumor-suppressor syndromes are characterized by
a predisposition to multiple tumor types and other disorder presentations. In
addition, the incidence of tumors is much higher in patients with
neurofibromatosis type I. However, there are very few reports at home and
abroad on this topic. Here, we present a case of NF1 with spindle cell sarcoma.
CASE SUMMARY
A 50-year-old male was found to have a right axillary mass for 20 years.
Specialist examination found cafe-au-lait spots on many parts of the skin,
rounded nodules in the skin, a bulge in the right armpit, touching a lump (10 cm
× 6 cm, hard, unclear boundary, poor mobility, local tenderness). The anterior
side of the thigh felt weakened on the opposite side; in the right groin a swollen
lymph node (hard, clear border, good mobility, local tenderness). According to
the results of positron emission tomography/computed tomography, puncture
pathology and immunohistochemistry, genetic testing, a diagnosis of NF1 with
spindle cell sarcoma was confirmed. According to the genetic testing result, the
patient was given a targeted treatment with crizotinib.
CONCLUSION
Surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy are the main treatment methods of
NF1. However, with the continuous progress of molecular biology research,
molecular targeted therapy may bring benefits for patients.
Key words: Neurofibromatosis; Type I; Spindle cell sarcoma; Targeted therapy;
Crizotinib; Case report
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Core tip: Neurofibromatosis type I with malignant tumor is very rare. Because of its
rarity in clinical practice, there are many uncertainties in the selection of treatment
regimens. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effective and reasonable standard
treatment regimens. We present a case of neurofibromatosis type I with soft tissue
sarcoma. Since there is limited evidence of targeted therapy for this disease, the selection
of treatment strategies should be based on rich clinical experience and research.
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INTRODUCTION
Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1), also known as von Recklinghausen disease, is an
autosomal dominant neurocutaneous disorder caused by a mutation in the NF1 gene,
and it usually presents during the first decade of life. NF1 is the most frequent
subtype of neurofibromatosis (approximately 97% of NF patients), with a family
history of approximately 50% and an incidence of 1/3000[1-3]. Clinical manifestations
include abnormal skin pigmentation (cafe-au-lait patches and freckles), multiple
discrete dermal neurofibromas, iris hamartomas known as Lisch nodules, bone
dysplasia, mental retardation, and affected tissue and organ damage (neural, skeletal,
visceral). In addition, approximately 10%-25% of patients may experience
involvement of the digestive system (e.g., bleeding, perforation, intestinal obstruction,
etc)[4,5].
The exact pathogenesis of NF1 is unclear, and mutations in the NF1 gene are
important causes of NF1. Moreover, NF1 is also associated with the development of
tumor, disease efficacy, prognosis, and even poor resistance to certain tumor types[6].
In recent years, it has been found that malignancies are up to four to six times more
common in patients with NF1 than in the general population, and the probability of
malignant connective tissue tumors or other soft tissue tumors is 34 times than that of
unaffected people[7]. The expression of NF1 is highly variable in patients with the
same mutation and within the same family. Large complete gene deletions (5%–10%)
have a severe clinical phenotype with intellectual disability, higher benign tumor
burden, and higher incidence of malignant nerve sheath tumors[3]. NF1 fibromatosis is
usually benign, and cases of malignant transformation are rare. There are few reports
on NF1 with undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma at home and abroad. A case of
NF1 with spindle cell sarcoma is reported as follows.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 50-year-old male with a mass and pain at the right fossa iliaca for 3 mo.

History of present illness
Half a year ago, the patient again palpated a mass at the right fossa iliaca. About 3 mo
ago, the patient felt tingling from the right fossa iliaca mass, and this was
accompanied by radiation pain in the anterior side of the right thigh. No nausea and
vomiting, abdominal pain, bloating, obvious weight loss, and other discomforts were
reported.

History of past illness
There was no history of chronic diseases such as coronary heart disease, hypertension,
and diabetes. About 20 years ago, the right fossa iliaca mass was found in the health
examination (about 4 cm × 4 cm), and a resection operation in the local hospital was
performed (specifically unknown).

Physical examination upon admission
The patient presented with cafe-au-lait spots on the body and subcutaneous nodules;
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at the right fossa iliaca a bulge was seen, touching a lump (10 cm × 6 cm, hard, unclear
boundary, poor mobility, local tenderness). The anterior side of the right thigh felt
weaker than the contralateral side; in the right groin there was a swollen lymph node
(hard, clear border, good mobility, local tenderness.

Laboratory examinations
With a suspicion of malignancy, fine-needle-aspiration biopsy was performed. The
right abdominal mass aspiration biopsy revealed a spindle cell malignancy (Figure 1).
Immunohistochemistry revealed S-100 (small +), CD34 (+++), desmin (individual +),
SMA (-), Ki67 (20%+), pan-cytokeratin (-), NF (-), CK-L (-), myogenin (-), and
myogenic differentiation 1 (-) and was combined with hematoxylin & eosin staining.
This case is a spindle cell sarcoma with limited puncture tissue, and it was
recommended after tumor removal to perform pathology for tumor differentiation. In
cases of neurological tumors, they tend to be malignant peripheral nerve sheath
tumors. Genetic testing and NF1 gene analysis found a pathogenic variant in exon 32
(p. Q1395Hfs). Also, a fusion in the ROS1 gene was detected (p. TJP1 exon8); TMB-L,
MSS, and PD-L1 were negative (Figure 2).

Imaging examinations
Chest-enhanced computed tomography (CT) revealed soft tissue masses in the
subpleural and horizontal fissures of the right middle lobe of the right lung. Multiple
soft tissue nodules were seen under the chest wall on both sides, and
neurofibromatosis was considered in combination with medical history. The
mediastinum and the main bronchus were moved to the right. There was pleural
thickening of the right upper lobe with localized atelectasis. Abdominal pelvic
magnetic resonance (MR) revealed a solid cystic mass in the right abdomen and right
hip, and multiple small nodules in the abdominal wall, considering
neurofibromatosis. Positron emission tomography (PET)/CT is shown in Figure 3. In
the right fossa iliaca there was a large soft tissue mass shadow (Figure 3A), the size
was about 11.1 cm × 9.3 cm × 17.5 cm, and fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) metabolism
increased. The upper part of the mass showed a non-uniform cystic change, and the
radioactive uptake of the cystic area was relatively reduced. The right iliacus was
involved; the soft tissue mass in front of the right gluteus maximus (Figure 3B) was
about 8.9 cm × 5.1 cm in size, and FDG metabolism was increased; the pleura in the
right middle lobe showed multiple adjacent fusiforms (Figures 3C and D). FDG
metabolism increased at the marginal site; multiple nodules were seen in the skin of
whole body, and FDG metabolism was not increased. Combined with medical history,
skin neurofibromatosis may be considered, and hypermetabolic lesions may be
considered malignant transformation.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
NF1, spindle cell sarcoma with mutations in ROS1 genes.

TREATMENT
Because the patient refused surgery, and his general condition could not tolerate
chemotherapy or radiotherapy, and after considering the patient’s condition, antiangiogenic therapy was recommended according to the National Comprehensive
Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines. An oncology expert from another hospital
recommended that, based on the results of genetic testing, crizotinib can be
considered. After communication with the patient and his family, the patient chose
crizotinib as the treatment plan. The patient was given crizotinib 250 mg twice a day.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The patient was discharged home after taking medication and continued medication
at home. Follow-up continues for monitoring the patient’s progress.

DISCUSSION
NF1 is an autosomal dominant genetic disease caused by abnormal development of
neural crest cells with no significant gender or racial propensities[8], and it is one of the
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Type I neurofibromatosis patient with right abdominal mass puncture.

diseases with the highest mutation rate. Studies have found that mutations in the NF1
gene located in the periphery of the 17q11.2 center are important causes of NF1[9]. This
NF1 gene encodes a protein called neurofibromin, which consists of 2818 amino acids.
It is a tumor suppressor that negatively regulates the Ras signaling pathway [10] .
Mutation in the NF1 gene (such as heterozygous, loss-of-function mutations, etc)
results in the loss of function of neurofibromin with increased RAS activity, ultimately
leading to increased proliferation and tumorigenesis, especially in the cutaneous and
nervous tissues[3,11]. The clinical manifestations of NF1 are diverse, and most of them
meet the diagnostic criteria of the National Institutes of Health (Table 1).
The NF1 type is benign but has a certain rate of malignant transformation. The risk
of malignant transformation of NF1 in life is estimated to be 2% (in those over 21
years old, this increases to 4.2%)[12]. Most of the NF1 type malignant transformation is
converted to malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, but some cases may be
associated with heterologous differentiation components[13]. Common heterologous
components are rhabdomyosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, osteosarcoma, and
angiosarcoma, and there are very few adenoid and squamous epithelial components.
Undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma is a rare tumor that occurs more commonly in
the extremities of patients during the sixth and seventh decades of life and is more
common than malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor that happens in young
adults[14]. Differentiating between benign and malignant tumors is important for
prognosis and treatment planning of NF1 patients. Meanwhile, characterization of
malignant tumors is important for pre-operative treatment planning and selecting the
best approach for resection as well. As a result, correlation inspection is necessary
(including CT scan, MR imaging, pathological examination, gene detection, etc)[15,16].
The final diagnosis of malignant transformation of NF1 depends on pathological
examination. When there is clinical manifestation of NF1 type, pathological
examination of tumor cells for atypical, mitotic, and neoplastic necrosis should be
diagnosed as sarcoma, whether the sarcoma variable component is a single sarcoma.
On the other hand, gene detection is a new path to distinguish NF type, and it can
guide doctors to choose better treatment plans for patients.
Clinical manifestations of this patient are a light brown spot on the skin of the
whole body, and there are multiple, uneven pyknosis under the skin, distributed in
the face, neck, trunk, and limbs, which is in line with the diagnostic criteria for clinical
diagnosis. In the past 6 mo, the patient’s right humerus mass increased rapidly,
accompanied by tingling of the mass and radiation pain in the front of the right thigh,
which was suspected of malignant transformation. According to the biopsy
pathology, immunohistochemistry and positron emission tomography/CT
examination results, NF1 with spindle cell sarcoma was diagnosed. Because the
patient has not undergone surgical pathology, the origin of the malignant soft tissue
sarcoma was not clear.
At present, the main treatment of NF1 is still surgery. The application range of
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and laser treatment is relatively small with no obvious
effect, and there is no systematic molecular targeting or immunotherapy. For
advanced soft tissue sarcoma with recurrence or metastasis, chemotherapy is the
standard treatment, and the traditional disease control rate of traditional
chemotherapy drugs such as doxorubicin, ifosfamide, cisplatin, and other three drugs
is only 30%-50%. The median survival time is about 12 mo[17-19]. With the development
of molecular biology and deeper understanding of the biological behavior of soft
tissue sarcoma, molecular targeted therapy has been continuously applied to the
treatment of soft tissue sarcoma, especially anti-angiogenic drugs. Like most other
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Figure 2 Immunohistochemistry results (programmed death-1 ligand negative). Biopsy pathology image
(hematoxylin-eosin staining).

tumors, soft tissue sarcoma is an angiogenesis-dependent tumor[20-22]. Therefore, antiangiogenic therapy for soft tissue sarcoma will be a promising new treatment
strategy. In recent years, a variety of targeted anti-angiogenic drugs have emerged in
an endless stream, and they are continuously applied to the treatment of soft tissue
sarcoma. These include bevacizumab, pazotinib, sorafenib, and sunitinib, and they
have achieved certain effects. The latest NCCN guidelines also recommend these
targeted drugs for the treatment of advanced or metastatic soft tissue sarcoma[23].
Because the patient refused surgery, and his general condition could not tolerate
chemotherapy or radiotherapy, and after considering the patient’s condition, antiangiogenic therapy was recommended based on the NCCN guidelines. An oncology
expert from another hospital recommended that, according to the results from genetic
testing, crizotinib can be considered. After communication with the patient and his
family, they choose crizotinib as the treatment plan. The patient was given crizotinib
250 mg twice a day. Follow-up will be continued for monitoring the patient’s
progress.

CONCLUSION
Although surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy are the main treatment methods
of NF1, continuous progress of molecular biology research in molecular targeted
therapy opens the possibility of new methods for treatment. Given the limited
evidence for the best choice of treatment, more case reports are needed to determine
optimal treatment strategy.
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Table 1 Neurofibromatosis type I diagnostic criteria (National Institutes of Health, 1997)
Two or more of the criteria should be met for diagnostic confirmation
Cafe-au-lait spots (6 or more)
> 5 mm extent—pre-pubertal patients
> 15 mm in patients after puberty neurofibromas of any type (2 or more) Or 1 plexiformneurofibroma
Axillary and inguinal freckling optic glioma
Lisch nodules (2 or more)
Bone lesion with sphenoid bone dysplasia or thinning of the cortex of the long bones withor without pseudoarthrosis
First-degree relative (parent, sibling, or offspring) that meets National Institute of Health criteria

Figure 3

Figure 3 Positron emission tomography/computed tomography image of type I neurofibromatosis patient. A: Soft tissue masses in the subpleural and
horizontal fissure of the upper middle lobe of the right lung. Multiple soft tissue nodules were observed subcutaneously on both chest walls. Mediastinum and main
bronchus shift to the right; B: Multiple adjacent spindle shapes were seen in the lateral pleura of the middle lobe of right lung, and fluorodeoxyglucose metabolism was
increased in the peripheral area; C: In the right axilla, a large soft tissue mass is seen. The size is about 11.1 cm × 9.3 cm × 17.5 cm, the metabolism of
fluorodeoxyglucose is increased, the upper part showed uneven cystic changes, and the cystic area was irradiated with relatively low uptake; the right diaphragm is
involved; D: The soft tissue mass in front of the right gluteus maximus. The mass is 8.9 cm × 5.1 cm, and the metabolism of fluorodeoxyglucose is increased.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Primary hypoparathyroidism (HPT) is rarely seen in the clinic, and it can be
combined with rhabdomyolysis. There are few reports about this phenomenon.
Therefore, it is significant to explore the etiology that is conducive to early
diagnosis, timely treatment, and preventing the recurrence.
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CASE SUMMARY
A 63-year-old man was admitted to our hospital with a severe upper respiratory
tract infection and progressing decreased myodynamia of the lower limbs. Blood
tests showed creatine kinase > 32000 U/L, creatinine 207.8 µmol/L, calcium 1.28
mmol/L, myoglobin 558.7 ng/mL, and parathyroid hormone 0 pg/mL. He was
diagnosed with primary HPT with rhabdomyolysis, and severe upper respiratory
tract infection was considered to be the initial trigger. He responded well to
supplementation of intravenous calcium gluconate and oral calcium as well as
bedside hemodialysis, fluid hydration, infection control, protecting the liver, etc.
Creatine kinase, myoglobin, and serum calcium returned to normal, and muscle
strength improved significantly. Symptoms improved after symptomatic
treatment.
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CONCLUSION
Severe infection should be prevented, which is the key cause of rhabdomyolysis
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in patients with HPT.
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manuscript

Core tip: We described progressively decreased myodynamia and elevated muscle
enzymes in a man with primary hypoparathyroidism. He was eventually diagnosed with
rhabdomyolysis and acute kidney injury based on primary hypoparathyroidism. After
bedside dialysis, antibiotic treatment, supplementation with blood calcium, and other
symptomatic treatments, muscle strength recovered. Regular monitoring of blood
calcium and prevention of infection are necessary to prevent recurrence.
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INTRODUCTION
Hypothyroidism (hypoparathyroidism, HPT) is a rare endocrine disease induced by a
variety of causes of low parathyroid hormone and reduced blood calcium. According
to statistics, the incidence of postoperative and nonsurgical HPT is 23 and 17 per
100000, respectively [1] . Neuromuscular excitation is the main symptom, and its
complications can involve multiple organs that have important effects on the brain,
cognition, muscles, heart, and kidneys[2,3]. Myopathy is a rare manifestation of HPT
and may be associated with elevated muscle enzymes caused by hypocalcemia in
HPT patients[4]. A small number of patients may have rhabdomyolysis under certain
circumstances, and there have been few previous reports of primary HPT with
rhabdomyolysis; the first appeared in 1983[5], and in the last thirty years, it has been
rarely reported. It is conducive to early diagnosis, timely treatment, and prevention of
recurrence to analyze the causes and pathogenesis in patients with HPT. Here, we
report the data of a patient with primary HPT and rhabdomyolysis who was admitted
to the endocrinology ward in 2019. His symptoms improved significantly when he
was discharged from the hospital after timely and effective treatment.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 63-year-old man who had suffered from cough and asthma with fatigue in both
lower limbs for 1 wk was admitted to our hospital.

History of present illness
He had nasal congestion, runny nose accompanied by cough and spit, wheezing, and
weakness of both lower limbs for a week before he was admitted to the hospital. The
symptoms continued to progress even with the guidance of community doctors and
treatment with oral cephalosporin. Subsequently, he was sent to the emergency
department for loss of the ability to stand and walk.

History of past illness
The patient had suffered from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease for 2 years.
There was no history of coronary heart disease, diabetes, chronic kidney disease,
adrenal adenoma, adrenal hyperplasia, or autoimmune disease and no use of
glycyrrhizic acid or statins.
He was misdiagnosed with and treated for epilepsy because of physical convulsions in his teenage years. Then, he was diagnosed with primary HPT 40 years ago
in another hospital because of low parathyroid hormone but had no thyroidectomy,
parathyroidectomy, or radiation exposure. After diagnosis, he took calcitriol 75 µg/d
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and calcium carbonate D3 375 µg/d regularly. He was hospitalized in our hospital 2
years ago because of sudden syncope and fatigue. Elevated creatine kinase,
hypocalcemia, acute upper respiratory tract infection, and an abnormal increase in
creatinine were detected, and symptoms improved after symptomatic treatment.

Physical examination
The lungs showed severe wheezing, and a high-pitched wet sound could be heard in
the lower right lung. The upper limb muscle strength was grade 4, while the lower
limb strength was grade 1. The muscle tension was normal, but the lower limbs had
slight edema on physical examination.

Laboratory examinations
His blood test suggested a severe infection, severe hypocalcemia, hypokalemia, and
elevated levels of anhydrase and creatinine. Myocardial zymography showed
increased creatine kinase (> 32000 U/L), and the myoglobin level was abnormally
elevated (558.7 ng/mL), with a B-type natriuretic peptide level of 200 pg/mL and a
cardiac troponin I level of 0.2 ng/mL (Table 1). The changes in the pathological
laboratory index during the disease course are presented in Figure 1.

Imaging examinations
The cranial computed tomography showed multiple symmetrical patchy calcifications
in the bilateral white matter, basal ganglia, thalamic area, and cerebellar hemisphere
(Figure 2). The chest computed tomography demonstrated that there was no obvious
lesion.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY EXPERT CONSULTATION
Xiao Wu, MD, PhD, Attending Physician, Department of Pneumatology
The blood gas analysis results of the patient suggested current type 1 respiratory
failure, and it was necessary to increase oxygen inhalation. It was also recommended
that methylprednisolone be used to relieve spasm and asthma.

Yan Zhou, MD, PhD, Attending Physician, Department of Nephrology
Acute kidney injury is considered to be secondary to rhabdomyolysis, and the
treatment should be based on stable electrolytes; if necessary, bedside continuous
renal replacement therapy can be taken. Cardiac injury is a secondary injury and may
be associated with severe hypocalcemia and elevated muscle enzymes. We checked
the myocardial infarction index again after symptomatic treatment.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Primary HPT; rhabdomyolysis; hypocalcemia; acute kidney injury; chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease with acute respiratory tract infection.

TREATMENT
Based on these blood test results, we suspected multiorgan failure due to infectious
diseases. We first tried intravenous methylprednisolone (40 mg) for 3 days to relieve
spasm and asthma. Once the asthma was eased, we stopped using hormones, and we
empirically used second-generation cephalosporin antibiotics combined with
moxifloxacin to control infection. After the clear diagnosis by perfecting the test for
myoglobin, bedside dialysis was performed periodically and continued for 3 days
because of the continuous oliguria, despite rehydration, until the renal function
improved, and the myoglobin and creatine kinase decreased. The man responded
well to supplementation with intravenous calcium gluconate (2 g/d), calcium
carbonate D3 (250 IU/d), and calcitriol (5 μg/d). Simultaneous rehydration, stable
electrolytes, antibacterial therapy, and liver protection were equally important in the
process.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The patient’s symptoms improved by more than half, while the creatine kinase level
decreased to normal, and muscle strength was restored to grade 4 12 days later. He
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Table 1 The blood tests of the patient at admission and discharge
Admission

Discharge

Follow up

Normal range

Leucocytes, /L

18.01 × 109

9.32 × 109

6.35 × 109

4-10 × 109

Neutrophil, %

90.6

72.9

70.2

50-70

Hemoglobin, g/L

119

107

103

120-160

AST, U/L

518

33

-

< 38

ALT, U/L

88

41

-

< 42

CK, U/L

> 32000

354

96

24-195

CK-MB, U/L

420

13

10

< 25

LDH, U/L

4864

226

234

135-225

Urea, mmol/L

7.2

11.31

10.62

1.7-8.3

Creatinine, µmol/L

212.1

134.5

137.3

44-110

Potassium, mmol/L

3.19

4.07

3.99

3.5-5.1

Calcium, mmol/L

1.27

2.13

2.44

2.1-2.95

Uric acid, µmol/L

688

631.8

579.3

200-420

Phosphorus, mmol/L

2.21

1.47

-

0.87-1.45

Myoglobin, ng/mL

558.7

141.5

58.6

17.4-105.7

25(OH)D, ng/L

25.49

-

30.38

-

PTH, pg/mL

0

0

0

12.0-88.0

CTn I, ng/mL

0.2

0.04

-

< 0.04

LDH: Lactate dehydrogenase; PTH: Parathyroid hormone; CK-MB: Creatine kinase isoenzyme; ALT: Alanine
transaminase; AST: Aspartate transaminase; CK: Creatine kinase; CTn I: Cardiac troponin I.

was transferred to the rehabilitation center for further rehabilitation because of his
remaining muscle strength. He was discharged with treatment with oral calcium (250
IU/d) and calcitriol (5 μg/d) and was advised to return to the endocrinology
outpatient clinic regularly for calcium reexamination. No abnormalities occurred
during 1 mo of follow-up after discharge. The man felt good in the most recent
review, and the blood test suggested elevated creatinine and uric acid, while the
blood calcium and myoglobin were within the normal range. It should be noted that
the amount of calcium should be controlled to prevent hypercalcemia and rehospitalization because the young man who was treated by Sumnu et al[6] was hospitalized
again during follow-up for hypercalcemia. A timeline was organized from
information of the case report that was presented in the end (Figure 3)

DISCUSSION
We have described a man with primary HPT accompanied by muscle weakness and
increased muscle enzymes who was finally diagnosed with rhabdomyolysis. Our case
indicates that patients with severe infections are more likely to suffer from
rhabdomyolysis if they have HPT, and the main reason may be related to the
extremely elevated muscle enzymes caused by severe hypocalcemia. Severe
respiratory infections and acute kidney injury, which are further exacerbated by the
reduction of calcium, will contribute to the lower blood calcium to worsen the
condition.
Here, we listed the cases of HPT with rhabdomyolysis that have been reported so
far, whose clinical data were detailed (Table 2). In 1983, Liu et al[5] first reported the
case of primary HPT with rhabdomyolysis without any cause, in which the blood
calcium was found to be inversely proportional to myoglobin and lactate dehydrogenase, and in 1993, it was reported that serum creatine kinase, lactate
dehydrogenase, and blood calcium were inversely related[7]. Three cases[8-10] discussed
the occurrence of primary HPT related to MTP deficiency caused by gene mutation,
which were mainly considered to be mutation of the HADHB gene and HADHA gene.
Sumnu et al[6] reported a case accompanied by acute kidney injury in a young male,
whose main symptoms were pain in the leg muscles, nausea, and vomiting, and
focused on the description of the cranial calcification. Overall, few of the published
studies clarified the causes and possible mechanisms of the disease. In our table,
patients who had no other medical history except primary HPT combined with
rhabdomyolysis for different reasons at a relatively young age, the main symptoms
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Figure 1 Changes in the main laboratory indicators during hospitalization. A: The creatine kinase continued to decrease during treatment; B: Serum creatinine
was in a state of fluctuation but still higher than normal at discharge; C. The serum myoglobin slowly decreased during the treatmen; and D: Blood calcium and blood
phosphorus were negatively correlated, and the blood calcium slowly increased.

were muscle weakness or tetany. However, the older male had a history of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. For our patient, there were three characteristics
during the disease: one is severe hypocalcemia, the second is severe respiratory tract
infection, and the third is acute renal impairment. Here, we discuss the possible
pathogenesis and the relationship among the three aspects.
Rhabdomyolysis was firstly described in crush injuries, and it was thought to be
associated with thermal injuries[11]. Other nontraumatic causes include electrolyte
disorder, infection, and drugs (such as statins)[12] in later years. Direct muscle injury
remains to be the most common cause of rhabdomyolysis. Our patient had no history
of strenuous exercise or related drug intake. We believe that hypocalcemia and
infection played a role in the incidence of the disease because there are studies
showing that elevated muscle enzymes are associated with hypocalcemia[13] and
infection[14]. Meanwhile, there is a direct relationship between hypocalcemia and
primary HPT[15]. As hypocalcemia is the main feature of HPT[16]; we have reason to
believe that patients with HPT may suffer from rhabdomyolysis easily.
Previously, it was thought that hypocalcemia was characterized by decreased
muscle strength, but not all hypocalcemia patients have clinical signs; these signs
depend on the degree of low calcium and the rate of calcium decrease. Chronic
hypocalcemia manifests as cataract, anxiety, basal ganglia calcification, or
extrapyramidal dyskinesia, while acute hypocalcemia is presented as paresthesia,
muscle weakness, or even paralysis[17]. Both acute and chronic hypocalcemia are
associated with elevated muscle enzymes[3], which have also been found in the case of
postoperative HPT[18] and pseudohypoparathyroidism[19]. The specific mechanism of
elevated muscle enzyme in patients is not clear; one of the speculative mechanisms is
that muscle enzyme leaks from the myocytes due to the change in membrane
permeability under hypocalcemia[20] or a slight change in blood calcium levels. The
destruction of muscle cells also result in the leakage of myoglobin, creatine kinase,
aldolase phosphate, lactate dehydrogenase, and aspartate transaminase[11], which can
explain the dramatic elevation of aspartate transaminase in patients with
rhabdomyolysis.
Muscle cell changes inevitably occur in patients with mild to moderate myocyte
vacuolation and focal hyalinosis. Muscle cell atrophy, multifocal myofibrillar
degeneration, and sarcolemmal cell proliferation were found in myocytes through
muscle biopsy, and there were different degrees of immune complexation. The change
is thought to be connected to the duration and extent of low calcium[4]. We concluded
that the absence of regular monitoring of the concentration of calcium may result in
patients suffering from long-term low calcium levels or a sharp decrease in calcium
because of certain causes.
Hypocalcemia is the key to the elevated muscle enzymes, but the occurrence of
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Transverse section of computed tomography scan. The arrows point to multiple symmetrical patchy
calcifications in the bilateral white matter, basal ganglia, thalamic area, and cerebellar hemisphere.

rhabdomyolysis requires a trigger, which in this case was the respiratory tract
infection. Serum calcium is strongly associated with pulmonary infection, and it is
estimated that at least half of rhabdomyolysis cases occur in elderly people with acute
respiratory infections, which may be related to elevated temperature and high levels
of proinflammatory mediators (such as cytokines and chemokines) caused by
infectious diseases[21]. Furthermore, studies suggest that patients with hypocalcemia
are more likely to develop respiratory diseases[22], whereas patients with respiratory
diseases would have lower serum calcium levels, especially in elderly patients[23].
Serum potassium seems to play an equally important role in regulating skeletal
muscle. According to decades of literature, severe hypokalemia was a main trigger of
rhabdomyolysis caused by primary hyperaldosteronism, excessive consumption of
glycyrrhizic drugs, diuretics, renal tubular acidosis, vomiting, and diarrhea.
Interestingly, the concentrations of potassium in reported cases were within 2
mmol/L; additionally, scholars held that those with potassium below 2 mmol/L are
more prone to suffer from rhabdomyolysis and arrhythmia [24] . In our case, the
patient’s potassium was 3.12 mmol/L, and there was no lower potassium observed
during the course; hence, we presumed that hypokalemia is not the major trigger.
It is well recognized that the nephrotoxic effect of myoglobin results in kidney
damage, which is common in rhabdomyolysis [ 2 5 ] . Studies have shown that
hypocalcemia is more likely to occur in the presence of a large volume of muscle
damage and phosphate retention in rhabdomyolysis. Acute kidney injury during
rhabdomyolysis further aggravates phosphate deposition. Ultimately, the use of
phosphate depletes ATP and then impairs active calcium transport in the muscle,
which causes a decrease in blood calcium[26]. All of the above possibilities combine
with the history of primary HPT to make the decreased blood calcium worsen. The
patient’s primary HPT, hypocalcemia, acute kidney injury, and infection formed a
vicious circle. Despite this effect, the critical condition and the progressing decreased
myodynamia could be reversed after timely treatment. The main goal is to avoid
acute kidney injury[27]; on the one hand, active rehydration[28] may prevent acute
kidney injury and contribute to the clearance of myoglobin. Once this occurs,
continuous renal replacement therapy is a good choice that may provide benefits for
people with rhabdomyolysis by removing myoglobin and stabilizing the
hemodynamic and metabolic status[29]. On the other hand, symptomatic treatment
needs to continue during the whole process.
It is worth noting that in the early stage of treatment, the patient was treated with
corticosteroids for asthma during our treatments. Although there was no significant
effect on the increase in blood calcium in our case, the steroids inhibited intestinal
calcium absorption and increased renal calcium excretion, leading to worsening of
hypocalcemia [30] and worsening of symptoms. Considering this effect, early
measurement of serum calcium is important. Blood calcium levels are targeted at or
slightly below the lower limit of the normal range, to the extent possible, while being
careful to avoid hypercalcemia, which may cause the sudden deterioration of the
patient’s condition or even death during recovery[31].

CONCLUSION
Our case indicates that rhabdomyolysis occurs easily in patients with primary HPT
under certain conditions (such as infections). Although the mortality rate is high,
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Timeline of the case report.

lethal outcomes can be avoided by active treatment. Considering the important role of
serum calcium, long-term regular use of drugs to supplement calcium, detection of
blood calcium concentration regularly, and avoiding triggers (such as infection) are
necessary, which is important to maintain muscle enzymes within the normal range to
prevent the recurrence of rhabdomyolysis.
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Table 2 Reported cases of primary hypoparathyroidism with rhabdomyolysis
Main
symptoms

Ref.

Age/sex

Year

CK

Calcium

Trigger

Treatment

Follow up

Liu et al[5]

53/M

1983

Leg pain,
swelling,
erythema of
extremity

45000

1.175

Cellulitis

Ergocalciferol
(100000 U/d),
gluconate
calcium (20
g/d)

Normal

Akmal[7]

45/F

1993

Tiredness,
26080
weakness,inapp
ropriate,
behavior

1.025

None

Calcium
gluconate and
vitamin D2

Normal

Hirata et al[13]

30/M

2001

Tetany,
hyporeflexia,
fatigue

1.2

None

Calcium and
1αhydroxyvitami
n D3

Normal

Labarthe et
al[10]

4 m/M

2006

Muscular pains, 10960
areflexia

1.2

Fasting

Alfacalcidol (20 Nuclear
μg/d)
cataract

Naiki et al[8]

2/F

2014

Tetany

9577

1.48

Infection

Intravenous
fluids

Recurrence (3
yr old)

van Vliet et
al[9]

20/F

2017

Dyspnea,
muscle
weakness,
vomiting

193936

1.48

Viral
gastroenteritis

Intravenous
hydration,
calcium

Recurrence 14
wk later

Sumnu et al[6]

26/M

2015

Pain and
cramps in the
legs, nausea,
vomiting

262000

0.925

Tetany

Calcium and
calcitriol,
hydration

Hypercalcemia

Kutílek et al[19] 16/M

2018

Convulsions,
1920
transient loss of
consciousness

<1

None

Calcium,
cholecalciferol

Normal

3540

F: Female; M: Male; CK: Creatine kinase.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Supernumerary phantom limb (SPL) caused by spinal cord injury (SCI) has
previously been reported in several studies. However, the mechanisms and
management of SPL in SCI patients are still not fully understood. Herein, we
report a rare case of SPL in a patient with incomplete SCI.
CASE SUMMARY
A 46-year-old man complained of four hands 7 d after SCI. He was diagnosed
with SPL complicated with actual limb neuropathic pain. Following a period of
treatment with neurotrophic agents and Chinese traditional and analgesic
medications, SPL symptoms and actual limb pain did not improve. However, his
symptoms gradually lessened after combined treatment with high-frequency
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), a promising
neuromodulation technique, over the M1 cortex and visual feedback. After 7 wk
of this treatment, SPL disappeared completely and actual limb pain was
significantly relieved.
CONCLUSION
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Cerebral plasticity changes may be a mechanism underlying the occurrence of
non-painful SPL in SCI patients, and high-frequency rTMS applied to the M1
cortex could be a promising treatment method for SPL.
Key words: Supernumerary phantom limb; Spinal cord injury; Repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation; Visual feedback; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Supernumerary phantom limb (SPL) is rare in spinal cord injury (SCI). We
report a rare case of painless SPL in a patient with incomplete SCI. Repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) was first used in the treatment of SPL. The
combination of rTMS and visual feedback showed positive effects on the recovery of
SPL. This case indicates that the pathogenesis of painless SPL in SCI could include
cerebral plasticity and some of the mechanisms assumed in amputees. Furthermore, it
demonstrated that high-frequency rTMS applied to the M1 cortex is a promising method
for modulating SPL in SCI patients.

Citation: Lu YS, Tong P, Guo TC, Ding XH, Zhang S, Zhang XJ. Effects of combined rTMS
and visual feedback on the rehabilitation of supernumerary phantom limbs in a patient with
spinal cord injury: A case report. World J Clin Cases 2019; 7(19): 3120-3125
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/3120.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.3120

INTRODUCTION
Supernumerary phantom limb (SPL) designates the awareness of an illusory extra
limb in addition to the actual existence of two arms and two legs[1]. SPL is manifested
in many different patterns as follows[2-6]: (1) Being painful or non-painful; (2) Having
one, two, or several phantom limbs simultaneously; (3) Involving only part of a limb,
such as the hand, forearm, middle of the arm, and upper arm; (4) Being visual and/or
movable; (5) Existing occasionally or continuously; and (6) Accompanying
corresponding physical limb pain or not. SPL has been reported in various neurologic
disorders and clinical contexts, such as stroke, epileptic seizure, spinal cord injury
(SCI), multiple sclerosis, and continuous theta-burst stimulation[2-6].
SPL is rare in SCI, and all reported cases have occurred following cervical cord
injury[1,3,7,8]. The underlying mechanisms of SPL after SCI are unknown, and effective
therapeutic methods remain to be developed. Here, we report the diagnosis and
treatment of SPL in a patient with incomplete SCI complicated with neuropathic pain.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 46-year-old Chinese man complained of four hands 7 d after SCI. The two
supernumerary hands were painless but complicated with actual limb pain.

History of present illness
The patient suffered from tetraplegia caused by an accident on April 9, 2018. He
underwent major surgery consisting of cervical posterior unilateral open-door
expansive laminoplasty on 16 April 2018. Seven days after the accident, the patient
felt the presence of an additional pair of hands that originated at the wrist joints and
extended medially, with equal length to the paralyzed hands. He complained that he
could feel but could not see the additional limbs. According to the patient’s
description, the two supernumerary hands that were placed across his abdomen were
not painful and persisted throughout the day (Figure 1). However, he felt a burninglike pain on both actual forearms, which measured 7 points (right side) and 5 points
(left side) on the visual analogue scale. He experienced a more intense feeling of the
existence and movement of the supernumerary hands, and stronger actual limb pain
when he tried to control his limbs or someone touched his body.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the two supernumerary hands. In addition to his actual limbs, two
phantom hands were placed across the abdomen, which were not painful.

History of past illness and personal history
The patient had no significant medical history, psychiatric history, and history of
substance misuse, except for type 2 diabetes mellitus, which was diagnosed 5 years
previously and treated with regular injections of insulin.

Physical examination
According to the American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) standards for
neurological classification of SCI, the patient was classified as having an incomplete
lesion (ASIA impairment scale B) with a neurologic level at C4. The ASIA evaluation
for neurological function was performed 18 d after injury, and the motor score for the
upper and lower limbs was 0, and the total score for light touch and pin prick, for
both sides, was 31. Bulbocavernosus reflex was positive.

Imaging examinations
Computed tomography scan of the cervical spine on the day of the accident did not
show vertebral body fracture or SCI. Three days later, magnetic resonance imaging
showed an abnormal signal at C3-6 cervical spinal cord on T2-weighted magnetic
resonance imaging (Figure 2A and B). No concomitant brain injury was observed on
head computed tomography scans, and all cognitive evaluations suggested no
abnormalities. Follow-up cervical spine X-ray was performed (Figure 2C and D).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The final diagnosis in this patient was painless SPL complicated by actual limb
neuropathic pain following SCI.

TREATMENT
As shown in Figure 3, the therapeutic process was as follows: The day after injury,
rehabilitation interventions including passive range of motion were administered in
the Department of Orthopedics. Nineteen days after injury, the patient was referred to
the Department of Rehabilitation Medicine and received combinations of medications
and rehabilitation therapy. Basic rehabilitation therapies included physical therapy
(electrical stimulation of the bladder, passive joint motion training, and spastic muscle
stretching training), acupuncture, and hyperbaric oxygen. Ganglioside and nerve
growth factor were also administered. For the management of SPL and pain, oral
pregabalin (75 mg, twice a d) was added to the therapeutic schedule 59 d after injury.
However, the symptoms of SPL and neuropathic pain did not improve 78 d after
injury. Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) was then delivered
alternately over the M1 region of the left and right hemisphere with a TMS stimulator
(YRD CCY-I, 6.0 T; Yiruide Medical Equipment Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China), with 104
trains of 1.5 s each (intertrain interval 10 s), intensity equal to 40% of maximal output,
and a frequency of 10 Hz, once daily, six times a week.
At the same time, the dosage of oral pregabalin was modified to 75 mg three
times/d and oral celecoxib was added at a dose of 200 mg twice/d. Furthermore, we
suggested that the patient should look at his hands more frequently to increase visual
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Neuroimaging of the spinal cord. Magnetic resonance imaging T2-weighted sagittal view (A) and axial view (B) 3 d after injury, showing cervical cord
signal change. Cervical spine X-ray anterior-posterior view (C) and lateral view (D) 3 d after surgery.

input when he was thinking about his hands or trying to move his hands.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The patient adhered to the systematic rehabilitation as above at our department for 6
weeks. SPL eventually disappeared and to date has not reappeared, and the pain at
both sides measured 3 points on the visual analogue scale. Moreover, the motor scores
for the upper limbs improved to 6. The total score for light touch and total pin prick
was unchanged up to discharge. Pregabalin, rTMS, visual feedback, and other
therapies were continued until he was transferred to another hospital.

DISCUSSION
Phantom limb mainly occurs after amputation and can make patients almost forget
that their limbs have been removed, and they can even feel the movement or pain of
amputated limbs[9]. Phantom limb has also been reported in SCI patients and has been
defined as SPL[3]. In addition to their actual limbs, these patients complain of having
extra limbs. Some patients do not realize the existence of extra limbs, and their
symptoms may have disappeared before they were even aware of SPL. Furthermore,
some patients might be afraid of being considered unusual or “crazy” and did not
report SPL[10]. Therefore, some cases may have been ignored in the clinic.
In addition, some SCI patients may experience phantom sensations below the level
of the lesion, such as pressure, tingling, electrical sensation, or positional sensations[11].
In the present case, the patient began to complain of two hands moving on his
abdomen when he tried to move his hands, while his actual hands were paralyzed, 1
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Rehabilitation process of supernumerary phantom limb and actual limb pain, showing the modification of treatment protocols. rTMS: Repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation; SPL: Supernumerary phantom limb.

week after cervical cord injury. The two extra hands were not painful, but an obvious
burning pain was felt in both actual upper extremities. Initially, we thought that the
unusual feeling of extra limbs could be just a simple sense of pressure or paresthesia
or the result of cognitive or psychological issues. However, the phantom sensation in
this patient was a more complex sensation, which was related to his brain’s
commands, and the SPL was movable. Thus, this patient was finally diagnosed with
painless SPL complicated by actual limb neuropathic pain following SCI. Meanwhile,
the differential diagnosis between SPL and other simple phantom sensations or
paresthesia in SCI patients may warrant further investigation.
Research has demonstrated that virtual feedback has therapeutic effects on the PL
following amputation and neurological injury [3,8,12] . Thus, we prescribed for our
patient with virtual feedback. Some researchers reported phantom limb pain in an
amputee, which was relieved by low-frequency rTMS over the unaffected/ipsilateral
hemisphere[13,14]. Moreover, a recent study showed that application of high-frequency
rTMS to the M1 cortex contralateral to the amputated limb markedly reduced
phantom limb pain [9] . Thus, modulation of M1 cortex excitability may have
contributed to the rehabilitation of phantom limb sensation. Moreover, rTMS is a safe
and noninvasive neuromodulation technique. Hence, we tried to manage SPL in our
patient using this method. Due to the bilateral sensation of SPL in this patient, highfrequency rTMS was applied at the M1 cortex in the left and right hemisphere
alternately. After a period of visual feedback combined with rTMS, the SPL sensation
disappeared and did not recur. Hence, it is assumed that SPL symptoms in SCI
patients might be caused by maladaptive plasticity and some pathological changes
similar to that in amputees.
It has been found that when delivered to the posterior parietal cortex or primary
sensory cortex of SCI patients with non-painful phantom sensation, high-frequency
rTMS reversed the symptoms of phantom sensation. However, rTMS applied to the
M1 cortex had no therapeutic effect[11]. On the contrary, our findings suggested that
applying rTMS at the M1 cortex relieved painless SPL. With regard to treatment, the
mechanism of painless SPL could be different from that of other phantom sensations
after SCI.
To date, the mechanisms underlying SPL caused by SCI are unclear. Based on a
review of relevant literature, there are four major theories. The first theory is that the
primary somatosensory cortex is reorganized and that the regular cerebral schema
that was gained by the interaction between sensory feedback from the periphery and
image formulation originating from the brain, subsequently deteriorated[15]. Secondly,
central command is moved and is mismatched with sensory feedback from the
periphery, which is caused by impairment of sensory roots resulting from SCI and
dysfunction that failed to integrate motor information to generate normal physical
experience [3] . Thirdly, cortical or subcortical brain reorganization occurs, which
includes a change in brain excitability [16,17] . Fourth, there is conflict between
visuomotor and proprioceptive sensations caused by excessive activation of the motor
area[7]. Following a comprehensive analysis of the present case, including symptoms
and the recovery process, we conclude that the mechanisms of SPL in SCI may
involve the second and third hypotheses as described above.
In the present case, the patient endured neuropathic pain in both actual upper
limbs at the same time, which was mainly modulated by drug therapy. It has been
proposed that rTMS is an effective therapy for the treatment of neuropathic pain[18,19].
The reduction in pain observed in this case may have been the result of the combined
effects of drug therapy and rTMS. SPL was not relieved following a long period of
drug therapy, and it has been rarely reported that the drugs used in this case have any
effect on SPL recovery. This inspired us to choose rTMS as a good alternative therapy
for SPL complicated by neuropathic pain of actual limbs in our SCI patient.
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CONCLUSION
Several significant points in this case deserve attention. First, it is noteworthy that
painless SPL after SCI may be confused with a simple phantom sensation or
paresthesia. Second, in similar cases, rTMS was first used in the treatment of painless
SPL. The combination of rTMS and visual feedback has positive effects on the
recovery of SPL, which indicates that the pathogenesis of painless SPL in SCI could
include cerebral plasticity and some of the mechanisms assumed in amputees. Third,
the mechanism of painless SPL may differ from that of other phantom sensations in
SCI. Furthermore, this case demonstrated that high-frequency rTMS applied to the M1
cortex is a promising method for modulating SPL in SCI patients. However, the
efficacy, optimal stimulation parameters, and mechanisms of rTMS for SPL in SCI
deserve further investigation.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Clear cell sarcoma (CCS) of soft tissue is a rare malignant soft tissue sarcoma
usually reported to locate at distal end of extremities and rarely at trunk. Herein,
we report a case of CCS in pleural cavity.
CASE SUMMARY
A 31-year-old male was admitted for an uncertain mass in left pleural cavity in
routine physical examination without any symptoms. A VATS surgery was
performed to remove the tumor. The pathological finding displayed a cystic mass
with 6.5 cm at the longest diameter, dark red in section and cysts could be found
locally. A strong expression of S-100, HMB45 and Vimentin was detected in
immunohistochemical staining, which was inclined to the diagnosis of the CCS of
soft tissue. The patient refused chemotherapy, radiotherapy and targeted therapy
because of the personal financial situation. Follow-up computed tomography
scans were done at the 90th postoperative day and the 180th postoperative day,
and no obvious sign of recurrence was found till now.
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CONCLUSION
CCS of soft tissue also can be found in pleural cavity although in an extremely
rare incidence. Radical resection is useful to improve the prognosis.
Key words: Sarcoma; Clear cell sarcoma; Clear cell sarcoma of soft tissue; Treatment;
Case report
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Core tip: Clear cell sarcoma (CCS) is a rare malignant tumor of soft tissue usually arising
from extremities. Now we reported a case of CCS located on the chest cavity, confirmed
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by the positive stain of HMB-45 and S-100 mark in immunohistochemistry. Radical
resection of the tumor was performed and the short-term outcome was good.
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INTRODUCTION
Clear cell sarcoma (CCS) of soft tissue is a rare malignant soft tissue sarcoma that
represents about 1% of all sarcoma[1]. The true origination of CCS is still uncertain,
which might be one type of synovial sarcoma because SSC usually arises in
association with tendons and aponeuroses and has the same bidirectional
differentiation ability as synovial sarcoma. However, on account of sharing similar
morphology with malignant melanoma, SSC seems more likely to derive from neural
crest cells, which produces melanin typically and has positive HMB-45 and S-100
mark stained in immunohistochemistry[2]. CCS has been usually reported to locate at
distal end of extremities and rarely at trunk[3]. According to the literature review, there
is no report of CCS in pleural cavity till now.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief Complains
A 31-year-old male was admitted to our hospital for an uncertain mass in left pleural
cavity in routine physical examination without any symptoms.

History of past illness
His past history was unremarkable.

Personal and family history
His family history was unremarkable.

Physical examination upon admission
Physical examination is normal.

Laboratory examinations
Routine blood parameters were within the normal range. Tumor marker
measurement results were as follows: Carcinoembryonic antigen, 0.64 ng/mL;
alphafetoprotein, 1.77 ng/mL; CA199, 5.80 U/mL. The enhanced thoracic computed
tomography (CT) demonstrated a posterior mediastinal mass about 6 cm diameter in
the left pleural cavity, right nearby the 9th and 10th thoracic vertebrae beside the
thoracic descending aorta, with an uneven enhancement (Figure 1). A neurologic
tumor was suspected as the first diagnosis.
A video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery was performed to remove the mass. During
the operation, the patient was placed in a right lateral decubitus position at 70 degree
with unilateral ventilation under general anesthesia. Three trocars were placed at 3th,
4th and 8th intercostal space. Under the endoscopy, there was no obvious effusion in
the pleural cavity. A spherical mass with broad base was found on the posterior chest
wall, just left side by the 9th thoracic vertebra, close to the aorta while no obvious
adhesion was found between the tumor and the aorta or vertebra. Careful dissection
was done with the electrocautery and the harmonic in turn. A feeding branch from
the intercostal artery and a draining vein to the hemiazygos vein were ligated and cut.
Finally, the mass was removed under en bloc excision with a relatively clear margin.
Furthermore, the base plane on local chest wall was deal with electrocoagulation to
ensure no residual tumor (Figure 2). The drain tube was put and the chest wall
wound was close routinely. The chest tube was removed on the 1st postoperative day
and the patient was discharged on the 5th postoperative day with no events.
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Figure 1 The computed tomography scan indicated a paravertebral mass close to the thoracic aorta. A: Transverse view in mediastinal window of normal
computed tomography (CT) scan; B: Transverse view in lung window of normal CT scan; C: Transverse view in mediastinal window of enhanced CT scan; D:
Horizontal view in lung window of normal CT scan.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The pathological finding displayed a cystic mass with 6.5 cm at the longest diameter,
dark red in section and cysts could be found locally. A strong expression of S-100,
HMB45 and Vimentin was detected in immunohistochemical staining (Figure 3),
which was inclined to the diagnosis of the CCS of soft tissue[2,3].

TREATMENT
A video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery was performed to dissect the tumor. After the
surgery, the patient refused the suggestion of all the following treatments such as
chemotherapy, radiotherapy and targeted therapy because of the personal financial
situation.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Meanwhile, two postoperative follow-up CT scan were done on the 90th postoperative
day and the 180th postoperative day, and no obvious sign of recurrence was found till
now.

DISCUSSION
CCS is a rare malignant tumor of soft tissue with uncertain origination, which seems
most likely to be diagnosed in adolescents and middle-aged people. The diagnosis of
CCS always seems to be a challenge if lack of pathologic immunohistochemical
results. Although CCS has the similar morphologic appearance with malignant
melanoma, it is possible for pathologists today to distinguish them correctly by the
difference of histopathologic and cytogenetic features between them[2]. CCS usually
locates in the deep soft tissue or under the deep fascia, in close relation to tendons and
aponeuroses at the distal end of extremities, such as foot and knee, rarely at the trunk,
with no epidermal involvement[4-9] Differentiation diagnosis from other sarcoma
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Figure 2 A video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery was performed to remove the mass. A: The tumor located on the posterior chest wall nearby the 9th thoracic
vertebra; B: The drain vein to the hemiazygos vein was ligated by hemoclips; C: The tumor was dissected carefully by the electrocautery and Harmonic in turns; D:
The base plane on the chest wall was deal with the electrocoagulation.

should be made including epithelioid sarcoma, synovial sarcoma, epithelioid
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor, alveolar soft part sarcoma and so on[3].
Radical resection of the tumor might be the most effective way to treat CCS. Before
the operation, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of thoracic vertebra is done to
exclude the possible invasion of the tumor to the vertebra. The intraoperative
exploration also ensures that there is no obvious adhesion between the spine and the
tumor. If the vertebra or posterior ribs are invaded by tumor, the nearby vertebra and
ribs should be removed with the tumor under en bloc excision and the reconstruction
of chest wall should be made.
Adjuvant radiotherapy or chemotherapy might not be necessary for the poor
evidence of therapeutic effect on SCC[10]. However, radiation therapy is recommended
if there is possible tumor residual after surgery to achieve better outcome[11]. The
targeted therapy seems to be a good treatment to SSC with some encouraging
evidence on malignant melanoma, but there is still a long way to go [12] . Regular
follow-up including CT scan or MRI should be made every 3 mo postoperatively on
account of the high risk of early metastases and recurrence of SSC[13].

CONCLUSION
CCS of soft tissue also can be found in pleural cavity although in an extremely rare
incidence. Radical resection is useful to improve the prognosis.
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Cystic mass and immunohistochemical staining. A, B: The tumor was removed under en bloc dissection with a relative clear margin; C, D: Hematoxylineosin stain: Neoplastic cells are arranged in irregular nests separated by fibrous septa. Cells are round or oval in shape with regular vesicular nuclei and prominent
nucleoli, moderate to abundant eosinophilic or clear cytoplasm; E, F: Neoplastic cells showed a strong immunohistochemical expression of melanocytic marker: S100
(+); G, H: Neoplastic cells showed a strong immunohistochemical expression of melanocytic marker: HMB-45 (+).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Parathyroid adenoma (PTA) is known as an adenomatous hyperparathyroidism
syndrome. At earlier times, the major symptoms of this disease included high
blood calcium and low phosphorus. PTA is a benign neuroendocrine neoplasm.
We have reviewed the literature and found that it is rare for patients with
hyperparathyroidism to have benign tumors with multiple organs at the same
time. This report describes a patient with a PTA and four nonfunctional
adenomas.
CASE SUMMARY
We report a case of primary hyperparathyroidism in a 39-year-old woman with
multiple organ tumors. The patient was admitted to hospital because of
hypercalcemia. Laboratory, imaging, and histological examinations confirmed a
left parathyroid neoplasm. Right thyroid adenoma was discovered during
hospitalization. She had a medical history of uterine fibroids, right benign
mammary gland tumor, and meningioma. The patient recovered after surgical
and conservative treatments.
CONCLUSION
Primary hyperparathyroidism with multiple organ tumors is uncommon, and
further studies should be conducted to determine if there is genetic
heterogeneity.
Key words: Primary hyperparathyroidism; Parathyroid neoplasm; Thyroid adenoma;
Meningioma; Breast neoplasm; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Core tip: Simultaneous occurrence of multiple tumors is rare. This article reports a
patient who was admitted to hospital with hypercalcemia and finally diagnosed with a
parathyroid adenoma via surgical pathology. The patient also had uterine fibroids,
benign mammary gland tumor, and meningioma. After diagnosis, these tumors were all
removed.

Citation: Hui CC, Zhang X, Sun JR, Deng DT. Primary hyperparathyroidism in a woman with
multiple tumors: A case report. World J Clin Cases 2019; 7(19): 3132-3137
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INTRODUCTION
A single person with tumors occurring in multiple organs is rare. Endocrine tumor
refers to a series of tumors that not only has the characteristics of a tumor but also has
endocrine function. Based on its endocrine function, it can be divided into functional
and non-functional.
Here, we report the case of a patient with tumors in multiple organs. Among these,
only the parathyroid tumor had endocrine function. Therefore, we postulated that the
patient was genetically heterogeneous, which would lead to the emergence of such
multiple types of tumors.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 39-year-old woman attended a local hospital due to abdominal distension,
abdominal pain with asthenia, and anorexia.

History of present illness
After abdominal subtotal hysterectomy for multiple myomata of uterus, the patient
experienced recurrent abdominal pain and distension. During the next 10 d, these
symptoms gradually worsened.

History of past illness
She underwent surgery for a meningeal tumor 4 years ago and resection of a right
breast benign tumor 6 mo ago. After subtotal hysterectomy, the patient developed an
epileptic seizure in the anesthetic recovery room.

Physical examination upon admission
Physical examination on admission revealed blood pressure of 15.8/10.7 mmHg,
resting pulse of 90 times/min, body mass index of 22.4 kg/m 2 , and tenderness
beneath the xiphoid process.

Laboratory examinations
Laboratory tests showed increased calcium 4.21 mmol/L, depressed phosphorus 0.85
mmol/L, and elevated urine calcium 8.32 mmol/24 h (reference range 2.50-7.50). The
plasma level of parathyroid hormone (PTH) was elevated to 492.00 pg/mL (reference
range 10.00-69.00). A diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism was established. Her sex
hormone levels were normal, serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D concentration was
decreased to 7.0 ng/mL (normal range 30-100), and serum calcitonin was 5.62 pg/mL
(normal level < 11.5).

Imaging examinations
A neck ultrasound showed a right thyroid solid nodule that measured 3.3 × 2.8 mm,
and fine needle aspiration revealed normal thyroid tissues. A parathyroid left inferior
thyroid lobe nodule of 26 mm × 34 mm was discovered via parathyroid B- ultrasound
and enhanced computed tomography scan. A 99 mTc-MIBI parathyroid imaging
study was performed and showed elevated levels of radiation in the site of left
inferior thyroid, which was considered as a parathyroid adenoma (Figure 1). Bone Xray examination of the skull and whole extremities revealed no osteopenia, but bone
mineral density indicated lumbar L1-4 and upper femur osteopenia. Based on the
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above findings, the diagnosis of primary hyperparathyroidism due to parathyroid
tumor was considered.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The patient was diagnosed with primary hyperparathyroidism, left parathyroid
adenoma, right thyroid adenoma, right benign mammary gland tumors and
meningioma.

TREATMENT
This patient received fluid replacement and calcitonin after admission. The patient
underwent parathyroidectomy and the pathology revealed a parathyroid adenoma
(Figure 2). The patient had undergone resection of several tumors previously,
however, we only obtained the pathological picture of a meningioma (Figure 3).

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The serum calcium after surgery was normal. She had recovered well after parathyroid surgery, and her post-operative course was uneventful. Her thyroid adenoma
had received routine follow-up. After myomectomy, she had not followed up recently
by B-ultrasonography. In March this year, the meningioma recurred again and the
patient was hospitalized.

DISCUSSION
Hyperparathyroidism involves a variety of clinical manifestations [1] . Skeletal
symptoms mainly manifested as bone pain in the early stage[2]. In the late stage,
skeletal malformations and pathologic fracture gradually appear, and patients even
develop skull brown tumors of hyperparathyroidism[3]. This case mainly presented
with digestive system manifestations. The disorders of calcium and phosphorus
metabolism occurred due to elevated PTH in this patient with parathyroid adenoma.
After admission to hospital, diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism was established. As is
well known, the most common cause of primary hyperparathyroidism is parathyroid
adenoma (80%-85%)[4]. The parathyroid tumor was found by B-ultrasound, enhanced
CT scan and 99 mTc-MIBI imaging. After treatment for decreased serum calcium, this
patient was switched to surgery. Her serum calcium became normal after surgical
treatment.
Multiple endocrine neoplasia 1 syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder and
includes parathyroid adenoma, pituitary tumor, gastrinoma, prolactinoma,
insulinoma, bronchial carcinoid, and other endocrine tumors[5]. This endocrine tumor
could occur in multiple organs and systems with both benign and malignant types[6].
The neoplasms derived from the parathyroid are usually benign, while many enteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors and foregut carcinoid tumors are malignant. Our
patient had five tumors: Left parathyroid adenoma, right thyroid adenoma, uterine
fibroids, right benign mammary gland tumors, and meningoma. The patient
developed five tumors successively, is it a coincidence or is there a correlation among
those five tumors?
Grinblat et al[7] reported a case in a depressed woman with both meningioma and
parathyroid adenoma who attempted to commit suicide. In that case, the relationship
between the parathyroid adenoma and meningioma was not clarified. Unlike that
case, our patient was initially found to have a meningioma and had no functional
endocrine gland tumors. The thyroid adenoma was confirmed histologically by right
thyroid fine needle aspiration. Patients suffering from thyroid adenoma and
concurrent parathyroid adenoma are rare, with most cases in the literature reporting
concurrent hot thyroid nodule and primary hyperparathyroidism[8]. Since parathyroid
adenoma can be located within the thyroid, it is particularly important to differentiate
between thyroid adenoma and parathyroid adenoma.
Diseases of breast, uterus, and thyroid are common in women. Spinos et al [9]
reported that women with uterine fibroids had an increased incidence of thyroid
nodules and fibroadenomas of the breast. In addition, some researchers reported that
thyroid nodules are associated with uterine fibroids and that estrogen might have a
key role in occurrence of both uterine fibroids and thyroid nodules[10]. Audisio et al[11]
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Radionuclide imaging of parathyroid glands.

also maintained that estrogen might be related to the occurrence of fibroadenoma
growth. During hospitalization, our patient had a normal level of estrogen, but
unfortunately, we were unable to acquire her estrogen data during her entire disease
course. Whether estrogen played a role in those tumors remains uncertain.

CONCLUSION
This case reported a middle-aged female who was found with multi-organ benign
tumors. After surgical excision of some of these tumors, the patient recovered well. Of
these tumors, the parathyroid adenoma was a hormone-secreting adenoma, and the
underlying mechanisms may be revealed in future studies.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Pathological examination revealed a parathyroid adenoma. A: PTH-1, × 100; B: TG-1, × 200; C: Ki-67-2, × 200; D: CK19-1, × 200.
Figure 3

Figure 3 Pathological examination revealed a meningioma (× 200).
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Submucosal tumor (SMT)-like early-stage gastric cancer (GC) has rarely been
reported. It is difficult to consider the possibility of GC and differentiate it from
other submucosal lesions.
CASE SUMMARY
We present the case of a 50-year-old male patient with a 1.6 cm SMT-like flat
elevated lesion covered by congested mucosa on the gastric angle. Magnifying
endoscopy with narrow-band imaging, endoscopic biopsy, endoscopic
ultrasound, and computed tomography were performed for diagnosis.
Endoscopic submucosal dissection and gastrectomy with lymph node dissection
were performed. The post-resection pathological analysis led to a final diagnosis
of GC (Bormann type I, T1bN2M0).
CONCLUSION
GC should be considered when detecting an SMT-like lesion in the stomach.
Key words: Subepithelial lesion; Early-stage gastric adenocarcinoma; Endoscopic
submucosal dissection; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
Core tip: Gastric adenocarcinoma showing features of a submucosal tumor is unusual.
Preoperative diagnosis is difficult due to the generally deep location of the tumor and
non-specific and overlapping features on imaging studies. In this case,
esophagogastroduodenoscopy revealed a 1.6 cm type 0-Is lesion covered by congested
mucosa on the gastric angle. Endoscopic ultrasound and computed tomography reveal no
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swollen lymph nodes and the usual biopsy cannot give a definite diagnosis. After
endoscopic submucosal dissection and gastrectomy with lymph node dissection, this
patient was diagnosed with GC (Bormann type I, T1bN2M0).
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer (GC) remains the second leading cause of cancer-related mortality
worldwide and the most prevalent cancer in Eastern Asia (including China) [1]
Approximately 90% of GCs are adenocarcinomas. However, an adenocarcinoma
showing features of a submucosal tumor (SMT) is unusual, and its prevalence has
been reported to be 0.2%-0.62%[2].
Here, we report a rare case of SMT-like GC, which is easily ignored and
misdiagnosed.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints and history of present illness
A 50yearold Chinese male patient presented for evaluation and treatment of an
indeterminate lesion on the gastric angle, which was discovered on
esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) during a routine health examination 15 d
previously. He had no abdominal pain or other discomfort.

History of past illness
He had a history of hypertension for half a month and was regularly taking oral
agents including nifedipine controlled-release tablets and valsartan dispersible tablets
once a day. The blood pressure can be well controlled.

Personal and family history
He had been smoking for 30 years.

Physical examination upon admission
On physical examination, he was 71 kg in weight and 178 cm in height. He had a
blood pressure of 120/72 mmHg and pulse rate of 68 beats per minute. Other physical
examination on admission revealed no abnormalities.

Laboratory examinations
After admission, the patient underwent evaluations including routine blood tests,
routine urine tests, routine fecal tests and occult blood test, blood biochemistry, and
some serum tumor markers including carcinoembryonic antigen, carbohydrate
antigen 199, alpha-fetoprotein, serum pro-gastrin-releasing peptide, neuron specific
enolase, squamous cell carcinoma antigen, and carbohydrate antigen 724. No
significant abnormal results were recorded.

Imaging examinations
EGD revealed a 1.6 cm type 0-Is lesion covered by congested mucosa on the gastric
angle (Figure 1A and B). Magnifying endoscopy with narrow-band imaging revealed
a regular microvascular pattern, presence of a demarcation line, irregular and smaller
crypt opening, and widened intervening part (Figure 1C).
Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS; GF-UM2000, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) revealed a 15.3
mm × 9 mm hypoechoic mass within the submucosa, thickened mucosal and
submucosal layers (Figure 1D), and no swollen lymph nodes.
Endoscopic biopsy specimens revealed moderately chronic super gastritis with
little intestinal metaplasia.
Computed tomography of the upper abdomen revealed a 15 mm × 12 mm nodule
protruding on the lesser curvature of the stomach and no evidence of swollen lymph
nodes or distant metastasis (Figure 2).
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Figure 1 Endoscopic findings. A and B: A 1.6-cm type 0-Is lesion covered by congested mucosa on gastric angle
was observed by white light endoscopy; C: Regular microvascular pattern, presence of a demarcation line, irregular
and smaller crypt opening, and widened intervening part were observed by magnifying endoscopy with narrow-band
imaging. Magnification: 40×; D: Endoscopic ultrasound showed a 15.3 mm × 9 mm hypoechoic mass within the
submucosal layer and thickened mucosal and submucosal layers.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
According to the imaging findings and the histopathologic examination, this patient
was diagnosed with GC (Bormann type I, T1bN2M0).

TREATMENTS
According to the examination results, an initial diagnosis of an SMT-like lesion was
made and endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) was performed to confirm the
diagnosis. Based on the pathology of the resected specimen, we suspected moderately
to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma (Figure 3). Consequently, immunostaining
was performed. The lesion was positive for cytokeratin, partly positive for Villin, and
weakly positive for CDX-2, but negative for Syn, CgA, CD56, CD3, and CD20. Ki-67
was positive in 30% cells. Accordingly, the final diagnosis was confirmed as poordifferentiated adenocarcinoma. Because the basal cutting edge was involved,
subsequent gastrectomy with lymph node dissection was performed. The final
histopathologic examination revealed positive metastasis in 5 of 25 lymph nodes of
the lesser curvature and negative results for not only other lymph nodes including
those in the hepatoduodenal ligament, the periphery of the hepatic artery, the left
gastric arteria, and the large curvature but also, the resection margin and omentum
tissue. Residual cancer was not observed on parallel mucosal biopsy examination.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
After surgery, he was cured. Six months later, the follow-up upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy and the biopsies showed no abnormalities.

DISCUSSION
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Figure 2 Abdominal computed tomography findings. A 15 mm × 12 mm protruding nodule was shown on the
lesser curvature of the stomach.

GC usually derives from the lamina propria layer, accounting for 8% of all cancers[3]
and adenocarcinomas account for 95% of all GCs[4]. But adenocarcinoma showing
features of an SMT is unusual with a prevalence of 0.2%-0.62% [2] . Preoperative
diagnosis of SMT-like GC is difficult due to the generally deep location of the tumor
and the non-specific and overlapping features on imaging studies.
When an SMT-like lesion is encountered in clinical practice, we should consider the
possibility of GC and carefully differentiate it from other submucosal lesions, such as
gastric neuroendocrine tumors (GI-NETs)[5], smooth muscle tumor, stromal tumor,
and lipoma; heterotopic pancreas; and other unusual cases, such as metastatic
carcinoma[6], gastric glomus tumor[7],and gastric hamartomatous inverted polyp[8].
According to available reported cases of GC presenting as SMT, the pathologic
diagnosis varies including gastric adenocarcinoma [ 9 ] , gastric mucinous
adenocarcinoma[10,11], and gastric lymphoepithelioma-like carcinoma[12].
The mechanism of SMT-like adenocarcinoma is obscure. Heterotopic gastric glands
(HGGs) are gastric glands observed in the submucosa, which have been recognized as
aberrant lamina propria components associated with repeated erosion and
regeneration, which is inferred to develop to a wide variety of adenocarcinomas[9].
Gastritis cystica profunda (GCP), also related to repeated erosion and regeneration
induced by chronic inflammation, causes an aberration of the gastric glands and may
be related to carcinogenesis as well[13]. In this case, we did not find any submicosal
heterotopic gastric gland or gastritis cystic profunda. Moreover, Epstein-Barr viruspositive GC is associated with Epstein-Barr virus infection and severe lymphocytic
infiltration in the submucosa[14]; mucinous gastric carcinoma is due to abundant mucin
pools in the submucosa[10,11], and they all show the features of SMT-like cancer. Gastric
adenocarcinoma of fundic gland type (GA-FG) has been recognized as a tumor
typically arising from the normal gastric mucosa of the fundic gland region without
atrophic changes or intestinal metaplasia[9,11]. There is no conclusion if SMT-like GC is
the earlier stage of Bormann type IV GC or of linitis plastica.
Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy has become an important tool in the diagnosis of
patients with GC. However, up to 6.7% of GCs may be missed when endoscopy
shows no initial cancer findings[15], especially when early GC (EGC) mimicks an SMT.
In this case, EGD revealed a type 0-Is lesion, covered by nearly normal mucosa on the
gastric angle, which is distinguished from that of a past report which appeared as
small circumscribed, sometimes ulcerated thickening of the gastric wall[16].
EGD was also performed to obtain a biopsy specimen of suspected gastric lesion.
But in previous reports, the cancer cells exposed on the surface accounted for less than
20%-30% of the whole tumor in GC mimicking an SMT, and hence, a usual biopsy
cannot confirm the diagnosis. In this case, a usual biopsy was performed twice and
two or three pieces of tissue were taken at a time; however, a diagnosis was not
confirmed. Multiple biopsies or larger forceps may improve the yield of confirmed
diagnosis.
Performance of EUS is important in the initial clinical staging of GC. EGCs are
identified on EUS as areas of focal thickening, irregularity, or disruption of layers[17].
However, the diagnostic accuracy of EUS is operator-dependent, ranging from 57%88% for T staging and 30-90% for N staging[18]. For T1b cancers, the coincidence rate of
EUS and pathological diagnosis is only 40%. Ulcers and undifferentiated cancer are
two independent factors of EUS mis-staging[19]. In this case, EUS showed that the
mucosal and submucosal layers were thickening and the hypoechoic mass was within
the submucosal layer, which is consistent with the pathological result. Unfortunately,
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Figure 3 Histopathological findings (hematoxylin and eosin staining). A moderately and poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma was suggested. A: The
submucosal layer and muscularis mucosae were invaded; B: The tumor seemed to originate from the basal layer and invade towards the submucosal layer; C: The
basal cutting edge was involved; D: Glands were arranged irregularly, with hyperchromatic nuclei and pathologic mitoses visible. Magnification: A: 40×; B and C: 100×;
D: 200×.

we did not perform EUS-guided fine needle aspiration (FNA), which is recommended
if areas of wall thickening are seen[20], and we were unable to distinguish it from other
SMT-like lesions or provide any indications on abnormal lymph nodes. Considering
the aforementioned findings, EUS diagnostic performance cannot be considered
optimal, either for disease confirmation or for exclusion, especially for the ability of
EUS to distinguish T1a (mucosal) vs T1b (submucosal) cancers and positive vs
negative lymph node status[21].
Lymph node metastasis is an independent risk factor for the survival of patients
with EGC. In the past three reports, the rate of lymph node metastasis for submucosal
EGC was 12.5%[22], 11%-20%[23], and 16.7%[24], respectively. One study reported poorly
differentiated adenocarcinoma, with a lymph node metastasis rate of 17.0%[25]. In
another study, T1b tumors with lymphovascular invasion had a 64.3% rate of positive
LN[26]. The probability of lymph node metastasis in EGC is influenced by tumor
characteristics and increases with increasing tumor size, submucosal invasion, poorly
differentiated tumors, and lymphatic and vascular invasion[24,27]. In our case, LN
metastasis in the lesser curvature (5/25) may be related with submucosal invasion
and poor differentiation.
In this case, when the SMT-like lesion was found on EGD, we could not distinguish
it from other SMTs and we failed to perform EUS-FNA. According to the new
consensus guidelines, we directly performed the diagnostic ESD. In contrast to other
methods, ESD may increase the economic burden. Subsequently, because of the
positive edge, subsequent gastrectomy with lymph node dissection was performed
and final histopathologic examination revealed that lymph node metastasis was
positive for 5 of 25 lymph nodes in the lesser curvature. Long-term follow-up and
monitoring were suggested.

CONCLUSION
From this case, we infer that some SMT-like lesions pose difficulties in distinguishing
between benign tumors and cancers. Thus, during the diagnosis of a sub-mucosal
tumor, if usual biopsies cannot confirm the diagnosis, multiple biopsies using larger
forceps or even EUS-guided FNA or fine needle biopsy may improve the clinical
diagnosis and staging. Sometimes, diagnostic ESD is the preferred method to offer
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further information to a pathologist such as the degree of differentiation and the
depth of infiltration [28] . Moreover, ESD can potentially be used for therapeutic
purposes[29]. Additional therapy by gastrectomy with lymphadenectomy should be
taken into consideration for lesions that are poorly differentiated, invade into the deep
submucosa, and have positive lateral or deep margins with lymph node metastases.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Hypereosinophilia (HE) is a heterogeneous disease of unknown etiology in which
tissue and organ injury is inflicted by excess numbers of circulating or infiltrating
eosinophils. Herein, we describe a patient with rare organ damage due to HE and
review the pertinent literature.
CASE SUMMARY
A 43 year-old Chinese man with a 13-year history of eosinophilia and shortness
of breath for 7 d presented to our hospital. During the course of his illness, the
patient variably presented with gastrointestinal symptoms, eczema, vitiligo,
mastitis, joint symptoms, nephrotic syndrome, and interstitial pneumonia. The
chronic mastitis proved burdensome, necessitating bilateral mastectomy. HE was
diagnosed by repeat bone marrow biopsy, and a kidney biopsy showed focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis. Intermittent steroidal therapy is typically initiated
to relieve such symptoms, although relapse and organ involvement often ensue
once treatment is withdrawn. We administered methylprednisolone sodium
succinate (40 mg/d) intravenously for 3 d, followed by oral tablets at the same
dose. Subsequent computed tomography (CT) of the chest CT showed relative
improvement of the interstitial pneumonia. The patient is currently on a
continuous regimen of oral steroid, and his condition is stable.
CONCLUSION
HE is heterogeneous condition. This is the first reported case of bilateral
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mastectomy in a male patient with longstanding HE.
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Core tip: Hypereosinophilia (HE) is a heterogeneous disease of unknown etiology in
which excessive circulating and infiltrating eosinophils cause injury to bodily tissues and
organs. We have treated a male patient with HE and unusual organ involvement, namely,
mastitis, nephrotic syndrome, and interstitial pneumonia. Intermittent glucocorticoid
therapy may relieve symptoms, but relapses and renewed organ damage are common
after withdrawal. This particular patient is currently stable on a continuous oral steroid
regimen. This is the first reported case of bilateral mastectomy in a male patient with
HE.
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INTRODUCTION
Hypereosinophilia (HE) is a disease defined by one or more of the following: (1)
Peripheral blood eosinophil counts > 1.5 × 109/L on two occasions at intervals > 1 mo;
(2) A ratio of eosinophils to nucleated cells in bone marrow > 20%; (3) Pathologic
confirmation of extensive tissue infiltration by eosinophils; and (4) Conditions marked
by substantial deposition of eosinophil granuloproteins[1]. Multiorgan involvement
and resultant dysfunction are common, given the intensity of eosinophilic infiltration
and/or extensive proteinaceous deposits. There may be fibrosis of the lungs, heart,
digestive tract, skin, or other organs; thrombosis with or without embolism;
cutaneous or mucosal changes [erythema, edema (perhaps vascular in nature),
ulceration, pruritus, or eczema]; and peripheral or central nervous system
derangements, with or without chronic or recurrent neurologic dysfunction[1]. Herein,
we report a male patient with multiorgan involvement, eosinophilic mastitis, and
nephrotic syndrome due to longstanding HE.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 43-year-old Chinese man, who complained of shortness of breath on exertion for 7 d
and a 13-year history of peripheral blood eosinophilia, was admitted to our hospital.

History of present illness
The patient was treated at a local hospital in August 2005 because routine blood
examination showed a white blood cell count of 8.5 × 109/L, with 24.2% of eosinophils
(2 × 109/L). In a bone marrow biopsy, eosinophils accounted for 13.5%, most with
normally segmented rod nuclei. Once oral triamcinolone was initiated (4 mg, tid), the
eosinophil counts rapidly normalized. After gradual dosage reduction in a span of 6
mo and eventual discontinuation, hyperplastic and nodular changes developed in
both breasts, accompanied by abnormal lactation and bilateral axillary node
enlargement. This condition was sufficiently burdensome to require surgery. Bilateral
mastectomy was subsequently performed (January 2006) for chronic mastitis.
Postoperative pathology examination disclosed male breast development and severe
chronic inflammation (i.e., dilatation of mammary ducts with interstitial influx of
eosinophils) (Figure 1).
One month later, the patient presented with joint pain of the trunk and limbs,
movement dysfunction, and an exacerbated skin rash. Dexamethasone and
prednisone were prescribed. An herbal extract (Tripterygium wilfordii) was also used
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Breast pathology showing breast involvement by analysis of cell morphology (hematoxylin-eosin staining, ×100). A and B: Intra-tissue ductal
dilatation and interstitial eosinophil infiltration are shown.

shortly and then abandoned due to severe treatment-related alopecia. Thereafter, the
joint symptoms gradually relented, allowing the patient to resume work. In April
2017, however, bilateral lower extremity edema developed spontaneously (blood
pressure, 150/100 mmHg; plasma albumin, 15.6 g/L; low-density lipoproteins, 6.87
mmol/L; and 24-h urinary protein, 14.78 g/d), prompting a clinical diagnosis of
nephrotic syndrome. A kidney biopsy was performed, establishing a pathologic
diagnosis of focal segmental glomerulosclerosis, non-specific type (Figures 2 and 3). A
second bone marrow puncture again was indicative of eosinophilia, but qualitative
polymerase chain reaction failed to detect the FIP1L1-PDGFRA fusion gene. The
patient was given prednisone orally at an initial dose of 60 mg (12 tablets) per day.
This was gradually reduced and discontinued in March 2018, at which time all
parameters of nephrotic syndrome were stable.
One month after medication withdrawal, hospital readmission was brought on by
shortness of breath (April 2018).

History of past illness
He initially presented in December 2004 with constipation, abdominal distension, and
persistent vomiting. Gastroscopic inspection revealed superficial gastritis, duodenal
bulbar inflammation, and gastric retention. Enteroscopy was then performed,
showing rectosigmoid mucositis. Interstitial inflammatory infiltrates were prominent
in gastric and colonic mucosal biopsies. After symptomatic treatment, the digestive
symptoms gradually abated and disappeared. Several months later, the patient
developed an erythematous papular skin rash and vitiligo. The rash coalesced in
places but was largely confined to the dorsa of hands and limbs in a symmetric
distribution, without itching. Vitiligo chiefly affected the face and trunk.

Personal and family history
Historically, the patient’s birth was premature (8 mo of gestation). There was one
episode of pertussis during childhood and many instances of pneumonia. The
patient’s father had succumbed to gastric cancer at the age of 50.

Physical examination upon admission
Physical examination revealed alopecia, loss of facial and trunk pigmentation, and an
erythematous rash on the dorsa of both hands and limbs (Figure 4). No dry or wet
rales were detected in either lung.

Laboratory examinations
Pertinent laboratory results were as follows: Blood eosinophil count, 0.41 × 109/L;
total IgE, 1491 IU/ml; PaO2, 53.6 mmHg; and SaO2, 91.2%. In bronchoscopic alveolar
lavage fluid, eosinophils represented 30.0% of cells (CD4+/CD8+ = 0.15).

Imaging examinations
Chest computed tomography (CT) showed interstitial pneumonia (Figure 5A).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Our final diagnosis was HE with pulmonary involvement.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Renal pathology of nephrotic syndrome by analysis of morphological pattern using different staining methods. The specimens were sliced at three
layers, mainly in the renal cortex. The number of glomeruli at three layers was 23, 28, and 25, respectively. Glomerular sclerosis in four glomeruli, and glomerular
segmental sclerosis and podocyte proliferation in one were found in 28 glomeruli of the second layer. The glomerular mesangial cells and matrix proliferated slightly,
the capillary loops opened, and the basement membrane did not thicken. There was no obvious deposition of fumoglobin in the mesangium, subepithelium, or
subendothelium, and no mesangial insertion or double track formation. No proliferation of parietal cells and no crescent formation were noted. The epithelial cells of
renal tubules showed vacuolar degeneration, focal atrophy (about 5%), infiltration of small focal inflammatory cells in the renal interstitium, thickening of small arterial
wall, and narrowing of lumen. Under fluorescence, IgM (+), IgA, IgG, C3, and C1q (-), and C3 (+) of arterioles were observed. The diagnosis was focal segmental
glomerulosclerosis, non-specific type (FSGS, NOS). A: Hematoxylin-eosin stained (×400) histological image showing a sclerotic glomerulus; B: Periodic acid-Schiff
stained (×400) histological image showing segmental glomerulosclerosis; C: Periodic acid-Schiff methenamine stained (×400) histological image showing open
capillary loops and no significant thickening of basement membrane; D: Masson stained (×400) histological image showing no significant deposition of hemophilic
protein.

TREATMENT
Methylprednisolone sodium succinate (40 mg/d) was administered intravenously for
3 d, followed by the oral formulation at the same dose.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
After one week of steroid treatment, repeat chest CT suggested some resolution of the
interstitial pneumonia (Figure 5B). Four months after resuming steroid therapy, a
number of scattered high-density patches in both lungs were further reduced in CT
images (Figure 5C). The patient is currently continuing an oral steroid regimen.

DISCUSSION
Multiorgan organ involvement is a precarious aspect of HE. When analyzing the
clinical data of 188 patients with HE, Ogbogu et al [2] documented cutaneous
manifestations in 37% of cases, respiratory symptoms in 25%, and gastrointestinal
complaints in 14%. Heart involvement in early-stage disease was evident in < 5%, and
there were no clinical symptoms attributable to eosinophilia in 6%. Over the course of
> 10 years, this patient has been plagued by gastrointestinal, skin, breast, joint,
kidney, lung, and other organ involvement. Some of the developments, such as
gastroente-ritis, mastitis, and arthritis, were transient, whereas others (i.e., eczema and
vitiligo) had persisted. Although HE may incite mastitis in male patients, bilateral
mastectomy has not been reported in the literature to date, and HE with nephrotic
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Figure 3 Renal pathology of nephrotic syndrome by electron microscopy. After toluidine blue staining, two glomeruli were observed. One of them was observed
by ultrathin section of glomerulus under an electron microscope. Erythrocytes aggregated in glomerular capillary lumen, capillary endothelial cells did not proliferate,
and capillary loops were open. No obvious thickening of the wall of renal capsule, vacuolar degeneration of the wall cells, or proliferation of the wall cells was
observed. Basement membrane showed no obvious thickening, with a thickness of about 300-450 nm. Visceral epithelial cells showed swelling, vacuolar
degeneration, and diffuse fusion of foot processes. In the mesenchymal area, mesenchymal cells and matrix proliferated slightly, no exact electron dense deposits
were found, and no electron dense deposits were found under the epithelium and endothelium. Vacuolar degeneration of renal tubular epithelial cells was noted,
without special pathological changes in renal interstitium. Erythrocyte aggregation was seen in the lumen of individual renal interstitial capillaries. A diagnosis of focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis was made (bar = 0.5 μm).

syndrome is exceedingly rare.
In past reports of HE, we have discovered only one case of breast involvement[3].
The patient was a 51-year-old woman who complained of bilateral mammary
erythema, pain, and swelling for 1 wk. Histologically, tissue from both breasts
displayed ductal eosinophilic infiltration, moderate to severe ductal dilatation, ductal
epithelial necrosis, and substantial infiltration of surrounding matrix by eosinophils.
However, the patient’s prognosis after steroid therapy was good. These symptoms
and pathologic features resemble those of our patient, confirming that the breast is
one of the rare target organs of HE. Because our patient was male, gender proclivity
seems unlikely, but no prior reports of breast involvement in men with HE has
surfaced. Bilateral mastectomy was performed in this particular patient due to the
morbidity imposed by symmetric enlargement, nodularity, abnormal lactation,
swelling, pain, and enlarged axillary nodes. Had steroid therapy been otherwise
considered, surgery may have been avoidable.
Although kidney involvement is rare in the setting of HE, it may well be lifethreatening. There are two main causes: (1) Direct kidney damage by eosinophilic
granules; and (2) Iatrogenic insults during the treatment of HE (i.e., cholesterol
embolism, adverse drug reactions, immunologic reactions, eosinophilic helminth
infection, and ongoing hemodialysis) [4] . In relevant clinical case reports with
glomerulonephritis as the chief clinical manifestation [5-8] , only one instance of
nephrotic syndrome is reported in a 7-year-old boy[9]. The pathologic spectrum of
renal damage is rather broad in this regard, including capillary proliferative
glomerulonephritis [5] , eosinophilic interstitial nephritis [6] , crescent glomerulonephritis[7], and membranous nephropathy[8]. It is likely that immune reactivity leads to
deposition of complexes within glomeruli. The release of damaging cytokines and
other mediators, especially leukotrienes[4], by multinucleated eosinophils may be
implicated as well. A non-specific type of focal segmental glomerulosclerosis was
identified in our patient. Unfortunately, pathologic classification of renal injury due to
HE was specified in one case report only[10] and in the absence of nephrotic syndrome.
The authors refer to “focal segmental sclerotic-like” in their description. The patient in
question showed various manifestations of nephrotic syndrome (hypertension,
massive proteinuria, hyperlipidemia, and hypoproteinemia). Thus, although the
pathologic underpinnings may be shared, there is an inherent heterogeneity that
remains unexplained.
Our patient also had vitiligo, which was self-limited and stable in recent years. In
our review of the literature, we found no correlation between HE and vitiligo other
than two patients with eosinophilic fasciitis (Shulman syndrome) and vitiligo[11,12]. This
discovery hints at a suspected link for which further research is needed.
Pulmonary involvement in HE is common, typically marked by symmetric groundglass opacities of both lungs and consolidation. At the same time, the blood eosinophil
count may be within the normal range[13], which is inconsistent with the actual clinical
picture.
Glucocorticoids are primarily indicated as a treatment for HE, using hydroxyurea,
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Figure 4

Figure 4 Skin changes of the patient. A: Chest vitiligo and breast surgery: Irregular depigmentation areas in the middle of the patient's forechest and postoperative
changes of bilateral mammary glands; B: Eczema on the back of both hands: Red rash on the back of the thumb root of the patient's hands, which fused into pieces.

interferon-α, imatinib, or mepolizumab as alternative agents. The prognosis of
patients with HE is generally good[14].

CONCLUSION
HE is a heterogeneous disease of unknown etiology. Herein is the first reported case
of bilateral mastectomy for mastitis in a male patient with HE and nephrotic
syndrome. In retrospect, surgery may have been avoided by using a continuous
steroidal regimen instead.
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Figure 5 Pulmonary interstitial changes and review after hormone therapy. A, D, and G: Chest computed tomography (CT) scan (lung window) showed
scattered high-density patches in both lungs, some with soft tissue density, and bronchial shadow in them; B, E, and H: One month after admission (one week after
hormone therapy), chest CT scan (lung window) showed that the range of scattered high-density patches in both lungs was less than before; C, F, and I: Four months
after hormone therapy, chest CT scan (lung window) showed that the range of scattered high-density patches in both lungs was further reduced than before.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
There are some challenges concerning immediate implant placement in the molar
region. Platelet-rich fibrin (PRF), an autologous biomaterial, has been used
widely for periodontal intra-bony defects, sinus augmentation, socket
preservation, and gingival recession. However, the literature remains scarce for
reports on immediate implants with PRF, particularly in the case of fresh molar
extraction socket.
CASE SUMMARY
The patient was a 43-year-old woman with maxillary molar vertical crown-root
fracture. She underwent flapless immediate implant placement into the fresh
molar socket with PRF. At the follow-up visit 15 d post procedure, the
vascularization of soft tissue was visible. There was no swelling or pain after the
surgery. Six months postoperatively, the regeneration of bone and soft tissues
was visible. Subsequently, the definitive restoration was placed. The patient was
satisfied with the aesthetic outcomes.
CONCLUSION
The flapless immediate implant placement into the fresh molar socket with PRF is
a feasible procedure. This case report demonstrates that PRF promotes bone and
soft tissue regeneration apart from having an enhanced anti-inflammatory ability.
Furthermore, the procedure involves a minimally invasive technique, thus
reducing the surgical complexity.
Key words: Immediate implant placement; Platelet-rich fibrin; Molar tooth; Bone
augmentation; Soft tissue regeneration; Case report
©The Author(s) 2019. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Core tip: The advantages of flapless immediate molar implant placement with plateletrich fibrin included: (A) Promotion of bone and soft tissue regeneration; (B)
Enhancement of the anti-inflammatory ability; (C) Minimally invasive procedure; and
(D) Low surgical complexity.
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INTRODUCTION
Immediate implant placement into fresh extraction is gaining popularity because of
several advantages. Apart from involving fewer clinical procedures compared to
conventional methods, this new technique also facilitates the maintenance of bone
architecture. Many studies showed that the survival rate of the immediate
implantation is comparable to that of the healed implantation[1-3]. The great mass of
literature on immediate implant placement focused on the aesthetic zone and
premolar region[4-6]. Published evidence on the molar region remains scarce. From the
available literature, there are some challenges concerning immediate implant
placement in the molar region. One of them is that the bulky molar root often leads to
insufficient bone quantity in the fresh extraction socket. To overcome this, guided
bone regeneration (GBR) is often performed to augment the bone around the
implant[7,8]. However, if exposure of surgical site or infection occurs, it may seriously
affect the process of bone augmentation, possibly leading to implant failure [9-11] .
Another main challenge may arise when the defect of gingival tissues around the
extraction socket leads to unfavorable primary closure. As a result, the buccal tissue
needs to be periosteal-released in order to close the socket. This might come at the cost
of compromising the blood supply and decreasing the attached gingival. In view of
this, connective tissue graft has been devised as an alternative approach to correct the
soft tissue deficiency with a donor site[12,13].
Platelet-rich fibrin (PRF), a second-generation platelet concentrate, is an autologous
fibrin matrix. PRF contains platelets, growth factors, and leukocytes. Studies reported
that PRF could provide a sustained release of the growth factors for tissue
regeneration from 7 up to 28 d[14,15]. Furthermore, as an autologous biomaterial, PRF is
able to facilitate cell proliferation, cell migration, angiogenesis, and infection
prevention[16,17]. Thus, PRF has been widely used in periodontal intra-bony defects[18],
sinus augmentation[19], socket preservation[20], and gingival recession[21]. However, very
few cases about immediate implants with PRF have been reported, particularly in
fresh molar extraction socket.
This case report describes immediate implant placement in fresh molar extraction
socket, together with the use of PRF for bone regeneration and the soft tissue
augmentation around the implant. GBR with PRF was performed to ensure sufficient
bone tissues as support structure around the implant.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 43-year-old female patient who was a non-smoker presented complaining of
mobility of tooth #26.

History of present illness
Clinical examination revealed that tooth #26 contained resin filling. It also presented
as a vertical crown-root fracture, with no swelling but pain and difficulty in eating
recorded (Figure 1A).

History of Past illness
There was no significant systemic complaint. The family history was unremarkable.

Imaging examinations
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Preoperative intraoral condition and cone-beam computed tomography. A: Tooth #26 presented with resin filling and vertical crown-root fracture; B:
Cone-beam computed tomography revealed a fracture line from the occlusal surface to the end of the palatal root and the available bone height was 4 mm; C: Flow
chart timeline of the treatment plan.

Cone-beam computed tomography revealed a fracture line that extended from the
occlusal surface to the end of the palatal root. The available bone height was 4 mm
(Figure 1B). Clinical examination revealed that tooth #26 contained resin filling. She
was diagnosed as having vertical crown-root fracture of tooth #26 (Figure 1A and B).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
Vertical crown-root fracture of tooth #26.

TREATMENT
Based on the findings, immediate implant placement on tooth #26 combined with
maxillary sinus floor augmentation was planned to resolve her complaint. The
treatment plan was discussed with the patient, and based on the patient’s condition,
the according treatment plan was drawn up as shown in Figure 1C. Pre-operatively,
the patient rinsed her mouth with 0.12% chlorhexidine solution for 3 min every time,
for a total of three times. Local anesthesia was administered. The molar tooth was
removed using a minimally invasive flapless technique to preserve the socket walls
(Figure 2A). Then, the socket was thoroughly debrided and irrigated. As the residual
bone height was 6 mm, maxillary sinus floor augmentation was performed. After that,
an implant (SLA, Straumann, Switzerland, 4.8 mm × 10 mm, soft level implant) was
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placed into the fresh socket and good primary implant stability was achieved (Figure
2B). In the four-wall bony defect, the healing abutment was screwed. PRF was
prepared as described in a previously published study[22]. The bio-oss collagen with
PRF was placed into the space between the implant and the socket walls (Figure 2C).
Subsequently, the wound was covered with a PRF membrane. Sutures were put on
loosely to allow the regeneration of soft tissue (Figure 2D and E). Postoperatively, 500
mg of azithromycin was prescribed (twice daily for 5 d). The patient was instructed to
avoid chewing in the surgical area and to continue the mouthwash with chlorhexidine
0.12% for 10 d. Sutures were removed after 10 d.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW UP
At the follow-up visit 15 d later, the vascularization of soft tissue was visible (Figure
3). There was no swelling or pain after the surgery. Six months postoperatively, the
regeneration of bone tissue and soft tissue was visible under a periapical standard
radiograph that was taken by a parallel technique (Figure 4). Subsequently, the
second stage surgery was performed. The implant was exposed by minimally
invasive incision. Healing abutment was replaced. The impression was carried out.
The definitive restoration was placed after 2 wk (Figure 5). The patient was satisfied
with the aesthetic outcomes.

DISCUSSION
With the advancement in implantology, immediate dental implant placement into
fresh molar extraction socket has been presented as an alternative treatment to
delayed placement. The survival rate of immediate molar implant placement was
found to be the same as that of the delayed placement[23]. Nevertheless, the uptake of
immediate implant placement in the molar socket has been hampered by several
conditions that may affect the clinical outcomes, one of which is the implant stability.
For immediate molar implant placement procedure, the primary stability of the
implant is vital for implant success. Skillful preservation of the septal bone is a crucial
step towards the success of the procedure. In order to obtain adequate primary
stability of the implant, the molar tooth should be atraumatically extracted while
preserving as much of the septal bone as possible. For this patient, the molar tooth
was removed using a minimally invasive technique. The septal bone was completely
preserved. As a result, the implant was successfully placed in the septal bone with
good primary stability.
Furthermore, by applying the flapless procedure, there was less crestal bone loss
compared to the flap procedure. A flapless procedure causes very minimal disruption
to the periosteum; thus, it is able to maintain the periosteal blood supply to the buccal
plate[23]. Many previous studies have reported that immediate implant placement with
GBR could counteract the bone absorption after the tooth extraction[24,25]. As presented
in a systematic review, an immediate implant with bone substitute material was
shown to be beneficial towards the prevention of alveolar resorption and maintenance
of soft tissue stability[26]. Recently, a study by Mudalal et al[27] showed that PRF was a
biocompatible autograft material and that it had an outstanding ability of enhancing
bone regeneration in immediate implant placement procedure. PRF is a fibrin
membrane with abundant growth factors. These growth factors are important to
promote the regeneration of bone tissue. For this patient, we were able to minimize
the surgical trauma and preserve the blood supply by using the flapless procedure.
The bio-oss collagen with PRF was placed into the space between the implant and the
socket walls to promote the regeneration of bone tissues. After the procedure, no pain
or swelling was experienced by the patient. During the 6-mo follow-up, new bones
were visible on a periapical standard radiograph.
In most molar tooth extraction cases, the primary closure could be difficult to
obtain due to the bulky root of the molar tooth. However, the primary closure was
critical to ensure the success of the GBR procedure. Garcia et al[28] reported that GBR
procedures that were done without membrane exposure could yield more
regenerated bone compared to those done with membrane exposure. The flap
procedure with relaxation incision is commonly used in the management of soft tissue
to obtain primary closure. However, this procedure could disrupt the blood supply,
leading to postoperative swelling and pain. In addition, this procedure has a higher
complexity as it involves the use of connective tissue free flap, thus requiring a donor
site. Several studies have shown that PRF played a significant role in promoting early
wound healing besides enhancing anti-inflammatory ability[29]. In the present case,
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Figure 2

Figure 2 The surgical procedure. A: The tooth #26 was extracted atraumatically; B: The implant was placed. The bone defect was visible around the implant; C: The
bio-oss collagen with platelet rich fibrin (PRF) was placed into the space between the implant and the socket walls; D and E: The wound was covered with PRF
membrane without tight suture to regenerate soft tissue.

PRF membrane was covered on the wound without primary closure. The porous
membrane structure of PRF allowed the discharge of the exudates. In other words, the
PRF membrane was able to promote the regeneration of the soft tissue via the release
of growth factors, on top of serving as a substitute barrier membrane to the
absorbable membrane. By 15 d after the procedure, the vascularization of soft tissue
was clearly visible at the follow-up visit. The regeneration of bone tissue was
sufficient. Furthermore, there was no postoperative swelling or pain.
In this case, the minimal invasive extraction was performed to preserve as much of
the septal bone as possible. As a result, good primary stability of the implant was
achieved. The bone substitute materials with PRF were filled in the bone defects. By
using a flapless procedure, there was minimal disruption of the periosteum and good
preservation of the periosteal blood supply for bone regeneration. PRF was used as a
membrane to primary closure. It was able to reduce post-surgical swelling, pain, and
infection. Furthermore, keratinized gingiva was produced due to the release of the
growth factors from PRF. In short, the immediate implant placement into the fresh
molar socket with PRF is a feasible procedure.
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Figure 3

Figure 3 Intraoral condition at 15-d follow-up visit: The vascularization of soft tissue is visible.
Figure 4

Figure 4 Postoperative periapical standard radiograph in which the regeneration of bone tissue and soft tissue is visible.
Figure 5

Figure 5 The definitive restoration. A: Occlusal view; B: Buccal view.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Primary malignant melanoma of the esophagus accounts for 0.1%-0.2% of all
esophageal malignancies, including melanotic and amelanotic melanomas.
Primary amelanotic malignant melanoma of the esophagus is extremely rare, and
only about 20 cases have been published in the literature to date. Most primary
malignant melanomas of the esophagus are diagnosed following development of
metastatic lesions and thus have a very poor prognosis. The median survival
duration of patients with metastatic melanoma has been reported to be 6.2 mo.
CASE SUMMARY
A 49-year-old woman was referred to our hospital with a diagnosis of esophageal
cancer. Endoscopy, biopsy, imaging evaluation, and physical examination at our
hospital indicated a diagnosis of advanced primary amelanotic malignant
melanoma of the esophagus. Immunohistochemical staining confirmed
melanoma. Nuclear medicine examination revealed a left iliac bone metastatic
lesion. After discharge, the patient self-administered apatinib for 3 mo, followed
by oral treatment with Chinese medicines (also self-administered) for 2 mo. No
treatments had been taken since then. The patient has survived with no growth
out to the most recent follow-up (24 mo post diagnosis), and she always
presented with a positive attitude about her condition during this period.
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CONCLUSION
Survival following metastatic melanoma might be related to the pharmaceutical
and Chinese medicine treatment and the patient's positive attitude.
Key words: Esophagus; Amelanotic malignant melanoma; Immune; Emotion;
Psychological intervention; Case report
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Core tip: Primary amelanotic malignant melanoma of the esophagus is an extremely rare
disease . We report here a 49-year-old woman with advanced primary amelanotic
malignant melanoma of the esophagus diagnosed by endoscopy, biopsy, imaging
evaluation, and physical examination, and confirmed by immunohistochemical staining.
This patient's survival was much longer than other that of metastatic melanoma patients,
without effective treatment. We hypothesize that this outcome might be related to the
Western drug and Chinese medicine treatments as well as the patient's positive attitude
and emotional state. It may be of great benefit towards extending the survival period of
patients with metastatic melanoma through psychological intervention.

Citation: Zhang RX, Li YY, Liu CJ, Wang WN, Cao Y, Bai YH, Zhang TJ. Advanced
primary amelanotic malignant melanoma of the esophagus: A case report. World J Clin Cases
2019; 7(19): 3160-3167
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v7/i19/3160.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v7.i19.3160

INTRODUCTION
Primary malignant melanoma of the esophagus (PMME) originates from the basal
melanocytes of the esophageal squamous epithelium and is a rare malignant tumor,
accounting for 0.1%-0.2% of all esophageal malignancies and 0.5% of all noncutaneous
melanomas with an estimated incidence of 0.0036 cases per million/year[1]. Only 339
cases had been reported worldwide by 2016, most as individual case reports[2]. About
2% of all esophageal melanomas are amelanotic[3], and only about 20 cases have been
published in the literature so far. By the time of PMME diagnosis, 30%-40% of patients
have already developed metastatic lesions, and 40%-80% of those patients have
periesophageal, mediastinal, and celiac lymph node metastases[4]. Therefore, the
disease has a very poor prognosis.
Amelanotic malignant melanomas (AMMs) tend to be diagnosed at even more
advanced periods, due to higher invasiveness and misdiagnosis as other
nonpigmented tumors. The overall survival of AMMs is lower than that of pigmented
malignant melanomas (PMMs)[5]. We report herein a patient with advanced primary
amelanotic malignant melanoma of the esophagus who received 5 mo of sequential
Western drug (3 mo) and Chinese medicine (2 mo) treatment and was alive at 19 mo
after treatment completion.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
A 49-year-old woman had undergone endoscopic biopsy in a local hospital and was
diagnosed with esophageal cancer. She presented to our hospital with the complaint
of dysphagia that manifested with intake of solid foods. She reported that the
dysphagia had begun 6 mo prior and worsened 3 mo ago.

History of present illness
The patient had a history of progressive dysphagia and retrosternal pain for more
than 6mo.

History of past illness
No specific related past illness was found.
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Personal and family history
The patient had no specific personal or family history of any cancer or related disease.

Physical examination
No signs of cutaneous or extracutaneous malignant melanoma were found.

Imaging examinations
Upper gastrointestinal imaging revealed a polypoid intraluminal mass in the lower
esophagus (Figure 1). Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy showed a nonpigmented
mass located 30-35 cm from the incisors, which existed as a protrusion of the
esophagus wall and bleed upon contact (Figure 2). Single-photon emission computed
tomography-computed tomography (SPECT/CT) fusion images confirmed the
presence of a left iliac bone metastatic lesion (Figure 3). Thoracic contrast-enhanced
CT revealed an enhancing mass in the lower esophagus; no enlarged lymph nodes
were found within the scanning range (Figure 4).

Laboratory examinations
Histological analysis of the biopsied mass showed that the lamina propria contained a
large number of infiltrating heteromorphous cells and necrosis, indicating a
malignant tumor (Figure 5). Immunohistochemical staining revealed that the tumor
was negative for cytokeratin but positive for S-100, HMB-45, and melan-A. The
percentage of Ki67- positive cells was about 60% (Figure 6). These findings supported
the diagnosis of melanoma.

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The final diagnosis of advanced primary amelanotic malignant melanoma of the
esophagus was made according to the imaging and biopsy findings.

TREATMENT
The patient was discharged to home after refusing palliative care. After discharge, she
self-administered apatinib for 3 mo according to the instructions for drug use. She
reported having discontinued the drug at this time because of the intolerable adverse
reaction of dizziness, which was found by us to be caused by a sharp rise in blood
pressure. There was no significant relief of her dysphagia following the drug
withdrawal. However, when the patient underwent magnetic resonance imaging
examinations at local hospitals, the esophageal lumen was found to be recanalized.
The patient was then treated for 2 mo with an oral decoction (also self-administered)
consisting of herba duchesnea indica, climbing nightshade, gentiana macrophylla,
black nightshade, HERBA EPIMEDII, asiatic cornelian cherry fruit, solomonseal
rhizome, fruit of glossy privet, unprocessed rehmannia root, herba celiptae, human
placenta, Chinese angelica, glabrous greenbrier rhizome, grifola, etc., and took it
frequently every day. The treatment was discontinued due to severe vomiting. No
treatment for the melanoma has been used or administered since then.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
The patient’s character was very optimistic and strong throughout the illness, which
may be related to her police career. She told us that she was surprised to open her
eyes every morning because she was still alive. She also reported that care from her
family made her happy. She said she was eager to survive but was not afraid of death.
She felt lucky that she had lived for so long in the case of this disease. From the time
of diagnosis to writing this manuscript, the patient's survival period has reached 24
mo. During this period, the patient's condition fluctuated and hematemesis occurred
occasionally. However, her overall condition was improved as compared with that
experienced during the periods of drug treatment, and the patient was able to live
independently.

DISCUSSION
Cases of PMME are rare, representing only 0.1%-0.2% of all esophageal malignancies
reported[1]. Primary AMM of the esophagus is extremely rare, with only about 20
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Figure 1

Figure 1 Upper gastrointestinal radiography. A: Mucosa film, with a polypoid intraluminal mass (arrow) present in
the lower esophagus; B: Full-filling film, with a polypoid filling defect (arrow), without obstruction, is shown.

cases published in the literature to date. PMME has a very poor prognosis due to its
high metastatic potential, reflected by its median survival time of 10 mo[6]. AMMs
tend to be diagnosed at more advanced stages, making the overall survival lower than
that of PMMs[5]. De La Pava et al[7] reported the presence of melanocytes within the
esophageal mucosa in 1963. For a long time before this, esophageal malignant
melanoma was considered to be a metastatic disease from other origins of malignant
melanoma.
Currently, the average age of onset of PMME is 60.5 years old, and the ratio of male
to female is 2:1[6]. Although risk factors have still not been defined, melanocytosis is
considered a predisposing factor [1] ; yet, there have been no reported cases of
melanocytosis progressing to PMME[6]. The clinical symptoms of PMME are similar to
those of other esophageal malignancies. Dysphagia is the most common, followed by
retrosternal or epigastric discomfort or pain, while hematemesis or melena is
uncommon. In more than 90% of the reported cases, the lesion itself occurs in the
lower two-thirds of the esophagus[8].
Upper gastrointestinal radiography usually displays a polypoid intraluminal mass
but significant obstruction is uncommon. Radiological examination is difficult to
distinguish from other polypoid tumors, such as spindle cell carcinoma[9]. The typical
endoscope visualization shows a polypoid lesion, accompanied rarely by ulcers.
PMME is usually pigmented, and the endoscopically viewed characteristic black mass
supports the diagnosis of PMME[10]. Because of the paramagnetic property of melanin,
magnetic resonance images reveal pigmented melanomas by their distinctive 'short T1
and short T2 signals'[11]. Between 10% and 25% of cases are nonpigmented, and in most
cases histological examination can detect melanin granules[12]. Primary AMM of the
esophagus has no melanin granules detectable on histologic examinations, and they
represent only 2% of all esophageal melanomas [3] . Without melanin, AMMs can
hardly be distinguished from other nonpigmented tumors, such as poorly
differentiated squamous carcinoma, sarcoma, carcinosarcoma, and undifferentiated
carcinoma, by magnetic resonance and endoscopic images.
AMMs contain stage I and/or II melanosomes[13]. Immunohistochemical staining
showing positivity for protein S-100, HMB-45, and melan-A and negativity for CK
supports the diagnosis of malignant melanoma. PMME metastases are mainly
hematogenous and lymphatic. At the time of diagnosis, approximately 50% of
patients have metastatic lesions, involving the liver (31%), mediastinum (29%), lung
(18%), and brain (13%) [12] . Thoracic and abdominal CT is helpful in defining
mediastinal invasion, lymph node enlargement, and distant metastasis, and can be
used to display and determine the stage of lesions. Positron emission tomography
(PET)/CT also plays an important role in the diagnosis of metastatic lesions. In 2009,
the American Joint Committee on Cancer developed a new staging system for upper
gastrointestinal melanoma[14], according to which, our case which had developed
metastasis to distant organs, was identified as stage IVc.
Due to the rarity of PMME cases, there is no specific standard for treating this
malignancy. Esophagectomy is preferred for patients with localized lesions. However,
there has been little effective treatment in the past for patients with metastatic
melanoma because of the poor efficacy of traditional cytotoxic chemotherapy. It was
not until the advent of ipilimumab in 2011 that immunotherapies and targeted
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Figure 2

Figure 2 Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy. A nonpigmented polypoid mass protruded into the esophageal lumen,
located 30-35 cm from the incisors. The mass extended along the esophageal longitudinal axis.

therapies developed rapidly within a few years, significantly improving the overall
survival of patients with advanced melanoma and overcoming its characterization as
an incurable disease. Targeted therapies include inhibition of the melanomaassociated genes BRAF and MEK; indeed, BRAF/MEK inhibitor combinations have
become a standard therapy for patients with BRAF V600-mutated metastatic
melanoma[15]. BRAF is the most frequently mutated gene in melanoma[16]. On the other
hand, BRAF mutations are rare in mucosal melanomas, including esophageal
melanoma, and activating mutations of the cell surface receptor tyrosine kinase are
discovered more frequently[17]. Imatinib is a targeted drug for such patients[17].
Blocking antibodies against cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen-4, and
programmed death 1 (PD-1) and its ligand (PD-L1) serve as immune checkpoint
inhibitors; mechanistically, they promote the activation and proliferation of T cells,
producing antitumor effects. The PD-1 inhibitors nivolumab and pembrolizumab, in
particular, are currently in use as first-line agents for advanced melanoma [15] .
Talimogene laherparepvec is an oncolytic virus of melanoma, which can be applied as
a therapy to dissolve tumor cells, release tumor-derived antigens, activate the
immune system, and kill tumor cells [15] . However, studies on the efficacy of
immunotherapy for mucosal melanoma are limited. It is also difficult to determine the
value of these therapies for PMME patients due to the very small number of patients.
In our case, taking apatinib for 3 mo may have contributed to the prolongation of
the patient's survival. Apatinib is a small molecule antiangiogenesis inhibitor, which
remains an important therapeutic approach for advanced malignant melanoma. It has
been shown that apatinib mesylate tablets can treat advanced malignant melanoma,
with a relatively ideal therapeutic effect[18]. Of course, we should not rule out the
contribution of Chinese medicine treatment to the survival of this patient. We also
need to pay attention to the fact that the drug treatment time was only 5 mo in total.
After that, the patient survived for 19 mo. The question then is, was survival due to
drug efficacy alone?
As highlighted by the above therapies, immune system activity is key to controlling
the occurrence and development of tumors. Before the emergence of ipilimumab, the
median survival time for metastatic melanoma patients was only 6.2 mo[19]. For our
patient, the post-diagnosis follow-up revealed the patient to be in a very bad
condition during the periods of drug treatment. Her dysphagia did not improve, yet
severe vomiting and hypertension occurred, she became extremely weak, and the
treatment had to be stopped. Throughout, the patient held an optimistic attitude
about her illness. She reported having forced herself to eat for 1 mo after stopping the
drug, and her vomiting eased and condition improved. After that, she kept a regular
bedtime every day and performed moderate outdoor exercise, housework and
entertainment activities that made her feel happy. According to self-report, she did
what she wanted to do, ate what she wanted to eat, avoided overwork, and
maintained a balanced diet; her family cared for her. Although, after stopping all
treatment, the disease status fluctuated and hematemesis occurred occasionally, her
condition was improved compared with that during the periods of drug treatment,
and the patient could basically live independently.
Epidemiological studies have indicated that psychological stress, chronic
depression, and lack of social support may be closely related to cancer occurrence and
development [ 2 0 ] . The chronic stress response and depression activate the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, leading to the release of mediators that inhibit
certain parts of the immune response and impairing the most important effectors of
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Figure 3 Imaging examinations. A: Computed tomography image showing the bone metastasis, with a nodular and osteogenic bone destruction area (arrow)
present in the left iliac bone; B: Single-photon emission computed tomography image showing a slightly hypermetabolic site (arrow) in the left iliac bone; C: Singlephoton emission computed tomography-computed tomography fusion image showing a hypermetabolic area, with bone destruction (arrow).

the anti-tumor immune response; collectively, these effects generate conditions for the
occurrence and progression of certain types of cancer [21] . It has been shown
experimentally that psychological intervention can reduce recurrence and mortality in
patients with malignant melanoma[21].
In addition to reports of the effects of negative emotions on cancer, a few
researchers have studied the effects of positive emotions on cancer. The brain's
reward system is known to regulate the antitumor immune response. Researchers
have used chemical genetics (i.e., ‘Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by
Designer Drugs’, or 'DREADDs’) to activate the reward system of B16 melanomabearing mice, which led to reduced tumor weight. Some subsets of immune cells, such
as myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), support tumor growth by inhibiting
the antitumor immune response and by creating an enabling environment for the
tumor. After activation of the reward system, the immunosuppressive effect of
MDSCs becomes weakened and tumor growth is inhibited[22]. Since the activation of
the brain's reward system mediates positive emotions, it can be inferred that a
positive psychological state can impact the antitumor immune response.
The knowledge provided from our case is based on the fact that it represents an
extremely rare case of primary AMM of the esophagus, which has a very bad
prognosis in general, yet this patient's survival has been much longer than that of
other metastatic melanoma patients. Unfortunately, there are myriad unknown but
potentially confounding factors, other than the mental state, that may have affected
the patient’s survival.

CONCLUSION
We present here an extremely rare case of primary AMM of the esophagus, which in
general has a worse prognosis than pigmented malignant melanomas. Our patient's
time of survival after diagnosis has been much longer than that of other metastatic
melanoma patients who did not receive effective treatment, which may have been
related to her positive mental state. Although psychological interventions cannot
replace drug therapies nor be used as independent treatments for cancer, they seem to
have beneficial effects on survival. It will be of great significance to perform
systematic studies of whether the survival period of patients with metastatic
melanoma may be extended through psychological intervention.
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Figure 4

Figure 4 Thoracic contrast-enhanced computed tomography. An enhancing mass (arrow) was present in the lower esophagus.
Figure 5

Figure 5 Histopathology (hematoxylin-eosin staining). A: The tumor cells are shown to have formed nests, without melanin granules; B: Polymorphic tumor cells
with atypical and hyperchromatic nuclei are shown.
Figure 6

Figure 6 Immunohistochemical staining. The biopsy stained positive for S100 (A), HMB45 (B), melan-A (C), and Ki67 (D) but was negative for CK (E).
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